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PREFACE. 

Ir is not my purpose in this edition to set forth a complete 
system of moral philosophy, or to compare and reconcile dif- 
ferent views, but simply to assist the student of the Ethics 
in understanding Aristotle’s meaning, and in following his 
arguments in the book before us. There is, indeed, scarcely 
a page of the work which might not have served as a peg on 
which to hang a dissertation on some point of the theory and 
practice of morals; but to do so would have interfered with, 

rather than furthered, my main aim: and I have therefore ab- 
stained from general disquisitions, and have neither referred 
to ancient systems of philosophy, except where Aristotle’s 
meaning would have been obscure without such reference ; 
nor to modern views, except where they directly illustrate, in 
more familiar language, and thus enable us more completely 
to apprehend what Aristotle meant to say. And this was the 

_ less necessary, as I believe what I have left undone will be 
performed by able hands. I wish rather to guide students, as 
far as I am able, to an understanding of what Aristotle says, 
before they proceed to compare him with, or judge him by, 
what has been advanced by those who went before or came 
after him. I am sure that he who carefully and patiently 
studies his ethical writings, (in which I would include the 
Rhetoric,) will gain a knowledge of many of the secrets of 
man’s nature, as it practically exists, and of men as they 
practically act, which will be found of great service, as well 
in the abstract study of the subject, as in practical dealing 
with, or guidance of, men. For Aristotle, looking with a 

curious and careful eye on the realities of human life, saw the 
elements of man’s nature, the motives and springs of action, 
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vl PREFACE. 

and the manner of their working, far more distinctly and 

accurately than any other philosopher, ancient or modern. 

He may not have had the brilliant imagination of Plato; but 

his wonderful powers of discernment, of analysis, of com- 

parison, of combination, of distinction, of sifting the wheat 

from the chaff, enabled him to arrive at conclusions which, 

as far as they go, are wonderfully in harmony with the fuller 

and deeper knowledge which is vouchsafed to us. If I were 

called upon to rest Aristotle’s fame on one part of his mani- 

fold wisdom, it would be on the patient confidence with 
which he believes that nature has worked, and does work, 

for the best ; and that true moral philosophy consists, not in 
dogmatising on what man ought to be, or what he would be, 

had. he been created otherwise than he is, but in seeing what 

he was intended to be as he is; on the patient skill with 
which, in accordance with this principle, taking man as he 
is, and the world as it is, he has worked out the nature, the 

functions, the perfection, the true happiness of such a being 
placed in such a world. If it may with truth be said that 
Socrates drew morality from heaven, it is not less true to 
say that Aristotle found it on earth. 

Aristotle’s fame undoubtedly rests rather on his logical and 
moral writings than on his physical, though it is hardly fair 
to form an unfavourable judgment of his whole natural phi- 
losophy from what remains to us. The names of several of 
his lost works might lead us to suppose that he treated the 
subject more completely and truly than is sometimes sup- 
posed; but without taking this into account, physical science 

was then undoubtedly in its infancy. Observations and ex- 
periment could not, in the nature of things, have given the 
same variety of data as the moderns possess; and, it may be, 
our treasury of facts will seem to future enquirers to be but 
scantily filled. Physical science is always cradled in time, 
the giant of one generation is but the infant of the next; 
so that it is no detraction from Aristotle’s powers as a philo- 
sopher, if his physical science seems a dwarf by the side of 

our own: but in whatever regards that on which time has 
nothing new to reyeal,—the powers and laws of thought and 
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action,—Aristotle’s data were as ample as, though not more 
so than, our own, and therefore his logical, ethical, and poli- 
tical writings maintain the place which was assigned them 
two thousand years ago: they have informed and guided 
the wisest men in succeeding generations; and especially in 
our own language, the arms of the truest and deepest phi- 
‘losophers bear undoubted marks of the armoury in which 
they were forged. 

The keystone of Aristotle’s pilosaplns which enabled him 
thus to construct a stable system out of the shifting materials 
he had, is od0év 1%) dvows warny trovet: while a Ethics he 
was led to truth by taking a true view of man as a compound 
being, made up of reason and passions, each of which had 

their function in the formation of his moral character and 
the development of moral action. This view of man as a 
compound being is discernible in his Rhetoric as well as his 
Ethics. 

The data which Aristotle uses will be found to be either 
the opinions of men, expressed or implied, or the facts of na- 

ture, as seen either in the general laws and principles which 
philosophy had been able to detect, or common sense to re- 
cognise; or in the facts of daily life, as discernible by our 
senses or reason. Most philosophers of his age rejected the 
one, while they asserted the claims of the other. Aristotle 

uses the one or the other as they come most readily to hand, 
(see bk. i, notes 58, 61,) and, if possible, both, so as to shew 

the agreement which ought to exist, and, when both are care- 

fully examined, does exist, between them. 

Again, in the examination of philosophic or popular opi- 
nions, and he does not throw aside a dogma, or even a proverb, 
without care: he extracts from the very dross whatever gold 
may be init; and pointing out where each has fallen short of, 
or exceeded ihe limits of truth, confirms his own opinion by 
shewing how it agrees with the truth, while he corrects the 
errors of others. And thus one great lesson to be learnt from 
the study of Aristotle is, that where contrary opinions are 
held by honest’ men, with a fair show of argument on each 
side, or have obtained in popular opinion of different ages or 
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countries, each is true with limitations or additions: where 

one says “it is wholly this,” and another, “it is wholly 
that,” the truth lies hid in the fact that both are partially, 
neither wholly, right. 

As for the treatise itself, enough is said from time to time 
in the notes on the general object and nature of its several 
parts and of it as a whole, to render it unnecessary to go 
over the same ground here. I had some thoughts, at one 
time, of prefixing an Analysis or Conspectus, such as that of 

Michelet’s; but on consideration, I think there is sufficient 

help given in the notes to enable the student to do it for 
himself, with far more benefit than if he had it ready made 

to his hands; and I-should be doing more harm than good if 
I superseded useful labour, instead of merely guiding and as- 
sisting it. I have directed some blank pages to be left in the 
beginning of the first volume for this purpose, and I subjoin 
an analysis of one chapter very much on Michelet’s plan, as 
@ specimen of the way in which I should recommend such 

work to be done. Suffice it to say, that I believe the Ethics 

to have been written by Aristotle as a scientific proof that 
moral virtue was the perfection of man, a compound being, 
placed in the world in which we find him; and hence that his 

happiness, the production and preservation of which ought 
to be the aim of the science of social life, is to be found in 

the faithful discharge of his duties as a citizen and a man. 
Of course there is much practical information and explana- 
tion given throughout, but I do not agree with those whe 
cannot see in the Ethics a distinct point to be proved, and a 

distinct line of argument to prove it. It is a scientific en- 
quiry into and proof of the practical nature of human virtue 
and happiness,—not merely a barren speculation into its ab- 
stract nature, with no aim or result beyond speculation, but 
with a view to practice, and the attainment of something 
beyond itself. (See bk. ii. note 18.) 

The reading given is almost invariably that of Bekker’s: 
The duodecimo text has been printed in an octavo page, so 
as to leave room for a running abstract or observations which 
may strike the student as he reads; thus giving all the ad- 
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vantage of an interleaved book, without being interleaved. And 
I have not loaded the text or notes with various readings, 
but have contented myself with merely giving those which 
seemed to affect the sense. Not that I would be supposed to 
undervalue various readings; they afford scope for the ex- 
ercise and development of a very useful mental faculty ; but 
I think they belong rather to the poets than to the philo- 
sophers. In the former the taste is chiefly called into play, 
and therefore it is right that scope should be found for the oc- 
casional exercise of the critical faculties side by side with the 
other, in comparing and judging of authorities and probabili- 
ties. In the latter there is sufficient scope for the critical 
faculty in the subject and the arguments, and the introduc- 
tion of unimportant and formal points of criticism would 
rather call off the judgment from its more important sphere 
in the contents of the book itself. 

In some, if not many passages, the conciseness of the style, 
so different from that of Plato, renders the reasoning at first 
sight obscure and difficult; but these, even where the ge- 
neral line and conclusion of the argument are clear enough, 
may not be neglected or slurred over. It is no fruitless men- 
tal exercise to follow such a mind as Aristotle’s even where 
the path is rugged, and where we think we see a short cut. 
Whoever declines this labour will fail to master many forms 
of thought and argument which would have made his own 
powers of thought and argument more varied and available. 
This important result will be obtained, and the treatise more 
thoroughly mastered, by following out the connection and 
arguments as closely as possible,—searching into the force of 
illative conjunctions, (such as yap, ovv, &c.), and the way in 

which one clause is connected with another. This requires 
much labour and patience,—but it will not be labour and 
patience misspent ; and I would warn beginners against sup- 
posing that they have got all that the Ethics has to offer when 
they have read it once over, or when they have mastered the 
details. These, of course, must be mastered first, but these 

are not all. The Ethics is an inexhaustible mine ;—I am 

afraid to say how often I have read it over, but I am not 
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afraid to say that every time I have read it I have found 
something worth knowing which had not struck me before. 

I would warn the student also against careless construing 
of Greek words into inadequate English ; such, for instance, 

as always construing xaddv “honourable,” or aicypov “ dis- 
graceful ;” or, what is still more common, rendering a whole 

sentence into English words without mastermg the notion 
which the Greek is meant to convey. 

It is not necessary for me to bring forward here this teadl 
ing and essential points in the book; but among the points 
which occur incidentally, I would call especial attention to 

Aristotle’s opinion of, and use of, induction,—to the way in 
which he speaks of the gods, —and the reverential and even 
affectionate way in which he speaks of Plato; these being 
some among the many points in which Aristotle has been 
misrepresented and misused. 

Those who are acquainted with Michelet’s Commentary will 
not fail to observe that I am occasionally indebted to him for 
explanations or references, which I have not hesitated to 
adopt without acknowledging them in each case. 

There are, of course, a few trifling misprints: those which 

I have myself detected are in the accents ; one especially, of 
the class which, to use a forcible expression of the late Dean 
of Christ Church, sets one’s teeth on edge,—a pro-proparoxyton, 

aoptotos. But I must add, that this arose from my cor- 
recting the press at a distance, which made me, sometimes, — 

in order to save time, let the sheets be printed off without 
seeing with my own eyes that the final corrections had 
been made. 

I will only add, that I shall be much gratified if it should 
turn out that my labours assist others in the study of a 
work from which I feel that I have myself obtained much, 
and of which, the more thoroughly it is studied, the more 

will the value and benefits be felt. 

CaERDEON, Jan. 1856. 



Specimen of Analysis. 

Book i. ch. 6.—Plato’s notion of the ida does not give us the 
true nature of good. 

1. Apology for opposing Plato, 1. 
2. Why his doctrine wrong, 2 to the end. 

Good is predicated in Priority and Posteriority, 2. 
. Goods are predicated in different categories, 3. 
. There is no one science of good, 4. 
. The doctrine unintelligible and unpractical, 5—7. 

a. No real difference between the supposed idea and con- 
crete goods, 5. 

6. Supposed eternity of abstract iSéa no argument to the 
contrary, 6. 

ec. Testimony of Speusippus, 7. 
e. The doctrine not tenable on the theory of distinction be- 

tween goods dependent and independent, 8, 12. 
aa. Supposed division of goods, 8, 9. 
bb. Difficulty of distinguishing between them, 10. 
cc. Dilemma arising from different notions of dependent 

and independent goods. 
aa. If only the ida independent, then no reality in 

concrete, 10. 

BB. If others also, then all should fall under one de- 

finition, 11. ' 

dd. Why called by common name of “ good,” 12. 
¢. Even if true, not practical or attainable, 13—16. 

1. Argument of Platonists that it would serve as a model, 14. 
2. Disproved by practice of men in general, 15. 
3. By the practical sciences. 
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ane 

2.) 

(2.) 

(4.) 

NOTES. 

| caeenneeeed 

BOOK I. 

CHAPTER I. 

1. In this chapter Aristotle is laying down definitions or 
characteristics of the good, preparatory to drawing the con- 
clusion in chapter ii., that the rédos mpaxréy is the dyadsy of 
man. The syllogisms stand thus :— 

1. 6 mayra édiera is the réyaddv of man (opinions of men). 
Tédos TpakTav IS ob mdvra epiera.. 

Tédos mpaktay 18 rayabdv of man. 

2. The épyov of all other évépyera is rayabdv of man (constitu- 

tion of nature). 

Téhos mpaxray is the épyov of all other évépyea. 

Tedos mpaktay 18 rayabdy of man. 

1. méoa «7A. All human action as it usually exists in the 
world. réyvy, systems of contrivance, with a view to pro- 
duction. péOodos (és ddoroumrixh pera Adyov), systems of 

rules, with a view to the proper regulation of our intellectual, 

social, or moral faculties, such as logic, politics. mpaéus, 

actions in moral life. mpoaipecus, acts of choice. 

3. Soxei. This word points to the opinions of men. réguxe, 
is by nature. éori, simply is. @aiverat, evidently is. So in 
this chapter dSoxei is used in the premiss embodying the opi- 
nions of men: “ Whatever all desire is rightly defined to be the 
good.’ mépuxe is used where the argument is drawn from the 
constitution of nature ; so BeAruoy méduke, “ the épyor of all evép-. 

yetar is by nature the good.” 

2. Ataghopa Sé rts x.r.A. difference in value. Aristotle is 
not here merely setting forth a distinction between évepyecar 
and épya, but he is doing so with a view to their relation to 
the good ; that one is a greater good than the other—8édriov 
—dyaborepov. By noticing this, the connection between this 

B 
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(6.) 

(7.) 

(8.) 

(9.) 

ETHICS.—BOOK I. [c. i, 2—65. 

proposition and the main question is preserved. Observe that 
the comparative of good is in most, if not in all languages, 

irregular: there are, properly speaking, no degrees of good, 
though there are approaches towards it, which seem to be its 
degrees. 

2. It is evident that Aristotle is here not merely giving us a 
piece of information, as it is commonly explained (see Harris 
on Happiness) ; laying down a mere abstract difference be- 
tween the éevépyecaand gpyov, one signifying the operations 

which lead to a production, the other the thing produced. 
This may be a true distinction, but it is not what he has 
in view here, for he says immediately below that an evepyea 
may be an épyov; he is laying down a difference of value 
between them, with a view to the strict argument he is 
working out. 

4. He lays down that in human actions and systems there is 
a subordination; that there are some subordinate to those 

above them, and these again to some one highest of all; 
that this highest is more an object of choice than those 
below it: and thus by implication he gives the minor to each 
of the above major premisses. This, to which all else are 
subordinate and tend, (i.e. réAos wpaxrav,) 18 most od ravta 

ediera, and also is the épyov of all other evépyesa. 

3. émuotnun, a collection of abstract laws. réym, the same ap- 

plied to practice as rules. 

4. iad refers rather to the constitution of nature, whereby 
one is placed in subjection to another; the same notion often 

exists in the word kvptos.—aipetarepa. Observe that this 

word always has reference to the opinions of men. 

5. Stahéeper Sé ovSév. An evépyea may be itself an epyov: 

and it is not less a good, or the good, for that. It was 
necessary to lay this down, as the épyov of man is an évepyeta 

Wuxjs. Met. vii. 8. p. 186. Ed. Tauchnitz. See also Eth. 
vii, 12.3; vu. 18. 2. 

(10.) 5. mapa ravras. Besides and beyond the evépyea. 

(11.) 5. éwt rév NexOercay emtornparv. émorypy is here 

used loosely for systems or arts, such as vaumnyixn, tarpixn, &e. 
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CHAPTER II. 

(12.) He here draws his conclusion from the premisses advanced 
in the last chapter, that the rédAos mpaxraév, whatever it may 

_be, is the dya@éy of man. 

(18.) 1. The leading notion in Aristotle’s mind is that man’s own 
nature, with its tendencies and powers, would lead him to happi- 
ness; and this is what he practically states when he says that 
it is réXos mpaxrdy. The mpaxra of man are really only the de- 

velopment and exhibition of man’s nature and tendencies ; 
and the very presence of these tendencies (Speéve) imphes 

Some réAos towards which they tend; and the rédos would 
be that which most fully comprehended and developed 
that nature and its dpegis: hence the leading proposition of 
his moral system is that the full and complete development of H 
man’s nature ts his happiness. He believed man not only de-. o 
signed by nature to be happy, but contrived for happiness ; 
and that his own constitution would lead him to it, if he 

would honestly follow it. “This is what the Schoolmen mean 
when, in their way of expression, they say, That the will is 
carried towards happiness not simply as will, but as nature.” 
Leighton’s Lectures on Happiness, IT. vol. iv. p. 190, ed. 1830. 

(14.) 1. Ei 8. 6) very frequently marks a conclusion in the 
Ethics. See Grammar, 721, 1. 

(15.) 1. mpdecoe «7d. If the elenchus on which this argument 

rests be worked out, it will bring us to the key-stone of 
Aristotle’s philosophy: ot@év 4 picts parny roret. It 

is always worth while to work out compressed arguments of 
this sort, as well for the mental exercise, as for the sake of 

the principles up to which they lead us. 

(16.) 1. kevnyv, empty m itself; paraiav, without result. 

(17.) li dyaO@ov cai dproroy, the good and the bravest, as’ 

we say; the same thing (swmmum bonum) viewed under 
different aspects. 

(18.) 1. dpeécv. For the senses of dpecéis, see the note 40 on 

book ii. chap. 11. 

(19.) 2. 7 yvaoaus adrod. Mark the word yvéors, and compare 
book x. chap. 9. 1, where he speaks of the result of all the 
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preceding part of his treatise as 16 yvava.. The Ethics is 

not a mere practical exposition of virtue, and the way to 
attain to it, but also, and rather, a search after it, and a 

proof of what it is in its practical, not its speculative, nature. 
By such expressions as “ réQos od yous Gdda mpagis,” on which 

so much stress is laid, it is meant that the Ethics is not a 

speculative enquiry into the abstract essence of virtue or 
happiness, without any further object; but a moral enquiry 
into their practical nature as they exist in action, and with 

a view to it. 

(20.) 3. rim@ ye, at least in an outline, or sketch. 

(21.) 3. ri wor éori, what its nature is. 

(22.) 3. rivos rév emiotnpay  Suvdpewr, to what 

science or system it belongs. émornpuy is here both a science 

and a scientific art, with a definite subject-matter, such as 
politics, ethics, &c.; S¥vapues, an organic art, such as logic 
or rhetoric, which supplies formule, more or less abstract, 
for any subject-matter. Of course, to whatever system, 
whether scientific or formal, the good belongs, the know- 
ledge of that science is necessary to its comprehension, and 
an enquiry into it is necessary to the completeness of that 

science. Hence zodcrikn includes ethics, and ethics is mod 

tixy tts, & branch of the grand science of polities. 

(23.) 4. Adéere &, would be held, or allowed, to be. 

(24.) 4. kuptwrarns, that to which most authority is given by 
nature. dpyutektoveikys, that which is most practically 

directive. 

(25.) 5. daiverat, evidently is. 

(26.) 5. Ssardooes and bir6é ravrny refer to kupiordarys: x po- 

pévns and mepréxoe dv ra TOY AAXov tO dpyirexrouns. 

—Cf. Pol. 1.1. 

(27.) 7. rotr av ein ravOpamivov ayabdv. The dyabdv 

of man belongs to the science of politics, inasmuch as the 
end of this science embraces all other ends under it, and 

therefore is practically the rédos rév mpaxrav. 

(28.) 8. ef ydp «.r.. This is one of the instances of omission 
of the sentence to which ydp refers, which produces so much 
difficulty in following Aristotle’s arguments. The sentence 
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must be worked out from the context, and supplied, before the 
bearing of the reasoning can be perceived. It might have been) 
expected that the avOpamwov dyaédv would belong to dvOpwrivmn | 

émornun, and not modurun: but this is not so, for in reality 

avOparivn emornun is the same as modutixy, and avOpadmuvov dyabdy 

- @8 modirixdy dyabdy, being different views of the same thing ; 
but moduricy is higher than dvépemivn, as the adds is higher 

than the individual, resting on higher grounds and aiming at 
higher results (cf. Eth., bk. vi. 8. 1); and therefore the good 
may be viewed either as woXcrikijs réAos, OF mpakray Tédos. 

(29.) 9. rovray, either dvOpamwor dyabsy (—= mpaxray rédos,) and 

moditikns TéeAOs (—=oduTiKdy ayabdv), or referring back to section 
3, Ti more €oTi, kal Tivos Tov éemiatnpav 7) Suvduewv. Looking to 

the beginning of chap. iv., it is probably the former of these. 

sii ) 9. modureKy res odca. Being thus connected with poli- 
tics, and a necessary branch of that science which aims at 

the happiness of the state, or, in other words, the dya6dv of 
the individuals composing it, the good of man belongs to the 
province of politics, and the knowledge of the former is ne- 
cessary to the completeness of the latter. The Ethics is 
the accidence of the Politics. 

CHAPTER III. 

(31.) Having now laid it down that the dyaédv of man is 
mpaktaév redos, and that it belongs to the science of politics, 
he would naturally proceed to the enquiry as to what this 
mpaxrav téehos may be; but he first guards himself against 
those who would object to his system that it is not demon- 
strative, and to those who object that it is above their com- 

prehension, The one class would be of the philosophic, the 
other of the self-indulgent, careless sort. | 

(82.) 1. eard, proportionably to. 

(33.) 1. Snpeovpyoupévors, works of art. The perfection required 
differs according to the material, &c. 

(34.) 2. kaha kai Sixaca, the principles of moral and social 

right. 
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(35.) 2. Stadopay, difference in different nations. dyn», 
vagueness, even where agreed upon in the general. From 

this statement we may deduce (partly) the influence of ora- 

cles, whereby the Greek endeavoured to supply the want of 
some certain standard and guide, and the necessity of reve- 

lation to correct and steady false, shifting views. 

(36.) 2. Soxeiv vopo pév civar dPiaoer Sé py. The So- 

phists are here generally alluded to, though, strictly speak- 
ing, they held that some cada were gice, others véuo: 

but that all d/ava were vduo, and none ¢ice. Plato, Lege. 
889. As a school, however, they practically get rid of the 
reality of all natural right and wrong. 

(87.) 3. kai ra adyaé6d, the principles and views of human 
good. 

(88.) 4. mept rovotre@y, on such subject-matter. é¢x rovov- 
sav, from such premisses. maxvd@s, roughly. totadra, 

SC. Ta @s emt TO TOAD. 

(39.) 5. dxodéxeo Gast, to listen to the proof: we must, in pro- 
bable matters, be content with probabihty. 

(40.) 5. wemardSevpévov. The man of a highly tramed mind 
has the power not only of discerning truth when it is put 
before him, but of discerning how far truth is attamable: so 

he only will see that the proofs which Aristotle is about to 

bring forward give all the proof of which the subject is 
capable. | 

(41.) 6. kpives kadds & yevooxes. This faculty answers to 

ovveots in morals. See bk. vi. c. x. 

(42.) 6. dwASs. The generic sense of amas is “ keeping out of 

sight the circumstances mentioned in the context; here it 
is generally, leaving out ra xaé” éxacra. 

(43.) 7. oixetos, the proper ; the most suitable. 

(44.) 7. rév Kata rov Bliov mpad€éear, moral action. 

(45.) 7. ére 8€ «xd. The self-indulgent man will not compre- 
hend the real force of moral reasoning: he may listen to it, 
and possibly apprehend it with his reason, but it will be 
paraias and dywpedds, because it will produce no effect on his 
practice. 

(46.) 7. émerdy 1rd réXos «7A. It is not implied in these 
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words that the Ethics is a mere practical exposition of vir- 
tue, and how to become virtuous. He does not say that he 
is not going to pursue the subject of morals with a view to 
the (as far as may be) scientific knowledge of virtue, but 
merely that he does not mean his treatise to end in mere 
knowledge, but in knowledge with a view to action. See last 
chapter, note 19, and also below, where cidévac is spoken 
of as profitable to those who know how to use it. 

(47.) 8. mapa xpévo», from time. Gr. Gr. 637. 3, e. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(48.) Resumption of subject. If there is any agreement among 
men as to the good, whether viewed as dvOpamuwov dyabdv or 

mohirexyns TéAos, then the question is settled, and Aristotle 
might at once have proceeded to politics proper, or the con- 

‘ sideration of the most perfect way of developing and securing 
this dya6év by legislation and government; but such agree- 
ment does not exist. 

(49.) 1. dvadaBoévres, resuming the subject, after the digression 
in the last chapter. 

(50.) 1. yydous refers to modirixn: mpoaipeces tO mavtwy axpd- 

Tatov Tay ayabav. 

(51.) 2. eddacpoviay. Observe the notion implied in this word : 
compare it with Latin fortwna, from fors, and our happiness, 
from hap. 

(52.) 2. yaptevres, the educated. See Lidd. and Scott. 

(53.) 2. ed ¢H»v refers to abundance of good things; ¢% mparrew, 
to success and good fortune. 

(54.) 2. brodkapBavover, conceive of. This is its usual mean- 

ing in the Ethics. 

(55.) 8. drodtddacuy, explain tt. 

(56.) 8. rapa radra, besides and beyond. The Platonic Idea is 

here alluded to. 

(57.) 4. ésumoraloticas, most popular, Lidd. and Scott; 

literally, on the surface. 
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(58.) 5. wy AavOavéra. It is not to be supposed that Aristotle 
introduces this passage in the middle of his subject to give 
us a piece of information which belongs rather to logic, or 
possibly found a place in his Methodica; but being about to 
examine human opinions as a possible source of truth, it was 
necessary to vindicate their right to be thus considered, as 

Plato and his school would look upon such materials as un- 

sound foundations, and inadmissible in the endeavour to build 

up truth. Aristotle therefore lays down the principle of the 
analytical and synthetical methods, and claims for each its 
proper position in true philosophy, quoting Plato himself as 
an evidence of the existence of both methods. The opinions 
of mankind are among the phenomena of the world, and a 
system based on them would be analytical, i.e. analyzing 

a confused (ra ovyxexvpéva: see Phys. i. 1. 2.) mass of facts, 

in order to arrive at the truth implied in them. The words 
analytical and synthetical are explained by the Schoolmen, 
and after them by Aldrich, in a different sense. This is only 
noticed to prevent students from confusing themselves by 
trying to explain this passage by what Aldrich says. 

(59.) 5. dpx7 in the Ethics signifies a starting-point, whether 
in reasoning, scientific or moral,—or in action or choice,—or 
in his treatise. . 

(60.) 5. dpxeréov ot v=) dpxy piv toro. He claims the right to 

proceed from dé rév yvapizev, from whatever presents itself 

as yvepmov, Whether matters of human experience, observa- 
tion, opinion; or am\és, abstract principles, prior to and inde- 
pendent of such experience, &c.; that is, whether @ priort 

or @ posteriori. For the difference between yrapiza amdGs 

and yvwpia npiv, see Phys. i. 1.2; Anal. Post. 1. 2. 10. 

(61.) 5. tows odv x.7r.A. The more usual, because the most 

accessible, sources of enquiry will be yrapipa nyiv, ra eyyitepa 

_.. ths aicdncews. The facts of moral life—whether these be the 

facts of our constitution, or the facts of life, as discernible in 

the actions, the opinions, language, habits of men, set forth 
either by the of woAXoi, or the dpdvios OF crovSaios, OF rodurikés, 

or wodurixn—all may be bases of truth, and furnish sound 

ground for further systems. The characteristic of Aristotle’s 
method is that he claims the right to use both methods, as 

they may be within his reach. When he draws his arguments 
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from the abstract constitution of nature he uses the former, 

but when from opinions of men, the latter; but he usually 
uses the analytical, because most suited to his subject. It is 
hardly worth while to enquire at length whether the whole of 
his treatise is one or the other: perhaps, as he begins with 
the abstract principle of nature that the ayaéév of every thing 
is in its épyov, and proceeds to shew that 6.x) dpern does 
perform the ¢pyov, he may be in a certain sense synthetical ; 

but we may remark that he seldom or never brings forward 
an abstract principle without confirming it by experience. 

(62.) 6. 846 Sei rots @Geaer. As facts form the groundwork 
of moral science, and as moral facts are appreciable only by 
men of good morals, hence a right moral education is abso- 

lutely necessary for the profitable study of moral or social 
subjects, or, to speak generally, of politics. 

(63.) 7. 6 rovodros, SC. 6 Kadds Tois Ceow jypevos. 

CHAPTER V. 

(64.) He now examines the opinions of men on the subject, to 
see if they can give a satisfactory answer to his question. 

(65.) 1. dc», see end of sec. 4, last chapter.—ydp refers to the 
difference among the opinions which the last chapter mentions. 

(66.) 2. btodapPdvery, conceive of; form their notions of.—é x 

t&v Biwy, from the different sorts of life—phoprixorarot, 
the vulgar. See Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

(67.) 3. ruyxdvovce d€ Aédyou, but they obtain consideration, or 
have a show of reason. 

(68.) 4. é€mimodardrepoy, too superficial ; too uncertain. 

(69.) 4. Fi avrevépeba, we feel: without going into the rea- 

son and proof, we have a sort of instinct about it. 

(70.) 5. yod» introduces the proof of a foregoing statement. See 
Gr. Gr. ¥87, c. 

(71.) 5. wap’ ots, sc. mapa rovros ois, before those by whom, Se. 

See Gr. Gr. 822, obs. 1. 

C 
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(72.) 6. gory Stadhvdrarroy, maintaining a paradoe. Top. 1. 

93/6, p. 107. 

(73.) 6. ev rots eyxuKNiors. In my treatise on general subjects. See 

Lidd. and Scott ad v. Probably general questions on morals. 

These were two books of wpoBAnpata eyxvkhea, a passage from 

which is quoted by Aulus Gellius, xx. 4; and from the cha- 

racter of this passage it seems probable that these are the 

treatises referred to here. See Fabr. Bibl. Greece. ii. p. 392. 

(74) 7. év rois éwopévors. The next chapter is devoted to 

a more particular consideration of the supposed airéd dyabdv, 

which is the aim and result of the Bios Oewpyrixéds with respect 
to the supposed science of happiness. These words are com- 
monly supposed to refer to the discussion in the tenth book; 
but first, as the doctrine of the idca, which is the principle 

of speculative philosophy or Bios Oewpyrixds, is, as a matter of 

fact, considered in the next chapter, it seems difficult to give 
any reason why these words should not refer to that chapter. 

Next, if we take the passages in which the words ev rois émope- 

vois occur, we shall find that they denote a more real and actual 
connection than between the first and last book of a treatise. 

Where he refers to some distant part of his book- (as in 
Rhet. i. 10. 5), he generally gives a more distinct descrip- 
tion of the part referred to. 

ee oe 

(75.) 8. ra mpdrepoyv AexGevra, SE. §Sov}—reu}—Aaperh. 

(76.) 8. kairot modXol Adyouxsr.A The other reading is kal, 

which would mean that Aristotle had wasted many words on 
them; and as this could hardly be said to be true, therefore 

kairot 18 the better reading. But even these do not appear to be 
final ; and yet much reasoning has been spent with regard to them, 

i.e. to prove them to be rédn,—not by himself, but by others. 

CHAPTER VI. 

[(77.) He now examines the opinions of those who look for the 
good in the @ewpyrixds Bios, and hold that the only true hap- 

piness consists in, and is gained by, the mental realisation of 

the aird dya6sv,—by the science of the good. It would be 
beside our purpose to go at length into an account of the 
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Platonic theory of ideas: it is enough to say that the leading | 
feature of it seems to be, that there existed in the Divine 

mind certain archetypal forms or qualities, which being 
communicated to, or at least present in, things visible, gave 
them these qualities, (Phedo, 100, cf. Arist. Met. xii. 5, 

_ pp. 269, 270); and that these archetypal ideas being also 
impressed on the mind of men, were called out by men- 
tal exercise ; and when they were thus called out, the true | 

qualities of visible things were recognised in their several | 
shapes and forms of existence. Thus a visible thing was — 
good by virtue of the presence in it of the idea of good, and 
the mind could recognise and enjoy that good only by vir- | 
tue of the mc:.tal development and realisation of the cor- | 
responding idea. 

(78.) 1. ka@érov, se. the Platonic idea, (Met. vi. 13, p. 155) ; 

called xa6édov, from its being the result of the highest ab- 
straction. It may be observed that in the Physics, 1. 1., 
xaOddov has exactly an opposite meaning, viz. the whole fully 
exhibited in its details and phenomena. 

(79.) 1. ra cid. Here the idea, or abstract ideas: when op- 

posed to i8éa, as below, section 10, it seems to mean the 

concrete to which the ida by its presence gives form and 
quality. 

(80.) 1. docov wporipav riv addnbecayv. This passage pro- 

bably gave rise to the Latinised saying attributed to Aristotle, 
“Amicus Plato, amicus Socrates, sed magis amica veritas.” 

Whenever Plato is spoken of, even when his theories are 
opposed, it is always with respect, and almost affection. 

(81.) 2. There are five ways in which Aristotle meets the doc- 

trine of the idéa::— 

1. By taking some abstract principles of the speculative 
school, (2—4). . 

2. By calling on them to define the difference between the 
avo éxagrov and the thing itself, (5—7). 

3. By shewing that their distinction between good inde- 
pendent and good dependent does not help them, (8—11). 

4. By shewing that the common name of “.good”’ does not 
necessarily imply a common idea, (12). 

5. By shewing that it would be of no practical use, (13—end). 
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(82.) 2. He takes as a major premiss, one of the Platonic dog- 
mas, and proves from it that there can be no one abstract 
idea of good. It would be quite waste of time to enquire 
either into the meaning of the Platonic dogma, or how far it 
is true. Aristotle allows, for the purpose of his argument, 
that it is true, and we may do the same. The argument is a 

simple negative syllogism in the first figure, and, as well as 
the other arguments in this chapter, should be worked out 
in full. 

(83.) 2. kopicavres. This may be translated entertaining. See 
Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

(S4.) 2. Xéyeras, is predicated in; that is, may, as a predicate, 

express substance or quality, &c. 

(85.) 2. 4 otcia. The category of substance. For the other 
“meanings of it,—the essence, the universal, the genus,—see 

Met. vi. 3, p. 130, where substance is also termed izoxeimevor: 

see also Categ. c. 2, and 3, Met. iv. 8, p. 98.—«aé” airdé. 
The other categories can only exist év imoxeév@: they have 
no independent existence; wherefore xa’ airé is a character- 

istic of odcia. 

(86.) 2. rapagudds, offshoot; cupBeBnkdru, property. See 

Met. iv. 80, p. 119; see also ii. 4, p. 70. 

(87.) 38. icnaxds AEyerat, 8c. it is predicated in all the Cate- 
gories. A thing may be spoken of as good in respect of its 
relation to the end, or the time or place when and where it 
happened, and so on through the rest. Refer to the end of 

the second chapter of the Categories. 3 

(88.) 3. ckatpés, opportunity. This argument is an hypothetical 

destructive. 

(89.) 4. Av dy, sc. if there is an idea of good. 

(90.) 5. An argument to shew that, waiving the question of there 

being such a thing as adro éxaorov, the difference between it 
and the ékacroy itself is unreal, a mere play upon words; that 
the Platonists themselves cannot define them in different 
terms. 

(91.) 5. kai is emphatic: how they even wish to define, &c. 

(92.) 5. 6 aitros AdSyos. dvOpemos and aito dvOpemos are defined 

by the same terms. 
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(93.) 6. This is an answer to the argument drawn from the 

eternity of the airs ékagrov. The essence of the thing is not 
~ altered by its greater or less permanence; that which is 
white for an instant is as white as that which is white for 
a thousand years. It may, however, be answered, that per- 
manence being itself a good, a thing which is good for an 
instant is not so good as that which is so for a thousand 
years. 

(94.) 7. Smevoumos. The nephew and successor of Plato in the 
Academy, whom Aristotle represents as abandoning, in part 
at least, the Platonic theory, by making waity an exhibition 
or phase of good, rather than good a development and phase 
of unity. See Met. vi. 2, p. 129. 

(95.) 7. & 7h rav adyabav cvoroyia. This ovororyia was a sort of 

catalogue, or double list, in which ten sorts of good and their 
corresponding evils were placed over against each other ; 
such as mépas—areipov. mepittov—Aapriov. év—ajOos. k.T.d. 

See Met. i. 5, p. 15. 

(96.) 8. rois 5€ Rex Oeicon, se. the arguments adduced by 
Aristotle. He now takes a modified form of the Platonic 

theory, which distinguishes between independent and de- 

pendent good, and applies the ida only to the former. 

(97.) 8. kad’ év efdos, in one sort. 

(98.) 10. If the goods mentioned above are not independent 
goods, there can be none such, except the idea; but then 
the «iSos, or concrete, in which the form of good seems to 

reside, is a delusion,—has no reality: and therefore these 
are goods. (The argument is a sort of elenchus, whereby the 
consequent is denied, as aromov): and if these are all goods, 
properly so called, then the former argument is applicable, 
that there should be identity of predication. The passage is 
a sort of hypothetical sorites, depending on a reductio ad 
absurdum. 

(99.) 12. The identity of name, though predicated in different 
categories, furnishes an argument in favour of there being an 
i6éa of good. Why, if goods thus differ, is the common name 

‘“‘oo0d”’ applied to each and all? The three reasons given 
correspond to the later systems of the Realists, Conceptua- 
lists, Nominalists. 16 dd’ évos civa, by virtue of all proceeding 
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from one, gives that of the Realists ; 16 apis év dmavra ovvte- 

Aciv, that of the Conceptualists ; 4 ~a@ddov Kab’ dvadoyiav, that 

of the Nominalists: and the words 4 »addov mark that Aris- 

totle took the last of the three. Of the three systems there 
is a short, but not on that account a worse, account in 

‘Magee on the Atonement, vol. 11. p. 25, note. 

(100.) 12. 6pavipors, Cat. i. 

(101.) 15. ércornpacs, scientific arts; the arts and sciences, as 

we see from the word reyviras below. 

(102.) 15. r5 évdeés, that which is wanting to their perfection. 
(103.) 16. ryv byieray, health in the abstract. © 

CHAPTER VII. 

Having thus in vain sought for a correct notion of the dyaéé» in 
the practical and speculative views of men on the subject, 
he now proceeds to discover it for himself; and his mode of 
proceeding of course forms the characteristic feature of his 
treatise. Instead of. imitating former philosophers, who, 
forming abstract notions of what happiness was, tried to find 
out what sort of life afforded the widest and surest sphere 
for it, Aristotle proceeds by stating what will lead to it, 
viz. that it will be the development of the épyov, 1.e. of the best 

and highest tendency or principle of man’s nature. 

(105.) 2. peraBaivey, changing its ground; by a different mode 

of proof. In the first chapter the conclusion that mpaxrév 

tédos is the rdyaddy was arrived at by referring syllogistically 
to major premisses ; here by induction and analogy. 

(106.) 3. He now gives some characteristics of the good, whereby 
evdaipovia is identified with it among the various 7é\n in life, 
as being permanently réAcoy and avrapxes, which latter is also 
a sign of the former; and the conclusion he comes to is that 

evdapovia 18 perfect, perfectly developed in itself; self-con- 

tained, requiring nothing external to complete it; and the 
highest end of human action. 

(107.) 4. 8a 7006’ aiperov. TovTo, SC. Td undérore dia dAdo. There 

are three divisions:—1. Things sought for their own sake 
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alone, 2. Things sought only for the sake of something 
else. 3. Things sought both for their own sake and for 
that of something else. 

(108.) 5. épyava, instrumental goods; which are valuable only as 
leading to some end.—yvo dy, intellectual power, talent. 

(108.) 6. ro adrd cupBaivecy, the same result, viz. that edda- 

povia 18 rédecoy, And therefore the good. 

(109.) G. émeidn hioer rwoditiKds advOpwmros. Observe 

this principle, which is the keystone of Aristotle’s moral 
philosophy. 

(110.) 7. rovr@yv Sé Anmwreds Spos res, Some bound must 

be placed to these sympathies. 

(111.) 7. cicatdéss, see ch. 11. 

(112.) 8. radvroav aiperorarny. The highest object of choice, 

in its own essence, even when in its lowest degree, without 

any adventitious additions, as compared with anything else ; 

and yet aiperarépav, in its higher degrees, when increased not 
in essence or kind, but in degree, by the addition of acknow- 
ledged blessings, as compared with itself before those addi- 
tions. The change produced by the addition of external 
goods is in degree, not in kind.—py cvvaptOpovpérvny», 

not reckoned as joined with anything else; by itse/f. The 
word is used again Rhet. i. 7. 

(113.) 9. Xéyeuv. This word shews that what he has been doing 
in the preceding sections is to identify that which is called 
evdaipovia with the dyabdv. 

(114.) 10. It having been laid down that cidSatpovia will be 
attained by the development of the highest tendency of human 

nature, it 1s necessary to discover the égpyov of man, as this 

will be the development of his highest and best tendencies ; 
and in it, by a general law of nature, the ed of man will be | 

found. We here get at one of the major premisses of the | | 
Ethies,—whatever developes the épyov, or highest principle a . 

Junction, of man will be his dyabdr. ; 

yaOov, only 

ov, the proper 

16 same state 

d\ as a simple 

(115.) 10. The terms €pyov, rédos, et, dpern, 

present different views of the same state. ¢p 
development of the proper nature; réXos, 
ylewed as in its accomplishment; ¢d, vie 
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excellence; dper7, with the additional notion of obligation 

or the corresponding one of good desert; dya6év, with a 

further notion of good or happiness resulting from it. 

(116.) 10. €v ré épy@. We have here again Aristotle’s recog- 
nition of the wise benevolence of nature, which has provided 
that everything and being shall find its dyaééy in the due 

performance of the function assigned to it by its constitution 

and position; and thus human nature, rightly understood, 
will lead to human happiness. 7 

(116.) 1l. dpydv se. depydy, without an épyov. ; 

117.) 1l. rérepov otv rékxrovos, argument from analogy. p § oy 

(119.) 1l. § ndOamep, argument a fortiori. If each of the parts 
has an épyov, much more the whole. 

(120.) 12. ¢@4 is not the same as Bios, life without, or living, but 
a principle of life within: so the (on of man is afterwards 
stated to be Wvyis évépyera. It may be translated nature, in 
the sense of a principle or part of nature ; and of course the 
épyov of man will arise from his peculiar (an. 

(121.) 12. @pemrixy. In bk. vi. c. 12. 6, he calls Operruxn the 

réraprov popiov: the other three being, the intellectual, the 

moral, and the aic@yrixn. 

(122.) 13. Neiwerace marks the conclusion of a disjunctive syl- 
logism, which is implied in what goes before, though not 
actually stated. 

(123.) 13. mpakrixn tis rod Adyov exovros, the life of a rational 

agent. It does not mean here practical, as opposed to intel- 
lectual, nor a life of moral virtue and activity, as opposed to 
one of contemplation, for in the subdivision of zpakriky Con 

we find the intellectual energies included. It is opposed to 
Openrixn and aicOnrixn, and not to dcavontixn. It is necessary 

to observe this, for it was long the fashion to construe this 
word practical, and to make it the link between 76:x) dpery 
and ctdapovia. 

(124.) 13. rovrov dé, sc. rod AéSbyov exovtos. Of the rational 

agent one part is receptive of reason, the other is the state 
and energy of it. &s, as being. 

(125.) 13. kal rairns agrees with (wjs rod fyovros Kat Siavoov-= 
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pevov, implied in the context: since the intellect may exist 
in a passive state (€yor, és), or as an active energy, d:avoov- 
pevoy; the evépyea is preferred to the ééts. 

(126.) 13. kuptarepov. More properly and essentially termed 

the mpaxrixi (a1) rod Adyor €xovros. The word déyerda is some- 

thing more than merely spoken of,—rather predicated as a 
definition ; and therefore representing more or less accu- 
rately the essence. 

(127.) 14. kara Adyov } py dvev Adyov. He does not here 

choose to define the exact proportion which Adyos holds in 
this évépyea Wuxis: it may be the governing and directing 
principle, or it may be merely an ingredient. Below he adds 
the words pera Adyou. 

(128.) 15. kara rv oikeiav dpetny, wm accordance with— 

according to—the excellence proper to and resulting from 

its nature. It must be observed that dpern here does not 
mean virtue in its technical sense of moral virtue, (for we 

find it afterwards divided into moral and intellectual,) but 

excellence, whatever it may be. 

(129.) 15. ei mreiovs «.7.r. The great object, then, of his trea- 

tise is to discover what is the highest (dpiorn) and most per- 
fectly developed (redevordrn) dpern of man. ‘This furnishes us 
with the major premiss of the syllogism: ‘“ Whatever is the 

redeordryn apern developes the ¢pyov of man.’”’—redevorarn, 

that which most perfectly developes the épyov. See Met. iv. 
16, p. 110. 

(181.) 16. év Bio rede, implying both sufficiency of time and 
sufficiency of means, (see below, note 175,) though the pro- 
verb immediately following applies only to the former. 

(182.) 17. wepryeypag Oo, be sketched. dvaypdyya, fill in. OdEere 

& av mayros x.t.d. It would seem to be every one’s duty, &c. 

(183.) 18. He now repeats his caution as to the contingent cha- 
racter of his subject, and of the sources whence his phe- 
nomena and principles are drawn. 

(184.) 19. dpénv, either yoviary, or ypaypny. 

(185.) 20. rd 8 Sri tpdrov cai dpyx7. In the discussion 

of first principles the ér is sufficient, for this is itself the 
D 
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starting-point, beyond which it is not possible to go, and 

which it is not possible to demonstrate, or to require an airia 
for it; it has its own evidence in itself. See book vi. 6. 

(136). 21. rav 8 dpxdv xzr.A. Of the various ways in which ~ 
these generalised facts (dr) are apprehended, Aristotle spe- 
cifies three which depend more immediately on our senses. 

a. aio @nocs, an immediate perception of, and assent to, a 

general principle, as soon as suggested to us by the phzeno- 
mena of nature, or the facts of life, or presented to us by 
others, (evidentia,) to deny which we feel (pavrevdpeba) would 
be a contradiction of our very reason, or instincts; not the 

same as, but analogous to, the perception of things by the eye. 
(Book vi. 8. 9. aic@nots ovy 7 rdv idiwv, GAN or@ aicbavopeba 

dre TO ev paOnparikois €rxarov rpiywvoy,) hence termed atcOyots ; 

such as in mathematics, “‘ Things that are equal to the same 
are equal to one another.” In morals, apart, of course, from 
religion, the generalised facts thus perceived are, from our 
inability to see clearly into human nature and human life, but 
few, and these comparatively uncertain, not in themselves, 

but in our convictions of them. 
Whether these principles are innate and called out by the 

intellectual energies, or whether they are matters of expe- 
rience, it is beside our purpose to enquire ; it may suffice to 
say, that the difficulties started by the partisans of each of 
these theories against the opposite ones, may be disposed of 

by supposing, what really seems to be the casefthat we have 
innate powers of receiving them from nature, and that nature 
is fitted to convey them to us ;/so that wherever the intellect 

or the heart is in a nght state, they are universally received 
and held, though not themselves innate. 

8. €maywyn-. Where the principles are not self-evident, 
but are the result of experience, or at least require experi- 
ment and comparison to confirm them, such as “the dyadv of 
everything is contained in its ¢pyov.’’ It would be beside our 
purpose to go into the question of induction. 

eOicpos, an acquired atcOyois, the result of experience 

and practice, as where an experienced chymist detects laws 
and properties which escape other men’s notice; or as a 
man accustomed to measurements judges of distance almost 
instinctively ; or where an experienced lawyer sees at a 
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glance the real point in a case. The (more or less) slow 
process of induction is superseded and supplied by this ac- 
quired power. ‘There is a sort of intuitive and instantaneous 
induction.—dya éraydpevos. Post. Anal. i. 5, book vi. 8. 9. 

 —# ba rips éraywyis cvvndaa. See Topics, i. 12. 5. 

(187.) 21. d\Xae & &AX@s. This would include all those prin- 
ciples which do not come to us through the medium of aio6y- 

ats, (if any such there be,) but are developed by the reflexive 
power of the mind in itself, or are deduced from principles 

already formed, or by analogy; all, in short, where alc@nos 
does not directly and immediately come in. It was not ne- 
cessary for Aristotle to specify these, and claim his right to 
use them, as Plato would not deny their authority as sources 
of truth, which he would do in the case of those which de- 

pended on ais@ais. See Phewdo, 65, A, sq.; 66, A. 

(138.) 21. pereévace Sé «.r.. Observe the practical wisdom of | 
Aristotle, who does not, on abstract grounds, shut himself out 

from any sources of truth, but recognises the great principle, 
that truths are to be sought after according to the nature 
of their subject-matter. In the Topics, i. 12. 5, p. 110, he 

gives three heads of mpordceis: 7Otxai—gvotcai—)oyixai. It is 

clear that the dpyai in these three are not to be sought for 
in exactly the same way. Much confusion would have been 
avoided if writers on philosophy had imbibed from Aristotle 
a little of his comprehensiveness of mind. 

(139.) 21. édpir Adcox, be set out clearly,—as well in thought as 
in terms. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(140.) The notions of edSapovia were arrived at in the last chap- 
ter from the constitutions of nature, deductively (ex rod 
cupmepdoparos Kai e€ Sv 6 Adyos) from the general law that the 
good of everything consists in the development of its épyo», 
and from the particular facts of human nature. He now 
proceeds (according to his usual practice of combining both 
the sources of proof, where possible), to shew that the opi- 
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nions of men agree with what he has laid down. The 
principal opinions of men are all combined in Aristotle’s 
definition :— 

1. Happiness resides in the soul —= evépyeva Wuyijs. 
2. Happiness is dpern = kar’ dperny. 
3. extds ednuepia = ev Bio redelo. 

4, 7Sovn naturally arises from this evepyeta. 

(141. ) 2.7 pex 7: Plat. Legg. 697, B: 

(142.) 2. kad@s Gv A€yorro, our definition would hold good. 

(143.) 3. odr@ yap «7d. It would belong to the soul, for zpagis 
implies both zpyov (without), and mpoaipeois (within),—it is 

not only an act, but an action. 

(144.) 5. ému€nrotpeva wept thy «rr. The further questions 

raised on happiness. The more particular requirements, as dis- 
tinguished from the more general notions of ra mepi uynv, or 
Ta €KTOS. 

(145.) 5. rd Nex Oevre, se. his definition. 

(146.) 7. odSerépovs x.r.r. The principle here laid down seems 
to be the true rule in cases where there are two or more dif- 

ferent views, each supported by more or less of sound reason- 

ing,—both are true in some points, both wrong in others. 
It differs from eclecticism, inasmuch as truth is not compro- 

mised, but only sifted and harmonised. 

(147.) 8. ratrns yap «rr. For to this (virtue) belongs the 
energy according to it. 

(148.) 9. brodkapBavery, to conceive of. 

(149.) 9. éEnpynkorst, ina torpid state. 

(150.) 9. of mpadrrovres, those who are active,—opposed to those 
who are cénpynkores. : 

(151.) 10. rév puyexdy. Pleasure is an affection of the soul, 
and will arise on all energies thereof, according to the dis- 
position of the agent. 

(151.) 11. ra 4déa pdyxerar, their pleasures are inconsistent. 

(152.) 11. 86a ro pH «7A. Work out the major premiss im- 
plied here. : 

oe eee 
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(153). 12. mepeadmrov rivds, as it were an appendage. Lidd. 

and Scott. 

(154.) 18. ef & otre@ «rr. From mpos rois elpnuévors to dddov 

is in a parenthesis, so that ovrw refers to gyer ndovny ev €auT@. 

(155.) 18. dAAa pHv kal, further—orovdaios: properly a 
~ nan who is-in earnest,—a man who regards life seriously ; 

hence a good man. 

(156.) 18. kpives &s eimoperv: se. that they are dyaOat kai 

kadai. The argument is a simple constructive hypothetical : 
the hypothetical premiss being, “if the good man judges 
truly, they are what he judges them;’’ and the minor de- 
pending on a reductio ad absurdum, viz., dyaOai cai kadai, “ if 
he does not judge rightly, who can do so ?”’ 

(157.) 14. Sudproras, are not separated from each other. 

(158.) 15. paiveras, evidently is. He now turns to the opinion 
of those who hold éxrés dyaa to be happiness. 

_(159.) 16. 6@ev. From this opinion, that ékrés dyaba are happi- 
ness, and that the want of these impair it, some identify it 
with edruxed, while others insist on its being apern, intel- 
lectual or moral, whereby, as they think, edSamovia is placed 
above the accidents of life. 

CHAPTER IX. 

- (160.) 1. 66¢y. From these two opinions arises a further ques- 
tion as to its attainment. Those who hold it to be intel- 

lectual virtue (copia), say it is pabyrév. Those who hold it 
to be moral virtue, say it is éO.ordv, or doxynrév. They who 
hold it to be etrvyia, Say It 18 dua Oelav poipay, OF TUxnY. 

(161.) 1. pa@nrdv. See Plato, Meno 1. In more than one of 

his dialogues, such as the Protagoras, Euthydemus, &c,, Plato 

holds this opinion. The conclusion to which he comes in 
the Meno seems to be meant as a piece of irony against the 

Sophists. See Stallb. Pref. ad Menon. 

(162.) 1. rapayiveras, springs up, as it were spontaneously. 
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(163.) 4. modkvKorvoy, open to most; those only excluded who 
WELe memnpepevar mpos apernp. 

(164.) 5. eimep ra xara hiouv. Observe the reverential be- 
lief in the wisdom and benevolence of nature here laid down. 

ra kara gdvour, the productions of nature. rd xara 

réxvnv, those things which are in the province of art, or 
any other productive or directive cause (racav airiav), 
are also produced in the best way (6polas). 

(165.) Gen nuperes, contrary to analogy ; out of tune with the 
rest of the creation. 

(166.) 7. ék rot Adyov «z7.A. The question raised, i.e. how far 
happiness is matter of rin, is solved by what has been said ; 
for it has been stated that in its essence it is a mental 

energy of a certain sort (woia rs), according to virtue; while 
of external goods, some only exist, as adjuncts, (¢ouxe 7 poo- 

SeiacOac rhs towadrns ednpepias, chap. xi. 17), and others only 

are of the nature of instruments to it (chap. ix. sect. 15); and 
if yWuyijs evepyeiar kar’ aperny do not come from rvyn, neither 

can evdapovia. 

(167.) 8. rots év apy, to what was said at the beginning of — 
the treatise. This is an argument drawn from the opinions 

of men, as seen in their practical legislation. The force of 
the argument lies in moujoa dyabovs, as shewing that dpern 
does not come from rix7. 

(168.) 9. cixd7@s. An argument from the opinions of men, as 

seen in their modes of speaking of animals and children. 

(169.) 10. The difference between cdSaiuov and paxdpios seems to 

be, that in the former the mental state of the person spoken 
of is the leading notion, his being in possession of that 
which constitutes happiness; in the latter, it is rather his 
happiness externally, so to say, in its relation to gods and 
men,—favoured by the gods, and envied by men. In Rhet. 
1. 9. 34, paxapiopds and cddSaporopds are said to be in them- 

selves the same, but to differ inasmuch as cidSamovopuds 1m- 

plies the possession of dpern, as comprehending érawos and 
eykoptoy: and this seems to lead us to the above distinction 

between paxdpios and cidaipov, which the words blessed and 
happy in some degree represent. The distinction, however, 
naturally enough, is not always observed, and they are often 
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used indifferently, when it is not required to bring out the 
' proper notion of either one or the other. This will obviate 

some difficulties from the use of this word in the next 

chapter. 

(170.) 10. Sei yap «rr. The reason of what has just been 
. Said is, that the elements of happiness are its essence, dper} 

redeia, and its adjuncts Bios rédewos: for which see the next 
chapter. 

(171.) 11. modrai yap. It requires Bios réXevos, for a man’s 

life may change, and, in the opinion of men, his happiness 
would, under great calamities, change with it. 

(172.) 11. eddatpoviges. This introduces the opinions dis- 
cussed in the next chapter. 

CHAPTER X. 

(173.) The common feeling of men, to which Solon gave utter- 
ance, demands investigation. As the opinions of men were 
to Aristotle, generally speaking, tests of truth, he had to 

shew how far, and in what sense, it was true that happiness 
was not attainable in this life. 

(174.) 1. The questions or difficulties started are :— 
1. Are we unable to say that a man is happy as long as 
“he lives ? 

2. If so, is he happy when he is dead ?—dmopia; “ Happi- 
ness is an energy.” 7 

3. Or is it only meant that we can safely say that he is 
happy when he is dead ? 

4. But supposing this, are the events which happen after 
_ death to have no influence on his happiness? dzopia. 
“But this is contrary to the opinion of men,” (Soxet yap 
KT.) 

5. But if they have such influence, then the dead man 
would be at one time déduos, at another eddaipov. 

(175.) 6. The three first questions practically resolve themselves 
into another,—how far external reverses destroy happiness ? 
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This may be solved by observing that cidapovia consists of 
its essence (dper? redeia), and its adjuncts (Bios réAews). The 
later means a life which has performed or arrived at the 

end for which it was given, (Met. iv. 16, p. 110); and this — 
evidently is when the energies of happiness are exercised 
without let or hindrance, (bk. vii. 13. 2, otSeuia yap éevépyeva 
rédewos eumodufomevy k.7-A.); and to this end we require both 

sufficiency of time, (unxos Biov redciov, bk. x. 7. 7,) for the 

development and formation of the intellectual and moral ener- 
gies, and sufficiency of whatever is necessary or conducive to — 

their exercise; both the presence of those things which are 

necessary to the calm and continuous exercise of the energies, 
and the absence of whatever. may distract or impede their 
operation. Bios rédeos then includes both of these,—suffi- 
ciency of ¢ame, and sufficiency of external goods; but these 

destructible things are not the essence (kvpiar), but only the 
adjuncts, of happiness, and are necessary, because the world 
is what‘it is (# poadecira & aitrav 6 dvOpamuos Bios); and there- 

fore they do not affect its real essential existence. Happi- 
ness, in its essence, dper? reAeia, is Indestructible, unless some 

great blow (Ipzapixn rus ruxn) Should paralyse the powers and 
destroy the balance of mind in which dpern consists; and 
where this is the case, a sufficient length of time is required 
for the restoration of what has been destroyed, before happi- 

ness can be re-established. If misfortune takes away xopnyia, 
happiness, though mutilated and hindered, is not destroyed. 
Questions four and five may be answered by observing that, 
as in personal happiness, only the greater fortunes have any 
influence, so the fortunes of relations are not such as to 

destroy the happiness of the dead. 

(176.) 1. It is perhaps needless to refer to Herod. i. 32. Solon’s 
opinion, or perhaps the opinions of those who held it in an 
exaggerated form, are answered by) shewing the dmopiac which 
follow, that is, by a reductio ad absurdum. 

(177.) 3. «i Sé py A€yopev,—not rAeyopeyr. He means, that 

he does not allow it to be true. 

(178.) 3. py aicdavopeva, SC. 76 Cavtt. 

(179.) 4. dmoornpact, removes, generations. 

(180.) 5. dromov: that is, supposing that a man cannot be said 
to be happy till he is dead. 
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(181.) 5. ré mpdrepov dropndév, sc. whether a man cannot 

be happy as long as he is alive.—ré viv émifnrovpevoy, 
how far the fortunes of descendants influence the happiness 
of the dead. 

(182.) 7. ras riyxas dvaxukdreia bat, the wheel of fortune re- 
_ volves. 

ee) 9. tpocScirat. Observe the mpés, ie. as adjuncts.— 

adv@Opamtvos Bios, the circumstances of human life,—not 

the (a7 rod Adyov éxovros. We might suppose a state where 
f dper reAeia Would produce happiness, independently of these 

accidents, 

(184.) 9. kvptac, are the essence. 

(185.) 9. ai ¢vavrias. The energies of vice are the essence of 
human misery, (see sect. 13, ovdeis dv yévouro, k.r.A.) When- 
ever these compressed forms of opposition occur, it is im- 
portant to work them fully out, not being contented with 
carelessly construing é¢vavriov contrary, but substituting for it 

the opposed notion which it represents. 

(186.) 10. 76 Aoy4, our definition of happiness. 

(187.) 10. évepyeias ras kar dperny. It must be recol- 

lected that Aristotle is not speaking necessarily of “ moral 
virtue,’ but the excellence of man, whatever it is. 

(188.) 11. ro (nrodpevoy, sc. BeBadrns. 

(189.) 11. éppedds, suitably, gracefully. See Lidd. and Scott. 

(190.) 12. paxapiarepov rov Bio», i.e. his external life. 

(191.) 12. ro paxdproy signifies the state as it is viewed by 
men externally, without any prominent notion of the évépyeca 

" dperjs, in which it really consists, though of course it implies 

these: it is eddaipov viewed from another point. See above, 
note, 169. 

(192.) 12. rd xadd», the instinctive sense of right,—the princi- 
ple of dpern, and therefore the test of its presence. In the 
Greek mind, and hence in their language, there was a strong 
connection between the physically and morally beautiful: so 
xapts. 

— (198.) 18. r_s €o7s,—not rod Biov,—but the internal life of hap- 

E 
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piness.—ptanrd, things of bad desert. Aischylus has ex- 
pressed something of the same sentiment, Hum. 550. 

(194.) 14. odSeis av yévouro Kr.A. 7d paxapiov implies both 

the essence and the adjuncts, and therefore, of course, ceases 

when the adjuncts cease. The evdaizev continues so long as 
the essence remains, even though the adjuncts be removed: 
he will not cease to be eddainwv until the essence is destroyed, 
i.e. until the balance of mind is disordered by some over- 
whelming calamity, and the inner man becomes incapacitated 
for the dperijs évépyesat. 

(195.) 14. redeio. Bios rédews includes, as stated above, both 

length of time and sufficiency of means: here it evidently 
means the former. 

(196.) 15. ri od» kodAder A€yecv. He now turns from the 

point, how far a man is happy while he is alive, to the ques- 
tion how far he may be called so. 

(197.) 16. paxapiovs § dv@pamovs, happy as men; as far as 

human life admits. 

CHAPTER XI. 

(198.) Having thus settled the first point, by saying that he who 
has dperny redelay and Biov réXevov may be called happy, (always 

bearing in mind the uncertainty of human things,) he goes 
to the second question which arises from this, viz. whether 
the fortunes of descendants or friends affect this happiness 
and thus prevent our speaking of a man as happy. 

(199.) 1. rais 8d€ats évavriov. This explains why he enters 

upon this seemingly unpractical question. If these dééa: were 
right, then happiness would be a shifting unreality, and no 

man could be secure of attaining to it. 

(199.) 4. Seadhépes, There is much more difference between a 
calamity happening to a living or to a dead person, than there 
is on the stage between the actual acting of horrors and 
the relating them as past.—z p ot rap xetv, be represented as 
past. Hor. Ars Poet. 182. 
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(200.) 5. ravry, i.e. this difference must be concluded upon in this 

way, and perhaps still more decidedly (yaddov icws) the ques- 
tion whether the dead are sensible of good or evil, al. ravrny, 

which does not make such good sense.—éx roirav, from 
what has been said. 

(201.) 5. amwdas, in themselves.—i, éxeivors, or relatively to the 
circumstances of the dead person;—a great loss of money 
would not be great if a man had died very rich. 

(202.) 5. ci 5¢€ wn: if it is heavy, then, nevertheless, it only 
touches them (dicveira, supplied from above,) in such a 
kind and degree, &c. 

(208.) 6. pyr GAO roy rotovroay, SC. eimpaktdy 7 BvoO- 

Tmpakétav Tav hirtwv—pndev, 8c. haiverac cvpBddrecoba 

K.T.A. 

CHAPTER XII. 

(204.) 1. Having thus disposed of the current opinion that hap- 
piness was unattainable, he now shews that it does not 

depend on human opinion, (érawerdv,) but has an independ- 
_ ent value and existence (riwov). It was necessary that he 
should do this at once, for it would have been useless for him 

to have disproved the popular opinion about it, if, in its own 
nature and existence, it depended on popular opinion. We 
must every now and then remember, that what may be termed 
the philosophical cant of the day obliged Aristotle to enter on 
questions and to use reasoning of which we do not see the 
necessity or the force: such men he was obliged to meet on 
their own ground, and argue with them from the positions 
and dogmas which they admitted. At first sight it would 
seem as if this characteristic of eddapovia would have been ~ 

discussed most properly in the sixth chapter, with réAcov, 

avrapkes, &c.; but what is said above shews that there is a 
reason for its occupying this place. 

(205.) 1. Suvapyewyv, things merely instrumental to good or 

evil; which have no definite character, but may be either 
good or bad. It must either exist as a good subjectively, 
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(érawerdv), or as a good objectively, (riwov); for it is not 
one of those things which may be either good or bad as it is 
directed by dpegis or mpoaipects. See Met. viii. 5, p. 180, éxeivar 

dé trav evavrioy «.r.A.; and x1. 2, p. 241, ryv dAnv dvvapevny apo 

K.T.A. 

(206.) 5. Eudoxus (who in Aristotle represents the Epicurean 
philosophy) argued as follows :— Whatever, being a good, is 
not praised, is the highest good. Pleasure, being a e008 is 

not praised: pleasure is the highest good. 

(207.) 5. cvvnyopioas, to act as advocate for; to plead in fan 
vour of. 

(208.) 7. rots memovnpevots wept ra éyxouca, those who 

have laboured on the subject of encomium. mwerovyic@at: 
see next chap. sect. 2. 

(209.) 8. dpynv. The final cause is in one sense the starting- 

point of action. 

(210.) 8. raurns yap xdpev «rr. Observe this principle. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

(211.) There are not many difficulties which require explanation 
or remark in this chapter. 

(212.) 5. xara ray € dpyfs mpoaipeow: our purpose at the begin- 

_ning of our book, which was not merely dvOpamwov ayabov, Dut 

also wodcrixjs TéAos. 

(213.) 9. év rots éfarepcxois Adyors. Aristotle’s treatises 

in general have been sometimes divided into écorepixoi and 
e€wrepixoi, and certain subjects placed in the one division, and 
others in the other; but the difference lay not so much in the 
subject-matter, as in the way of treating it. Oi é€repiKol Adyot 

treated it in a familiar, popular way, and were probably used by 
Aristotle in his more public disquisitions; while the écare- 
pixot Adyot went more into the realities and principles of 
things, and were used by Aristotle in his exposition to his 
more select circle of disciples. And that Aristotle had a 
twofold way of treating the same subject,—one a superficial, 
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popular method, the other more mysterious and deep,—may 
be gathered from the correspondence with Alexander, (Aulus 
Gell. bk. xx. 5;) where Aristotle, being reproached by Alex- 
ander with having divulged to the world the mysteries of his 
philosophy, answers that what he had said would only be 
understood by those who had heard his more secret exposi- 
tions. The passage in Aulus Gellius should be referred to. 

(214.) 10. ra Ady@, nominally. 

*Q215.) 12. otk dvO@porivn, not peculiar to man, guoad man. 

(216.) 13. mAjvy et wy «A. Mark his notion of the origin of 
dreams,—as if they were the vibrations of our waking feelings. 

(217.) 13. rvxydvrep, ordinary men. 

(218.) 15. drexvas xaddmwep: 80 the Platonic dreyvas domep, 

just like. See Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

(219.) 17. coppovos kat dvdpeiov: these are mentioned as 
being the most important virtues; one being of the concu- 
piscible, the other of the irascible, part of the ddoyop. 

(220.) 18. €muOupnrekov kai drws SGpEKTEKOY: dpeKTiKdy 

would include the impulses of the irascible as well as the 
concupiscible part. 

(221.) 18. rév padnparixav: as we apply the terms ¢yew 

Adyoy to the intellectual energies of a scientific man. This 
is an argument drawn from language. 

(222.) 19. kupia@s, in a proper sense. 

(223.) 20. rév éEewv tras emarveras xrA. This 1s a pro- 

perty of virtue, and a test of it,—not part of its essence, but 
joined to it; and this is a good instance of a definition rod 
dwopife, as distinguished from one rov dexvivar ovciav. The 
standard of obligation—that whereby obligation and actions 
were to be weighed was in Aristotle’s system ématwos,—not 
the mere praise and blame of a fickle multitude, the whim of 
the moment, the mere passing breath of a mob, but the sen- 
tence of the collective conscience of mankind; and as, in 

Aristotle’s system, obligation was owing to man in a social 

state (mddis), so it followed that the collective voice of man 
should be the standard of obligation ; just as conscience, or 
the voice of Him to whom our obligation is due, is to us _- 

the standard of actions. | a 
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BOOK It. 

CHAPTER I. 

In this book he discusses the nature of human virtue generally, 
and, with the exception of the first section, the practical 
nature of moral virtue; proving it to be a peodtns or 
péon €€cs, preparatory to shewing that it developes the 
épyov of man as a social being. 

(1.) 1. Of neither part of the soul is the perfection given us by 
nature, but it is the result of our own exertions and training. 

(2.) 2. €& @60vs. An argument from the opinions of men ex- 
pressed by etymology; so also cappoctvyy, i.e. calocay thy 
dpdvnowy, bk. vi. 5. 5. Sixavos, from siya, v. 4. 9. 

(3.) 2. It is worth while to work out these arguments syllogis- 
tically. The first is in the second figure, with the major 
premiss supported by some of the particulars of the induc- 
tion, which it implies, stated as examples. 

(4.) 8. rapa vo up, contrary to nature. wepuxdcs, fitted by 

nature for it. So Cicero uses natus. This fitness consists in 

the duvouky dpern, which will be treated of more at length in 

bk. vi. chap. 18. So Cicero, Tuse. Quest. i. 1, semina vir- 
tutum. ‘The passage is worth referring to. 

(5.) 4. €re doa «zr. Another syllogism in the second figure. 
—kopilCopeba, we enjoy. 

(6.) 5. Argument from the opinions of men, as expressed in legis- 
lation—xai dcapéper xz.rd. Observe this test of a good 
constitution and government.—é6i¢€ovres, gerundial par- 
ticiple—by habituating them. 

(7.) 6. ru €x trHSv airGyv x«rr., from the same source, (viz. 
nan, &c.,) and by similar means, (viz. actions). An argument 

consisting of a simple statement of a fact, supported by the 
analogy of the arts. 

(8.) 6. POeiperar, i.e. maca yivera xaxia. This word is used be- 

cause the notion in Aristotle’s mind was the destruction of 
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gvorkn dpern, or the dpxn of right action. See bk. vii. chap. 8, 
sect. 4. 

(9.) 7. dpyas.. The dpyai, though coming under Ovpocides, (see 

Top. i. 7. p. 183,) are to be distinguished from éupds, which 
has xivdvuvos for its object, the principle or source of bravery, 

_in its various shapes; while épyai are those emotions of re- 
sentment which have ddrywpia for their object, and are the 
sources Of mpadrys: Ovuds 18 rather opposed to 7Sovn or ém- 

Oupia—see chap. ill. 10,—<dpyn to gidia or mpadrns. 

(10.) 7. 6uotws: similar, that is, to the energies of the habit 
itself. 

(11.) 8. kara yap «.r.d., i.e. for on different energies different 
habits result. 

CHAPTER II. 

(12.) Moral virtue being thus the result of action, it is necessary 

to find out the rule of action wherein the virtue consists ; 

and this as well in order that we may find out the practical 
nature of virtue, as that we may learn how to become virtuous. 

(13.) 1. tapotca mpaypareia, the present treatise—oi Oeo- 

plas é€vexa. There is nothing in what Aristotle says here 
to justify the assertion that his Ethics is merely a practical 
explanation of and guide to virtue. It really is a scientific 
treatise, or a proof that virtue is the épyov and dya6éy of man, 
and intended to have a practical result upon life. It is not 
a mere speculative enquiry into the abstract nature of virtue, 
for the sake of 6ewpia, and nothing more, the result of which 
might be some such definition of it, as that it was the agree- 
ment of man’s soul with the Divine will, or the intercom- 

munion of the soul with the Divine nature, or the soul being 
in harmony with the intentions and will of nature, without 

any further result, such as Discipline Theoretice (domep ai 
ada), the science of mathematics, or metaphysics; but an 

enquiry into its pure practical nature, as exhibited in and 

governing action, and capable of being carried out by any 
one who will. 
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(14.) l. wdpear, they decide. 

(14.) 2. kara pév dpOdv Adyow Kard, in conformity with ; 

tn obedience to. The sense of xara, according to, will vary, as 
that to which it is applied is viewed as a lifeless pattern 
or a living agent; it gives the prepositions great clearness 
of expression to bear this principle in mind.—tz ore ic Oo. 
This may be laid down for the present as a general (kody) 
definition ; and he will afterwards enquire into it more accu- 
rately : but it is not sufficiently particular and practical for 
his present purpose, therefore he proceeds to investigate its 
actual phenomena, as seen in action. Another reading, of 
equal authority, is imepxeicdo: but imoxeioa is the Aristo- 

telian word, which he uses to lay down what he means to 
be a settled fundamental definition or point, or at least one 
which does not need at present further discussion. 

(15.) 2. 8crepov, bk. vi. 

(16.) 3. oddSév Earnkos Exet, have nothing fixed. He does not 

mean in themselves, (objectively,) but in our perception and 
application of them, (subjectively).—ra é€v mpaéeou, morals. 
Ta oupdhéporra, politics, and ra iycecva, that is, the 

whole moral and physical nature of man. He again in- 
sists on the uncertain nature of his subject, because he is 
again about to refer to the shifting particulars of human 
action. He is anticipating the objection that his science 
was no science at all, owing to its not arriving at certainty. 

(17.) 3. bycecva. Aristotle’s early medical education makes him 
delight in medical illustrations. 

(18.) 4. rod kaddrov Adyou, the question in general.—é wept 

tov kad’ €xacra Adyos, the question when it goes into 
particulars.— 7 apayyediav, professed system of instruction. 
The sapayyediae were the promises held out by professors, 
and especially the Sophists, to make their pupils (or victims) 

perfect in such and such a subject. 

(19.) 4. adrovs, the agents themselves.—_ra wept Tov katpsp, 

the circumstances of each particular act. 

(20.) 6. rovatra, 1.€. ra év tais mpaéeor. Observe repuxev.— > 6 € i- 

p<o Oar, to be brought into a bad state—radv adgavay, Sc. 
this moral virtue, into the nature of which he is enquiring, 
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This is a simple statement of the principle of argument from 
analogy. 

(21.) 6. cvpperpa, the exact point or quantity. 

(22.) 7. coppoctrvns kai dvdpeias. These two virtues are 

here and elsewhere particularised, because the former is the 
‘dpern of the concupiscible, the latter of the irascible, (vp o- 

eides,) part of our nature. They are frequently thus joined 

by Plato. See also dydpeia, bk. ii. chap. 6. 

(23.) 8.03 pévov ai yevéoers «rr. Butler’s theory of 

active impressions and active habits will illustrate much of 
what Aristotle says in this and the following chapter.—ai 
yevéoers kal ai avéjoecs, habits of virtue are formed; 

Oop ai, habits of vice. 

(24.) 9. kat yevdpevor,when we are so. 

CHAPTER III. 

(25.) 1. When pleasure results from our acting in any particular 
way, apart, of course, from the consequences of the action, 
(ait@ TovT@ xalpo»r,) it is a sign of the habit being 

formed; and for this reason: pleasure being the result of 
energising according to our nature, (kara tiv imdpxovoay piow, 

Rhet. i. 10,) and habit being a second nature, it follows that 
pleasure results from it as a matter of course ;—and again, 
virtue being the right regulation of our pleasures and pains, 
and vice the wrong regulation thereof, it follows that in 

either case pleasure (good or bad) will wait on the actions 
proceeding from a good or bad habit. 

(26.) 1. rois ¢pyous, acts, as distinguished from actions (mpdées): 
the latter imply mpoaipeots. 

(27.) 1. wept HSovas cat Advmwas: not merely about pleasure 

and pain, but the regulation of pleasures and pains,—of the 
impulses and checks of the compound principle of the higher 
self-love ; one urging us to, the other keeping us from, cer- 
tain actions. To each of the wdé@y, which are the sources of 

the several dperai, there is an d0vy or Avan attached to the 
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gratification, and another 73ovy or Avy arising from the sense 

of xaddv or aicypév, which balance one another; and when 

these are rightly balanced or regulated, right action follows. 
(See the particular virtues.) It must be remembered that 
7Sor7 has a twofold sense: it is either the feeling, tendency, 
instinct which is the motive cause of action, or the satisfae- 

tion which is the final cause of action; or perhaps the two 
may more properly be said to be the same thing looked at — 
from a different point of view: at all events, they imply 

each other; but there are some passages where the context 
requires one notion or the other to be more prominently 
brought out. Aristotle insists on dpern being mepi Adovas Kat 

Aizas, because Plato would give a different view of moral 
virtue, which he would make to consist in the subordination 

of the irascible to the rational, and the total subjection of the 
concupiscible ; and therefore Aristotle takes pains to prove 
that the subject-matter, the raw material, as it were, of dperq is 
the several 7Sovai and Avra attached to our nature. See Plato, 
Rep. 441, 442; Pheedo, 68, c. 

(28.) 1. The proofs given are eight :— 
1. They are the motive causes of human action. 
2. They are the results of human action, in the regulation © 

of which dpern consists (3). 

3. In governments, pleasure and pain, in the shape of re- 
wards and punishments, are used to counteract vice, 
and to encourage virtue; and as all remedies act by 

contraries, it shews that what punishments are used to 
counteract is pleasure, what rewards are used to coun- 
teract is pain: therefore, in the opinion of men, the re- 
gulation of pleasures and pains produces right action (4.) 

4. They are the productive causes of virtue and vice (5). 
5. They comprehend all the final causes of human action 

(6,7). 

6. They are innate principles of our nature (8). | 
7. They are, more or less, the practical standards and 

rules of action (9). : 

8. Virtue is either epi @vpdv, or wep fSovny: it is more 
difficult to grapple with and subdue the latter, and 
therefore dperf is mept ndovnv (10). 

(29.) 2. 6° 6 UNdrev gnoiv. Legg. 653, where he speaks 
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of the dpern of children as consisting in a right perception of 
ySovn and Avnn: Ppdvynois and dAnOcis ddéa being the privilege 

of a more advanced stage of life. In the cultivation of this 
right aic@nois of pleasure and pain consists madeia. The pas- 
sage should be referred to. | 

(30.) 4. ai ckodkdoers. Observe this notion of the true nature 
and object of punishments, as being farpeia.—Siad trav évar- 
riwyv: see bk. x. 9, 10. 

(31.) 5. tpérepov: see last chap., sect. 8a pds radra kat 

mept ravta tHy prow exer, is of a nature correspond- 

ing to these, and has these for its subject-matter. 

(82.) 5. bd rod Adyou Sctopi¢eras, or in as many points as 

reason distinguishes in such matters. 

(33.) 5. épi¢ovras, sc. the Cynics, and after them the Stoics, 

to whose view Plato somewhat approaches, when he speaks 
of the perfection of the passions consisting in their total 
subjection to reason. Speusippus used the term doxyAyoila 
to express dmdOeva. 

(84.) 5. dradcias kati npepias, states of freedom from affec- 

tions, and of repose. See Butler, Sermon v. ‘p. 82:—“ In 
general, experience will shew that as the want of natural 
appetite to food supposes and proceeds from some natural 

disease, so the apathy the Stoics talk of, as much supposes or 
is accompanied with something amiss in the moral character, 
in that which is the health of the mind.” And yet there was 
truth in it, if they had but said freedom from certain affec- 
tions, at certain times or ways, &c. 

(35.) 7. rpudv dvrwy x«.t.4. These are the three final causes 
of human action,—duty, advantage, pleasure: the last com- 
prehends all, for the other two present themselves to us 
(paiverat) as objects of pursuit under the shape of 76d of 
different sorts. To the caddy is attached the 760 of good 
desert, whereby it operates on us as a motive. These three’ 
motives, when viewed in their highest character, are identical 

in every action of the really good man: a true duty, a true 
and real expediency, and a true and right pleasure, coincide, 
just as truly as the piety and benevolence and self-love of 
Butler. 

(36.) 7. aicxpéy is not merely shameful or base, but rather bad. 
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As xadév is the concrete of dpern, 80 aicxpov is the concrete 

of xaxia, and implies a breach of moral obligation, viewed as 

if it were a deformity. 

(37.) 9. rv macav mpaypareiay, the whole matter. 

(88.) 10. yadXeworepov. The argument seems to be,—virtue 
must be a regulation of 780vm or Ovuds, and of these 7Sovn is to — 

be preferred. This refers to Plato’s notion, that dpery con- 
sisted in the submission of 6upés to Adyos, and the suppression 
of 40x by the combined efforts of these two; making it 

belong to the irascible rather than the concupiscible part of 
our nature. 

(89.) 10. ‘“Hpad«decros: Heraclitus’s saying was yaderdv yap 

Ovo payecOa. Pol. v. 11. 

(40.) 10. r9 dpery cat rH woArtTeKA, Ethics and Politics. 

(41.) 11. np} Scattas yevopévay, i.e. as those whence vir- 

tue springs. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(42.) It is necessary to modify, or at least explain, what was laid 
down as to acts producing habits, for the analogy of the arts 

would seem to suggest that he who does acts of virtue is 
already virtuous. 

(43.) 2. }) od8 emt trav rexvay «rd. This is an example of 

the modes of refuting an argument from analogy,—either by 
denying the resemblance of relations on which the argument 
is founded, or the fact which it is attempted to apply from 
one side of the analogy to the other: here both are used. 
It is denied that, in the case of the arts, a mere act makes 

a man an artist; and even if it did, the arts and virtue do 

not stand on the same ground, (¢re odS€ Spordy eater): 
the productions of art are artistic, whatever may be the 
mental state of the artist; while real acts of virtue imply 
and presuppose a particular mental state and intention, 
(ros €xor). 

(44.) 3. rés Zyovra, of a certain sort. 
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(45.) 3. dperaxwyras, i.e. whenever occasiom offers; so, “ pray 

without ceasing.” 

(46.) 3. ras &AAXNaS TéExVaAS. This does not mean that the 

. virtues are arts, nor is réyvas used for ees; but ras dAdas is 

used in the sense of, ‘‘to the others above-mentioned, the 

arts;” @ddas agreeing with réxyvas by attraction. Michelet 
illustrates it by the French “nous autres hommes.’’—ovva- 
prOpcira, taken into account. 

(47.) 6. éwi rdov Adyor, to reasoning, theories. 

CHAPTER V. * 

Bae 1. peta Sé radra. Some editions, following the majority 
of MSS., omit these words. He here distinctly enters upon 

the enquiry ri éorw dpery, though in chap. 2 he had said, ov 
yap iv? ciddpev ri eorw 4 dpery, oxentoueba. It need only be 

repeated that it is into the practical, actual nature of dpery 
that he enquires, and not into its abstract essence, such as 
the agreement of the soul with the will of God, &c. See 
note 13. 

(49.) 1. €v +H Wuyn tpia. These are three phases or shapes 

which the soul possesses or assumes ;—looking at the moral 

part of the soul, it presents itself to us as a simple dvva- 

pus, (susceptibility of anger,) or as that Svvayis called into 
being, (wd6os, anger,) or the habitual operation of that maéos 

(és, mpadrns). He here uses Wvyy for the ddoyov part of it; 
for though reason is a dvvapis, the energy of reason, or 
Sidvora, is not a mdOos: and therefore, if we were here to 

include the intellectual under the term wvx7, 1t would not 

be true that these were only rpid ev ty Wuyn.—dvvdmecs. 

Bee. Metiive 12. p:.103'; vin, 1, p..179. 

(50.) 1.’ The argument of the chapter is a disjunctive, the par- 
ticulars (denied in the minor) being disproved in the second 
figure. 

(51.) 2. tpés ra wd6y, with regard to the maén, their nature 
and objects. 

(52.) 3. dre od AeydpeOa, A elne from opinions of men, 

expressed i in their modes of speech. 
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(53.) 4. mpoatpécers rivés, acts of mpoaiperes. 

(54.) 5. maoxecy, to be affected. 

(55.) 6. Xeimerac. Observe this form for the conclusion of a 
disjunctive syllogism. Though ees may be translated habits, 
it must not be forgotten that it is not a mere phrase, but 
implies the notion of a state, consisting in certain princi- 
ples, or operations, or actions: thus é£is Scavonrixn is the 
mental exercise of certain powers, and the conscious pos- 
session of certain truths; @&c:s 76:c«7 is the possession of 

certain moral principles, and the operation of certain moral 
powers. In all such words it is important to realize to our- 

selves what they imply, so that the familiarity of the word 
may not deprive it of meaning. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(56.) 1. woia res, in logical language, the difference. 

(57.) 2. 6nréov ot». Observe his definition, or rather his 
description, of dpemm generally. This furnishes us with a 
test of dpern; it is the development of (dmo7eXei) that of 
which it is the dpern, so that it is in a good state, (adro e@ 

€xov,) and produces goodness of operation, (kai ré épyov 

avrod «0 drodiSaoarv): whatever does this, looking to 
the constitution and final causes of the thing or being in 

question, is its dpern. Whatever, then, does this for man, 

looking to his nature, and the intentions of nature respect- 
ing him, is his dpery ; and the standard of this is (as he told 
us in the last book) éawos, or the opinion of men. See note 

223, bk. i. Michelet quotes from Cicero, De Leg. i. 8, “ est 
autem virtus nihil aliud quam in se perfecta et ad summum per- 

ducta natura. dpern is connected with”Apns; warlike strength 
and courage being, in the earlier generations of the world, 
the most esteemed excellence. 

(58.) 3. dya@ds is the concrete of dpern7, when applied to per- 
SONS, as xaddy is, applied to actions. 

(59.) 4. was, ive. by repeated action.—# 687, bk. ii, 4 8. 
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(60.) 4. péocs. This word is used in Aristotle in various ways, 
just as the designs and operations of nature may be recog- 
nised in various parts of the universe, and in different stages 
of the development of any being. See Met. iv. 4, p. 90. 
Thus—1. In,its widest sense, dicrs is the point up to which 
Aristotle could trace the governing power of the universe, 
and is spoken of as being that governing power, full of wis- 

dom, benevolence, and intelligence. 2. dias is used to 
signify that subdivision of this nature in the widest sense, 
which is opposed to dvdyxn and riyn, the general order of 

nature. See bk. ii. 3.7; vi. 4.4, 3. When speaking of 
the nature or constitution of any being or thing, ducrs 

is used—a, for the properties and tendencies which that 
being or thing possesses, (Phys. 11. 1. 10); 8, for the ener- 

gies thereof, (Phys. ii. 1. 14); ¢, for the perfection thereof, 
(Physetis2.8 5Pol. 1. 2). 

(61.) 4. cuveyet kai Starcpera, in everything which has parts 
and is divisible; in everything, that is, which implies the 
notion of quantity. The proper sense of ocuveyns 18 con- 
tinuous, where the parts or members of the thing spoken 
of follow in regular succession on each other, such as the 
parts of a line, or a solid body; while Svaperéds 183 where 
there is no such succession or continuity of actual parts, 
as in numbers; so that these two words may be taken as 

opposed, and expressing two different sorts of magnitudes,— 
“in everything which is continuous, and in everything which 
is not continuous ;” but it seems better to take them as ex- 

pressing together the characteristics of all magnitudes. In 
the notion of continuity is implied the notion of parts, and 
Svauperds may simply be translated divisible; and so the Para- 

phrast (quoted by Michelet) takes it. Any md6os and mpaéis 
may both be viewed as containing parts and divisible, both 
in regard of time and degree. 

(62.) 5.) rodro, the latter, i.e. rd mpds jpas. 

(63.) 9. €mtornpy, here used loosely for “ system,’ which pro- 

ceeds on rules, as distinguished from empiricism, which acts 
without rules. 

| (G4.) 9. 7 Se dpern, argument a fortiori.—axpiBeortépa kKrA., 

“proceeds more upon rules. 
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(65.) 10. dX@s HoOjRvae kal AvwryHbAvat. In all of the 

affections given above there is a principle of pleasure or 
pain, and this it is which is really regulated by the dper7: 
it is important to keep this in mind, in order to understand 
the real meaning of dpern being zepi nSovds Kai Auras. 

(66) 18. peodrns dpa «rd. He here gets to his full defi- 
nition of 7O:K) dpery.—pecdrns, viewed with regard to the 

mental state implied by ¢&s, and when dpery is viewed as 
being epi man, is a balance of the compound principle of 
self-love, pleasure and pain, which finds place in each of the 
several wa0y. If dpern is viewed as being mepi mpaées, (which 
are also implied in éfs,) then it is a mean point in action, 

equally removed from the too much and the too little; in 
the former sense it is oroyaoriKy tod pécov, in the latter it is 
ro peoor itself. 

(67.) 14. &s of Mvbayopio etxalov, figured it. See Met. i. 5. 

Tov admweipovu is a characteristic of the arepov. 

(68.) 15. as dv 6 dpdvipos épicere. He makes the Adyos 

of the dpdvipos the standard,—¢pdvpos, the morally wise. 

(69.) 16. eipiokecy kat aipeito@ar: the former is an effort 

of the understanding, the latter of the will—éev re rois 
maOeot kat tais mpadéeor. See above, note 66. 

(70.) 17. rév rd ri Av efvas, the definition declaring its es- 

sence,—the +6 efvar ri jv, the being that which i was 

laid down to be, (see Gr. Gr. 398, 4,) as conceived of in the 

mind, the notion we form of it, as distinguished from that 

which it is in actual nature, (ri éore). See Anal, Post. 
ee aed Be 

(71.) 17. de porns: in itself it is a peodrys; in relation to all 
other moral states it is an dkpdrns. 

(72.) 18. edOds Svdpacrat cuvetAnppeva K.Tr., are CONn- 

nected, as soon as named, with the notion of badness; imply in 

their very names the notion of badness; instead of ovvei- 
Anmra evOds avoyacuéva. This interchange of the finite verb 

and participle is not uncommon in Greek, in certain phrases. 
See Gr. Gr. 696, obs. 7. 

(73.) 18. Néyerat +S hatra eivar. Bekker reads (on the 

authority of two MSS.) péyeracr; but the words, as they 
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stand, have a definite meaning: “all such are predicated of 
(as bad) by virtue of their essential and moral badness,” (ré 
eivat aida). 

(74.) 18. adW ody ai imepBodal k.7.d., SC. éyovrae haddat. 

(75.) 18. €v rGé hv Set «xrd., “in the category of the proper 
person, or time, or mode, as in the case of anger.”’ 

(76.) 19. époiov ody xr.d., “it is the same as if one was to 
lay it down that there is a mean,” &c. 

(77.) 19. crate yap otras: every tmepBody and éAr\gccyis would, 

on this supposition, have a tmepBory, peodrns, €AAcryrs in itself. 

(78.) 20. 56a rd pécov eivai wows dxpov: the notions of 

dmepBorn and €dAderyris are excluded from dvdpeia, (for example, ) 

because, though a péoov, it is also an dkpoy or dxpdrns, a fixed 

point of perfection. A man cannot have too little dvdpeia, 
or too much, and still be dvdpeios ; so those states or actions 

in the other extreme, which are fixed points of badness, are 
not bad from being in tmepBody or €drerWrs, but simply from 
their own nature. A man is not ddiuos from being too much 
so, but simply from being so at all. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(79.) 1. kevarepor: another reading is kowdrepor, which would 
mean that such arguments have a wider application, and 
thus have their advantages, but particular arguments are 

more accurate and true; while if xevwrepo be read, there is 
no opposition between the two clauses: xowds is used in this 
sense in ch. 11. 2, kowdy kai troxeico6o; and Michelet quotes 
De Anima, i. 1. The Paraphrast undoubtedly read xowd- 
TEpol. 

(80.) 1. dsaypadijs, a sketch, a table, or tabular view: the © 
latter is the best. This table should be drawn out.—ért 
rovrwy; “in the case of these particulars’ the universal 
arguments must hold true. Gr. Gr. 633, 3, c. 

81.) 2. It will be found that each of these several peodrnres ig 

a regulation, or balance, of the various instincts of pleasure 
and pain—the impulses to, and the checks from, certain 

G 
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actions—by the «addy, which acts by virtue of the pleasure 
attached to it, (see bk. iti. note 15,) or by the pain attached 
to the aicypév. These peodryres are, as we shall see more 

fully in the following books, regulations of the instincts, of 
dupds, of bodily pleasure, of love of money, of love of power, 
social instincts, and of the sense of shame, which constitute 

the heart of man. 

(82.) 2. ddBovs cai Oappyn. There seem to be four vices be- 
longing to this peodrns, a8 also to the déous Kal AnWes TOY xpy- 

parev, but in reality there are only two; but these may be 
looked at from different points of view. There are two in-- 

stincts (fdé8o0 and @appn) belonging to this pecdrys, (from 

either of which it may proceed,) which exist in different 
degrees of strength in different constitutions, though the 
former is by far the most common, and therefore, in the 
particular discussion of dvdpeia, it is viewed almost exclu- 
sively as a regulation of @é8os by xadév: but as one or the 
other instinct is viewed as the motive cause, the extremes 

are called the excess and deficiency of either the one or the 
other. 

(83.) 2. rokda éore dvovvpa. Human language not having 

recognised them, is a sign that practically they never, or at 
least very rarely, exist. dos is an universal instinct. 

(84.) 3. jrrov wept ras Avwas. Temperance consists rather 
in acts of abstaining from pleasure than endurance of pain ; 

hence, in the third book, it is almost exclusively treated as 
mept noovas. See bk. ii. 10. 1. 

(85.) 8. od wav, not at all. Soph. Aid. Col. 142. 

(86.) 6. diabeoers = eEets. 

(87.) 8. wept pexpa Stagpépovea, having its difference in 

being about small things. 

(88.) 10. ipnynpevoy tpérov, literally, in the way which is our guide. 

(89.) 11. fva padAXov caridopey «r.d.: that is, that this pe- 

aérns 18 the dpern of the moral part of the soul; for he has 
before laid down rap S¢ é£ewy ras émawvetas Gperas kadodpev as his 

standard of dpern.—émaurverdy, object of good desert; yexrd, 

objects of bad desert. 

(90.) 14. év.rois wd6ecr, in the mere affections, which are not 
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exhibited in any definite mpagis. Thus aides is an instinct 
rather than a virtue ; véweors and émyarpexaxia are feelings. 

(91.) 16. dAX6 A1, sc. Rhet. ii. 9. 

(92.) 16. odx drdrAHs A€yeras, is not spoken of in one sense 
only. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(93.) This chapter and the next are rather practical: having 
shewn his 76: dper) to be a peodrns, he gives us practical 

directions as to its attainment. 

(94.) 1. mGcae macats avrtikeivrai ros. codppooivn, for 

instance, is opposed to dkodacia; dkodacia 18 opposed to 
> , avatc Onaia. 

(95.) 2. dwadodvra., push him further from themselves. 
(96.) 6. mpds dé ro péoov x«zr.A. Each virtue being the regu- 

lation of the impulse of #d0ovm, by the check of Avy, or vice 
versa, the extreme, which is an exaggeration of the regu- 
lating principle, is less opposed to the mean than the other : 
thus in dvdpeia, the Aimn (PdBos) 18 regulated by the 7dovn, 

(@appos, arising from a sense of xaddv,) and hence Opacvrns, 
which is an exaggeration of Oappos, is nearer aydpeia than 
dela: SO IN geadpocvwn, the 750mm is regulated by the drm 

arising from a sense of aioypév, making us decline pleasure ; 

and hence dvacOyoia, which is an exaggerated form of de- 
clining pleasure, is less opposed to cwppocivn than dkodacia. 

(97.) 7. 6uordrepov. See last note. 

(98.) 8. érépa 8 é& jor. The passion which, from our con- 
stitution, is the one which rises up first within us, is the one 
to be regulated; and therefore, from what was said in note | 

96, the extreme, which is the development of this emotion, 
is more contrary to the mean than the other, which is only - 
the regulating principle carried too far. 

(99.) 8. ofov avroixrdr. There is here a recognition of the 
corruption of human nature. 

(100.) 8. éwidoors, properly, “that to which the greater in- 
crease accrues,” i.e. that to which we are mostly inclined,— 
tendency. ) 
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CHAPTER IX. 

(101.) 1. ixavés etpnrae. He speaks as if he had sufficiently 
proved the point that 76x) dpern 18 a peodrns: it now remains 

for him to prove that this peodrns performs the épyov of man. 

(102.) 2. éwacverdy refers to the opinion of others; caddy 
to our own sense of right. 

(103.) 8. Kad\vpo. A curious instance of Aristotle’s memory fail- 
ing him: it was Circe who gave the advice which Ulysses 
refers to in the lines quoted from Od. xu. 219. 

(104.) 4. xara tov Sevrepdv, hact, mAody: a proverb, applied to those 

who having tried and failed, try again, or, according to 
Eustath. Odys. p. 1453, ére dmorvyav ris otpiov Kamats mrEn 

kata Iavoaviav. See Stall. ad Plat. Phed. p. 99, D,—as our 

next best. 

(105.) 5. ets trodvavrioyv «z.r. One would hardly expect to 
see self-distrust and self-denial so fully and practically reeog- 
nised by a heathen philosopher, at the same time with the 
distinction between resistance to and total suppression of 
the passions. But here, as elsewhere, Aristotle’s knowledge 

of human nature and human eircumstances, and his sound 

practical sense, led him right where others went wrong: 
mark, too, the practical wisdom of making 7jd0vq and dAvay 
the test of our disposition. éavrovs is omitted in some 
editions: on its use for jas airovs, see Gr. Gr. 654, 2, b. 

(106.) 6. é€v wavrt S€ duArAakréov ro 750. Aristotle, though 
of course unacquainted with the doctrine of the corruption 
of man, had too practical an eye to overlook its actual results 
on men’s hearts and actions. 

(107.) 6. d8éxaorot, unbribed. See Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

Sexafa.— 6 mep ody. Il. y. 158.—ériréyery, to repeat. 

(108.) 7. od yap fadctov «rr. The whole of this passage is 

a striking instance of the practical wisdom of Aristotle’s 
views and system. 

(109.) 8. +6 Adyo, in a general argument or principle. 

(110.) 8. otS€ yap &rAXo odbev trav aicOnrdyv. He here 

fully recognises the variable nature of all objects of sense ; 
but he does not, for that reason, discard all that they tell us, 
as valueless to the philosopher. 
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(111.) 8. ev rp aicOnoer 4} Kpiocrs. He seems here to recog- \ 

nise a moral sense, which is able to recognise right and wrong 
in particulars. He connects this aicOno1s with pdévnois in 
bk. vi. ch. 10. 9. How far this moral sense is, in his opinion, 
given us by nature, or acquired by experience and instruc- 
tion, is a disputed point; but on the whole, he seems to 
recognise it as a faculty of our nature, which is improved 
and developed by education. 

(112.) 9. 84Xov: another reading is dydo7, which is used intran- 

sitively. See Lidd. and Scott ad v. ii. So much, then, is 
clear. 

(113.) 9. dru  péon Cts x.7.A. He speaks here as if he had 

quite concluded this part of his subject, viz. that this peod- 
ms, OY péeon é&s, is the virtue (émawern) of the moral part of 

the soul. 

BOOK IIL. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) In this book Aristotle discusses the voluntariness of human 
actions, and the consequent responsibility of man as a moral 

being ; and then enters into the particulars of the principal 
virtues of the irascible and concupiscible passions, (dvdpeia 

and cwdpocivm,) partly to support what he had before shewn, 
that 76x dpern 18S a peodrns, and partly to prove that in each 
particular this peodrns performs the ¢pyov of man, and puts 

him in right relations to himself and others, which was the 
test of his dpern, as given in the second chapter of book il. 

1.) 2. Before it can be shewn that nk) peodtns 18 the épyov of ( 7p py 
man, it must be proved that human actions, whether good - 
or bad, are voluntary, or rather, the vague theories of certain 

philosophers to the contrary must be overthrown: for if 
these are true, and moral action, right or wrong, virtue or 

vice, is not voluntary, but determined by some overruling 
influences, (men being mere puppets of the caprice of fate,) 
the notion of Aéyos would be excluded, and thus moral virtue 

ero etceee 
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could not be the true dper} ris (dns tod Aoydy ¢xovros; the 

épyov of man must be looked for elsewhere: besides which, 
it has a practical use for politicians, in theory as well as 
practice, for the adjustment of rewards and punishments. 

8. The major premiss of dkovovov Sa Biay, which he takes 
first, is—W hatever is Biaoy has its dpyy ¢Eober.— 6 mpatrarv 

i 6 mdoxoy does not mean the agent and patient of the 

same action, but the patient of the @id, whether active or 
passive.—xvptou dvres, having power over us. 

4. dca Sé S51 PdBov «zr. It has been said that there 

is a contradiction between what is said here about xadév and 
what is said in sect. 11; but he is talking here of actions in 

themselves involuntary, which are very different from what 
he is considering in sect. 11; and the immediate motives to 
such actions are either a feeling of fear or a sense of duty: 

these act one against the other. A man sometimes does 

something which fear would make him decline, from a sense 
of duty ; sometimes something to which his sense of duty 
makes him averse, from fear. 

(5.) 4. mpdéavros, sc. avrov, supplied from the pone context. 
See Gr. Gr. 696, obs. 3 

(6.) 6. puxrai wpakers, pa actions. Where there is a 

mixture of willingness and unwillingness, though the mere 
fact of the action being done proves that willingness prevails, 

(wadrov 8 Zouxey Exovoiors. Sect. 10,) yet unwillingness exists 
in the abstract (dém\as, kab’ airo); but willingness, looking at 
the circumstances: and acts aes done, are to be judged by 
the state of the will at the moment of action; and hence 

they are voluntary, or at least partly so, as no action can 
take place without the will, for some cause or other, con- 

senting (mpages 5’ év rois kab” ékaera, taira 8° éxovora. Sect. 

10). There are four such mpdées here given: two of nega- 
tive suffering, where ¢éBos is overruled by caddy; two of posi- 

tive action, where caddy is overcome by ¢dBos. The nature 

of these puxrai mpagées, and the view taken of them, vary ac- 

cording to the thing done and the motive for doing it: 
where éxovovor is evidently the strongest element of the com- 
pound, there érawos or Woyos is awarded ; where dxovovoy is, 

from the very nature of the action, very eee even though 

overpowered, we grant cvyyvopn. 
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1. Where shame or pain is borne for the sake of some 
great real cadév—émawos. 

2. Where shame or pain is borne for the sake of no kaddv 
at all, or no equivalent caddv—yoyos. 

3. Where xadgdv is violated to escape some horror, trép 

éivOpworov—(ovyyvepun). 

4. Where xaddv is grossly violated to escape something 

less horrible—yWéyos. 

Michelet instances Zopyrus and Regulus for the first ;—we 
might add Lady Godiva. aicypdéy is here used in the sense 
of “ shameful”’ rather than, as usually in the Ethies, of wrong, 

as opposed to xadév. Numerous instances of the three other 
sorts will be found in the histories of any Eastern rule, such_.. 
as Gibbon’s Rome, or Creasy’s Ottoman Empire. In our 
own history, the first is illustrated by the martyrs refusing 
their pardon at the stake; the second by Quakers prefer- 

ring to go to prison to taking off their hat in court; the 
third by Cranmer signing his recantation; and the fourth 

by any traitor who has turned king’s evidence to save his | 
neck. ° 4 

(8.) 7. dvamaduy, 8C. drav aicypdy } Aumnpby bmopévow dyri TwWdv 

pn peyddov 7) Kad@v. 

(9.) 8. ’AXkpwardva. Alemeon is made to kill his mother on 
the plea that his father imprecated curses on himself and his 
country if he did not do so. 

(10.) 9. Observe how Aristotle refuses to dogmatise in cases 
where each action must assume its particular hue from the - 
circumstances. 

(11.) 9. os yap «7A. The force of the yap is difficult to discover 
at first, especially in connection with what follows, d6ev x.r.X., 
but the whole may be paraphrased thus: “It is difficult to 
abide by one’s deliberate determination, (rots yvwodciow,) for 
the struggle is, for the most part, between duty, which for- 
bids aicxypda, and fear, which urges to them; fear makes us 
give up what had been, from a sense of duty, resolved on: 
and hence praise and blame arise on such actions, for the 
struggle thus being, for the most part, between fear of pain, 
a wish to avoid ra mpoaSokmpeva Aumnpd, and a sense of duty, a 

wish to decline 4 dvaykafovrat aig xpd,” (aicypa is here used 

for something “ wrong,” not merely “ shameful;” it is here 
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opposed to Avmnpdv, before it was joined with it;) ‘and these 
being balanced one against the other, then if aicxpév is pre- 
ferred, it shews that the will is more disinclined to kaddv, 

and wWdyos is attached to it; if Aumnpdv is preferred, it shews 
that the will is rather inclined to xcadév, and Zmrawos ensues ; 

where Avumnpdy is too great to be borne, then there is ovy- 
yvoun, for there is no proof of any lack of inclination to 
caddy, as far as is practicable for man; where there is no real 

kaddv, a8 in 2, note 6 above, the very act of enduring Avan 

or aicxpév unnecessarily is wrong, and hence Wéyos.”’ 

(12.) 10. aA ds, without reference to the pixrai mpd€ers. 

(18.) 10. Kai 4 apyn, SC. &v 7 apxn. 

(14.) 11. The argument is an elenchus, which it may be as well 
to work out, as well as that in the second figure, immediately 
following. 

(15.) 11. kadov ped’ ndev7s. This is the pleasure which fol- 

lows on right action, in the shape of self-approbation. 

(16.) 11. yeXotov 87. This argument need not be reduced to 

a strictly logical form, as it is a simple appeal to common 
sense. Another reading is 6¢, but 6; marks a new argument, 

as well as a conclusion: see Gr. Gr. 721, 1. He refers toa 

modified form of the former theory, which makes 760 alone 
Biatov. 

(17.) 13. ré dé Se dyvorav, Bekker here begins chap. i.., 
which is perhaps the more natural division; but for the con- 
venience of other editions, the sections will be numbered as 

if in continuation of chap. 1. 

(18.) 14. grepov dé gorxe x.t.d. The difference between doing 
an action &’ dyvoav, aud dyvodéy, is that in the former the 

dyvoa is the direct cause of the act, in the latter the dyvaa 
is not the direct cause of the act, but of the yoxénpia, whence 

the act proceeds. This is illustrated by bk. v. chap. viii. 
sect. 12, dca yap py povov Gyvoovrvtres adda kal bt” ay- 

votay dpaptdvovet ovyyvepovikd.—éoa b€ py Ot ayvotayv GrAX 

dyvootvres pev 61a aos S€ od cvyyvoponxd. The mafos may 

make the agent dyvociv what he is about, but it is itself the 
cause of the action, and not the dyvoua;—dayvoa is but the 
accident of the action. 
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(19.) 11. The dyvoa, which does not take away responsibility, 

is either 7 xaOddov, ignorance of some general principle of 
morality, which ought to be known, as, “‘ Honesty is the 

best policy ;” or » év ri mpoapeoe, ignorance shewn in the act 
of choice, where, through the bad moral state of the agent, 
he fails to discern the character of the particular action, but 
puts sweet for bitter, and bitter for sweet; such as where 
a man fancies that what is called a white lie is not dishonest. 
In this case the dyvoa is not the immediate, but the remote, 
cause of the action; indeed, it is not properly the cause of 
the action at all, for this springs directly from the pox@npia, . 
or wicked tendencies, which partly consist in this absence 
of moral principles, and, in particular cases, in the want 
of moral perceptions. Thus, if a man does not think im- 
purity wrong, this is a result of guilty demoralization, a 

want of moral principles; or if he does not think obscene 
language to come under the category of impurity, this want 
of moral perception does not make the action dkxovo.oyv; in 
either case it is not the cause of his doing something which 
he does not intend, but it is the airiov ris poyxOnpias, of his 

intentionally doing what is wrong, inasmuch as the bad 
moral habit is caused by his not knowing better the nature 
of right and wrong; and thus poxéypia leads him wrong, 
though it might not have acted had he known the real 
nature of the matter better. Hence the importance not 
only of moral principles, but also, and, if possible, still more, 
of right and clear moral perception in particulars. 

The case of the dyvodv, however, who is ignorant not of the 
moral character of the particulars, (7 év mpoaipéoer dyvora,) but 
of the particulars themselves, (a@yvoa 4 Ka6’ éxacra,) is very 
different: here the dyvo.a is not the cause of his intentionally 
doing a wrong action, (rijs woxOnpias,) but of his doing some- 
thing which he does not intend; as where a man shoots a 
friend from not being aware that the gun in his hand was 
loaded. But in both cases the degree of blame or sympathy ~ 
would vary with the consideration whether the ignorance 
was such as might or ought to have been avoided, or the 
strength of the ma@os which overruled the moral knowledge or 
perceptions, (see note 18). But on all these points Aristotle 

refuses to dogmatise. 

(20.) 14, 80d re «7.A., through the drunkenness or the anger, 
H 
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or, as others interpret it, through #8ov4, or some such motive, ) 
not through ignorance of right from wrong. These are in- | 
stances of rod dyvoodvra mparrew: but the rd dyvoew of the man — 

who is in these states does not relieve him of responsibility, — 

though the moral knowledge which would have restrained 4 
him is, by his own fault, suspended. A man indeed, in an ~ 
angry or drunken fit, might strike his father, not through > 
ignorance of its being wrong to do so, but having mistaken — 
his father for some one else. In such a case there is ovy- 

yvopun, When the state of blindness is considered; but when — 
the person is viewed as having wilfully, and contrary to mo- — 
rality, brought himself into this state, durda éemiripia ensues. 

(21.) 14. dyvoet. Mark the state of ignorance in which Aris- ’ 
totle conceives the bad man to be: and if this plea were 

allowed, there would be no such thing as blame attaching to 
any bad action, émep dromov. Michelet remarks on the con- — 
trast between Aristotle and some modern philosophers, who 
hold that a man is excused in whatever he does, if he does 

but think it right. Conscience is objective, as well as sub- | 
jective. 

(22.) 15. Botrecrat A€yeo Gas, claims to be- defined as. The j 
meaning of it is—héyerat, simply predicated; Bovrerac | 

AéyeoOax is in theory predicated.—rd cipdeporv. The © 

political dya6dv is viewed as implying that of the individual. 

(23.) 15. 7 év ri mpoatpéaes Ayvora, ignorance at the mo- ; 

ment of choice of the character of the particular.—j «a66- 
Aov, ignorance of the universal. 

(24.) 15. év ots, the circumstances; wepi d, the particulars. 
The former would be when a man shot his friend not know- — 
ing he was near; the epi a4, when he did not know the gun 
to be loaded. 

(25.) 16. od yeitpoy, it will be as well. 
(26.) 17. éereceiv avrods, it had escaped them unawares; 

they had let it fall—éonep 4 Mepdrn: see Poet. c. 14. 

Merope is about to kill her son in ignorance, but recog- 
nises him in time. 

(27.) 17. Bei Eau, to exhibit in any way. =r ane eareL Sie Anglicé, 

with the gloves. 

(28.) 18. €v rots kuptwrdrocs, in the most essential points — 
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E of the action,—those that most decide its character.—éy ois 

| 9 mpakts, the circumstances of the action. 

| (29.) 20. This definition of éxovcwov, the result of the foregoing 
| chapter, will now be applied to human action. 

(30.) 21. ydp refers to an objection against this definition, on 
the ground that actions from concupiscible or irascible im- 
pulses, though év airé, are involuntary. 

(1. ) 22. The argument is an elenchus. 

| 

| (32. ) 24. Se7 S€ Kat dpyi¢ecOar. For the final causes of anger 
| here recognised by Aristotle, consult Butler, Sermon viii. 

| 
| 

(33.) 25. Argument in second figure. 

(84.) 26. r6 dxotdara eivar. What difference is there in faults 
ebowhitted from reason and those committed from desire, in 

respect of their being voluntary ?—it cannot be predicated of 
the one without being predicated of the other. 

(35.) 27. obx frrov dvOpomcka civar ra droya abn. 

| This is the key-stone of Aristotle’s moral system, discern- 
| ible whenever he treats of man, his nature, position, duties, 

| —as in the Rhetoric, for instance. He looks upon him as 
| being of a compound nature, made up of reason and pas- 

sions: in fact, he looks upon him as he is, and not as he 

might have been, had he been created differently. 

| 
} 

CHAPTER II. 

(36.) 1. rept mpoatpécews: by an examination into the mo- 
tive cause of human action he will shew it to be volun- 
tary. mpoaipects is the deliberate act of choice; not the 

- general principle which directs the choice, but the choice | 
of some particular, directed well or ill by the reason, as the | 
agent is good or bad. 8 

(87.) 1. otkesdrarov, most nearly connected.—rdv wpdéeov: 

mpaéis is here used in a loose way for épyov, as, strictly speak- 
ing, mpagis includes poaipects. 

(88.) 2. latch, evidently vs, eae mretov: it 18 & Species 

of éxovcrov. ' 
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(39.) 3. of 5é Xéyovres. He proceeds to shew, by an analysis 
of mpoaipecis, that it is not a simple mental impulse or act, 
but a compound motion: it is not an impulse of the irascible 
or concupiscible parts of our nature, nor is it merely an 
opinion on moral matters, in any of which cases it might 
more or less lose the character of éxovcrov. 

(40.) 5. This chapter and the following one will be more clearly 
understood if we trace the course of an action of our concu- 
piscible part from its first beginnings in the soul of a ey } 
agent up to its completion. 

éewtOuvpnia (De Anima, p. 32,—7dés dpeéis), a general 
latent appetite or propension towards 48v, resulting either 
from the Avan of dvorkai évdeiar (koa), or from particular — 

propensions of 7dovm (dia, éideror), existing differently in © 

different individuals, as the several wd6n exist in them in- 
different degrees of strength. : 

aic@nours, presenting to the émévuia, by means of the © 

gavracia, (see De Anima, p. 30,) an object suitable to the 

evOeta OF maGos. 

éxtOupia, existing actively, (rovde rod 4Séos dpefts,)—a SeN- 

sible propension,—appetite in motion. . . 
dpe&ts—émnibupia, directed towards some definite object, — 

appetitive ;—diwéis, an appetite, a seeking after ;—épeéis, a 

stretching forth after. 

d5é£€a, a judgment of the moral reason as to the pursuit 
or avoidance of the object in question. | 

BovrAnoes, will,—an act of the will consequent on the 
decision of the reason that the object is a proper one for 
pursuit,—a choice of the end,—will Ui the end: BovdAnots Tov 

ayabod. 

dpeéts, again,—confirmed by the assent of the reason,— 

rational diegs: bk. vi. 2; putting in motion, 

BovdXevars, a deliberation as to the means proper for 
the attainment of the object,—will of the means: rod cvppé-— 
povtos ayaGov ye éytés. 

mpoaipeccs, will of the action,—purpose; a deliberate 
choice of the whole action and means, combining BovAneis 
and BovAevors. 

dpe&cs again, under the shape of mpoaipecis, (opeydueba xara 

thy Bovrevow): See end of chap. v. 
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There are then three sorts of dpefs :— 
1. The energy of émOvpia, appetitive, (De Anima, p. 32,) 

Tov 1d€os. 

2. The energy of the émOvyia confirmed by reason,— 

rational, row redovs. 

8. Of the whole action,—determinate, tis mpagews os dya- 

60d Kat 7)d€os. 

It must further be borne in mind that when the character 
is rightly formed, that is, when the agent is a good man, all 
the steps previous to BovAnois are merged in the impulses 
towards action; are rational impulses of the 40s towards 
good, inasmuch as nothing presents itself to the desire as 
good or pleasant, but what the reason simultaneously ap- 
proves of as really good and pleasant. Here the dpe&s and 
BowAnois are synonymous, and the act of desire may be 

termed either gpefis or BovAnois: and this probably is the 
reason why Aristotle not unfrequently interchanges these 
terms, using the one for the other. This, though founded 
on a true view of the phenomena of human action, will 
confuse the student, unless he is careful to distinguish be- 
tween cases where a difference, as given above, is made 
between them, and where they are viewed, as in the case 
of a good man, as practically identical. Where analysis re- 
quires strict accuracy, é7.@vpia may be translated desire or 
propension,—é p« £.s, appetite,—B ovr ots, will ;—these terms 

being used in the sense given by Hooker, bk. i. vii. 3: “The 
object of appetite is whatever sensible good may be wished 
for; the object of will is that good which reason teaches us 
to seek.’ So PovAnors, rather than dpefs, would be the term 
for a desire after those things which reason, rather than 
aicOnows presents as 745¢a, such as a present sacrifice for future 
gain; but even here épefis might be used to express that 
assent and energy of the irrational part towards the 70, 

without which an action cannot arise. In this case, the 
course of the action would stand thus :— | 
BovAnces, presenting the dyabdv as 76v. 
dpeécs, stretching out after it. : 
The next stage, the definite BovAnois of an ordinary action, 

is of course merged in the former impulsive act of BovAnots. 
The fact is that the irrational part, as the motive cause, 
must operate in every action: where the irrational presents 

nee J 
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the object, reason follows and directs; where reason pre- 
sents the object, dpeéis, the act of the irrational part, adopts 
it as a motive: and further, where the motive power of the 

end. is rather considered than its quality (right or wrong), 
peéis is the word used, rather than BovAjow. Hence, when 
speaking generally of an action, (as in bk. vi. chap. 2,) it is 
said to proceed from PovAcvors and dpeéis: when viewed in 

relation to the intellect, BotdAnois is the proper term. épegis, 
properly speaking, takes cognizance of the end as as ; Bov- 

Ayo aS ayabdr. 

BovAnors, again, has degrees, and corresponds both to wish 

and will,as used in English Ethics: when the object is in 
itself unattainable, it is a mere imperfect BovAnots, or wish ; 

the question of divaroy is not taken into consideration; m- 
deed, this properly belongs rather to Bovdevors : but when the 
object it decides upon is attainable, then it is a perfect Bov- 
Anots, or will, 

_émOupia, again, is apparently identical with 7Sovn in its sense 
of a principle of human nature, which impels us to pursuit 
of the sensible 75%, but it has Avan attached, as implying 
an évdeia (wera AUTns yap 7 emOvpia, chap. xi. 6); and in bk. vii. 

7.3, it is distinguished from it: as ém6vpia is rather a passive 
feeling, created by évScia, and drawn out by temptations ; 
noovn, a general tone, or temper, or mind, in which the motive 

cause of human nature consists,—(see bk. vil. 7. 3,)—in its 
bad sense, a tendency towards self-indulgence, either general 
or particular, which creates temptations and opportunities 

for itself: it is this which Aristotle is warning us against 
at the end of bk. ii. It is believed that an attentive con- 
sideration and development of what is here said will enable 
the student to assign to these terms, wherever they are used, 
their real meaning and value, and to solve the seeming con- 
tradictions which the use of them in different meanings 
produces. 

(41.) 3. émcOupiarv. It is not a simple energy of our concu- 
piscible nature—j O6vpudyv, nor of the irascible—j Boddn- 

ov, nor of the rational will—# riva Sééav, nor of the 

moral intellect: m any of these cases, it might be said it 
was sudden and involuntary. 

(42,) 3, 4. It is not émOvpia, by arguments in the second Series 
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(48.) 5. ércOupia & éwcOvpia od. It seems at first sight as 

if desire could be opposed to desire; but we must recollect 
that the opposition here in question must be “de eodem :” 
there is such an opposition de eodem, and at the same time, 
between mpoaipecis and émOvyia: but a man cannot desire the 
same thing and desire the exact contrary at the same time,— 
aman cannot be hungry and not hungry at the same time. 
—ijdéos kal émidvron, i.e. émbupia is moved either by the 

presence of some #8¥, or by the pressure of some pain such 
as hunger: so in bk. vii. 7. 8, he speaks of Avmny tiv dnd 
Tis émOvuias.—m poalpeacrs looks upon an action as dyaédv 

or xakéy: in the case of the good man, xaddy is coincident 
with dya0év, aioxpév with xaxdv; to the dxédacros, or man of 

reprobate mind, it is the reverse,—aicypév is his dyaAdv, 

kaddv is his kaxdv. 

(44.) 6. Ovpos €re Frrov. He simply appeals to the common 
sense of mankind. 

(45.) 7. civeyyus, akin to it—Bovrnois éore tay ddvvda- 

tov: that is, imperfect BovdAnos, or wish, as stated above. 

The consideration of ddvvarov belongs rather to Bovdevors, 
but real BovrAnors, actual will, nevertheless does not exist 

where ddvvaroy is manifest. All these arguments may be 
resolved into the second figure, though perhaps we con- 
clude differences between things which have different ob- 
jects from a process of perception, rather than of actual 
reasoning. 

(46.) 10. 56a, a mere intellectual act. 

(47.) 11. 86éy revi, an act of the intellect on moral subjects. 
This ddéa enters into a moral purpose, as shewn above, but 
it is not the whole of it. 

(48.) 13. 4 +r dpOas. 4 is “or, not “than;” as yaddov pre- 
- ceding might suggest. 

(49.) 15. See vii. 7. 4; and below, 4. 5. 

(50.) 17. pera Adyov x«z1.A. Adyos, properly, reason ; dta- 
__-voia, exercise of the reason: see De Anima, p. 69. 
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CHAPTER III. 

He now examines one of the elements of rpoaipeois,—the will of 
the means, BovtAevors. 

(51.) 4. dre dovpperpor, that is, that the side and the diago- 
nal of a square have no common measure. This is a favourite 
illustration of Aristotle’s. It probably was a problem then 
in vogue in the learned world, like squaring the circle with us. 

(52.) 4. dud reva &AAnv airiav. He here leaves room for 

the opinion of those who distinctly held a Divine Providence 
separate from nature. 

(58.) 7. ratra &€ kai éore Aourd, and these are what are left, i.e. 

when the other causes of action are excluded. 

(54.) 7. airiac «rr. This is Aristotle’s usual theory of causa- 

tion, in things physical. In the Rhetoric he divides dvayxn 
into dicts and Bia: but dvdykn there is only used popularly 
to express the plea of involuntariness, which does away with 
the responsibility of the agent in a trial, which he is laying 
down in the passage in the Rhetoric: see also An. Post. il. 
10, p. 217. 

(55.) 7. pices, in its widest sense, as the whole system of things 
natural, is divided elsewhere, as here, into— 

1. dvydyxkn, where the connection between cause and 

effect, or even antecedent and consequent, is invariable 

and perceptible,—ray dei,—such as fire and heat. 
2. pvocs, where this connection is perceptible and gene- 

ral, but not invariable, as clouds and rain. rap émi ré 

mwodv. Eth. vi. 4. 

3. rvx7, (airia dopicros,) where this connection is neither 
invariable nor perceptible,—rav pire det pnte os emt 7d. 

mov. See Met. p. 228; Top, p. 180; Phys. p. 35. 

(56.) 8. dxptBeis, of which the laws are well ascertained.—ai- 

tapkets, where they do not depend, in part or whole, on 
some other science or art for their realization: where they 
do thus depend, there may be deliberation as to what science, 
or what operations of that science, are necessary to them, as 
producing or co-operating cause. 
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67.) 9. frrov dinkpiBerar, as its principles are less accu- 

. rately ascertained. 

68.) 9. wept réxvas er.d.: we deliberate more on the appli- 
cation of principles than the principles themselves ; and more 

| on scientific arts than on abstract sciences. 

—(59.) 10. ev ofs ddedpictov: se. dori—avpBotrdous Se. 

Proof of the nature of Botdevors. 

~(60.) 11. dAXG& Oépevor xrr. Mark carefully this analysis of 
. Bovddevors, in every step of which the voluntariness of the 
. action is evidenced. When he considers ¢iSovdia in bk. vi., 

. he adds to this analysis that the means thus chosen must be 
right means: see edBovXia. 

(61. ge Ee Tp érov aircoy, the first link in the causation.—d pv a- 

| Avecy is to resolve anything into its simple elements or parts. 

—(62.) 12. dcmep Sidypappa, 8C. domep tis dvadtioy dudypappa. 

| If a puzzle were placed before us, we should take out piece 
after piece, till we had gone backwards through the process 
of putting it together; and when we proceeded to put it 
together, the piece which had remained till last (écxarov év 
(ythoa) would be the one we should begin with, (apédrov év 
yeveoe). But this is rather an illustration than an explana- 
tion of the text, as Sudypappa is a geometrical figure. Ifa 

person resolve a geometrical figure into its simple elements, 
—a hexagon, for instance, into six triangles,—afterwards 

wish to construct it, the last step in the analysis would be 
the first in the reconstruction. 

(63.) 15. govke S€ «7A. refers to } yap dpxy év qyiv, just above. 

He is shewing how it is that these points, which depend on 

others, are subjects for Bovky.—ai 8é wpakeus, SC. Tis 

BovAjs : those which Bovdy takes cognizance of. 

(64.) 16. ra xa@ €xaora: not particulars and their simple 
qualities, but their fitness for or relation to the end in view. 
See bk. vi. 8, fin. 

6. ) 17. dgwptopévor, determinate. When by Bovrevors the 

€xxarov ev (yrnoe has been discovered, and is in our power, 
then there arises a determinate purpose to perform the action, 
and further, a determinate épeéis, called apoaipeois. 

66.) 14. 80 ob, through what means. dia twos, through whose help. 

(67.) 17. rv adpxny, the starting-point of the action,—the 
I 

nahi aS t.. 



(68.) 18. dpxyatiwy mwodurerdv. This is rather introduced as — 

(69.) Deliberation, then, is a process of enquiry carried on by ~ 

(70.) He now proceeds to consider the other element of zpo- | 

(70.) 2. rd BovrAnTd», the object of BovAnars. : 

(71.) 2. cvpBaives, it follows. He states the difficulties of the | 

(72.) 4. The question is solved by saying that (ém\és) in its own 
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Tpoatov é€vy yevéoer. When this point is found to be © 

something immediately depending on oneself, and is ap- ~ 
proved by the judgment, (airod 76 jyovpevov, the ro mpoapov- | 

pevov,) or power of moral choice, which decides on pursuit or — 
avoidance. 

an ornamental figure than as any actual proof of what he is — 
saying. Homer (Il. E. 58,) has introduced the chiefs de- | 
claring to the people what they had thus decided upon as | 
things to be done. The process was ended when zpoaipeais | 
had taken place in their councils. | 

the reason, with its various powers and functions, set in 
motion by the presence of some épegis, (approved by reason — 
= ovtdAnors,) beginning with the end in view, and proceeding, ~ 

link by link, through the chain of means, till it reaches the | 

point in our own power, and which our judgment approves. 
When this is reached, BovAevais ceases, and the act of choice — 
or purpose supervenes. 

CHAPTER IV. 

aipeots, the will of the end, or Bovdnars. 

The first question is whether the will has for its proper 
object the real good, (réya6dv,) or that which presents itself 

to us as good, (ro hawépevoy dyabdr). / 

several notions on the subject. 

nature the tr dyaé¢v is the proper object of will; but as this — 
presents itself differently to different individuals, practically 
and accidentally, not from its own desirableness, but from 
the weakness and blindness of human agents, that is to 
each BovAnrév which presents itself as such: so that there is” 
a proper object of choice, though it is realized by none but 
the good man. He here again introduces one of his favourite | 
medical illustrations. 
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| 8.) 4.6 omovdaios kpiver d6p6as. Here is an act of ddéa 

as to the character of the 780 Heaeonae by dpe&is : SO in bk. 
vii. 8, he says that dpery } puorxi 7 OK 18 Tod dpOodokeiv mepi 

rv apynv. When the moral character or moral sense is 

formed in its first stage, (as we shall see hereafter, bk. vi., 

addenda,) nothing presents itself as 75d which is not dyaédy, 
and the choice of good is instinctive, (épav): earlier, the 
dpeéis presents many objects which the moral reason rejects 
as undesirable because bad. 

: (4) 5. And herein is one great (if not the greatest) difference 
between the good man and the bad,—that to the good man 
the true good presents itself (aiverar) as good, and an object 
of pursuit,—the ayaédv presents itself as 750; while to the 

bad man the 780 presents itself as dyaédv: the views of the 
750 and the caddv are affected by the tone and state of mind 
(céw). The view we take, then, of the several ends we propose 
to ourselves depending upon our frame of mind, (éés,) this is 
an dpxy ev nyiv ; and therefore the choice of ends is voluntary. 

-(75.) 5. 81a rv 7So0vn», the propension to pleasure, as plea- 
sure, which exists in us, as we should say, by nature. Aris- 
totle would ascribe it rather (though not entirely) to bad 
education. 

(76.) mpoaipecus, then, as described by Aristotle, is an act of 
deliberate choice, by a moral agent, of a certain end, by cer- 
tain means: the whole action lies before the mind, and is 

resolved upon in all its details; the choice of the end, the 
selection and adoption of the several means, implies volun- 
tariness and responsibility on the part of the agent. On this 
act of deliberate choice follows the carrying it out, of which 
more will be said in the latter part of bk. vi. It may be 
added here, that there is no more accurate description of a 
virtuous moral action than that given in the second collect 
at Evening Prayer,—holy desires, good counsels, just works. 
Why spoaipeois is generally used for “ good counsels,” see 
note 79: for the effect of character on our moral judgment, 
see bk. vii. 

CHAPTER V. 

(77.) Having thus shewn that each of the parts of mpoaipeots is 
ev hiv, he now uses this to shew that the actions proceeding 
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from it are voluntary. Plato held the contrary opinion, De 
Legg. ix. 860, D, of kaxot wdvres eis mdvra iol korres kakol : 

and again, Prot. 343, D, otdeis trav coddv dvdpar jycira ovdéva 
2 , 7 > , 2A 3 , ‘ 1g > , 
avOpaTrav €KOVTa eapapravery, ovde atoxpa TE€ KAL KaKa €KOYTa epya- 

¢ecOa: Timzeus, 81, D, cards per yap exwv ovdeis, dia dé movnpav — 
” a r BANE: , \ € t , , e€ww Tov oe@paros Kat amaidevroy rpodny 6 Kakés yiyverat KaKkds. 

(78.) He considers four pleas of necessity :— 
1. Absolute predestination, or controllmg power, 7 dpx7 

éEobev: to this he answers by his proof that spoaipecis 
in itself and its parts is an dpy7q ev jpiv. 

2. Natural desires, corruption of nature: the dpyn is &v 
npiv, and therefore the action voluntary. 

3. Acquired habits,—dpyy év qyiv, and therefore voluntary. 
4. Wrong impressions from external things, the dpyn is 

é€o6ev: he answers this by shewimg that as this impres- 
sion (pbavracia) arises from our character and tone of 

mind, as well as from external things, we are responsible — 

for it, as having formed that character and tone; and, 
further, that this davracia, supposing it to be sudden 
and irresistible, only affects part of the action,—the 

choice of the end,—and does not take away the volun- 
tariness of the choice of the means. Contrast this mode 
of treating the subject with that of Butler, who sup- 
poses the plea of necessity true, and shews that, even 

nln ns dba 

ei tesa meen btn tn te 

on this supposition, it would not do away with human ~ 
responsibility, or the notion of a supreme God. 

(79.) 1. BovAnrod pév rod trédovs, Bovdevtav Sé Kat 

mpoatpetayv «tA. It is to be observed, both here and in © 
some other places, that he confines zpoaipeors to the choice of — 

means, whereas, in reality, it is a choice both of ends and 

means. The reason of this is, that where the first stage of — 

the moral character is formed, the right end is chosen instinc- 
tively, without any effort on the part of the intellect. réya- 
éév presents itself as 48%, and then the function of the intel- 

lect in the choice of the action is eonfined to the choice of © 

proper means: see bk. vi. chap. 12. 

(80.) 1. The first argument is in the first figure; the result of 

the analysis of mpoaipeois, which has occupied the three last 

chapters. 

(81.) 2. In the Magna Moralia, i. 9, it is said that Socrates uses — 
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this opposition between xaxia and dpern to shew that as xaxia 
is involuntary, so must dpern be. 

(82.) 3. rodro & jy «rd. should be in a parenthesis. This is 
a formula for the reference to a former admitted definition 
or position: see bk. v. i. 12, Gr. Gr. 398, 4.—dyadois: the 
dative is in attraction to ep’ jpiv. 

(83.) 4. Aristotle here alludes to a proverb, wherein, by a plau- 
sible antithesis, the truth of the one true clause is made to 

throw a shadow of truth over the other, and quietly disposes 
of it by pointing out which is true and which is false. 

(84.) 5. He then refers to another argument of the fatalists, that 
a man’s actions cannot be said to proceed from him,—that a 
man is not the source whence his actions flow,—that they 
proceed from his nature, which he cannot help,—plea of ne- 
cessity in a man’s nature.—rois viv eipnwévors: what 

has been said about rwpoaipecis, BovrAevets, BovrANots, 

and the conclusions drawn therefrom.—d vayay «iv, trace. 

(85.) 6. radra. =a viv elpnueva—aiverar are evidently so. 

(86.) 7. rovrocs. He has hitherto drawn his arguments from 
the nature of mpoaipeois: he now (7, 8, 9,) confirms them by 
the opinion and practice of man. This is much the same as 
Butler’s practical argument. 

(87.) 10. Responsibility not taken away by the plea of acquired 
habits. 

(88.) 10. Analogy of bodily defects, which arise from former 
carelessness or dissipation: if they are blamed, they are 
looked upon as voluntary; and therefore, if mental habits 

are blamed, they are voluntary likewise. 

(89.) 13. wy BovrAeoOat. It was argued that a man could not 

wish to do himself harm, and therefore could not do so 

voluntarily. 

(90.) 17. Another plea of the fatalists is, that the external world 
conveys certain impressions to the mind, which it cannot 
help receiving; and therefore the actions proceeding from 
these are to be considered as caused by the external world 
acting on the mind, and not by the mind or will of the agent. 

(91.) 17. favracia, the impression which external things make 
on the mind, (fatvera,) or the power which receives, and, as 
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it were, daguerreotypes such impressions: in either sense the 
meaning is the same,—either that we have no power over 

the impressions from external things, or no power over the 
faculty which receives them ; in either case, we cannot help 

ee them. In the Rhetoric it is called ate@nols mis dobe- 
ms: it is used again, in bk. vu. 3.11, for the impressions 
from sensible objects of which beasts are capable ; and again, 
bk. vii. 7. 8, for the impression which men follow hastily, 
without stopping to consult their reason. In the De Anima, 
p- 61, it is joined with atc@nceus—ai ghavracia kai ai aicOjoes ; 

and davracua is the impression of the aic6yna upon the mind, 
dvev rH vAns, Of which gavracia is the power: see De Anima, 

p- 76. It is important to understand the real meaning of 
this word in this passage, as it is sometimes translated 
‘imagination,’ which, in the usual sense of that word, does 
not give its sense. 

(92.) The answer to this argument 1s, that if the external world 
conveys wrong impressions, the tone of the mind must be 

prepared to receive them; and for this tone the agent is 
responsible : and further, if the first step, the object of de- 

sire, be necessarily impressed upon us by the external world, 
every subsequent step in the action is voluntary. 

(98.) 17. ef 8€ rus NéEyou. The apodosis, “this is my answer,’ 
is suppressed.—ei S€ py, od@eis: another reading is, ¢ 
dé pndecs, making this another protasis, without its apodosis, 
and referring both to the answer given in sect. 18; both are 

supported by MSS. The reading in the text makes it a re- 
ductio ad absurdum to suppose that we are not gavracias airtor ; 

the other would refer more directly to Plato’s words on the 

subject, and place the false pleas in a string, to be answered 
in sect. 18. 

(94.) 17. 4 S€ rod rédovs gears. This is another theory 
of the fatalists. 

(94.) 19. rap adréy, from himself. rap aiza@, al.: but see 

Grammar, 637. 11. 3. d. 

(95.) 20. kai ci py ev to rédev. Another reading is, kai 

TO Teel, as it is to the good man. There is something to 
say for and against both: the former alludes to the argument 
above, that the means are in the agent’s power, even sup- 
posing the end not to be; the latter, to the frequently re- 
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peated proposition, that the bad man has it in his own power 
to act or not, as well as the good. Against the former, e? cai 
is the proper form of introducing an admitted supposition ; 
but Aristotle may have wished to mark that he only ad- 
mitted it for argument’s sake: against the latter, omovdaios 
is the term we should expect, not redeios. 

(96.) 22. 7 mpdadecrs, the accumulation. It would almost seem 

as if sections 21 and 22 had got transposed. Section 23 
evidently fits on to 21. 

(97.) Aristotle’s mode of treating the great question of human 
responsibility is very simple and practical. Without entering 
into metaphysical or psychological abstractions, he analyzes 
the source whence human actions proceed, and demonstrates 

that, if there is such a thing as voluntariness, it must exist 

in such actions. He points out some of the absurdities which 
are involved in the contrary theories, and the practical wit- 
ness which human opinion and human institutions bear to 
man’s responsibility as a fact. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(98.) In this consideration of the several virtues, Aristotle has it 
in view to explain the nature, the subject-matter, and the 
mode of each, and, at the same time, to shew, as part of the 

proof of his book, that each several peodrys is the dpern of that 
particular part of human nature of which it is the develop- 
ment and regulation. 

(99.) As 76K dperh generally is wept 7dovds kat Avmas,—the regu- 

lation and balance of the impulse and checks of action, so 

each particular is the regulation and balance of some par- 
ticular 7So0vy and dimn,—of self-love, directed towards some ~ 

particular object, in some particular sphere,—of some par- 
ticular impulse or check, operating in some particular pur- 

suit or avoidance. Where the check would lead from what 
ought to be done, it is regulated and balanced by the sense 

of honour and duty arising from ré caddy, partly residing in 

the feelings, partly recognised by the reason, to which ddim 
is attached. Where the impulse would lead us wrong, it is 

regulated and balanced by the sense of shame, arising from 
_ the same source, to which dom is attached. The sense of 
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good desert and bad desert counteracts and controls within 
due bounds the natural impulses of pursuit and avoidance. 
Where either the original or the counterbalancing impulse 
operates too much or too little, then we are in one or other 
of the extremes. 

(100.) 1. dvySpeia, the peodrns between PéBos and Odppos, and 

coppocvrn, the peodtns wept coparikas 7Sovas Kat vas 

come first, because they are respectively the principal virtues 
of the irascible and concupiscible natures, which was the 

usual view taken of man’s impulsive constitution by the 
philosophers of the time; and because in these the impulses 
and checks are most apparent, as being most readily and 
instinctively acted upon by external things, and therefore 
most effective in producing and influencing action. And 
avdpeia before cwdpocivn, because, of the two, the impulse of 
fear is the most instinctive and effective. We can suppose 
a person to have an appetite for 7d0vn, and yet be too indo- 
lent to allow it to move him to pursuit: but where the Aim 
of fear comes, avoidance follows almost instinctively, even 
where regulated by 6dppos into dvdpeia. That dvdpeia belongs 
to the irascible part may be seen from ¢é8os being placed 
under the O6vpoecdés, Top. iv. 5, 4. p. 170, 6 de PdBos ev ta 

Ovpoedei, cf. 1. 8. 4. p. 183. It must be recollected that, in 

Plato’s theory, the @vpoedés was the basis of the moral cha- 
racter, as far as the ddoyoy part of the soul contributed to 
it; its function was to assist the reason in suppressing the 

concupiscible impulses. 

(101.) 8. gvca yap Set PoBetaoGar. He here recognises cer- 

tain final causes of this feeling implanted in us. Remember 
to translate xaddv, right, the sense of duty, or rather, perhaps, 

the sense of honour, which, where positive religion is not the 

guide, does in some sort supply its place,—aicxpdév, wrong,— 
keeping in mind, at the same time, the connection between 

physical and moral beauty,—the beauty of holiness, which 
the Greeks embodied in several words and notions. When 

xaddv is loosely translated ‘“ honourable,” and aicxpdy, shameful 

or base, the real notion in Aristotle’s mind is lost. 

(102.) 3. éwvecnns, as applied by Aristotle to express goodness, 
and not merely justice or equity, is scarcely to be represented 
by any English word. Its meaning is derived partly from 
its primary, partly from its secondary, sense; it signifies 

<->. ee te i 
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that the agent is acting as he ought, and therefore justly ; 
but, further, it signifies that there is something beautiful and 
attractive in what he does.—A seemly person,—from whence 
it probably was used for equity.—aidn pwr, possessed of a 
sense of shame.—éyerat k.T-A., SC. 6 pH PoBovpevos. peTa- 

gopav: from genus to species. 

(108.) 5. od 8 ci Oappet x.r-d.: because ddo€iav dei PoBeioGar. 

(104.) 6. poBepwraroy Sé€ 6 Oavaros. This notion, that the 

meeting death with firmness is the final cause of @appos, and 
the perfection of dvSpeia, harmonizes with his view of man as 
a citizen designed for the good of the state——mépas yap. 
Stress must be laid, in this passage, on the word Soxei, to 
mark that it was the common opinion of which Aristotle was 
speaking, not his own. See De Anima, i. 5. p. 25, doxei yap 
padAov 7» Wx) TO copa ovveyew: eEeAovons you Svamveirar kai 

onmera. The word dvamveira is taken from the Phedo, 80, c. 

—(105.) LL. od pay adda k.7.A. The dvdpeios will be ddens in storm or 

(107.) 12. dvdpitovra, act bravely. 

sickness ; but still his dvdpeia will have no sphere for exercise. 

(106.) 11. ody otrw S€ ws Bardrrior. The man who is sick 

and the sailor in a storm look upon death nearly in the same 

way ; and the latter is used to illustrate the absence of dvdpeia 
in both cases.—oi pév, of Sé, may be two sorts of daddrrio. 

That is, in the case of the @addrria, there is either (of per) 
utter despair of life and a dislike of a death in which there 
iS NO Kady, or (oi d¢) there is a hope of escape, arising from 

_ their skill or experience: or of »éy may be the dvdpein, and 

oi 6¢ the 6addrriou.—oi pwev referring to the dvdpein, being, 

with reference to this particular case, ddecis, (though in a 
different way from the 6addrrou,) and not dvdpeio. The dv- 
Spcios is not here dvdpeios because there is no xaddy; and 
though his tone of mind prevents his fearing death, yet he 
would escape it if he could, whereas the dvdpeios would not. 
The sailor is ddejs, because his experience prevents death 
from threatening him as it does the landsman. Neither case 
is that of death being willingly met, when it is possible to 
avoid it, for the sake of the rd caddy. In real dvdpeia there 

must be within reach a means of averting death, (ddxy,) and 
a counterbalancing motive to meet it. 

K 
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CHAPTER VII. 

(108.) The conditions, then, of true avdpeia are ees The pre- © 
sence of the really goBepdy, (i.e. death). 2. @é8os, an impulse — 
(see chap. ix.) arising from it, to avoid it, (Ava). .38. A means 
of averting it, (dd\xn). 4. Adppos, (7Sovq,) arismg from a sense — 

of xadév,—an impulse towards meeting it. 5. apoaipects. 6, 
éés, (see chap. vill. 15,) it must be ready to act on emer- 
gencies, without reasoning and persuading itself on each par- 
ticular occasion. The absence of any one of these conditions 
destroys the character of dv8peia. 

(109.) 1. In dvdpeia the Avy comes first, and is balanced by 7jSovq 5 

uicénots presents the doepdv, and there is an impulse to 
avoid it: this is checked and regulated by @dppos, suggested 
by xaddv, which acts as a motive, by virtue of the jdovq of 

good desert attached to it. 

te gre 3S 

(109.) 2. ds &v@pemos, as far as humanity can bear. Mark 
the sound practical wisdom which Aristotle shews in all his 
views of the nature, the position, and the duties of man. 

(110.) 2. os 6 Adyos, SC. KedeveL. 
Pt eT 

(111.) 38. rodro yap rédXos tais dperais. So the Odppos, 

which is to regulate the ¢é8os, must not be mere animal © 
courage, nor yet a mere fear of shame, but must be suggested — 
by a sense of xadév. The final cause which should set men © 
on right action is the caddy, to which the sense of good desert 
is attached, so that it shall be 48¥: see ill. 1. 11, 76 dé Sca— 

caddy ped’ Advis. The xaddv in the Rhetoric is defined as 

having a twofold source,—either our internal impressions, — 

6 ay ayabov dv, 780 7 6re dyaOdv, or the praise of men, 6 — 

aiperov dv, émaweroy éort. The notion of caddy embraces both © 

these,—one in its sense of beautiful, the other in its sense 

of honourable. The xaddv, as the motive of virtue, must be 

an internal sense of right and good desert, (see note 101,) © 
not only erawerdy: see chap. vii, sect. 1. / 

(112.) 5. kar’ déiav. ds dei in section 2,—with the additional — 

notion of “ as becomes him.”’ 

(118.) 6. rdcxet nat mparrest, both enduring and doing,— 

passive as well as active. Leonidas would be an instance — 
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of the latter; a martyr, to whom a pardon is offered on con- 
dition of apostacy, of the former. 

(114.) 6. réeXos Sé «7A. The pecdrns between the two extremes 

fulfils the conditions of dpern, A 5¢7, &c. He now shews more 

definitely that it has for its object 7d xaddv, because that 
which is in accordance with the habit (rd xara ryv ev) is the 
rédos; that is, if the és is kaddy, this is its rédos,—if the ééis 

18 aicypdv, aicxypdv is its réXos: and dvdpeia is Kaddv, therefore 

the rédos is xaddy, for everything takes its character (épi¢erav) 

from its réAos ; so that if you know the character of the ré)os, 
you know the character of the ¢&s, and vice versa.—éxagrov 
yap x.7.A. This is a sort of prosyllogism to the sentence, 
Tédos S€ mdons évepyeias x.t.A., Which seems to have struck him 

as necessary when he had worked out the argument. 

(115.) 7. rév Sé€ imepBarXéovrarv. Each of the extremes 

stands in a double relation,—an excess of one principle, a 

deficiency of the other; and hence tirepBardAdvroy is 
used for both extremes. Even dgofia (the deficiency of fear) 
may be viewed as an excess of Odppos, though different from 

the real excess, (@pactrns,) masmuch as it would consist in 
the absence of an mstinct inseparable from human nature in 
its proper state. And, as was said in the second book, one 
of these extremes is less opposed to the mean, and is better 
in itself than the other: it will be found that the excess 
of the regulating principle is the better. Thus in dydpeia, 
éBos is regulated or counterbalanced, by Odppos, the excess 
of which is 6pacirns, and this is better than deXia.—éev trois 
apotepov: bk. ii. 7. 2. 

(116.) 9. év rovrous=ey ois Stvatar pipeio Oa. 

| (116.) 13. év ofs cipnrar, 8c. trois peyicros: see chap. viii. 6. 

(117.) 10. kai év rais Admars. Seda is rather passive than 

active: it is not that the SeAds has no instincts towards 

bravery, but that the prospect of pain influences him too 
strongly; hence it is viewed rather as a imepBodn of PdBos 

than a deficiency of @appos. 

(118.) 12. mepi raira, al. mepi radra: but the former is the 

better, though there is MSS. authority for the other.—8 ov- 
Adpevot, ready and eager. 
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(119.) 18. The suicide is not dvdpeios, because one of the con- 
ditions for dydpeia given above is wanting, viz. the caddy as 

a motive. 

(120.) 13. ére is to be taken after aipeirat Kat Umopevet.—v 7 o- 
, 

Mévet, SC. Odvatov, Ort KadGv €oTt. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(112.) Each of the spurious imitations of dvSpeia considered in 
this chapter is deficient in one or more of the conditions of 
avOpeia given above. 

a,» woXtrexn: the true internal caddy wanting, and its 
place artificially supplied by external honour and dis- 
grace. 

b. €& épmetpias: no poBepdr. 

c. €k Ovpod: no doBepdv,—it is overlooked; no xaddv, 

rather 61a maOos ; nO mpoaipects. 

d. rdv everdrwidav: No doSepdv,—there is however a de- 

vov, Which distinguishes these from the next sort. 
e. €€ dyvoias: NO oPepdr, or rather no Sever. 

(122.) 1. moXcrexy. It is difficult to find any equivalent 
word for this; “political” does not convey the required 
meaning; it may be called the courage displayed by citi- 
zens, as citizens, i.e. which would not influence them if they 
were removed from social life—padtora yap éockev: first 
modurixyn, for this is most like the true. —éx« rév voper: 

see Thuc. u. 39. 

(123.) 2. TovAvddpas «r.r.: see Ll. xxii.100. Acopndns: Il. 

vil. 148. 

(124.) 8. 80 dperny. It arises from a good state of mind, viz. 
respect for oneself and others, (aiié,) and the desire for xadov 
in the shape of honour; but not like dydpeia, from that inter- 
nal caddy which is its own reward. 

(125.) 4. els té&uro, SC. Tots modutiKois.—dv Sé «rr. Il. B. 391; 

and quoted again Pol. ili. 14.—rdmrovres: see Hdbt. vil. 223. 

(126.) 6. 60ev cai «rA. Protagoras, 350; Laches, 195. 

(127.) 6. kevd, al. xawd: both have MSS. authority. Michelet 
quotes from Tacitus, Hist. ii. 69, “inania belli; and Cicero 

Ere ete ee eS 

ae ee 

a 

ser; See 
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ad Att. v.10, “scis enim dici quedam ramxd, dici item ra 

kéva rov modéuov.” xawd, on the other hand, is supported by 
Thue. iii. 80, rd kaevdyv rod modéuov: so Dion. 40, rd Kac- 

vov Tod modépov Fprace: and again, Diod. Sic. xx., 

GAnbes elvat Gru OANA Ta Katva Tod modeuov. If the former is 

preferred, we must translate it “vain alarms ;” if the latter, 

“ surprises.” Section 15, “év rots adgyvidiots PoBors” 

seems to favour kawa.—o vveopakacy, take in at a glance. 

(128.) 7. morjoat: SC. Kady, act on the offensive.—é roia ay ein: 

the a belongs to the eiy,—which may be. Gr. Gr. 832. 

(129.) 8. iScaéracs, amateurs. 

(180.) 9. ra woXderexa, for of modriraz, opposed to the merce- 
naries, orpatia@rai—emt td ‘Eppaio. Onomarchus of 

Phocis having occupied the Hermzan plain, at the city of 

Corona, the levies of the citizens fought to the death against 
him, while the Beeotian auxiliaries took to their heels. 

(131.) 10. irnrexararov: see Arist. Nub. 445: so fra: and 

iranot, Plato. “Opnpos: Il. xvi. 529; Il. v. 510; Odyss. 
xxiv. 317. 

(132.) 10. @vpés is the animal instinct, which, when regulated 
and elevated into a rational instinct, and directed towards 

the xaddév, may become aydpeia: it is the natural instinct 
towards doing and suffering.—cvvepyei: cf. Plato, Rep. 

440, B. 

(1838.) 12. é¢ecev aipa: Theocr. xx. 15.—fvotkorarn, en- 

grained in our nature.—y dia Tov Ovpdy, SC. eyopévyn avdpeia. 

(134.) 12. ra 80 adrynddvos, Sc. ra Onpia.—Sia radra, for the 

sake of Avmnpov in dpyn, and 76v In tipwpia. 

(135.) 18. 81a ra mpoecpnpérva, SC. dia 7b Kaddy Kal ds 6 AOyos. 

(186.) 15. frrov ek mapackevijs, less a matter of prepara- 

tion.—ra dé é£aidyns «tA. That is, Aoyopds 18 merged 

in the és, so that the impulses of passion and the sugges- 
tions of reason are both lost in the rational instinct. 

(137.) 16. déi pa, no notion of their own powers.—%kewvou dé, 

SC. €yovor agiopa. 

(138.) 16. of ’Apyeioc: Xen. Hell. iv. 10. The Spartans, arm- 
ing themselves with the shields of the vanquished Sicyonians, 
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advanced upon the Argives, who, taking them for Sicyonians, 

received them with contempt, but when they found out who 
they really were, fled. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(139.) In this chapter he shews that dtm and jdomm are the real 

springs of dydpeia, and that it is the regulation of the dumm, 
(fdBos,) by the 7dSovn, (Aappos). 

(140.) 1. padAov wepi ra PoBepa. It is PdBos which strikes 

on the mind from external objects: the @dppos is supplied 
afterwards from within, as a corrective to the ¢éBos. 

(141.) 2. ro kara ryyv advdpeiav tédos, 8c. 76 Kaddv. This 

connection between the xadév and 78u is recognised in “ dulce 
et decorum est,’ &.—ind rav xikcro, by circumstances.— - 

etmep capktvor, if they are flesh and blood.m—n as 6 mévosy, 

SC. €orl Aumnpdy—raita: Ta ev KUK@. 

(141.) 3. kai akovre: see Gr. Gr. 599. 3. 

(141.) 4. ¢@ rovodr@. Compare this with what Socrates says 
in the Phedo, 62. 

(142.) 5. od Of KA. 0d 87, al. ofS, not im all: 1% does in 

coppootvn, for instance, in which there is enjoyment in 
moderate indulgence, besides that arising from the kaddv. 
In dyépeia it arises from the xaddv alone—éegamrerat, at- 

tains to: 7d évepyeiv is the supplied nom. Michelet,—“aliter 
quam in fine positum est.” 

(143.) 6 Srparcomras «zr. Take these words, ovdev Kedever 
> he A 

Kpatiorous efvat orparimtas, pi Tovs ToLovTous, (SC. Tods aperHY 

éxyovras macav) dAda «.r.A. ‘* There is no reason why the best 
soldiers should be, not these above-mentioned but, those 
who, though having less dvdpeia, have less to lose in dying.” 

CHAPTER X. 

(144.) coppocirn, which, as it is treated of here as one of the 

virtues, is the regulation of the animal impulses of pleasure, 
has, both in Aristotle and in strictly classical Greek, especially 
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in its adjectival form of cadpor, the far wider signification of 
self-control : so that caPpev is sometimes used almost in the 
same sense aS Ppdypos, and it has this signification,—first, 
in a metaphorical or applied sense,—for as dperj generally is 

| 

Tept nOovas Kal AVmas, SO gappoovryn 18 wept HOovas Kal Avmas in 

: their simplest form ; secondly, because the regulation of the 
animal impulses is so difficult, that he who has really won 
the mastery over them must have arrived at a considerable 
degree of moral virtue; and thirdly, because, since all wrong 
actions spring from wrong notions and conceptions of 7dovq 
and Avy in general, the right regulation of the all-powerful 
motive seems right action, (cae rv ppdyyow: bk. vi. 5. 5). 

(145.) 1. adras, sc. coppociryny and dydpeia: the one is the 

principal virtue of the concupiscible, the other of the iras- 
cible, parts of the soul; they spring directly from the very 
instincts of our animal nature, which no one is without; so 

that where they are supposed to be wanting, he is obliged 
to coin the words dvawOnoia and apoBia. The objects which 
excite them are presented simply by aicé@yois, without the 
intervention of reason (a@doya); while the impulses of the 
other virtues, such as ambition, are taken cognizance not by 

aic@nors alone, but by aicéyors and reason, (ovdév maayxorros rod 

gapatos ad\Na padAov tis Siavoias). They are vonrixat dpééets, 

which could hardly rise up in an animal who was without 
some share or shadow of reason or intelligence. 

(146.) 1. wept ndovds. As in dvdpeia the Avan (PdBos) is regu- 

lated and counteracted by the 4Sovn, (Adppos,) SO in cappoodyy 
the ndovn 18 counteracted and regulated by the Ava arising 
from a sense of the aicypév, which is, so to say, the negative 

side of the xcadév: (chap. xu. 1, 7 pév yap dv’ ndovnv,—y dé did 

h’anv). First of all a desire arises,—if it be a bad one, there 

arises almost coincidently a sense of the bad desert which 
will wait upon it; and this acts, or ought to act, as a check 
upon our passions ; hence it is frrov Kai ody dpolws wept Auras. 

(147.) 1. dkoXacia. Mark the derivation. The state where no 
correction can avail,—thorough depravity,—where all sense of 
aicypdy is lost.—aiver ac evidently is. 

(148.) 2. Mark his practical appeal to the general language of 

men. 
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(149.) 2. 8inpynodocar. The division here of 7Sovai is :—1. 

geparical and Wuxexal. 2. c@paricai is divided into those rhs 

apjjs which arise from the organs of sensation, (aio@yrnpia,) 

and which we share with animals, and those arising, not 
directly, from aic6yrnpia, but from some higher sort of aic6n- 

ows, (taste,) in which our intellectual nature bears some part, 

as of beauty and harmony, &c., whether presented to us by 
the eye or the ear,—what are known in modern philosophy 

by the name of esthetics, in which, though not directly 
the result of reasoning, our intellectual nature bears some 

part, and which may be formed and improved by study. 

(150.) 6. kara cupBeByxds, in a metaphorical or applied 
sense, i.e. arismg from the associations accidentally con- 
nected with the objects on which sense proceeds, and not 

from the sense itselfiméritOupynray, al. értOupnparor, 

the objects or acts of their desire. 

(151.) 8. kara, in; literally, corresponding to: see Gr. Gr. 629. 
11. 38, b.—adjp xara cupBeBynxds, except as an accidental result ; 

by an accidental association with some other merely animal 
-perception.—r jv 8 aticéno ry, sc. ras Bpaceas. 

(151.) 10. of ye dxéddacror. The thoroughly depraved man’s 

habits will be without even the elegance and taste which 
sometimes disguise vice: he will get drunk on anything, so 
that he gets drunk. ; 5 

(152.) 10. dyogayos. Some editions give the name SAdégevos 6 

’Epv&wos before éyodayos, but Bekker omits them. Athenzus, 
p- 6, b, (1. 10,)—éxeivos emipeppdpevos yap tiv piow eis Tip 

dmé\avow niéatd mote yépavov tiv pdpvyya cxev: and again, 

O41, d, (vill. 26,)—@irSEevos of ws Aeyouo’, 6 KuOnpios nvéaro 

Tpiav éxew Adpvyya mhxewv.— aT @, al. aire: see Gr. Gr. 656. 

1, and obs. 

(153.) 11. 7 ¢éa. This gives at once a simple and yet complete 
definition of the subject-matter of cappoctv.—rt pipes, 
friction.— 6 « ppacias, warmth, as in a bath. 
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CHAPTER XI, 

(154.) Having thus discussed codpootvy in its relation to the 
affections, and explained what sorts of pleasure and pain 
come properly within the sphere of cadpocivy, he now goes 
on to shew how far propensions or desires are regulated by 

+ this habit of mind.—és6vpia, when distinguished from 7Sovn, 
differs from it, in that it springs from évdea, and therefore is. 

painful: see below, sect. 6. 
: . e ° e ° 

/~(155.) 1. kovvai, universal, generic. tSca:, peculiar and indi- 

| vidual. éaideroi acquired. 

156.) 2. Fu érepoyr, to be of our own making; nevertheless, 
Nature has some hand in it.—évia «.r.’. Every one has 
particular objects which are to him more pleasant than ge- 
neral ones. 

|—(157.) 3. ép éy, in one direction, viz. in quantity ; while in the 

iSvae erOvpiae, as he tells us below, the imepBory is not only in 

indulging too much, but indulging at wrong times, &c. ; 
all which shew the passion within us to be stronger and less 
under control than it ought to be. 

158.) 3. airy, 8c. yaorépa, or ry uokny emibupiar. 

—(159.) 4. wept ras idias trav Hdovay. Hdovay is used 

here instead of émOupiav, because, in reality, the peculiar pro- 
pensions are not from the évdcia of nature, but from parti- 
cular views of pleasure; these give rise to émOupiac: see chap. 
i. note 40. In the other sort, émOvpia exists previously to 

any notions of pleasure whatever. 

(160.) 4.4 7G padrAdAov 4 ws of wodrdoi, more than most 

men_ do ; ; xaipew cs of woddoi could never, in Aristotle’s view, . 

make a man d«éd\acros.— os: for #, see Gr. Gr. 779, 

obs. 2. 

61. ) 4. peonréy is to aicypdv what érawerdy is to kaddv; the 

one referring to the disapprobation of others, the other to 
that of our consciences. 

/ 

| 
, 

| (162.) 5. He first takes the two habits of mind in relation to 

fdovf, and then to émidupla.— pe x7 dv is evidently a less strong 

term than pucyrév: it expresses the opinions of men, while 

L 

t 
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the other expresses their feelings.—a epi ras Avmas. co- 

gpoctyy is not, like dvdpeia, the regulating and counteracting 

of pain by pleasure, but of pleasure by pain. Pain does 
not enter into the composition of cappogivn, ax presenting 

objects whence the moral action springs: coPpoctvy is not 
resistance to an attack of Aimy, nor dxodacia the yielding to 
it. As far as Aimy is concerned, the dxddacros feels pain when 
he fails of his desire; and to the cddpev the absence of the 
object of desire is accompanied by pain. And so far pain 
is connected with these states of mind; but 7dovq is the 

essence of them. 

(162.) 6. 6 wév odv x«xr.A. In the matter of émévpia, again, the 

dxédaoros is its slave, and as every émOupia is a painful feeling, 
the success as well as the failure of the dxéd\acros causes him 
pain; and hence may be seen the folly and absurdity of such 

aman, (drdér@ dé gore). 

(163.) 7. Asceticism was unknown to Aristotle. What would 

he have said to those who refused the good things of God’s 
providing merely because they were good ? 

(164.) 8. The cag¢pov has his notions of 7507 purified and 
chastened ; his ém6vpiac moderated and directed. 

(165.) 8. dca Sé mpds «7rd, al. d. The final; causes of these 
bodily appetites are evidently the health and ‘well-being of 
the body. Whatever the cadpov seeks will either contribute 

directly to these, or, at the least, not hinder them. This rule 

for cases where positive laws are not laid down, is of uni- 
versal application, and one much to be remembered as a 
practical law of action. 

(166.) 8. otras exw, SC. dpeyduevos Tov Ddov Hdeav, éurodiov 

ToUTos. _UTeEp THY ovaiay, beyond his means. 

CHAPTERX II. 

(167.) It might be argued that there was some excuse for dxé- 
Aacros, inasmuch as he was ;hurried away by passion, while 
the deAés acted more slowly. In this chapter Aristotle, who 

always shews a peculiar abhorrence of dxodacia, proves the 
contrary. 
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(168.) 1. 9 wév yap «rr. dkodacia is the excess of the influ- 

ence of Son, unmoderated by the Avan of shame; deAla is 

the influence of Avan, uncontrolled by the jSovy of Kaddy. 

—aiperoyv: hence dkoAacia is more voluntary. 

(169.) 2. 805 cai emoverdtorémepoy kat yap xr.r.: being 

voluntary, it is a reproach to any one who falls into it, for 
he must do so voluntarily ; and it is easy to habituate one- 
self against it; for there are so many 7¢a in life that a man 

may, without much trouble, exercise himself in temperance : 
while dvdpeia, from the comparatively rare opportunities for 
its exercise, which are to most men few, and always attended 

with pain and risk, is less easily attained. 

(170.) 3. dééecé re «.r.X. Voluntariness is mostly tested by the 
ga kad’ ékaora: and hence, as no one wishes to be dedds, 

and only is so under pressure from without, it is less volun- 
tary at the moment of action than dxodacia, where the motive 
cause of the evil is émévpia and dpeéis from within. dkodacia, 
however in the abstract, is as little an object of desire ag 
deiAla, (76 & Gdov Frrov oddels yap k.7-A.) : in this respect both 

are equally (af at ail) involuntary.—r ois ka@ éxaarov: the 

dative marks the middle term of the argument: Gr. Gr. 

609. 5. 

(171.) 3. adry, sc. drodacia. 

(172.) 6. perevnvexba, to be applied—ev rovrots, SC. mawiors. 

(1738.) 7. cimerOés, the nom. is 75 alcypav dpeyspevov.—k al mav- 

taxd0ev, from whatever quarter it comes.—rd avyyevés, that 

which is kindred to it in the soul, or that whence it springs.— 

Michelet, “ that which is in our nature.” 

(174.) 7. The notion of the struggle between émvuia and dAédyos, 
so frequently spoken of by Aristotle, the key-stone of his 
Ethies, as applied to education, would suggest the great - 
problem of all systems of education,—how to subdue the 
passions to the reason,—the great difficulty of right action, 
and, even apart from the Scriptures, the best proof for the 
necessity of divine grace. 

(175.) 8. adras, SC. emOupidy evepyeias. 

(176.) 9. dudotv,—rijs cappocivns kat Adyov. 
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(1.) 

(2.) 
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BOOK IV. 

CHAPTER I. 

Tue virtues of fortitude and temperance are the regulation 
of the animal appetites, instincts of human nature, the imme- 
diate impressions of the senses. Those in the fourth book 
are the regulation of other human appetites or instincts, 
with which the senses are less directly coneerned,—love of 
money, love of power, love of honour,—the instincts towards 
social intercourse in every-day life. Thus they are no longer 
those of the man as an individual, but as a social being: for 

fortitude and temperance relate rather to the well-being and 
right action of a man in his relation to himself; liberality, 

&ec., rather refer to his relations and behaviour towards 

others. Hence the notions of 70x47 and Avan come in less 

visibly, though not less really, inasmuch as actual pleasure 
and pain have less to do with such actions. But still there 
is an #8ovy and Avy, an impulse towards, or a check from, 

a certain course of action, (see chap. i. 28); and which- 
ever of these is, from the constitution of the agent, or 
the nature of the circumstances, the prevailing motive, is 
regulated, as the case may be, by the dim or the dom 

arising from the sense of aicypdév or cadév: and as iN codpo- 

givn and dydpeia the better of the two extremes is that which 
is the excess of the regulating principle, so in many of 
these virtues, where there is any general tendency towards 
one extreme, (where we are oupdvéorepor paddov,) there the 

error in the other extreme is the better; while in others 

of these virtues the impulses and checks are not the same 
in all men, but vary according to character and circum- 
stances: so that if the better extreme is specified at all, it is 
not from its being the excess of the regulating prineiple, 
(for either extreme may be this, according to character or 

circumstances,) but é£ adrod rod apdyyaros,—the nature and 

effects of the thing itself. 

8. érihépopev cupmrExovres, we apply, in connection 

with other notions. 
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(8.) 5. BowXerae elvas, properly is ; claims to be. 

(4.) 5. Sta rovroy, sc. xpnudrov; implied in otoias.—éx de x d- 

pe Oa, we use the term. 

(5.) 9. kat 6 €matvos Sé, and praise too: see Gr. Gr. 769. 2. 

(6.) 9. 7rd yap oiketov ffirrov mpotevrat paddov. paddov 

belongs to the whole sentence, frrov to mpolevrar. It is easier 

not to take than to give; for men have a reluctance to give 
away (frrov mpolevra) what is their own, rather than (pa)- 
Nov #) not to take what does not belong to them. 

(7.) 10. ody Frrov, rather; so odx Feeora, most. Lidd. and 

Scott ad v. 3. 

(8.) 11. rév dm’ dperis, 1.e. omovdaiwy : see Gr. Gr. 620. 3, b. 

(9.) 15. rod pH ripavros ra xpnpara,al. rod riparvros, 

—but there is no sense in this. The same characteristic as 
that in the text is given again in sect. 26, and more fully 
in sect. 20,—p7 rywdvra 80 aira ra ypnpata. 

(10.) 18. 76 dbmepBddrXrery. This has no connection with the 
imepBorn, (going beyond the mean,) but simply to give largely, 
—more than most people would, or more than what might 

have been expected of him. 

(11.) 19. 76 yap py BAéwery. Here, again, we have the ab- 
sence of self as an ingredient of virtue.—oidéev dé crodven 
This is one distinction between ¢devOepiorys and peyadompémrea. 
—The widow’s mite will, of course, occur to every reader. 

(12.) 20. éXevOeptdrepor x.r.d., are, it would seem, more given 
to liberality.—7a padaBdvres, inheriting it. 

(18.) 21. éykadetrac: neuter passive: blame is thrown on. 

(14.) 28. dowros: from é and céfo.—rvupdvvovs, monarchs. 

(15.) 24. émdpevar, thus connected with each other. évavrias 

opposed to each other. 

(16.) 25. Xumqjcerae. This will shew perapedeia, and make the 

action ovK éxovctov. 

(17.) 26. Stivarat ddixeia Oar, is open to wrong. 

(18.) 27. Sipovidy. He was notorious for his love of money : 
see Rhet. 11.2; Arist. Pax, 698, Simevidns; mas; dru yépov dv 

X 4 a ” y SRN CC 4 , 
Kal Campos KepSovs €KATL Kay €7TL plios TAEOL. 
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(19.) 29. rrHv eri pexpois, but in small matters, or with petty 

objects. Liberality is displayed in large gifts as well as 
small; but illiberality shews itself in petty gains. Where 
the wickedness is on a large scale, it is hardly illiberality, 

but rather mrcoveEia: see sect. 44.—ra ris doarias, the 

actions of doawria. 

(20.) 80. éwei. Michelet rightly observes that émei does “not 
always require an apodosis, but can stand independently for 
moreover, then, thus: see bk. vi. 8.6. This may be an elliptic 

construction for “since this is so, then,’ &¢—od mdvu 

ovvdvagerat, do not always go together; cf. bk. vi. 4.5: 
ovvavéera, on the authority of several MSS. 

(21.) 30. otwep. The dowros is a man who outruns his private 
means: see above, sect. 23. 

(22.) 81. yeu yap «7A. dowria is nearer the mean, inasmuch 

as it is only an exaggeration of the virtuous principle. Men, 
by nature, are prone to think of self, and to feel reluctance 
(Avmn,) to give to others,—(37, cupdvécrepor Trois avOparos: cf. 

44): the regulating principle, the 7Sovn of the xaddv attached 
to giving, comes in; and this, if carried too far, i.e. beyond 

the caddy, becomes dowria. The xadév never occurs to the 

dvedevbepos aS 750, and is therefore no principle of action,— 
(cf. 34, S:a rd pndev rod Kadov ppovrifey). 

(23.) 33. kdOamep eipnrat, as is implied in what has been 

said. 

(24.) 35. ovdbé€ rovTov é€veKa, SC. Tov kao. 

(25.) 86. ropigovcey, dat. plur. 

(26.) 36. eis ratdra: dxodacia—daravy—ndovn. 

(27.) 88. 6A 6KAnpos, in all its forms. 

(28.) 89. revd émcveixeray, a sort of rectitude, differing from 
the real, because it is not from love of xadév, but from the 

inferior motive, a cautious, selfish fear (etAdBeav) of aicypdv. 

—aicypév is not a legitimate motive of right action, where 
positive caddy should come in: aicxpéy here is “ disgrace,” not 

“* wrong.” 

(29.) 89. dvépacrar—se. kvuworpicrns, this name is thus pro- 

verbially applied. 

(30.) 40. card pexpdv eri wmodd@, al. pexpa: those who lend 
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in small sums at high interest. xara puxpdv,—Gr. Gr. 629, 11. 

3, fi—al. kai ra puxpa. Michelet interprets it, “who give 
small things for large,” joining it with épya¢opevor. 

(81.) 41. ée adrois: is a term common to these: see Gr. Gr. 
634. 3, a, fin. 

(382.) 44. émi ravrny, in the direction of this. 

CHAPTER IT. 

(33.) 1. ev peyéOer mpérovea Samdyn. Alcibiades’ speech 

furnishes a good illustration: Thucyd. vi. 

(34.) 2. rpds airév. The three points in the peyadorpemns are: 

‘ 1. the man’s own rank and character; 2. év 6, the cir- 

cumstances in which he is placed; 3. repi 6, the matter in 
hand, the sum expended,—al. cai &: that is, Alcibiades was 

peyadorperns in his magnificent display at the Olympic games, 
for the Olympic prize. He would have been Bdvavoos, had 
he made the same display at an insignificant meeting, or for 
an object of mean repute. An Athenian of lower rank would 
have been Bdvavoos, had he made the display anywhere ;—all 
the conditions of the mpérov would have been violated. 

(35.) 4. ametpokadria, want of taste. 

(86.) 5. emrornpove orke, is as it were a man of knowledge,— 
inasmuch as the émurnper can, in physical truth, discern the 

true point; so can the peyadompéerns in his habits of life and 
expenses.—e p wed @s, in fit proportion. 

(39.) 6. 7 Céis dpiterar rais évepyeias (SC. TH mpémovTe ev @ Kal Tept 6) 

kal Ov éoriv, (SC. To mpéemovte mpds aitdv.)—rHv Sawdvny, SC. 

déiav eivat. 

(40.) 10. ofov péyeOos. This is a difficult passage: the best 
interpretation seems to be to join it with édevOepidtynros: ‘‘ In 

these the peyda is the characteristic of the peyahompenns;” 
as it were an increased degree of liberality, which has the same 

subject-matter ; or if ratra be read: is on these matters. édevbe- 

porns, on a large scale; or it may be: “ But in these points 

the peyd of the peyadorpenns comes in, as if it were a great- 
ness of something; the notion of greatness is_,implied in the 
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very term of magnificent. The peyadorperns has the character- 
istic of greatness, though édevdepidrys is concerned with the 
very same actions.” 

(41.) 10. kat dad ris tons «rd.: and not only when the 
thing done is greater in itself, “but even when the expense 
and pains are equal, the peyadompenns will produce something 

more magnificent.” Aspasius, quoted by Michelet, illustrates 
this by saying that the Olympian Jupiter of Pericles was 

more magnificent than if, at the same cost, he had made a 
smaller statue, but more richly adorned: in this case, too, 

the peya of the peyadompenns exhibits itself. peyadompereotepov 

seems to have here the sense it would have anywhere else, 

without any peculiar technical reference to peyadompemera. 

(42.) 10. od} yap 9 adrn «r.d.: for the ton dSamavy does not 

make an equality, as it would if both were xrnara, which 
are valued by their cost; but the nature of the action and 
character of the agent come into account. 

(43.) 12. 76 ris &», the question who he is: see Gr. Gr. 457. 

(44.) 14. rad rotadra, such actions.—ov aitois péreartiy, 

those in whom they have some interest,—such as living rela- 
tions, &ce. 

(45.) 15. rév Sé€ idSiav doa, SC. peyadompenn oti. 

(46.) 16. évrait6a, that which, in this or that case, is great, falls 
under peyadorperea. 

(47.) 19. ehumwépBrAnTOo», is not to be surpassed; that is, it is 

as great as it can be.—xai refers to 16 yap rovodrov, not to 

evuTepAnrov. 

(48.) 20. rapa pédos: literally, out of tune; unsuitably.—z o p- 

gipav. In comic exhibitions the waparéracya (or curtain 
to decorate the scene) was usually of leather, not of purple 
cloth—éonep oi Meyapeits: they were proverbial for 
their bad taste, and probably had committed some such sole- 

cism as that in the text. 
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CHAPTER III. 

(48.) 1. Zoukev elva, we should suppose to be. 

(49.) 4. copper, a man of well-ordered mind; modest. This word 
has a generic sense of controlling in some one way or other 
and restraining our natural tendencies; and the particular 
sense varies according to the context. 

(50.) 5. doreton, natty, and well made. 

(51.) 6. 6 dé perldvav 4 dEros od mas xadvos. The 

essence of yaivos is that he is dvdfios peyddoy :—if a man is 

dfs peyadov, and thinks himself déwos peyiorwy, this is rather 

@ spurious peyadowuxia than yavvdrns. 

(52.) 7. dv Sdéevev, SC. pixpdwuxos ecivat. 

(53.) 8. of 8¢, the others. 

(54.) 9. wept ev, sc. 6 Ocois drovenopev —=tiysnv.—y 8 d&ia Kr.A, 

This is put in to confine it to its particular subject-matter, 
viz. some one of ra éxros aya6d. 

(55.) 11. dvev Adyou, without argument,—of itself. 

(56.) 18. od pny rov ye K.T.A. SC. mpos Tov ye k.T.A. 

(57.) 15. trapaceicayrs, demissis manibus ; wringing his hands.— 
peéya, of consequence. 

58.) 16. koapés, the setting of the virtues. B g 

(59.) 17. ré wx Zxecv: dative of cause considered as instru- 

ment: see Gr. Gr. 607. 

(60.) 20. 6.8 apa, sc. 7 dpery Kai ra CEobev dyadd. 

(G1.) 21. exeivov péy, others.—airoi, they themselves do what 
they fancy; their life is without rule: hence they are ize- 
pomrat. 

(62.) 24. 6 imwdpéas, he who first did him a kindness. 

(63.) 25. ods dv: ods is in attraction, while dy in the next clause 
depends directly on prnpovever. 

25. Oérev. Il. a 503.—0i Adkwves. The interchange of 
the infinitive, (Aéyew,) and finite verb, (édeyov, implied after 

Adkwyves,) is curious: in the former, the notion in Aristotle’s 
mind was that Homer had not made Thetis AéEyew, &c.; in 

M 
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the other, that of Adkwves did not, as a fact, recount, &c.: or 
it is possible that in the former construction 86 is equi- 
valent to rotro airy éor, after which Aeyew would follow 
naturally. 

(G4. ) 26. 4 Boyes, or very reluctantly.—év éxeivors, al. én’, but 

not so well. 

(65.) 27. ddr’ 4, except. 

(66.) 28. The former reading of several MSS.—rappnovacrixés yap 
dua 70 Karappornrikds eivat, kat mappyotacrikds Sé 81d katahpovntiKds 
kal dhnOevrixds x.t.\.—is evidently corrupt. The reading in the 

text is given in one MS., and makes good sense. Perhaps 
Td Katapporyrixss etvac might have been substituted from the 
majority of MSS. for xarappoveiv; and the following words, 
which really create the difficulty, may have easily crept in, 
by some carelessness, from the preceding line. 

(67.) 28. wrAhv Soa ph, except what; after the analogy of Av 
ei un, except.rica ph kale pn twa—eipora, al. e ip @- 

veiav. He does not think it worth while to say what he 
really means to the common sort. 

(68.) 29. rpds dXov Cyy: literally, to live looking to another; 

to order his life by another. 

(69.) 31. dvOpamédroyos, he does not talk of men or human life, 

but of something higher. 

(70.) 82. omovddlovros, of one who cares for such things. 

(71.) 84. XéEts ordau pos, and his style stately —ouvrovos, 

eager. 

(72.) 83. 038 ofroc: see chap. i. 22. 

(73.) 35. d«vnpoi, lazy; not caring to take the trouble to act 
worthily of themselves; al. voepoi, sharp, i.e. looking too 

sharply into themselves; al. vwOpoi, stupid = éavrods 
dyvoovrrtes. 

(74.) 37. yiverac padXoy, there is a greater tendency to it; 
men are more apt to act below themselves: so that xavvdrns 

is merely an excess of that proper pride which regulates and 
elevates self-distrust into self-knowledge, and, where true 

merit really exists, leads to the self-esteem wherewith the 
peyaddWuyos regards himself (in a human sense, not impro- 

perly) as the possessor of virtue, 
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(75.) 38. The peyaddyuxos is doubtlessly, at first sight, contrary 
to Christian humility, and contains many repulsive features ; 
but we must remember that a Christian is to walk worthily 
of the vocation wherewith he is called, and that there is 

nothing unchristian in what Leighton speaks of in Serm. xiv. 
vol. i. p. 256: “ It is a thing both of unspeakable excellence - 
and usefulness for a Christian often to consider the excellence 
of that state to which he is called. It cannot fail to put him 
upon very high resolutions, and carry him on in that divine 

ambition of behaving daily more suitably to his high calling 
and hopes ;” and again, Serm. xv. p. 271: ‘There is a great- 
ness and height of spirit in the love of God and union with 
Him that doth vainly swell and lift it up, but with the 
deepest humility joins the highest and truest magnanimity.” 
Who can read the end of Montrose, and say that his peya- 
AoWvxia made his death less Christian ? The peyadowvyia of 
the heathen is founded on his own merit,—that of the Chris- 

_tian on the position in which he is placed by God; but with 
this distinction, the peyadowvyxia of Aristotle contains a great 

principle of Christian ethics, which it 1s much to be wished 
might be more recognised, especially by the young. It must 
be borne in mind, too, that the peyaddWuyos must be dé£wos 

before he can pay respect to virtue in his own person; and 
that it is revelation only which teaches us distinctly that we 
never can be personally déo. The features which are so 
repulsive and ridiculous in this character are its accidents, 
and arise from the fashions and notions of the time, which 

made them seem proper ways of exhibiting one’s self-esteem 
before the world. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(76.) 1. év rots mpowrots. Bk. i. 7. 8. 

a7.) 1. adeoracn, lay no claim to,—have nothing to do with. 

(78.) 1. reps dpéEer. In peyadrowvyia there 18 NO dpeéis tips: 

the really magnanimous is content, whether he is. praised 
or blamed by those around him. 

(79.) 4. éwi rd adré, we do not refer it to the same standard. 

(80.) 5. épjpns, BC. pecdtytos.—kai Td pégor, SC. ‘ori, where 
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there are extremes, there is also a mean.—dvavvupos, an eyi- 

dence of such a character being practically unrecognised. 

(82.) 5. @aiverar Sé «rr. When contrasted with ¢idormia, 

such a well-regulated desire of honour would seem short of 
what was proper; when with d@iormia, it would seem to 
exceed it; while contrasted with both at once, it would 

seem, in some way or other, to combine both: it would 

seem to be either, according to the light in which it was 
held. 

(83.) 6. gouxe x7.A. This, it seems, is the case im the other 
virtues,—the mean is opposed to each and both the extremes, 
while the extremes are only accidentally opposed to each 
other, as being each opposed to the mean; but here the 
only apparent opposition is between the two extremes, as 
the mean, though really existing, is not practically recog- 
nised: hence over-ambition seems to be directly opposed 
to under-ambition; but in reality each is opposed to a 
well-regulated ambition. 

CHAPTER V. 

(84.) 1. peaodrns mept dpyds. The regulation of those emotions 
of our irascible nature, (Top. iv. 5, 5. p. 172, 7 8€ épyy & Te 
Gupoeider: cf. Top. ii. 7. 4. p. 183,) which are created by the 

actions of others towards us, and in which 6vyds, with don 

attached to it in prospect, (see Rhet. ii. 2. 2,) furnishes the 
impulse, rather than any pleasurable dpeéis: it 1s dpeéis pera 
Avans, NOt pe ndovgs, (sect. 10, ryuwpia waver THs dpyns, ToLovca 

ndovnv dyti Avmns). For the meaning and function of éupds, 

see bk. iii. note 10. 

(85.) 1. dvwvipou svros x.7-A. There is some difficulty in treating 

of this virtue, because it does not seem as if there were three 
distinct degrees or forms of anger; both dpyn and zpadrns 

which are the only recognised forms in which this dos 
shews itself, being rather simple affections, than affections 
controlled or uncontrolled: hence zpadrys is by some men, 
and under certain circumstances, looked upon as the right 
habit of mind, and at other times, épyj: but Aristotle contents 

himself with shewing that in their praise and blame men do 
recognise a mean between rage and insensibility; that this 
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mean or regulation of anger, which he calls mpadrns, is stamped 
as the virtue of these instincts of our nature by that appro- 
bation of men which in the end of the first book he laid 
down as the standard or sign of virtue, (see sect. 14, infra : 

75 ye tocovroy SjAov dre pev pean eés emawvern). 

(86.) 8. BovrXerae yap: see bk. iii. note 15. 

(87.) 6. rd dé mpomnrakiCdpevov xrr. It is scarcely neces- 
sary to call attention to the contrast between this feature 

of heathen ethics and Christianity.—aeptopay, 8c. mporn- 

AaktCopevovs. 

(88.) 7. 6AdKAnpoy, occupied the whole character ; or was developed 

in all its points. 

(89.) 8. dvramodiddéacuy, return the injury; al. dmodiddacw.— 

7 pavepoi eics, in the way in which their anger is felt, (see 
Rhet. ii. 2.1, and 3.16). Michelet takes it, “‘so that through 
their sharpness of mind they discover their anger;” but it 
seems better to join dia dévrnra with dvramodidéacw, and to take 

) pavepoi as above, especially when we refer to the charac- 
teristic given in the Rhetoric, as to the necessity of their 
revenge being felt to come from them: they do not wish to 
do a harm secretly, but openly. 

(90.) 12. 7% mpadrnre: the lack of anger is merely an excess 
of the controlling principle; for anger is the instinct which, 

being properly regulated, becomes mpadrns,—pahrov yive- 
Tal, SC. 7 UmepBoAn. 

(91.) 14. The mean, though dyadvupos, is recognised by the praise 
of men generally as the virtue of this part of our nature. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(92.) We come to the virtues of the social, or what perhaps may 
be more properly called the sociable, instincts of man, 

(93.) 2. rois evrvyxdvovew, in whose society they may be. 

(94.) 3. dri péon &€ts émacvern. The point proved in this 

chapter likewise is, that the mean is recognised as the virtue 
of the sociable instincts, considered apart from quAia, or the 
social affections. | 

(95. 3. dmodé€era, he will approve. 
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(96.) 5. r@ rovcotros efvar, from his social instincts being 

properly regulated, and in the mean.—oid’ ad Ave», to 
grieve for them. 

(97.) 6. kaOddov KrA.: Speaking of it generally in its abstract 
character, it is merely habitual propriety in social intercourse ; 
but when we consider how far it takes cognizance of what is 
individually or socially right, (dvapépwv mpds rd Kaddv Kat Td 

cuppepor,) we shall find that it is habitual propriety in 

regard of the sympathies of social life, and the pleasures and 
pains attached to them; that such pain and pleasure is the 
subject-matter of it, and that the mean consists in the regu- 
lation of our natural desire to please and sympathize with 
others, (ka@ aird pev aipovpevos cvvndivew,) by the higher con- 

siderations of private and public good: that when it is for 
another’s good, he will not hesitate to give pain by not 
sympathizing with the evil or harmful pleasures of others, but 
rather opposing them. And this virtue, as given by Aristotle, 
is no small ingredient in the practical Christian propriety 
which refuses to join in the scoff or the jest of ribaldry; and 
which, knowing that such things are worthy of death, can 
find no pleasure in those that do them. There are few 
points of practical Christianity more habitually needed, few 
more neglected. It is a jewel both precious and rare. 

(98.) 8. rots 8€ droBaivovceyv x«rr., following its accidenial 

results ; that is, private or public good. 

(99.) 9. The dpeckos or xédaé seems to be the only contrary to the 

Svcepis, through the mean to which really both are opposed 

having no name; dicepis is opposed to xédag, and both to the 
l4 

peoos. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(100.) 1. tpocmornpace, pretensions. 

(101.) 2. rdv évddéEav: of what might be, but is not. 

(102.) 4. ai @éxacros, simple, straightforward; without pre- 

tence ; just what he really is: Eud. ui. 7, ddn@js cat amdovs 
a ~ > , 

ov KaXovow avOéxkaocrTov. 

(103.) 8. emverkys, a good, honest man. 
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(104.) 9. emi rd €Xarrov «tA. The padrdrov belongs to dro- 

kriver: he rather tends to make things seem less than they are. 
10. od yap ay», 8c. ef py ovras jy. 

(105.) 12. otn €v rH Suvdper. The same phrase occurs in 

the Rhetoric about the sophist, on reference to which, and 
the context, its meaning will be seen to be, that the sophist 
has no separate formule, or false system of logic, (od xara 

ri emornunv); but he uses true logic as well as false if it suits 

his purpose, (mpoaipecis tod haiveaOat copds) : So here the add- 

¢ov has no formule or system to guide him in the choice 
and treatment of his subject-matter; but uses whatever 

comes to hand, just as it may for the time suit his purpose, 

of making him seem a greater man than he is: what he says 
is not even always false, but simply so said as to produce false 
impressions about the greatness of his own merits. Others 
translate rj Suvdpes by what he can do, by his having the 
power to do so,—referring to Top. iv. 5. 7, p. 170; but the 
passage seems to refer to something else,—to the cases where 
the person has been blamed merely because he has it in 
him to do wrong, whereas the will (mpoaipeois) is the point 
in question—r@ roidade eivat, i.e. by his disposition, 

(mpoatpécer). 

(106.) 12. dcmep cai pevorns, «rr. as the liar is so, 1. e. kara 

ri Ew kai ro rowade eivar;—one sort lying for the mere sake 
of lying, the other from his tendency to ambition or covetous- 
ness, (ddéns dpeydpevos if) Képdous); OF Somep kal evorns may be 

in a parenthesis, as the liar proper, and 6 pev and 6 dé refer to 
two sorts of dddgoves, and not of pedora. 

(107). 18. of pév ody «rd. Supply cory after ed ots; after 

képdovs, supply ddrakovevdpevot mpoomowdvtar rovaira oy Kai 

k.r.A.—dcahaOeiv which may be undetected, if they do 
not exist: pretensions which cannot be tested; as a false 
prophet, or a quack, can always give reasons why their. 
predictions or their remedies turn out wrong—pdvrev 
cody, al. pdvrw i copdy, i.e. two persons, a seer, or a 
sophist or philosopher. In the reading in the text, copdy 
is only an ironical epithet of pavrev, like our wise man 
for a fortune-teller. 

(108.) 13. rovatra, such things as; sc. pavreiav, codiay, ia- 

tpciav.— Ta eipnpeéva, SC. dd€a, dmdAavors, Aadeiv. 
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(109.) 15. Bavxomavoipyos, affected fellows: dri rév Bavkidov 

6 €orw eidos brodnpdrev *lovkav. 

(110.) 15. ofov 4 rdv Aakovov éo Ons: the ultra-simplicity 

of the Spartan costume is in reality not modesty, but conceit. 
Cf. Xen. de Rep. &c., ii. 3. 4. 

(111.) 16. épawod ad», before one’s feet,—obvious. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(112.) 1. 6pedia é€wpedrns, a certain well-timed sociability. 

Another virtue of social life consists in the proper regu- 

lation of the instincts towards relaxation and society. 

(113.) 3. Bopodréyxoe: properly, those that waited about the 
altars to get the refuse of the sacrifices ; a lickspittle, buffoon. 

(114.) 4. edrpdmedor, witty. We have a similar metaphor in 
our well-turned jest, compliment, &t.—xapievtes, amusing, 

pleasing. 

(115.) 4. éememorXalovros, being very common. Cf. bk. i. 4. ras 
padtota éemumodagoveas Sd€as. 

(116.) 5. émcdeEud rns, neatness, tact. 

(117.) év wmatdias pépet, jestingly, in sport. 

(118). 6. bmadvora, the under or hidden sense; wit, jest, play on 

words. 

(119). 9. 84 tows kai oxamrecy, perhaps they ought to have 

Sorbidden joking a person. 

(120.) 10. frrwv éori x.t.Xr., is a slave to his jest. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(121.) 1. ra6ec. This aidds is one of the elements of gucckn dpern. 

(122.) 2. dwoteXeiras, its results are of like nature with those of 
fear and danger ; literally, it is perfected, or develops itself, in 
much the same way as fear; i.e. both are caparikd. 

(123.) 8. 76 rjs aidods. Here we see the function of aiéés: 
men are also hindered by the fear of aicxpév; but this rather 

is a rational, the other an instinctive, emotion. 
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(114.) 5. odSérepa mpaxréa, avoid the very appearance of 
evil. 

(115.) 6. rd dé otras €xevv «rr. The notion that shame, or 
| sorrow for vice is the same as being virtuous is absurd, for 
| the notion of virtue implies abstinence from indulgences or 
| ‘ actions on which shame would follow. 

(116.) 7. ein dv: “ shame would be the feeling of a virtuous man on 

the supposed case (e& imobécews) of his doing what was wrong ;” 
but this is really and practically impossible (ov« éors dé rodro 

i mept Tas dperds): emvecxovs would be a better reading, were 

‘ there MS. authority for it. 

BOOK V. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) Havine now treated of the particulars of our moral obligation 
separately, and shewn that in each part of our moral nature 
the peodrns, or balance of the impulses and principles proper 
to that part, is the dperj and performs the ¢pyov thereof,—he 
now proceeds to our social nature, and shews, first, that look- 
ing on dixaocvvyn as a habit of mind, these dperai of our moral 
nature are collectively the performance of social obligation, 
which is the highest law to which man, as man, is subject; 
and secondly, looking on d:xarootvn as a political system, that 
as the perfection of man’s nature lies in the mean, so does the 
perfection of the state. The 7 év péper dixaroodvy 18 not, as we 
shall presently see, primarily a balance mepi jSovds kal dvmas, 
as the other virtues are, but epi icov kai duoov in a social 
system. The former completes the proof of 76x) dpern being 

the proper épyov of man’s nature,— 
dixatootvn developes the épyov of man, (is dper) reAevotary : 

Bag ile. Gy a5) 
7OiKn apern 18 Sixacocvyn ; 

noun apern developes the épyov of man ; 

while the latter is an additional proof in the way of analogy 
that the moral excellence of man lies in the mean habit: for 
in ancient philosophy, so close an analogy was conceived to 

N 
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(3.) 

(4.) 
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exist between the state and the individual, that if the ex- 

cellence of the state were not in a mean, it would have been, 

according to the rule of the scholastic philosophy of those 
days, an almost conclusive argument against a peodrns being 
the dpern of the individual. 

2. dpSpev S€ wavras xt.r. The most usually received 
notion of dixaocivn Views it as a habit of mind which makes 

us just both in will and act. We must examine in what just 
action consists. He takes the opinions and notions of men 
on the subject, just as he had referred to them in forming 
his notion of eddapovria, and in discussing the several dperai, 

A aw by ee 4 a , 

(kara rHv adtny péOodor Trois Tm poetpynpevors). 

4. od dé yap «1A. The ydp refers to some such suppressed 
sentence as “this general outline of the nature of the two, and 

the opposition between them, will help us to define justice, for, &c.” 

Stivapis yap «7.A. Inthe sciences or formal arts, oppo- 
site results proceed from the same system, as logic is equally 
used by the logician for a good and by the sophist for a bad 
end; so that a bad result is no evidence of a bad science or 

art, but only of a misuse of a good one; while in moral 
matters, opposite actions must proceed from opposite habits: 
and thus from bad actions a bad habit is proved to exist, and 
from good actions a good habit; hence, from unjust actions 
we may argue the existence of dé.cia, and ddixia must have a 
contrary habit (d:caoctvn), whence just actions arise; and 
from knowing what is déicoy we may find what is dda (ai 
ees awd Trav broxepévov), and from knowing déuia we may 

find out ScKcaoodvn (yvwpiterar 4 évavtia eéis amd THs évavtias) : 

and in this case this is the easiest and most certain way; for 
Sikacoovyvn embraces so much, and is so high a perfection, that 

men have scarcely formed any positive notion of it, while 
aéuxia is so much a matter of every-day life, that there is no 

difficulty in pointing out what men hold to be unjust; and 
this done, we easily get at a positive notion of déi«ia, and 
thence of the évavria €£is, Viz. Suxaroovvy. 

4. oF, sc. Soxet etvar trav évayriov: the opposite habit does not 

belong to opposite results, i.e. an habit which has some 
other habit opposed to it, cannot produce the results which 
belong to that opposite. Thus health cannot produce the 
same result as sickness, but the art of medicine may be used 

‘ie 
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to produce either. Some commentators leave out ov; i. e. 
“but the contrary habit is of (i.e. has) contrary results.” 
The sense is much the same. 

(5.) 6. rXeovaxyas AEynrat, spoken of in more senses than one. 

—s éwi rd wodd, not in all cases: the Paraphrast in- 
stances durciv and puceiv, where puceiv has not all the mean- 
ings opposed to qurciv. 

(6.) 7. ddA Sta TO odvEeyyvs KrA. For spavupia, see Ca- 

teg.i.1. Where the identity of name arises from a close 
similarity between the things, the difference between them 
is apt to be overlooked. 

(7.) Ssahopa 9 kara rv idéay, the generic difference. 

(8.) 8. kai 6 dvecos, al. kai ddicos ; but the former is the better, 

dividing ddccos into mapdvopos, mrcovéxtns and dyoos: the two 

last are afterwards combined. 

(9.) 8. éwet dé kai, He gives his reasons for omitting mcovéxrns 
in his division of the a:cov and Sikaov just given, though 
spoken of by men as a sort of injustice. «ai is omitted in 

some MSS. 

(10.) 9. of & avOpoamoe down to dyaéd is in a parenthesis. 

(11.) 9. dei 8 08, GAN ct¥xeoOar «rr. Aristotle here seems 
to recognise the necessity for some change of heart: men 
have wrong notions of dya@év; they do not recognise the real 
dyabéy as good to them. This ought not to be so; their 

notions of good ought to undergo some change. ‘This can- 
not be done by themselves, but they must pray for it. 

(12.) 10. GAN dre Soxei xx.A. He igs merely explaining why 
there is no such term as pevovefia. 

(13.) ll. rodro yap mepséxer «rAd. The term duoov em- 

braces both mdcoveia and pecoveéia. Michelet reads the 

passage, gore yap duos, (rodro yap mepiéxet Kal Kowdy,) kal. 

mapdvopos’ toda yap, (4 Tapavopia iro. ) aviadtns,) meplexer Tacav 

adiktay kai kowdy é€ore mdons adixias; but this is probably a gloss. 

Cardwell’s edition has kai mapdvopos before todro yap mepiéxet, 
but this destroys the meaning of the passage, which is to 

shew that dycos comprehends and is applicable to both mreo- 

veEia and peoveEia. This is fully stated in what follows in 

some editions, but is probably a gloss, (rd yap dcop €xel Kal TO 

meov kai TO €Aarrov). 
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(14.) 13. of Sé vépou xr-A.: Sikaoy in this its widest sense and 

sphere embraces the whole political system,—every thing 
which is qoitixdy or dvAakrixoy tis eddaydvias Kal TOY popiev 

avris Th modcTiKn Kowavia.—This is 6dn dixaocivn, Which com- 

prehends under it the Sccaocvvy kar’ dpernv, and 4 ev pepe 

Suxacocvyn. 

(15.) It may be as well to give at once the scheme of Sixcaocv, 
as it will throw light on what is coming :— 

a. 6An dikatoovvn, (given in ch. 1.18,) the whole system of 

political arrangement (vduipor), the ddiuia of which is zapd- 
vo ov in its widest sense. 

B. 4 Kara THY SAnv dperny, (ch. 1. 14 and 19,) ordering and 

encouraging habits and acts of the several virtues; the 
ddixia of which is not duoov, but Tapavopov, though this in its 

wider sense comprehends both divisions. This exists first as 
an habit energising in the performance of virtues considered 
as duties towards others; secondly, as a political system of 
laws, rewards, punishments, guiding to such an habit. 

y- 7) &v pepe tas dns, (ch. 11.), regulation of politicai union ; 
the dduia of which is dwocov. This exists first as a political 
regulation of the principles of political union, and of distri- 
butive, retributive, catallactic arrangements, (rapa tHv dperny); 
secondly, as a habit of mind or disposition towards acting on 
such principles, (év péper dperis,) a regulation of the covetous 
tendencies with especial view to others: hence it is that this 
dixavoovvy is said at one time to be mapa tHv dperny, (ch. il. 7,) 

and at another, ev pepe: dperfjs, (ch. ii. 1). 

(16.) 13. maouv, democracy: dpiorocs, aristocracy; 4 rots 
kupiots, or the governing body.—} car &dXov reiva rpd- 

Tov rovovuroy i} kart aperny, Selected for virtue or some 

other principle, such as wealth, birth, &c. The difference 
between the dpicro: and the kipioe kar’ apernvy would be, that in 

the former the interest of the better sort, whether in office 

or not, would be consulted ; in the latter, the interest only 

of those who in consequence of their merit hold office: the 

latter would be rather oligarchical. 4 kar’ dperny is omitted 
in some editions, and in one MS. 

(17.) 15. adrn pév ody Stxatoctiyyn. This is the d:xaociwy 

which answers to 76c«) dpern, and performs one part of the 

funetion of S:xaootvn generally, (the general prosperity of the 
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state,) by enjoining and encouraging virtue, (ra 8€ moujrixa 
THs Ons aperis ear doa vevopobernrar mept mavdetav, Ch. ii. 11). 

(18.) 15. dpery redXeta. Here then is solved the question 
started at the outset, (bk. i. ch. vii. 16,) and this gives the 
middle term for the syllogism of the book :— 

Whatever is redevordrn dpern performs the épyor of man ; 
nOiK) aper mpos érepov is this (for it = dixavoodvn, which is 

Tehevordtn dpetn) § 

nOuKn dperr mpds érepov performs the épyov of man. 

In the after-part of this book he shews that there is no higher 
law, or épyov, than dicavoovvn, as he has before shewn that 

each particular peodrns performs the épyov of the passions or 
tendencies to which it belongs, making the habit of mind 
good, with relation to oneself and to others. 

(19.) 15. ody dads, not without some limitation ; not in its most 
literal sense.—ov@ "Eonepos k.r.’. This saying is ascribed to 
Euripides, Theognes, or Aristotle himself, all equally without 
authority. 

(20.) 15. reXeia pddeora: because it is social, which is the 
highest standard we can take for man, a8 man. 76cK) dpery 

taken dmAés could not have been the dpery of social man, but 

it becomes so when it is connected with d:xacocdivy. 

(21.) 16. dpyy dvdpa Sei€er: cf. Soph. Ant. 175. 

(22.) 20. ort yap 4 airy: in themselves, they are identical ; 
each being the possession of the same habits and the per- 
formance of the same duties.—rd pévroe efvae: their 

essence is different; they will be differently defined. dper7—= 
the possession of the habits and performance of the duties 
with reference to individual or moral perfection, (amd@s); 61- 

kaoovvn—=the possession of the same habits and performance 
of the duties with reference to social perfection, (mpés érepoy). - 

vo etvas is used in Aristotle in different senses, (aodAayds yap 

TO elvat Aéyoper, Met. xii. Dp: 264) : when opposed to Adyos, it 

signifies the actual objective existence of anything, as opposed 
to a verbal or merely subjective notional existence, (Met. xii. 
2, p. 263); im another sense, (as here,) it means the full 
meutal notion or definition of the thing, as opposed to an 
accidental, incomplete view of it. So De Anima, ili. 2, 4 8¢ rod 
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aicOnrod évépyera kal rhs aicOnoews 7 adty péev cote kal pia—ro Se 

eivat od radrov adrais): accidentally, the reception of the image 

of the aicénrév and its transmission from the aic@yrév are the 

same; but in essence they differ, inasmuch as one is an 

energy of the subject, the other of the object: so the words 

spoken are the same to the hearer and speaker, but they 

would be differently defined in relation to each. 

CHAPTER II. 

(28.) 1. There is some difficulty in determining the exact relation 
in which 4 év péper Sicavcootvn stands to dixaoctvyn in general, 

and to 76x) dpern; whether the é& pépe: refers to its being 
a subdivision of dScxaoovvn, or as contained under 76:«H dpern: 

either of these views seems at variance with expressions used 
in these chapters. 76:c) dpern and dixaoovtvn are not con- 

vertible terms, as that would exclude the 7 év péper dixacosivy 

in its function of a regulation of dvavoun and xpeta. It will be 
found best, I think, to adopt the general division given above, 
and to view 7 év peper Sixatoovvy as a Subdivision of éAy dixao- 

ovvn When considered as a regulation of the above principles 
of social life, and as contained under én dpern when viewed as 

a habit of mind; so that 4 é péper ddicia 18 wapdyopoy in its 

widest sense of a violation of the whole vdéupov, as well as in 

its lesser sense of a violation of 76: dger7. The twofold 

nature of 7 év pepe Sixacocvrn as a social arrangement and 

mental habit, necessitates this seeming cross-division; had 
there been a separate term for each, this of course would 

have been avoided.—év wéper dperas: as being an habit of 
mind, it falls under the general class of dperq; it is a parti- 
cular virtue. The arguments here fall into the second figure. 

(24.) 8. rod mapa roy vépov: in the widest sense of zapa- 

vopov, in which it is opposed to vdumor, to the whole system 

of political arrangement. 

(25.) 4. The argument here is also in the second figure. 

(26.) 5. éw obSepiav pox Onpiav: no moral vice. 

(27.) 6. rapa ryv SAnv: as being a political regulation of d:a- 
voun and xpeia, and thus having a different subject-matter 
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from dpery.—ev péper: as being an habit of mind, or ha- 
bitual papain to act fairly in these points,—a regulation 
of the 480r dé rod KépSous. 

8. ) 8. See prorack.rA. This may be thus paraphrased : —Sixavoy 
being divided into sapdvopov and toov, there is a Sixatocivy 

and dduxia proper to each, which we must discuss; and the 
ddixia and Sixcatocvvn of these two stand to each othot in the 

relation of whole and part.’’ The object is to shew how it is 
that, though doov and mapdyoyoy are contrasted divisions of 
adixov, yet one falls under the other as a subdivision, and of 
the two sorts of Sixaov corresponding to these, one is con- 
tained under the other, (év péepet dperis,) just as mAcov and 

dyoov, though likewise contrasted divisions of dducov, stand 
to each other as part to whole.—j mpdrepov cipnpeéevn 

ad dcxia, sc. that which is opposed to ypious éAns dperis. 

(29.) 9. kai ro Gdcxov kai 7 ddcKxia x.rr. The way to con- 

strue this is: “the dd:coy and déixia of the mapdvopoy and dvicov 

(éxeivoy referring to the division given above of Sikatoy into 
mapavopoy and duoov,) are different ; the former includes as a 
whole the latter, just as aooy includes as a whole the mdé¢ov.” 
Some editions read mapdvopov for mdéov, which confuses the 
passage: the MSS. vary; but the reading in the text is the 
best. 

(80.) 9. ris ev péper Suxarocgvyns: see above, note 23.— 

avtH 7 adtkia, SC. mept To dvicov.—dAns adexias: that 

is, the violation of 6dn dpern. The words “Wéeyeuev yap” in 

the first section shew that he is speaking of this particular 
aduxia a8 a part of the violation of 6dn dpern, (€v péper kakias). 

31.) 10. tparropeva, al. rpoorarrépeva. p pH p rt 
(82.) 11. daAGs, generally, properly speaking; considered as an 

individual—torepov: briefly in the last chapter of the | 

book, but at length in the Politics.—} érépas: sc. whether 

education should be of public or private concern. 

(83.) 11. od yap tows xxr.A. There may be, indeed are, states 
in which the rewards and punishments of the law do not 
coincide with the impulses and checks of conscience, nor 
even with the recognised duties of a moral being. It would 
be easy to give instances in which this is the case. In the 
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Bedriorn modereia, the model state, they would coincide. The 

matter is discussed in Pol. i. 

(34.) 12. The motive powers of the state, answering to 7dovn and 
Avrn In an individual, are Siavoun and ypeia; and Aristotle 

proceeds to shew that the perfection of the state is arrived at 
by a mean, and thus to confirm his view, that the perfection 

of an individual les in a mean. 

(35.) 18. ra v yap cvvaddraypdror «zr. The éxovov belong 

to catallactic, the dxovova to diorthotic or corrective justice, 

so called from its correcting evils: distributive justice would 
exist even in the BeAriorn modireia, a8 being an adjustment of 
the common property which must find place in every society ; 
but the other would cease to exist where d:xarootvn Was super- 
seded by guAia, in that ideal state to which theorists thought 
it possible to mould society, and with a view to which they 
would admit (as Plato in his Republic) such institutions as 
community of property, wives, children, &c. 

Fe ee et 

CHAPTER III. 

(36.) 1. émei «rr. Since the ddixos is doos, it is further to be 
observed that there is a mean (péoov) implied in the notion 

of ducoy, (as containing a mdéov and @darrov,) viz. the icov; and 

the dduov being dvcov, it follows (é& évavriwv) that there is an 

izov: Sixaoy is this ioov, and hence also pécov; it is not only 
an absolute equality (cov), but also a relative equality (uécov), 
as equally removed from mdéov and ¢darrov: where the equality 
is absolute, the dixaoy will be simply icov, but being icov, it 

will also be a pecov; where the equality is relative, the dicaov 

will be a péoov between mdéov and édarrov, and hence also 

icov: in both cases it is Sikady rucw; hence the following 

arrangement holds :— 

Distributive justice. 

dixady reo rv = general, soldier. 

| wéoov rwdv: things in which, looking to the posi- 
Sixaoy is ~ tion of the parties, there is in the dvavopy neither 

| zAgov nor @Aarrov, but a péoov,—relative equality: 
see sect. 12. 

— ss er, 
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Catallactic justice 

Sikady Tiow. 

iaov dvoiv, absolute equality between two things, 
Sixawov + without reference to their character, (see ch. iv. 

sect. 3,) but still, as being iooy, it is a pécor, (see 
iv. 6). 

(87.) 6. drav 4 tooe py toa Kr. Here are given the two 
faults which prove oikeia: pOopai to a constitution admitting 
them ;—the French system before the revolution is an in- 
stance of the former, and the American constitution of the 

latter. 

(38.) 7. éXevdepiay, i.e. that every free man is entitled to an 
equal share.—eiyévevav. This was the principle of the old 
constitutions of Athens and Rome, in which the belonging 

to certain tribes or families was the déia of the constitution. 

(39.) 8. povadixod dprOpod, number proper, such as 1, 5, 10, 

&c., by which we count; dA os dptOpod, numbers generally, 

—wherever the notion of quantity exists. 

(40.) 9. dAXa Kat 7 cuvexns: this is merely to answer a 
plausible évcracis against his statement that all analogy has 
four terms. In arithmetic this continuous proportion may 
occur, (as 83:6 2: 6 : 12,) but in geometrical proportion, 
(éxdrepov mpds éxdrepov ws Sdov mpds ddov,) which is the propor- 

tion of distributive justice, the same term cannot be used 
twice, and therefore it is not continuous: see sect. 13. 

Michelet thus illustrates this :— 
éxarepov mpos éxaTepov 

Achilles Ajax Nummi Achilles Nummi Ajacis 
LER 6 : 3 

erahide 
Achilles Nummi Achilles : Ajax Nummi Ajacis 

8 fs 6 A he 3 
dAov mpos dAov, rep 7 voun cuvduacer 

Achilles et Nummi Ajax et Nummi Achilles ; Ajax 
(Serb) ae (apo he BS 

Hence ro Gdov mpds ddov ws Exdrepov mpos ExaTepor. 

(41.) 11. évaddd &, interchanging them.—ovvdvage. The act of 
distribution attaching the proper proportion to each person, 
forms by combination the édov, Achilles and his share, (a + y) ; 

mpos ddov, Ajax and his share, (8 + 4). 
; O 
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(42.) 12. rod mapa 7rd dvddoyor, of the ad.cov which is con- 

trary to proportion. The syllogism is— 
dvddoyov is pécov,—as being the point between mdéov and 

€arror } 

Sikavov 18 avddoyov 5 
- P, 

Sikavov 18 pecov. 

(43.) 13. yeowerpexn: Gorg. 518, A. 

(44.) 13. év dyadod Ady@ yiveraty, is regarded as dyaGov. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(45.) 1. r6 8€ Aouwdy ~y: divided into two—corrective and 

catallactic,—each SiopGwredy as correcting existing imequali- 
ties. 

(46.) 2. eic eve x Oévra, the terms introduced. 

(47.) 8. odSév yap Stagpéper. There may be cases where the 
character and circumstances of the plaintiff and defendant 
respectively are taken into consideration in estimating the 
amount which will make them equal; that is, the mpia suf- 

fered by one, and the xépdos gained by the other, (rjv rod 
BrdBovs diapopdv): as, for instance, in an action for libel, a 
minister of state or a clergyman would, from his position, 
suffer a greater ¢yuia than another person would from the 

same act, and therefore the amount of damages would pro- 
perly be greater; but supposing the right value to be thus 
fixed for the ¢npia, then the damages would not be assessed 

according to the proportion existing between the parties. 
Thus, supposing a plaintiff in one case to = 4, and the de- 

_ fendant 4, that is, both to be in respect of station, &c. ex- 
actly equal, the (jyia might be represented by 3; while in 
another exactly similar act, where the two parties were un- 
equal in their position, as plaintiff = 6, the defendant = 2, the 

(mpia might be represented as 10; and this would be the 

damages: whereas, if proportion was introduced, the balance 
would be struck thus, as 6 : 2: 80:10, and the defendant 

would have to pay, not 10, the actual (jyia, but a threefold 
one,—and this is what Aristotle is guarding against here. 

(48.) 5. ruciv, to some cases.—oi ov, as if there was kép Sos. 

(49.) 6. dXN é6ray x7.A. The most proper application of these 
terms, though even this is improperly used in some cases, is 
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of profit to the agent, loss to the patient; but when (a)’ 
érav) the wdéos has been estimated, that which the agent 
restores to the patient is called ¢ypia, as well as the loss 
which the patient suffered at first. He seems to be ac- 
counting for the phrase 77 (npia iodgew, inasmuch as the 

term (nia is properly confined to the injury inflicted on 
the patient, and not to the restitution made to him. 

(50.) 12. This may be illustrated by the lines given in the 
text :— 

a £B 

Y 

ae ¢ 

aie 2 

+8 
Then from yyd must be taken yd, and added to ae, to make 
it equal to 88. The patient’s and agent’s case is represented 
by aa, yy: BB is only used to set the inequality clearly 
before us.—7 6 é¢q¢’ Sv. This cannot properly be applied to a 
single line. It seems to have crept in either as part of the 
formula, or by a clerical error. If it is omitted, then ré 8 
answers to r@ ae; and below we have 76 yd. The passage 
beginning, gor: S€ rodro Kat émt ray Adv «.7.d., down to kal 

rowovroy, occurs thus in all MSS., but it does not belong here: 
and it occurs again in the next chapter; whence probably 
it was carelessly or ignorantly transferred by transcribers or 
commentators. 

(51.) 13. ddevay, liberty to act as one will. 

(52.) 18. GAN aira bv atray yévnrae. This is a difficult pas- 

sage. Michelet suggests that dda is to be taken for “pre- 
terquam, except when,’’ and translates it thus:—“ When there 

is neither excess or deficiency except when they are caused by them- 

selves, (taking 8? airév as masculine,) i.e. by consent on both 
sides ;’ and he quotes a passage in De Anima, i. 1. 17, 
p. 5, for this sense of dda i) odk ore Tis 6 wept Ta maby GAN 

(except) 6 @voixds. There are some others in Xen. Vect. ii. 6, 
Anab. vi. 4. 2, (given in Gr. Gr. 773, 4,) which might bear 
out this meaning of “except:” if it is adopted, a stop should 
be put before and after ddd’ aira 8v airév; but it does not 
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seem to be the sense required; and I would rather explain 
the &’ airav by the sense of 8a in such phrases as da GoBov, 
to be in fear,—one thing being in another, (see Gr. Gr. 627.1, 
3, b,)—and construe it, when they (the two sides) are contained 
in themselves, i.e. self-contained; do not encroach upon each 
other, and thus are equal. He is shewing that there is a 
middle point to which neither ¢nuia nor xépdos is applicable. 

CHAPTER V. 

(55.) 1. Wv@aydpetor. They defined justice to be dpiOpos ivdkts 

toos, (Magna Moral. i. 1). 

(54.) 3. et ke wa6ou, placed by Gaisford (Poet. Min.) among the 
Fragments of Hesiod. 

(55.) 6. cuvéyee xrd., is the principle or bond of.—ré avri- 
netwovOds kar dvadroyiay, taking into consideration the 

value of the things to be exchanged, (kat py Kar’ icdrnta); not 

giving one for one, or two for two. They are considered, 
not with regard to quantity, but quality. 

(56.) 6. r@ dvrumocvetv «rr. The state is said by Aristotle, 

in different passages, to depend upon an interchange of 
offices,—on demand (ypeia,)—on giria. The first is the 
practical view of the working of social life; the second views 
it as arising from the mutual needs of men; the third from 
the instinct towards social life-—ré kak @s, Sc. woteiv. 

(57.) 7. Xapireov tepdyv, moral beauty expressed in physical 
beauty. The number of the Graces represents the threefold 
sense of yapis,—the feeling of kindness, the kind action, the 
kind feeling in return; while their being interwoven repre- 
sents the inseparable connection which does, or at least ought 
to, exist between the three. 

(58.) 8. 7 kara Sedperpoy cv¢evérs: such as exists between 

A and O, or E and I, in the logical scheme of opposition, 
cross combination, De Interp. x. p. 81, thus :— 

Jeweller — 10. Shoemaker — 2. 

Ring = 20. Shoe = 4. 
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The jeweller takes the shoe, the shoemaker the ring ;—the 
difference between them being 16: the shoemaker gives four 
more pairs of shoes, or their value, to make the exchange 
equal. 

(59.) 8. mp&roy, at first; at once; that is, if before the exchange 
takes place, the value of the two things is considered rela- 
tively to each other and to their producers, and then an 
exchange is made, (cira rd dvtimerovOds yévnra,) that (fair 

exchange) we speak of (70 Aeydpevov) will take place ;—or ré 

Aeyduevov may refer to the proverbial expression mentioned 
above, 7d Sikavov ro avrimerovOds GAko.—rovd éexeivou Epyouv: 

partitive genitive; al. 76 éekeivou épyov. 

(60.) 8. ei dé pn, if the quality or value is not first considered, but 

only the quantity or numerical value, &c.—ovSé ocvppéver, 8C. 7 

qwoAus OF TO Oikatov. 

(61.) 9. @ore dé rovro. This relative equality, and not an abso- 
lute equality, obtains in all arts of life. The value of an 
article is not settled by the seller or producer and his produc- 
tion alone, but relatively to the consumer and his wants and 
wishes. ‘An art would be destroyed unless, of whatever sort or 

in whatever quantity, the producer (16 mowodv) produced, the con- 
sumer also (mdoyov takes this sense as the patient of mo.dr) 

wanted this thing in that same quantity and quality.’ That is, an 
exact exchange, where each offered to the other exactly what 
the other offered to him, such as bread for bread, could not 

go on: nor where there was no way of equalizing products 

of dissimilar quantity. Others make 76 rowdy and 76 mdoxov 
refer to the same person,—the former as producing some- 
thing, the latter as receiving something of the same quality 
and quantity in exchange for it; but the interpretation given 
above is the better. Others, again, make these two words 
refer to the giver and receiver: that arts would be destroyed 
unless the consumer (rd macxov) was willing to suffer (i.e. to 
give, éracxe,) as much as the producer had earned; but this is, 

I think, the worst of the three. 

(62.) 10. 516 «.7.A.: hence there must needs be some way of com- 
paring the value of these dissimilar articles of commerce, viz. 

money, which thus represents the difference (imepBodn and 
edArcrys) between two articles differing in value and kind. 

(63.) 10. mwéca drra: this depends on perpei.—édmep k.t.r. 
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The value will be determined by the materials, time, and 
labour of each, and the demand for the thing produced: as 
the time, labour, materials, and demand of the architect ex- 

ceed those of the shoemaker, he will want so many pairs of 
shoes in exchange for his house; he will want some means 
of equalizing the pairs of shoes and the house, or there will 
be no xoweria. 

(64.) 11. 4 xpeta. This is supplied by the market value, and its 
representative, money. If, in the market, a house will fetch 

so many times more than a pair of shoes, the difference be- 
tween them is immediately found; and a means of stating and 
equalizing that difference is supplied by the common measure 
of value, “ money.” 

(65.) 11. 47 mavra ovvéyxer, is the bond of social union, viewed 
as arising from the reciprocal wants of men. Thus Cicero 
Views it.—i mddXay pa, the representative. 

(66.) 12. émep oxvrorédpos «zd. The relative position and 

character and skill of the two parties are to be taken into 
account in estimating the value of the production of each: 
the higher the art, and the greater the learning and skill, &e. 
it requires, the higher will be its value, supposing the mate- 
rials employed and the time occupied in each case to be the 
same; but the value of each work once being ascertained, the 
relation between them is not to be taken into account at the 
moment when the balance is struck; nor can it be expressed by 
the oxjpa dvadoyias (geometrical proportion), when the ex- 
change has been made, (érav d\Adéwvra: see Gr. Gr. 842. 6,) 
though the previous process of estimating the value of their 

respective productions may be so expressed. When once this 
has been ascertained, they are to be made actually, not rela- 
tively, equal. Thus, supposing the jeweller to be worth six 
times as much as the shoemaker, the jewel would be worth 
six pairs of shoes,—jeweller = 6, shoemaker 1; then the jewel 
= 12, the pair of shoes 2, the relative value of the ring 
and the shoe stands thus, as 6: 1::12:2; and the value 

of six pairs of shoes (= 12) must be given by the shoe- 
maker. If they were to be made relatively, not absolutely, 
equal, then as ; 12 : 2:: 72 : 12; and on this principle 

the shoemaker would have to give the value of 72 instead of 
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12, and he would thus have an extreme on either side of 
the just mean, i.e. an excess of labour and expense, and a 
deficiency of profit, (dudorépas eer ras imepBodas 1d érepov 

dkpov).—r 6 atr@v: their proper share. 

((67.) 18. dre 8 4 xpeta «rd. That mutual wants are the bond 
of commerce is clear from the fact, that where these wants 

are lacking in both or either of the parties, there is no deal- 
ing. Thus, if one person needs some wine, and can give 
nothing but some of the produce of his fields, (cirov é£aywyjs,) 
of which the other at the moment is not in want, money 

comes in as a surety (éyyunrns) that when he does want it, he 
will be able to get it. Rahantaabecie al.; but the partitive 
genitive is best. 

(68.) 14. maoxee «7A. The value of she precious metals some- 
times varies: the expected results of the gold discoveries 
illustrate this. This is parenthetical ovdrcra:, has a tendency 

to remain fixed. 

(69.) 15. cupperpias, common measure. 

(70.) 15. €€ bmobecews, is conventional; it is not so actually, 

but is accepted as such. —vépicpa, i.e. To vopo, con- 
ventionally. 

(71.) oixia é® fs, al.; but the weight of authority is against it. 
—i aéia: the # refers to tcov, equal, or of the same value. 

(72.) 17. 08 rév airév rpdmov: in its most prominent cha- 
racter, it is not mepi ndovas kat Aimas, a regulation of pleasures 
and pains, but zepi S:avopjy Kai xpetay, a regulation of the prin- 
ciples of social life; secondarily, as a habit of mind, (é pépe 
dperis,) it is a disposition to act on these principles of fair dis- 
tribution and exchange, arising from the proper regulation of 
the 7dSovyy did rod Képdovs. 

(73.) 18. 4 8 ddcxia, sc. nab’ Av Aéyerar mpakrixds Tod adixov.— 

rovvayrioy, 8. Suaveuntikos Tov dvicov k.T.\.—TOUTO, SC. Td 

aOukov. 

(74.) 18. imepBods cat éAdeipeds éoreiv «rr.: because 

it is of the nature of tmepBorn and gdrdewrs. With regard to 
oneself, it is always too much of the good, and too little of 
the bad; with regard to others, the déicia, which is a violation 

Of 76: dpern, (7d pev ddov,) 18 always the taking’ too much 

good, or not enough evil,—seeking pleasure, or shunning 
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pain at another’s expense.—éoiws, sc. to the case of é¢’ 
airod just given. In the distributive injustice (75 mapa 7d 
dyddoyov) it may be either imepBory or edrexwws of good or 
bad, as the case may be, (érorépws @rvye). It may be giving — 
too much good, or too little good, or too much or too i 
evil, to another. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(75.) He now distinguishes briefly between unjust acts and in- 
justice, and proceeds to shew that the only dikaoy, or law 
of obligation, really, binding upon man as an individual, is 
that qoderixdy dikacov which is equivalent to 76: dpern; the — 

other sorts of Sixaov are only so in a secondary and ana- 
logical sense, and form no element of the dperq or épyov of 
man. 

(76.) 1. 6 rota, al. érota.—otre, sc. looking to the acts only. 

(77.) 4. Bei Sé py AavOdverv «.t.rX The following is an — 

analysis of Sixaov, as laid down by Aristotle :— 

The principles.— Natural justice. 
Sixavov 

dmh@s Sikatov. moAuTiKoy Sikatov. 

Kowds, dypamos vépos: Rhet. twos, yeypappevos vdnos: Rhet. 

i008, Loom, ga i. 10,3. 430 

a. emeixeta. | B. UrepBodn aperis. gvoikdv | vopexdv. 

yeypappévos | &ypados. — 

dypados | yeypappevos: Rhet. i. 13. 11. 

Common law. Statute law. 

het. a, 13. 

1. Séxacoy in the abstract, existing prior to any formal 
declaration of it by states or individuals. 

2. That part of the Sixaov which is adopted by the legis- | 
lator and embodied in the laws and institutions of the state. 

3. That part of the 8icaoy which the legislator did not or 
could not transfer to his laws or institutions, consisting— 

a. of the spirit of the laws, which he could only take im- 
perfectly,—éereikeca. 

8. the principles or quasi duties which he did not take, © 
(imepBory dperqs); works of imperfect obligation. 
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4, dvovxdv, that part of modurexdy which is drawn directly 
and positively from the abstract dicaor, (i.) divided into— 

e. That which is ordained by actual statute, (statute law). 
d. That which has obtained by consent, (common law). 
5. vowixdv, that part of soderixdy which is not drawn di- 

rectly from natural justice, but arises entirely from the wants 
or whims of men; care being taken that it is not contrary to 
natural justice. This, too, is divided into statute and com- 
mon law. 

(78.) 4. rd (nrotvpevoy, SC. kupias Sikaov; that dicaoy, the vio- 

lation of which would make a man déukos. iy 

(79.) 4. rotro Sé «rr. The only justice or law of obligation 
really binding upon man is the qodurixdy; that which is em- 
bodied in the laws and regulations of a social state, and 
which is represented in the individual by 76x) dper); for real 
obligation cannot exist except where there are social rela- 
tions. He proves this by the following argument :—dikacov 

can exist only where there is vd pos, (gore yap Sixatoy ois Kai vopos 

mpos aitovs,) vépos where there is ddixia, (vdpes & év ots ddukia,) 

adcuxia where it 1s possible to take too much good and too litile 

evil, (rodro & eoti To mAdov atte vepew); and this can only be 

where there are social relations,—common proper'y and inter- 

change, (émi xowavaev Biov mpos TO eivat adtdpxeiav, )—so that where 

these social relations do not exist there can be no real Sixasoy, 

but only ka 6poudryra. 

—§(80.) 4. EXevOépwv Kai tcwy «7rd, where there are some 
relations of equality between the persons in the state: either 

absolute equality, as in a democracy where each man is 

on an equality with the rest, (kar’ dpvOudy,) or relative 
equality, (kar dvaXoyiay,) where the several parties in 
the state are equal according to their several claims arising 
from a principle of blood, as in an oligarchy of families ; 
or education, as in an aristocracy; or property, as in a 
timocracy.—py ¢oret rodro, SC. Kowovia.—drAAd re down 
to Gpoudrnra is parenthetical. 4 ~ 

(S1.) 4. vdpos ev ots addexia. This may best be understood 
by tracing society from its simplest to its most complex 
form. In good old patriarchal days, when persons of the 

same family lived naturally together in mutual love, there 
was no mention of Sdikaoy, no notion of rights; as time went 

: 
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on, and the ties of blood daily became less close, and interests 
more distinct, the notion of personal rights took the place of 
affection; injuries or invasions of these rights took place, 
the notion of Sikaov was evolved, and the question was re- 

ferred to the xpirjs, who decided between right and wrong, 
and by his decision gave a definite existence and shape to 

Sixavov, Which was then, as society became more extended, 
embodied in the yvépos. The order of things was this: ko: 

vevia, piria, d.kov, Sixatov, picts, vopos ; hence vdpuos 1s an evi- 

dence of the existence of dixawv, and can only exist where 
there is xowvia, for where this is not, the question of aé:xoy 
and Sixaoy cannot arise. This is illustrated by the history 

of the early Church: at first they had all things in common, 

(p:ria,) then complaints arose, then Sikaov stepped in, and 

called for the appointment of arbitrators, (deacons,) and the 

operation of a yépos.—rodro b€ eat, SC. abdikia. 

(82.) 5. Sio «.r.d., wherefore, ( = a proof of déuia being this 
taking to ourselves the good, is that) fearing déicia, we do not 

entrust the supreme power to a single man’s will,—because we are 

afraid of his doing this from the natural impulses of human 
selfishness; but we place ourselves under the government of 

reason expressed by law, of which the chief magistrate is the 

interpreter and administrator. And the chief magistrate, to 
whom we thus intrust the state, is er officio the guardian of 
justice and of that equality which excludes the notion of mdéov 
atr® vévew, therefore it is clear that dducia, against which we 
are thus guarding, consists in mAéov airdé veuew; hence we 

see that it can exist only where this inequality is possible, 

1. e@. In xowovia. He seems to be bringing forward men’s 
notion of government as an evidence of his proposition, that 
true dikaoy exists only where xowwwvia exists. 

(83.) 5. 6 &pxeav. Some persons make épyov refer to Ayos, but 
this breaks the connexion with what follows, where he is 

evidently speaking of a person. 

(84.) 6. éwei. The apodosis being some sentences off, is in- 
troduced by dpa: pucbds dpa ris Soréos.—o Sev abT@ KTA., 

there seems to be no advantage to him to be apyov. 

(85.) 7. ér@ Sé pH «.7r-A. Whosoever is not content with this, 
but tries to seize upon an unfair share of good, commits 
adixia, and becomes a ripavvos. In the case of the dapyav, 
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aSixia, Which is embodied in the very notion of rvpavvos, would 
arise from the attempt mdéov atro vénew. 

(86.) 8. There are certain relations of life in which quasi justice 
obtains, viz. the Sdeomorcixdy and the marpixody: in the 

former, the slave, being merely a chattel, has no xowwvia, 

no claims or rights whatever, and therefore acts which are 
unjust in themselves are not unjust towards him; and a 
child may be viewed in the same light, as one who has no 
rights as against his father. 

(87.) 9. fv, it was laid down to be, Gr. Gr. 389.4: so jcay, below. 

(88.) 9. ofs bmdpyxee «rr. There must be some relations ex- 
isting between the governors and governed; in other words, 

a constitution on some principle of equality. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(89.) 1. ro pév dvaorkdy. Whoever framed the constitution 

and laws for any social state would take from natural justice 
such principles as were suitable to his purpose, and these, 
when adopted by the public voice, either expressed or implied, 
fall under sodurixdy dvouxdy, or that portion of the social 
arrangements and laws which are drawn directly from the 
law of nature,—enactments of moral obligation. The other 
sort are only of positive obligation. 

(90.) 2. ra Wndioparedn, matters of special enactment. 

(91.) 2. Soxnet Sé€ éviovts. The argument is in the second 

figure, and Aristotle meets each premiss with an évoraots ; 
denying that all natural things are invariable, and that all 
justice is variable. It should be worked out at length. 

(92.) 3. mapa trois Oeois. In the BeAriorn wodirefa which may 

be supposed to exist among the gods, those principles of 
justice, which among men are variable, may well be believed. 

to be fixed and invariable. 
(93.) 3. kevnroy pévroe wav. In Eth. Eudem. we find xwnrop, 

ov pevrot mav,—putting the stop before ov; but this is not sup- 
ported by the majority of MSS. It gives, however, a very 
good sense. If the reading in the text is to be preferred, 
Aristotle is drawing a distinction between the avrodixaroy 
of the gods and the Sikcaov of men. This latter, though 
variable, is, in some cases, at least, from nature, and not 

merely conyentional. 
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(94.) 4. @does. His constant definition of things dice is as 
émt ro moAv, being a subdivision of that higher dvots which 

comprehends 76 det, (dvéyxn,) a8 well as as émt Td Todd, (pier). 

—Sjrov: that is, it is not matter of proof, but of per- 
ception. 

(95.) 4. émt rév adda», se. in matters of pure physics, where 
vopirdy and ovvOjxn do not come in, it is equally true to say 
that some things which are natural are variable.—j Seéia 

K.T.A.: an évoraors from a particular. See Analyt. Prior. 1. 28. 
p- 1490. 

(96.) 5. ré6 ctpdepor, that which merely depends on human 

expediency: as in a place of wholesale trade, (od dvodvrat,) 

a nominal ewt. is practically 112Ib., and in a retail shop 
(oS modcdtw) only 100Ib., and yet the measure which thus 

varies is in itself the same; so there is a similar variation 

in Sicaoy depending on the caprice or convenience of men, 

and it varies as the constitutions to which it is attached 

vary. These constitutions are not the same everywhere, 

and consequently Sikaoy is not in its practical details the 
same everywhere, though there is such a thing in the de- 

signs of nature as a constitution, and consequently 8ixaoy, 
which ought to obtain everywhere. 

(97.) 6. As you cannot argue from particular to universal, neither 
can you argue from the variableness of the single phenomena 

of justice, as seen in the particulars of action, (ra zparrépeva,) 
that the principle whence they proceed is variable also. 

(98.) 7. Stapépec «tA. dtKoy 1s injustice in the abstraect,— 

the principle; ddixynpa, the act; ddexia, the evil or vice— 

6mol@s KT.r.: SO Eixatov, Sikaiwpa, duxatootvy; OF for dikaiopa 

we may better use 68:xaorpayia of the act, for Sixaiopa 1S 

rather the remedying injustice, and therefore is not properly 
applied to every sort of just act. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(99.) l. ots ydp x.t.X., SC. mpdrrovow radra, ois cupBeBnke K.T-A. 

(100.) 8. dy»o@» is here used in the sense of 80 &yvoap, bk. iii. 

ch. l.—ris AXaBov X€tpa avrov. avzov refers to the per- 

son whose hand some one has taken, and struck another 

with it.—r6 rotodrov Siwpicéa, let the same distinction be 
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drawn also as to the motive; sc. to decide whether the act is 

éxovotov, or not. 

(101.) 4. gore 8 Gpolos xkrdr, the cuvpBeBynkds also (kai 

omitt. al.) is the same, i. e. it prevents what is seemingly a 

just or unjust action from being so. 

(102.) 6. rpidyv otcey x.t.d., SC. ariynua, dpdprnpa, ddiknpa.— 

BraB ey, as distinguished from dé.«/a, which is a fourth case, 

drav ex mpoarpéeoews. In Rhet.1.13,16, ddicnua includes the ddckia. 

Of course, the distinction here drawn suggests to every one 
the words of our Litany,—sins, negligences, ignorances. 

(108.) 7. cuveBn ody 0b évéxa dnOn, a result happened which he had not 

thought of as the end. 

(104.) 8. dca re Sea Ovpsdy «7rd. The passion, which burries 
the agent so rapidly away that he has no time to reflect, is 
the cause of the action, not caxia. See bk. iii. 1. 21, where he 

says that desire or anger do not abstractedly destroy éxotvcroy. 
Here he looks at what accidentally and occasionally accom- 

panies them. 

(105.) 9. dvayxaia, hunger, thirst, &c.; gvorxa, love, anger, &c. 

(106.) 10. éri & otdé. Ifin a court of justice an enquiry arises 
as to whether a man who committed some wrong act under 

the influence of anger is accountable for it, the question is 

not whether the act was committed or not, but whether the 

anger was justifiable ; whether there was any ddiia dawopevn 

to justify the anger: it is not the act which makes a man 

ad.xos, for that is admitted, but the mode and manner of it. 

(107.) 10. 6 & éweBovdXetcas. The man who has attacked an- 
other even under the influence of anger cannot plead dyvaa. 

—dédore «zt.r. Hence, the fact being allowed, one party 
looks upon himself as injured, the dpyj being unjustified ; 
the other denies it, pleading the provocation; and this is the 

question to be settled: and hence it is clear that mpoaipeos 

is necessary to the notion of dduia. Michelet takes it dif- 
ferently, making the clause 6 8’ émBoudedaas od« dyvoei, a paren- 

thetical statement of the difference between the act done 
from anger and one done from mpoaipeois. The angry man 
may plead dyvora, but the 6 émPovdetoas cannot. And con- 

ceiving the question to be, whether the angry man who 
retaliates an injury is just or unjust, he makes the words 
éore-x.7r-. to mean that he upon whom the angry man 
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retaliated thinks he has been injured by the angry man, 
while the angry man denies it; but this both destroys the 
force of the passage, and is, I think, contrary to the sense of 

the words: for ém8ovretoas is not the same as mpoBovdcvsas ; 

and it is clear from the words émi @awopevy ddicia } dpyn éotw, 

that the question is not whether the angry man has mpoai- 

pects, but whether the dawopévn aStxia by which his anger was 

provoked had it so as to make it really dduca, and therefore 
to justify the anger. Aristotle seems to mean that it is not 
pretended that the person who provoked the anger by an act 
of aggression (émBovdevoas) can plead excusable dyvoa of 
particulars, so that he may on this plea deny the injustice 
which the other asserts, but he can do so on the plea of 
want of mpoaipeors to do an unjust action: the act of ag- 
gression (rd émBovrevew) is admitted; the question is, it 

was done whether é« mpoapécews, with a deliberate intent 

to be unjust, so as to justify the anger of the other party. 

(108.) 11. #8y, sc. where there is mpoaipeots. 

(109.) 12. rév 8 dxovoiwr. He uses this word in a looser sense 
than in bk. i. 1. 2, (where he says, tows yap od kad@s Aéyerau 

dkovova eivar Ta Sid Ovpov i} Ov emiOvpiay: see note 104,) for any 

actions done without definite mpoaipeois, even those which 
arise from ignorance of the general principles under the im- 
pulse of wdéos; such as where a starving man, under the 
pressure of hunger, loses sight of his knowledge of the 
nature of theft, and his abstract mpoaipeois against it; his 

act does not arise from a bad zpoaipeors, but from the pres- 
sure of the hunger, which obscures, for the time, his poai- 
peows: it is therefore ovyyveporxoy. Where the maéos is less 

urgent it is not s0.—&’ dyvoay: see bk. i. note 19. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(110.) The questions discussed are as follows :— 
1. Can a man be injured if he consents to the act ? (mparov 

pev —€kovtes). 

2. Is the recipient of an injury always injured? (emei— 
dixatompayovrtos. ) 

And this latter one branches off into two other points, 
(sect. 9). 

eee 
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a. Whether he who receives, by an unjust sentence, more 

than he ought, is himself unjust ? 
8. Whether a man can injure himself? 

arémes, paradoxically. 

(111.) 2. e}Aoyov dvrixeioOat dpolas. The opinion that 

dduceioba is not always the same, either voluntary or in- 

voluntary, but sometimes one, sometimes the other, accord- 

ing to circumstances, arises from the consideration that 

though 8xcaompayeiv is always invariable in respect of volun- 

tariness, yet dixaodca does not follow it, but is sometimes 

voluntary, sometimes involuntary (€voe yap Sixatodvrar ovdx 

gxovres); and it might reasonably be expected (e#Aoyor) that 
adixeioGae would stand in the same relation (dytixeicOar époiws) 

to dduceiy aS SixacotcOa does to Sicaompayeiv, and therefore, as 

Sixacovcba. is variable, so would d8:Kceio@ur be also, and hence, 

though ddveiy is always voluntary, yet it might be sometimes 

voluntary, sometimes involuntary. 

(112.) dvtixeio Oar dpoiws :— 
> -~ - 

ad.Ketv Sexavom payetv 

adixeto Oat Ouxatova Gat. 

ddixcioOac and SixaodoOar dytixewrar as occupying similar 

positions in this scheme of opposition, each being the patient 
of their respective agents; so in this sense in the logical 
scheme of opposition I would be said drtixeicdat to O. ‘Lhe 

questions stated in the first four sections arise from the 
opposition and relation of the several terms to each other. 

(113.) 8. 6 @dcxov wewovOeas: not only the sufferer, but the 

recipient of an act of injustice ; so that under this head fall 
both the questions a and B above, note 110. The dzopia here 
is, whether 6 ddica macyov always ddiceira, or whether it may 

not be sometimes card cupBeByxds, aS emt rod mpdrrew, Where _ 

the agent acts unknowingly; the answer is, that it may be 
so when he is injured voluntarily ; then dicoy rdcyet, but ovk 

adikecTal, 

(114.) 3. card cupBeBynkds xzr.r. In the case of Sixaov the 

act may be kara ovpBeSnkds in respect both of the agent and 

the patient (€m’ dudorépwv) ; so we may expect it to be the 

same with ddicoy: whether it is so or not is the question to be 
discussed below. 
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(115.) 8. dpotws S€ Kai emi rod Sixavompayeiv «.7r.A. Again a similar 

question arises with regard to these, for a patient implies an 
agent, and as adie being cata cupBeBn«ds makes the abdu- 

keivOar kata cupSe8nkds, So likewise may we suppose that if 

ovpSeBynxds Obtains in dixavompayeiv, 16 does also in drxarovcbat. 

(116.) 8. dso: involved in question 2, above, note 110. 

(117.) 9. 76 apdrepov AexGev, SC. ef adixet 6 veluas. 

(118.) 12. vopuxdy = wodirexdy: he is considering the ease .of 6 
, \ \ 2 \ n t c n 

veias Tapa THY agiav.—T 0 Tpatov = Oikaov amas. 

(119.) 18. Seca radra, sc. xdpw or tipwpiav.—em’ éexeiver, in 

the case of those who divide the unjust spoil between them. 

(120.) 14. Sodvae «7.r. This is an act of liberality equally easy 
with the acts of vice mentioned in the same sentence; but to 

do a liberal action, which supposes a certain state of mind, 

and certain circumstances, is not easy.—owtr én’ adrots. 
Aristotle here recognises the great fact in human nature,— 
the weakness of the will for good. F 

(121.) 16. From supposing that every wrong act is a vicious 

action, every unjust act an act of injustice, it is said that a 
just man may act unjustly: but not so; for though, under 

certain circumstances, a just man might act in the same way 

as an unjust man, or a brave man act as a coward might, it 
would not be an unjust or cowardly action, unless it was done 

in the frame of mind and purpose which are necessary to in- 

justice or cowardice.—én drorepaodiv, right or left; al. émorte- 

pavouv. 

(122.) gor. de ed. SI ustice and social obligation exist among 

Kowever Tov dmdas ayabav.—é x ova is dative plural agreeing 

with rovrow: who are capable of having too much or too litile 

thereof. Justice cannot exist among the gods, for having all 

things, they cannot be supposed to have too much; nor 

among the reprobate, for being incapable of having anything, 
they cannot be said to have too little: but as men in general 

occupy a middle position, they are capable of it; wherefore 
it exists among men in a social state, and is the épyov of man 
as a social being. Some editors omit ov« before éorw tmep- 

Born, understanding Aristotle to say that the gods are above 
these human dads dyada: the daA@s xaxoi are below them. 

~~ e Pt 
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CHAPTER X. 

(128.) 1. éwveixeca represents the spirit of the natural d/kaoy, 

which the legislator was unable to transfer to his system of 
polity; and as it provides for those cases in which that system 
is wanting, it is the émavépOwua or complement of the dikarop 

vopysoy, Which here=zodirixdy: see also Rhet. i. 18, 12.—ém 

Ta Ga emihépouer, we refer in our praise to something besides 
justice. 

— (124.) 2. d0a ratra, for these reasons; dmavra, all these.—i rm e- 

| vavtiov, these have nothing contradictory to themselves.—&.- 

. kaiov ruvos dy, belonging to a sort of Sixacoy, sc. natural 
justice. 

— (125.) 4. edOds, “from the first.” 

(126.) 5. oupBp emt rovrov, and there happens in this particular case. 

— (127.) 6. revds Stxaior, sc. rodurikod. 

(128.) 6. d6a rd dads, the fault arising from its generality. 

(129.) 7. rijs AcoBias vixodSopias. In AcoBia oikodouia the 

stones were rough, and the xavav poriBdwos fitted itself to the 
inequalities of the stone :— 

Zasch. Fragm. 70, add’ 6 pev ris AéoBiov 

kip’ ev Tpryavols éxmepawero puOpois.—kopa, a waved moulding. 

- (180.) 8. eXarrarikéds, yielding. 

CHAPTER XI. 

~(181.) 1. davepdv ex ray cipynpévar, first, from what has 

been said, it is clear that he who commits suicide injures 
somebody, for he violates the law; secondly, that it is not 
himself whom he injures, for he does it willingly, but it is 
the state. 

_(182.) 4. The question whether a man can injure himself 4s im- 

portant; for it might be urged, that if a man put restraint 
on himself for the sake of others, he might be unjust to him- 
self, and then 76:«7 dpern would be in this view wrong. There 

is no law of obligation to a man’s own self which obliges him 
to take care of his own interests in preference to those of his 

2 

i 
by , 
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neighbour. The contradictory notion is embodied in popular 

expressions, and more or less covertly in several moral sys- 

tems of ancient and modern times. The only sense in which 

a man can be said to injure himself, (and then only by a 

metaphor ;) is when the lower part of his nature governs 

the higher. 

(133.) 4. xa’ 8. Even under the view that he who commits merely 

an unjust act is unjust, though not bad in its widest sense, 

one cannot injure oneself. 

(184.) 4. rotdro yap GAXo Exeivor, (I mention this) for this is | 

different from the former case, where injustice is considered 

as a violation of right generally,—as dduia mapa thy 6dny 

apeTny. 

(185.) 4. Zore ydp «7A. This means, there is an 9 ev pepe 

d8cia, which is merely meoveéia, and not even in this sense 

can a man injure himself; for being both the patient and 

agent of the injustice, he would both gain and lose by the , 

same act.—Smep ddévarov: there must be more than one 

party in an injustice. 

(136.) 5. kal mpdrepov: a man, to be unjust, must be the. 

ageressor ; for retaliation is no injustice.—atros 8 avro Vs 

sc. ddiunov.—é pa: so that it is not mpdrepov. ) 

(137.) 6. mpds dé rovrors «7A. NO one acts unjustly with- | 

out committing some particular, definite act of injustice, and | 

this a man cannot do towards himself: a man cannot steal 

his own property.—é Ao s, generally, as well as by the settled 

principle od, éxdyra ddixcio Pat. | 

(138.) 7.4 éyyds, or bordering on it—; it is not in every case | 

redcia xaxia, for in some cases, though the action is voluntary, 

it is not complete dé:ia, as where there is excusable dyvo. 

(189.) 8. odS€v pédes x.t-r., to the act or system. Medicine, as 

a system, takes no cognizance of the accidental character of 

the matter in hand. 

(140.) 9. éy rodrors yap Adyors, om these theories or views.— 

SuéotnKe, is separate from.—év TovTOLS, SC. the two parts 

of the soul. 
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BOOK VIL. 

CHAPTER I. —~ 

(1.) Havine now practically proved that 76: dpern is the épyov of \ 
man, both as being the right operation of our several feelings 
and instincts, and also as agreeing with that duKactv be- 
sides which there is no duty really binding on man, he now 
proceeds to consider in what kind and in what degree the in- 
tellectual part of our nature is an ingredient of this 70.x) 

dpern. That it is so in some kind and degree was before 
implied, when ép66s Adyos was said to be our guide to right 
action. He now considers what this dp6ds Adyos is, and in 
what faculties or habits of our reason it consists. 

(2.) 1. épos trav pecornjray, the limits or sphere of the mean 

habits. 

(3.) 38. rour@y ris 6 dpos: what is its definition or nature. 

(4.) 5. broxeio 6a, let it be laid down that there are. 

(5.) 5. ézoudrnra, the adaptation of the powers to receive the 
impressions and conceptions of the several objects of percep- 
tion and thought. oixe:déryra, the affinity between them. 
This is rather a trenching upon the higher metaphysics, and 
probably, like some other similar passages, was used by 
Aristotle as a recognised principle, which would compel the 
assent of those, who received it, to the point he wished to 
prove. 

(6.) 7. 7 8 dpern: that is the excellence of anything which 
developes its ¢pyov; we must therefore discover what is the 
épyov of the two parts of the soul. Cf. bk. u. 6. 2. 

CHAPTER IT. 

(7.) 1. The end of the logistic part of the soul is right moral 
_ action; we must therefore discover what produces this. 

(8) 1. There are in the soul three powers of moral truth, (apa- 
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Eews kat ddnOeias,) Scil. aicOnois, vods, dpeEis: In one of these 

three the gpyoy and the dpern of the logistic part must reside. 

(9.) 2. rovr@v—xorvaveiv. Of these, perception need not be 
considered, as it is no immediate cause of moral action; it 

merely conveys to the senses an object which may lead to a 
moral action, if the recipient be capable thereof; but if not, 
as in the brute creation, it produces nothing but a mere 
sensual act. 

Lo 

7(10.) 2. éort & Omep «z.r. The other two powers of moral 
action, vovs and dpeéis, are intimately connected. The assent 

and dissent of the voids are what pursuit and avoidance are in 
the épeés, and they mutually imply each other. As, therefore, 
the zpoaipecis is made up of épeéis and dAdyos, (Or vois,) if it is 

to be good, the vots must be ddnOys in decision, and the dpeéis 

ép6n in its pursuit, (ra abr rév perv pdvar ri Sé Sidkew). The 

épeéis cannot be 6p6, unless the vods be ddnéys, nor can the 

vods be adnéns unless the dpegis is 6p6n: if the vods assented to 

a wrong dpefis, it would be ypevdys; if the dpeés accepted a 
k false decision of the reason it would not be ép6y. (See bk. iii. 
“-y note 40); hence, as a good mpoaipecis is made up of dpeéts 
i and éyos, or voids, it follows that the ddjGea vod, working with, 

and implying, a right dpegis, is the gpyov of the logistic part 
of the soul, as producing, and securing, (or combining to 

produce,) right action. 

(11.) 2. B07 éwerdy «rd. Since, then, right action implies a 

good act of choice, and this good act of choice is simply a 

true decision and a right end, it follows that dAjea rod vou, 

which, as we have seen, implies both, will produce good moral 
action: he assumes, as he has a right to assume, that right 

action, and therefore right zpoaipeois, is the épyov of the 
logistic part of the soul. 

(12.) 2. 80a ratra, for these reasons, viz. the nature of dpern 
and mpoatpeois, and the connection between the reason and 
the desire given above. 

(18.) 2. airn pév ody: this, then, is the moral intellect and 

moral truth, which performs the épyov of the logistic part. 

(14.) 3. ris 8é Oewpnrexjs: of the pure intellect, truth is the 

acknowledged épyov: see Met. 1. 1, p. 835.—rot S€ mpaktre 
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kov kat Stavonrixod, Of the moral intellect, truth corre- 

sponding to and implying a right dpe&is; hence truth, moral or 
intellectual, is the ¢pyov of both parts of the soul. 

(15.) 4. To shew that spoaipeois is not merely an intellectual act, 
as some would have it, nor yet a mere orectic appetite or 
desire, as others hold, but a combination of the two, we may 

examine the efficient and motive powers of human action. 

(16.) 4. mpaEews. The motive cause (ddev n xivnois) of right 

action 1s mpoaipeots; the material cause or constituents of 

mpoaipeots are dpegis and Adyos 6 evexd twos; not mere dpekis, 

but dpeis approved of by Adyos. The first point proved is 
that dpeés by itself is not enough. 

(17.) 4. dio. This being the nature of mpoaipeois, it is clear that 
the intellect is an ingredient of right moral choice; not 
merely the intellect (vots) as being a necessary ingredient 
in the act of an intellectual being, but the actual exercise of 
that intellect (S:dvora) in acts of choice and pursuit. 

(18.) 4. od8 dvev nOckijs €Eems: this is not the same as 

naGos, but it is that right moral state which has the intellect 
worked into it, and therefore implies the moral truth as one 
of its elements. 

(19.) 4. edapakia yap x.rX.: for right being and acting, which 
is the object of mpoaipeois, cannot exist without the action of 
the intellect and that right moral state in which the intellect 
and wdén are combined, (460s). 

(20.) 5. It being thus clear that the d.dvo is an active cause of 
right action, it now must be proved that it is not the only 
one, but that dpeés must be joined with it. | 

The mere intellect (S:dvoa adrn) is not properly motive cause 
at all, (oddév xvei); it is true that the moral intellect is con- 
cerned in action, (mpaxri«y,) and when it is working towards 
an end (évexa rod) is such a motive cause, for it sets in motion 

(dpxer) the contriving faculty; that is, when the intellect in 
the shape of BovAnats and BotAevors has decided on the end, and 

that such and such steps are necessary and practicable towards 
the end proposed, then the productive or contriving faculty 
(romrexy) commences its operations ; when the ¢yrnovs is ended 
the mpaéis begins, (7d €oxarov ev TH dvadvoes MpOTov ev TH yeveret, 
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lib. iii. 3.12): it cannot be the pure intellect which thus works 
in morals, for every one who contrives, necessarily contrives 
to an end; and though the moral intellect is the motive cause 
of these contriving powers, something must have preceded 
it, for the subject of the contriving powers (mowrdv,) which is 
thus supplied by the moral intellect, is a rédos only in a 
secondary sense, (ovx amAés,) and only relative (mpds 7) and 
subordinate (rwés) to some further end, but the subject of 

moral action is the real rédos (dAX’ 76 mpakrév); this 1s edrpakia, 
and this end is supplied by épeés, which is thus shewn to 
be as necessary an ingredient as the moral intellect itself.— 
GAN od TO mpakrToy, al. ddd 76 mpaxrey, Which must be con- 

strued, but it is not the subject of moral action, for this, fe. 

(21.) 5. 8tdvora adry ovbéev kivet. Thereis a point of view in 
which this seems to be wrong, viz. where the object of desire 
is not perceptible by the senses, but by voids, such as some 
future good: but this perceptive voids which performs the 
functions of atcOno1s where the thing is invisible, is not really 
the dpyy of the action; it is only a channel whereby the 74d 

reaches the wd6os. There are two sorts of gdavracia which 

present the 78% to the dpeis; one (aicéyrixn) of visible, the 
other (vonrixn) of invisible, objects: see ch. vii. 9, where he 

speaks of a sort of a vonrixi atoOnors, ovxy 7 Tay idiwy adN’ ola 

k.7A.: SO bk. vil. ch. 6. 1, 4 5é emibupia, édy pdvoy etry, Gre 780, 

6 Adyos 7} atcOnors: see also Met. vi. 10, p. 148. 

(22.) 5. 846 «.7.A.: whence mpoaipeors may be viewed as voids ac- 
companied by épeéis, or as dpeEs assented to by vois, (see bk. iii. 

note 40); at all events, it implies both these as necessary: 
and this complex principle of action is humanity, (} ro:airy 

apx7 avOperos): whatever habit of mind, then, secures, as far 
as it is in the province of the intellect to do so, that these 
two shall be right, secures right mpoaipecis, right moral action, 
and therefore is the ¢pyov of the logistic part of the soul; 
and in the beginning of the chapter we have seen that 
dAnbeca tov vod does this. 

(23.) 6. od« fore K7-A. LT poaipeots has nothing to do with that 

sort of mpakrixy Sidvora, the subject of which may be moral 
action, but which has no end beyond its own exercise, as 
that which considers past events. 
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CHAPTER III. 

(24.) 1. Truth, then, in one shape or the other, being the épyov 
of both parts of the intellectual faculties, we now proceed to 
investigate what is the state or habit of mind which most 
perfectly and certainly arrives at truth in each. 

(25.) Things or notions are said to be ¢rwe in different rela- 
tions :— 

1. In respect of their corresponding to the designs of 
nature, things are said to be in a ¢rue state: Physic. i. 8. 1, 
GdynOerav kai try Piotv Trav dvrev; see Hooker, Sermon 

on Justification. 

2. In respect of their correspondence to the external 
natures which they profess to represent, notions and con- 
ceptions of the intellect and reason are said to be true,— 
adnOever 7 Wuxn- 

3. In respect of their expressing real relations between 
the subject and predicate, judgments and propositions are 
said to be true. 

4. In respect of its operating as nature designed, and so 
as to discover and represent truth to the mind, the reason is 
said to be true,—A 6d yos addnOns, and Ad yos evdys, ch. iv. 6. 

(26.) 1. dpédpevoe «rr. Having thus cleared the way, we 
may consider the habits or states of mind whereby the intel- 
lectual faculty arrives at truth in its decisions, and is in a 
state of truth (ddAnOever). These are five in number: neither 
scientific knowledge, nor intelligence, nor art, nor moral 
wisdom, nor wisdom generally, admit of falsehood. They 
vanish respectively into their contraries when falsehood en- 
croaches upon them. 

(27.) 1. iwoAnper kal Sdéq KTA. ETdrAnWes is a general 
conception, (Met. 1.1, p. 2, drav é« modd@y rips euretpias evvonud- | 

TOV pia yevnrat Tepi Ta Spoiay UmdAnWes: Anal. Post. 1. 16,) 

right or wrong, of the nature of any thing, arising from aic6n- 
gis, OF vous, Or ovAdoyopds, (Anal. Post. 1.16. p.172, drav dia 

ovddAoyiopod AaBy thy ImdAnYw: ibid., Grav dmrA@s UVOoAGBy simdp- 

xew i) py bmdpxew: ibid., ris adds bmoAnWeos andy 7 dmdrn, THs 

d€ dia gvddAoyicpod mAeiovs,) and may be quite false, and yet 
would be an imdAnys: so in ch. ix., the distinguishing epithet 
adnOyjs is applied to it. So ddéa is a judgment (pdovs) on a 
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matter of probable truth, of which though it took a false 
view, it would still be a ddéa, (Anal. Post. i. 83. p. 199, sq., 
and ix. 15,8): imdAnwWes differs from Séga inasmuch as the 

latter is a ¢dovs, and implies a subject, copula, and predicate, 
while the former conceives of the subject and predicate as 
a whole, without the intervention of the copula; ddéa is of 

two notions separately, iméAns is of the two notions com- 
bined. The mental process may be thus represented: atcn- 
ais, pavracia, vdnows, eumrepia, tmdAnyis, then dé€a on contin- 

gent, dpdynors On moral, émuornun On necessary, matter. The 

complex idea contained in épicpds, the 76 ri Hv eivas, 18S an bnd- 
Anyis: so Anal. Post. 1. 33, imdAnis tas dpéecou mpordceas. 

(28.) 2. emornyn. This word has two senses:—1. an intellectual 
state, or habit; 2. a scientific system, or collection of principles 
and laws of necessary matter. It is, of course, in the former 
of these two senses that it is used here.—rais é6mordrnce 

See Anal. Post, i. 2. 1, for spurious sorts of science. 

(29.) 2. XNavOdver ci Zore } pn, (cf. Met. vi. 15, p. 158): 

therefore they are not fit subjects for éemorjyn; and hence 

the subject-matter of émornun is e€ dvayxns, things necessary 
and unchangeable. Aristotle recognises in the order of things 
which he expresses by gvovs in its higher sense: 1. dvayxn, 

tay dei, Where the connection is invariable and perceptible; 
2. gious In a Second sense, (raéy os éwt rd modv,) Where the con- 

nection, though perceptible, is variable, (ra évdeydueva Gros 

éxew) ; 3. tvxn, Where the connection is variable and imper- 

ceptible: dd&a belongs to the second and third, émorjpn to 
the first. 

2. amd@s, to speak generally. 

3. ra didca x7.d.: we here get his views of the past 
and future eternity of the universe. 

(80.) 8. re Sé SedaxrH «7A. Science falls under teaching, 
as whatever may be known scientifically may be taught and 
learnt : as teaching and learning presuppose certain principles 
from which to start, it follows that science implies having 

- such principles to refer to; therefore science is a habit, or 
habitual state of the intellect, which is able to refer what it 

knows to certain principles or airia, (és amodeurixn;) OF 
rather, speaking more accurately, as a state or habit of mind 
is only the presence of certain emotions, perceptions, con- 
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ceptions, or principles in the mind, science is the principle or 
universal conception itself, (ch. vi., 7 emuernpn mepi rav Kabddov 

€or irddnWis,) it is the certain conscious possession of fixed 
conceptions or principles (dpxai), and their application to less 
abstract, and apparently less evident, truths. Thus the em- 
orev in mathematics would possess the principles of mathe- 
matical reasoning laid down by others, (AapBavev os mapa Evriév- 
tov, Anal. Post. i. 1, p. 145,) and be able to apply them to the 
various theorems and problems following therefrom, which, 
not self-evident in themselves, would become certain to him 

from their resting on principles of fixed truth: of this the 
instrument is syllogism, referring back these problems or 
theorems to their principles or airia.—év rois dvadv- 
texois: Anal. Post. i. 1. 

(81.) 8. 4 pév 59 éwaywyn. This passage would be enough to 

shew Aristotle’s view of induction, and its relation to syllo- 
gism as necessary to it. There are numberless passages of 
the same sort throughout his writings. Among others, see 
Anal. Post. i.18, ii. 15. 7; Anal. Prior, ii. 25. 8, p. 189. 

(82.) 3. Sv otk ore cvAAOytopds. Syllogism is not the 

only channel or evidence of truth. There are certain fixed 
truths which, so far from being arrived at by a syllogistic 
process, furnish to that process its starting-point and foun- 
dation. So great and so entirely un-Aristotelic is the mis- 

take of those who would wish to reduce all the processes of 
arriving at truth to the syllogistic form. 

(83.) 4. €£us dmodeckrixny. anddekéis 18 the proving some fact 

or position in necessary matter, (cf. Met. v. 3, p. 100; Top. 
i. 1.4, p.15,) by referring it back to the airiov, or cause of 

it: émioracOa Sé oidpeba exacrov amas, (1.€. bia dodei~ews : See 

end of sect. 3,) érav riv airiay oimpeba yrwpifew, Anal. Post. i. 2, 

the whole of which chapter should be read in connection with 
this_passage. See also Phys.i.1; Anal. Post. 1.31; Met. - 
i.3.—év rots dvadvutixois: Anal. Post. 1. 2, sqq., 33. 

(84.) 4. éiorarac: he stops in his enquiry. This is the way 
in which éricrac6a comes to signify “to know.’”’—See Phys. 
vii. 3, p. 166, 75 yap npepjoat k.T.d. 

(35.) 4. kara ovpBeBnkds: he will indeed know that, the 

possession of which is in itself knowledge; but it will not 
be knowledge to him, for if the principles are not more cer- 

R 
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tain to him than the deductions, the deductions will have 

nothing to rest on; there will be no airov of their being 
true. True science says, “This is true, because the other is 
true ;” Kata ovpB_Bynxds science will say, “This is true’ when 

it has no dpyy to rest on: or “This is true 7f the other is 

true,’ when the dpy7 is not more certain than what is re- 

ferred to it. See Anal. Post. i. 2. 

CHAPTER LV. 

(36.) Another energy of the intellect is contrivance; and when 
this faculty is so strengthened and sharpened by its use as 
to discern with truth and readiness the nature of the result 
required, and the instruments and combinations necessary 
to produce it, and is able practically to call it into being, 
then we are said to have Art, or the productive habit. This 

habit arises from experiment and experience, (Met. i. 1, yi- 
verar S€ téxvn Stray ek ToAdA@Y THs eumerpias vonudtav KaOddov pia 

yernra Tept TOY dpoiwy tmdrns: cf. Anal. Post. u.15,) and its 

functions are, 1. to produce results similar to those of nature ; 

2. to develope what nature has left, as it were, in embryo, 

(Phys. il. 8. 5, dws re 7 réxvyn Ta pev emiredet d ) Hvows advvaret 

amepyaterOa, Ta dé pupetrar); 3. to detect the laws and powers 
latent in results apparently accidental, and by arrangement 
and combination to make them matters of rule and compara- 
tive certainty. It differs from émornpn as it regards the 

things and laws of nature, not in their abstract essence or 
relations, but only so far as it may arrange and combine 
them with a view to production. Hence those things which 
are subject to an invariable law of nature (avayxn), such as the 

motion of the heavenly bodies, are out of its province; or 
those things wherein, whenever they occur, nature works for 
herself, and by her own inherent motive power (dvous), as 
in the production of rain from clouds: art has to do only 
with such things as it is in the power of man to call into 

being, or not, as he likes. It investigates, deed, and re- 

flects (Oewpei) on the properties and laws of the universe, but 
not as a mere speculation ending in itself. This knowledge 
of the properties and laws is not properly its subject-matter, 
but only accidentally, as being conducive to production. It 
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is this mental power which is most cultivated and most prized 
at the present day, and has hence almost appropriated the 
word “philosophy.” We must not, in reading what Aristotle 
says of réeyvn, expect to find his view of it agree with our con- 
ceptions of it as drawn from what it is now; for it has made 
so much progress since that time, and its functions and sphere 
are so much enlarged, as to make it difficult to understand 

how it can be said that the universal or general laws of the 
universe do not fall within its province; as, though many 
are excluded, yet others again (such as the production of 
an electric current) are evidently now matters of art, or the 
contriving faculty. 

(37.) 2. €£wrepixois Adyous: see bk. i. note 213. 

(38.) 3. This is an instance of the universal conclusion, per sim- 
plicem enumerationem. Architecture, and every other intel- 
lectual habit of production, is an art. 

Every art is an intellectual habit of production, conse- 
quently these two are identical. 

-(39.) ov re rovavry is merely a repetition of the other side of 
the induction, ézei S€ 7 oikoSopixn. 

(40.) 3. €£1s wera Adyou woinrexy. The word “habit,” though 

it may be conveniently used to express és, yet does so ver 
imperfectly. és moinrixn is not so much a habit of produc- 

tion, as the productive faculty trained and exercised to ha- 
bitual operation. “Eéis denotes that power of the mind, to 
which it is applied, as in a particular state of development 
and perfection, and might perhaps be expressed by the wor 
power, as opposed to faculty; and in using the word “ habit,” 
we must be careful not to lose sight either of the faculty 
itself, or of the state of development in which it is. 

(A1.) 3. X6 you addy Gods: true, inasmuch as it judges rightly of 
external things, and their fitness for the particular object of 
our contrivance. 

(42.) 4. éori d3€ réxvy xrA. In the Metaphysics, p.i.1, he 

SayS, yiverar 9 Téxvyn ray €k ToAAGY Epmeipias Evvonudtrwv KaOddouv 

pia yévnrar mept Tov Spoiwy trddn\rs. Art is the possession 

and application of the general principles of production: of 
course things necessary, or out of our power to produce, are 

excluded. We must be careful (as in the case of émorjpn) to 
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distinguish between the word réyyyn when used to denote a 
state or power of the mind concerned in contrivance, and 
when used to express a system, or collection of rules for the 
production of any given result. 

(43.) 4. wept yéveoryv, the production of something as its 

r€Xos, and the contriving the means thereto (rexyvagew), and 

considering what they are (Gewpeiv). They seem to be placed 
in this order because looking at the object of réyvy as com- 
pleted, and going backwards as it were in process of com- 

pletion, (yéveows,) comes first, then reyvdfew, or the active 

part of réyvn, and then the reflective, deliberative process of 

Ocwpeiv, Or examining into the nature of the object, and the 
powers or combinations which will produce it. 

(44.) 4. rav €& dvdykns «rtd. In this chapter we have the 

division given above, (note 29,) of gious into dvdykn, dvous, 

rvxn: see Met. x. 8, p. 228. 

(45.) 5. €v airotis yap «7A. The same notion of the inde- 
pendent, self-moving powers of nature we find in Phys. ii. 8, 
padiora dé Ondov Grav éavrov iarpevn 6 Latpos, TovT@ yap <olkey 7H 

picts. | 

(46.) 5. wept ra attra «rd.: Met. i. 2, 9 pev eumenpia réxyqy 

éroinoey 7 8 amepia rvxnv: cf. Plato, Gorgias, 448. Many of 

our most valuable discoveries in art were made by chance 
combinations and results. These being observed and experi- 
mented upon, the connections between cause and effect dis- 
cerned, the art was gradually called into being. The well- 
known history of the discovery of glass-making is an instance 
in point. 

(47.) 6. drexvia. The contrary habit, or rather the want of 

the contriving faculty, consists in the reason judging falsely 

of the nature of the end to be pursued, of the combinations 
or instruments necessary for the work, and thus failing in 
the object. 3 

CHAPTER V. 

(48.) We have examined the faculties and habits of contempla- 
tion and production; we now proceed to those of reflection 
and action, and to the consideration of ¢pévneacs, or moral 
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wisdom; a term which, as the mental state it expresses 
differs according to its different functions, is used in different 

senses. The chief difficulty of this book is to reconcile what 
he says of ¢péynovs in one place with what he says of it in 
others. The difficulty will be removed if we get a clear 
notion of the functions of dpdvyois, and are careful to observe 
the particular one in which it is at the moment spoken of. 
For this the reader is referred to the table at the end of the 
book; and it will suffice at present to call attention to the 
following distinctions :— 

1. Between perfect and imperfect dpdvnots. In the latter 
the reason acts outside, as it were, of the passions, directing 
and checking them so as to mould them into virtues. In 
the former it works in the passions, so that they operate 
rightly by virtue of the rational instinct which arises from 

their union, or rather amalgamation, with the reason. 

2. a. The practical knowledge of the right principles of 
moral action, (dpyirexrovkn). 

8. A right judgment on each particular of choice and 
action, (7 wept xaé’ éxacra). 

3. a. A right judgment in particular objects of pursuit 

and avoidance, with regard to the end, (dpdvnats rod réhovs— 
tov ecydrov). When this is perfectly developed, the simple 
term vois is applied to it. 

8. A right judgment on the means, (edBovdia.) See ch. xi. 2. 
For another sort of dpévnois, arising from devdrns, see 

notes on ch. xii. 

(49.) 1. ed Cy», well-being, according to his proper (on, whatever 
that is. 

(50.) 2. &» pn éeore réxvn, for which there are no rules laid down. 

(51.) 2. Gpdvipos Bovrevrixds. The most usual notion of 

dpovnois, as an intellectual operation, is the consideration 
of the means towards a good end, which is presented to 
us as an object of pursuit by 70x) dpery, in its first stage, 

(see ch, xiii. 6) ; but dporvnors has to do, not only with Bovdecvors, 

or the ra mpés rédos, but with the rédos itself. See ch. ix. 7. 

(52.) 3. mavra, SC. rovaira dy ai dpxai evdéxovrat Gros Exew. 

(58.) 4. mepi ra dvOpoam7@ dyaba «rr. The connection be- 

tween these paragraphs is this :—In zoijois we arrange well 
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certain materials with a view to produce some end; in right 
mpagis We arrange and regulate certain actions, not with a view 
merely to eizpaéia, for such arrangement in itself is edpakia; 
so that the energy and the end are one and the same thing: 
wherefore @pdvnois has ra dvOpor@ ayaa for its subject-matter, 
though this is at the same time its rédos: if dpdynows were 

motiky, it could not be said to be epi ra dvOpamas dyad, but 

Tept ta advOpomwa mpds Ta dvOpwrois ayaba. He seems to be 

accounting for his making it mepi ra avOpdmots dyaba; but we 
must recollect that many of these short arguments in the 
Ethics, and, indeed, more or less, in all his works, seem ob- 

scure and needless at first sight. It is not easy to see why 
they are introduced, but it is probably with reference to © 
some subtle theories or distinctions of one or other of the 
schools of his day, which he answers thus parenthetically. 

(54.) 4. motnoews Erepov ro tréNXos: the end of zoiors is 

something beyond the zourov, and therefore its end and its 

subject-matter differ; not so with dpévnors, for, &c. 

(55.) 4. ras tpadéews otK dv ein. Michelet reads ovx det, 

following four MSS., and on the ground that there are some 
mpaées Of which this is not true, se. where they are in- 
strumental to some higher réAos ; but still it would be true 

of them qua mpdées, and they would be complete in them- 
selves, though there was something beyond them. 

(56.) 5. 60a rodro, as a proof of this.—#éev. From dpdvnats 
enabling a person to judge rightly on human action, the word 
coppootyvn has been formed. 

 (57.) 6. rovatrny, 1.e. an trdAnis wept Ta mpaxtd, OF wept Ta 

avOpam@ dyad, for it secures right notions of pleasure and 
pain; and these notions are the causes of human action: 
wherefore that which codpocivn preserves is right notions 
on human action.—7r6 0 é€vexa ra mpakra, the final cause 

of the action. 

j (58.) 6. «3 6%s, ipso facto. The right motive to action, the right 

view of good and evil, will in action not present itself to 
one who is thoroughly demoralised by pleasure or pain ; and 
this is what the contrary habit (cappootvn) preserves and 
improves; whence ¢pévnois preserves a right view of good 

and evil in action. 
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(59.) 6. odSé Seiv rovrov Evexev. That this right end is 

the true final cause (rovrov évexa) and motive (did rodro) of 

moral action and moral choice (od daiverar).— > Oapriki) ap- 

xis: hence Pécipera is used in bk. ii. for the formation of 
habits of vice. See note 8, bk. ii.—perad Adyouv adn O7q: 
not merely pera adnOovs Adyov, aS Téxvn- 

(60.) 7. réxvns dpery. There are degrees of development in 

art, and consequently an excellence of it; while of dpdvnars, 
properly speaking, there are no degrees,—it implies perfection 
in itself. He who is truly ¢povpos has all the virtues, and if 
he fails in any one, so that his @pdéynois is defective, he can- 
not be said to have ¢pdyyors, but only to approach to it. 

(61.) 7. ev pwév réxvy. Another reason why ¢pédrnos is the 
dpern of the logistic part of the soul, rather than réyvy, is 

that it has the characteristic of virtue which réyvn has not, 

viz. that voluntary failing in it is worse than where it is 
involuntary ; whereas, in art, if a man makes a mistake on 
purpose, he is not the less master of his art for that. 

(62.) 7. dk\Xa pnv. Moral wisdom is not merely an intellectual 
habit or faculty, as réxvy or émorqyn are, for it 1s so worked 
into the wa6y and the wa6n into it, that it becomes an energy 

of our whole nature rather than merely of the intellectual 
part of it; it is a part of our self-consciousness and self- 
existence; so that it is not possible that it should be for- 

gotten,—rijs rowadrns (mera Aéyou povov) ews ANOn Kati, povy- 
> > > ay 

oews © ovK €oTLy. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(63.) 1. votds, or the intellect, is the foundation of the whole 
reasoning process, and yet in a less strict sense is used . 
for the whole of that process; it is the power of d:dvoa, 
(6 SiavoorpeOa, De An. iii. 4, p. 69), but it is here used for 

that power of the mind which intellectually perceives par- 

ticular objects and their invisible qualities, compares them, 
and evolves from them the general notions and the general 

principles which are involved therein: it resembles aio@nors, 
inasmuch as it is an intellectual perception of things and 
qualities invisible ; while aicéjo.s is, properly speaking, con- 
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fined to objects of sense and visible qualities; but as it is 
an intellectual aicéno.s, that word is used sometimes for it, 

and the verb aic@avéueba for voodpev. Nods is the intellectual 

eye, and its characteristic is that it sees whatever may be 

presented to it. The act of intellectual vision may be more 
or less acute and searching, just as powers of sensible vision 
differ in kind as well as degree. Its use in the Ethics is, at 
first sight, somewhat wide; but all its meanings are con- | 

nected together by its general sense of the intellectual per- 

ception of the qualities of things; and its functions may be 
stated to be :— 

1. The vots trav dpxov ris émtotynpns,—vors Tis 

dpécov mpordcews, the perceptive and inductive power which 
perceives or works out the immutable qualities and laws of | 
things necessary; and this again (as well as that given be- 
low, 2.) is divided into what is called aic@no1s, where the laws 
and principles are self-evident; or éraywyy, where a process 
of comparison and combination is necessary ; or e6:opés, where 
the intellectual eye of the soul has been so sharpened and | 
perfected by use as to discern dpyai instinctively: (Eth. 1. 
7, tav dé dpxyev ai pev aicOjnoe Oewpovvrar ai d€ éemaywyy, ai dé 
> : A / 

eOiope@ Twi). 

2. The vots tv dpx@»v in morals; the moral intellect; — 

the perceptive and inductive power, which perceives the moral — 
qualities and works out the moral laws from the moral world | 
in general, on which ¢pévyois is founded, (rod éoydrov Kat ev- | 
Sexouévov kai Tis Erépas mpotaceas, ch. xi. 4); which, | 

when it has the shadowy notions of xadov and aicypév worked 

into it, and is itself worked into the ma6yn, becomes (see be- | 

low, 3.) the moral sense. 

3. The vods rod réAXovs: Tov éeoxdtov Kat evdexouevov == 

dpdvnots rod éoxdrov, perception of the moral quality of any | 
object of desire; where the ¢pdrnors has been so perfected 

in its first stage, that a right choice of the end is an intel- 
lectual Svvayes or instinct, rather than the result of an in- | 

tellectual operation. 

Hence we may see that aic@yo1s + the intellect = voids: | 
vous as the moral sense = dpdynats rod éoxdrov: hence aicOnors 

is sometimes used for voids, and voids for this ppdvyots. 
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Observe that vods is not said to be ray mpds 7d rédos. This 

is the office of deliberation, Siavoias, which implies a longer 
and more complex intellectual process than Aristotle assigns 
in the Ethics to vots. Could this process (the fpdvynots rev 

mpos ro tédos) become instinctive, so that a man could at a 
glance see the right means, it would be termed vods: of course 

voos is employed in it as enabling us to see the nature of 
the means which BovdAcvors suggests to us as desirable. ; 

(64.) 1. werd Adyou ydp: as emiornpn USES Adyos, and Adyos 

starts from certain principles, there must be some power to 
arrive at them.—repi é€viav, 8C. rav Tyuerdror. 

(65.) 2. XNeiweraz, conclusion of disjunctive syllogism. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(66.) 1. In the study and contemplation of things immutable, 
we have seen that there are two separate habits or powers 
of mind: the one discerning, tracing, and laying down fixed 
laws and principles from the shifting particulars in which 
they operate; the other discerning the connection between 
these first principles and results, and what follows or de- 
pends upon them. The one is the inductive, the other the 
deductive, or, perhaps, more properly retroductive power, 
because it refers back principles and phenomena to the 
higher and more fixed principles on which they depend. 
There is, however, another habit or power, in which both the 

others are combined; whereby a man becomes thoroughly 
master of that which is within the compass of human know- 
ledge, — at one glance seeing the laws, and their results. 
This man is the cogés; he has édeas in each particular \ 
branch, and is completely master of the subject; while the | 
universal codpdés is master of everything within the compass 

of human knowledge which is worthy his attention, and 
especially the higher and more eternal subjects, such as the_|} 
laws of the material universe, (€& Sv cuvéornkev 6 koopés). In 

_ mathematics, for instance, Euclid would be a codds, as having 

both invented and applied the laws of mathematics ; while the 
professor who thoroughly understood the connection between 
the laws of Euclid and the problems and theorems which de- 
pend on them, would be émornpar. 

8 
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(67.) Ll. ryy S€ copiay Krnr. The word is loosely applied to 

excellence in the several arts; but besides this, which is re- 

cognised as well in. common speech as in the verses of Homer, 

its most proper and highest meaning 1s accurate and perfect 

knowledge, not only of the truths which may be referred back 

to higher principles, but of the highest and most ultimate 

principles themselves. The emornpoy accepts these ultimate | 

principles as starting-points, and believes in them, the co¢ds, | 

as it were, detects them; they have to him not only a sub- 

jective, but an objective reality ; they are not merely convic- 

tions in his own mind, but facts which he realizes in ex- 

ternal nature. | 

(68.) 8. xepadiy exovea, containing within itself, or the summung 

up, or the perfection: it may be taken either way.—74v | 

TLL LOTAT@Y. TORTI and gpévyous, though the highest ex- | 

cellencies of man’s social and moral nature, are nevertheless — 

not the highest attainments man 1s capable of, inasmuch as — 

man, their subject-matter, is inferior to the immutable and 

eternal elements and powers of nature. In ancient philosophy, | 

permanence was a main standard of excellence, and the short- 

lived man, with his shifting and perishing societies and affairs, || 

naturally seemed inferior to the apparently everlasting things © 

of nature, of which no one knew the beginning nor the end, }| 

and which had outlived so many ages of humanity. 

(69.) 4. ef 84 x7.d. If, then, the bodily and moral good of man | 

is variable, and the physical properties, such as whiteness and | 

straightness, always the same, it would be also (xaé) allowed || 

that 75 codéy, which contemplates the former, is as invariable | 

as its subjects, and that 76 ppdupov, which contemplates shift- 

ing particulars, is variable, and therefore both different from || 

and inferior to codia. 
| 

(70.) 4. 866 Kai KTA. That dpédos has for its subject these | 

particulars of shifting life, is clear from its being applied } 

even to those animals who shew in any degree a faculty for 

providing for their every-day lives. (There is a curious 

passage in Metaph. i. 1, on the application of this term to | 

animals: Ppdvipa pev dvev rod pavOdvew éca pi Svvata popav | 

Gkovewv, oloy péeALTTa Kal el TOLOUTOY ddXo yevos Caav ort.) 

(71.) 4. pavepov sé «rd. Plato, Rep. 473, holds the contrary 1 

theory: éav py—i) ot pirscopos Baciievowow ev Tais modeot 7) Ot 
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Bacwrns—prodjnowat yynoiws Kat ikavOs kal Trovro eis rav’rov oup- 

méon Svvapts moderixy Kal piriocopia—ovk éoTt Kak@v maida Tais 

MOANECL K.T.As 

(72.) 5. meperrd, superfluous matters. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

 (78.) 6. 4 8 Ppdvnoes. It would seem as if ch. vill. ought to 
begin here. He has finished the examination of codia, and 
now proceeds to a further examination of that intellectual 
virtue which has to do with morals; but inasmuch as he is 

contrasting gpdvnois with copia, it may also be viewed as 
properly belonging to ch. vii. 

(74.) 7. dpdévnocs is divided into the knowledge of general 
principles and the knowledge of particulars, and their rela- 
tion to those general principles; it is not merely a KaOddov 
broAnyis, but mepi ra kad’ exaora. 

(75.) 7. ei yap eiSein. If one has the general principle, but 
is ignorant of the nature of the particular, it is not so prac- 
tically useful as if one knew the nature of the particular. 
Therefore dpdynous is rather wepi ra éxaora, though both are 

desirable. 

(76.) 7. cin & a «rd. It is probable that there will be some 
governing power or system to direct and inform this par- 
ticular ¢pdvyois. The following scheme of the relation be- 

tween dpdvyois and wodirixyn will set this forth clearly :—First,) 
we must observe that modiricn and ¢dpdvnos are practically 
identical; the propositions and principles of which they | 
consist are the same in themselves (j air) pév éés,) though \) 
both these habits themselves, and these principles would be 
defined differently, (rd pevrou eivar od ravrdv airais). Thus | 

dpémors, consisting of a number of general principles on \ 
human good, might be defined to be the science of moral | 

; ; a: ae 
good, while zodurixy, consisting of exactly the same principles, | 

might be defined to be the science of social good. Such a_| 
principle as “honesty is the best policy,’ which belongs alike — 
to rohurixn and dpdvnois, would, with regard to one, be said to 

be a principle of social, to the other, a principle of moral, wis- 
dom. Now the two habits of mind being in themselves iden- 
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tical, and the same principles existing in both, it is evident 
that their practical connection must be very close. 
Now we shall find that @péyois is deficient in the power of 

forming moral principles for herself. Very few, if any, men 
would work out for themselves a perfect, or even a partial sys- 
tem of moral wisdom, (kairo tows ove Gort TO abrov ed dvev oikovo- 

plas ovS’ dvev modurelas: cf. Plato, Lege. 874, E. Preller, p. 223). 

She requires to be informed: for this she goes to zodzrixn, 

whose function it is to lay up and hand down in laws and in- 
stitutions these general principles of human good; while, on 
the other hand, wodirixy is deficient in the power of carrying 

these principles out in the every-day particulars of life. She 
can pass decrees, and create rewards and punishments, but 
still she cannot compel any one to obey. This can only be 
secured by the existence and energies of dpdvyois wept ra Kad’ 
éxacra in the minds of the individuals. "Where this exists, 
the individual carries out the principles of modiricn vi nature, 
and thus each supplies what the other lacks, 

moOas xpnoas dppata xpnoapevos. 

Thus the full scheme of moral and social wisdom would 
stand thus :— 

(ka@ddov ppdvyars) ToAtTLKH KaGdrXov 

) wept Ta Ka Exacta Ppdovnaots—y Tept ta Kal? 

€KAOTA TONLTLKT- 

The xadrov dpdvnats is supplied by modrrixy,—the particular 

modirixn 18 Supplied by particular gpdynos; and thus does 

moXuriky become dpyerexrovxy to Ppdvyors, While @pdyycts 18 mpak-= 

rikn tO moduTiKn: pdéynots has rather to do with particulars, 

modurixy With principles. 

(77.) 2. vopodercxy. This answers to the ¢pédvyots xaddov, as 

its function is to lay down in laws the general principles 
whereby the social good is to be attained. 

(78.) 2. 4 5€ &s ra ka@ €xaora. That which answers to the 
particular gpdynois has appropriated to itself the common 

name sodurikyj, as it is in the attempt to frame decrees and 
create institutions for the carrying out of the general prin- 
ciples laid down in the laws, that the rodirixés busies himself. 

(79.) 2. adrn Sé mpaxrinky «tA. This particular soderey is 

mpakrixn, inasmuch as it frames and passes decrees, which are 
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the nearest approach to practice of which zodcri«f is capable, 
(ro yap Whpiopa mpakrov os 7d eryxaror). 

(80.) 3. Soxei dé. As moderixy is rather concerned with the ge- 
neral principles of good, so is ¢pdynors rather concerned with 
the application of those principles to oneself ; and hence this 
has appropriated to itself the name ¢pdrnais, though it pro- 
perly includes the general principles as well as the parti- 
cular application of them. 

(81.) 3. éxkeivor. From ékeivay to Sixacrixy is parenthetical.— 

éxeivewy, sc. the divisions given above,—the different sorts 

of moXuriKn :— 

vikovopia, the system of family government. 

vonobecia, the laying down general principles of social good. 
moAurixn, the practical application of these principles,— 

a. by Wnpicpara—Bovnreurikn. 

8. by rewards and punishments, (Sicaorixn). 

(82.) 4. e?806 «rd. This is to be connected immediately with the 
sentence in which dpdvycis is said to be wept atrév kai €va; and 

Aristotle goes on to shew that this particular ¢pdynots really 
requires that knowledge of the general principles of social 
good which is supplied by modcriky, (kairor tows odk gore Td 

¢ col > » 

aUTOU ev dvev oikovopias ovd dvev ToXtTElas). 

(83.) 4. ék ratrns «rd. From this received notion, that the 

dpévipor tmaind their own affairs, the wodurixoi the public affairs, 
it has resulted that particular dpdvnois is supposed to be the 
only ppévnois, although general principles are needed to enable 
a person to see and to carry out his private good; and these 
being supplied by zodutixn, the 7 Kaddov dpdvnots 18 lost 

sight of. 

(84.) 5. rod eipnpévor, se. that dpdvyois practically is rév xaé? 

éxaora: that itis not merely the possession of moral principles, 
but the acting on them in particulars, is evidenced by the fact 
that the young can become paOnparixol, but cannot become 
pdvipor,—the point which they lack being experience in the 
particulars of every-day life. 

(85.) 6. éret kat rodr adv tis cxéWatto «rAd. That this 

arises from the particular nature of the subject may be seen 
from the fact that the same observation holds good in those 

sciences or systems which depend for their principles on 

See ren 
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experience. A boy may be a mathematician, because mathe- 
matics start from abstract principles, (8. ddaipécews,) and 

not from experience; he cannot be a philosopher, because 
that implies an acquaintance with particulars as well as prin- 
ciples; nor yet can he study physics, for this too is the 
science of the phenomena of the natural world. 

(86.) 6. 80° dgatpécews, abstract. 

(87.) 6. rév Sé€ ro ri Corey ode Adyrov. Abstract prin- 

ciples of mathematics are in their very nature to be received 
before they are understood, for their nature and meaning is 
hidden; but matters of experience must be comprehended to 
be received, as their nature and meaning is not hidden, but 
manifest. It is no proof that a person has not abstract 
principles because he does not understand them; but if a 
person does not understand matters of experience, he eyi- 
dently has no experience of them. 

(88.) 7. re «7A. This passage seems rather to be connected 
with what he said above, (sect. iv.) as to the necessity of 
knowledge of the general principles furnished by oixovopta 
OF woActrukn. 

(89.) 8. dru 8 4 Ppdvynors «rr. This is a difficult passage, 

and requires much attention to master it.—rovd éaxdrov, 
i.e. réXovs: of the particular object of a particular spoai- 
pects, (08 7 hpdvnsis adnOyjs trddnWis eorw, ch. ix. fin.). The 

first function of the moral reason is to direct us in forming 
a right judgment (8d£a) on the true nature of any object of 
desire, (rod éoydrov,) and in deciding whether it is to be sought 
or declined. When this function is by practice become habi- 
tual, it operates instinctively, and is called vois, as being an 
immediate perception of a moral fact, of the moral quality 
of an action or thing, which is one of the functions of vois. 
See note 62. 3. 

(90.) 9. dvrixetrat x7. This does not mean that it is op- 
posed to vots as a contrary, but that it stands over against 
vods, and is analogous to it. (See Metaph., p. 100.) Thus:— 

Moral action. Intellectual operation. 

“A x ed 

pdovnsis Tou Tédovus. vOUS T@Y Opwr. 

(91.) 9. He is shewing why the term voids is applied to this moral 

perception, Ppdynois. ppdrnors stands (dyrixecrac) to moral action, 
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as vovs does to scientific operations, supplying the starting- 
point to morals, as vois does to science: vovs, as used here, is 

reason Without reasoning ; 80 ppdynors, when the first stage of 

the moral character is formed, is moral reason without rea- 

soning, (rational sense). voids is used (ch. xi. 2.) to denote 
this dpéynovs when it has become so instinctive as to ope- 
rate as a dvvapis, (like aic@nous of things visible,) to see in- 

stinctively and immediately the qualities in any object which 
make it fit to be pursued, and to accept it as an object in- 
stantaneously and without any effort or deliberation. 

(92.) 9. vods r&v bpwoyv Sv otk fore Adyos. vods, AI We 

have seen in ch. v., discovers the dpyai or principles which 
are not capable of demonstration, but are perceived by aic- 
Onows, OY eOiopds, OF emaywyn. 

(93.) 9. 4 Se rov é€oyxadrov: that is, of the particular rédos, with 
which émorjun has nothing to do, but which is matter of 
aicOnois; not the simple atcOyo1s of visible properties, such 
as whiteness in an object, (otc 7 rév idiwv,) but that sort 
whereby we perceive some invisible quality, (d\n ofa aic6a- 
vopeba k.7.X.,) and in which vods operates instinctively,—as, 
when seeing a triangle by simple atic@o1s we see its visible 
shape, and also by vonrixy aicOnors, (cf. Anal. Post. i. 31. 8, 
p. 197; also De Anim. iii. 3. 1,) by the power of an habituated 
vods, we recognise its invisible quality of being the simplest 
figure, and capable of no further resolution, (éri 76 év pabnua- 

Tikois €axarov tplywvov) ; for when we have arrived at a triangle 

we stop, knowing instantaneously and immediately that we 
cannot go further, (orjoerar yap Kdket). 

(94.) 9. dXN adryn «rr. This latter, the instinctive power of 

voos to see the invisible and remote qualities of material ob- 
jects, is not called ppdvais, but atcOnars, for it resembles the 

perception of visible properties more closely than it does the 
perception of moral qualities, (uaddAov aicOnois i) ppdvyors,) 

both being supposed to be instantaneous and immediate ; 
but the former, dpdrynois, (the perception of moral qua- 

lities,) belongs to a different species of intellectual per- 
ception from atc@nows, (éxelvns & GAXo cidos,) and therefore, 

having nothing to do with sensual perception, is not simply 

called atcOnois, but vots. We shall see in ch. xi. that this 

pdvnats Tod réAovs 18 simply called voids. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

(95.) 1. ¢pdévnors being thus viewed as a simple instinct of 
the moral intellect, an adnbjs ixddnus rod rédovs, Aristotle 

now proceeds to consider that intellectual process which 
directs us in the choice of the means. | 

(96.) 1. rérepov ércornpy: whether it is a purely scientific 

intellectual process of the reason alone, directed to moral 
action. The syllogism whereby this is answered is in the 
second figure. 

(97.) 2. esoroxia, a mere instinct,—a lucky knack of guessing 
at the right means; implying much natural talent, but no 
intellectual process. This too is answered in the second 
figure. 

(98.) 8. dyxivora: Anal. Post. i, 84. 1, 4 S€ dyytvoid éorw 

evoToxia Tis €y doként@ xpdv@ Tov pécov.—ovdé 87 Sodé€a: 

nor, again, is it a mere intellectual decision on moral action. 
—adN éwei xsd. As error always attaches to bad counsel, 

and correctness always to good, it follows that good counsel 
is a certain correctness, (ép6é7ns). This argument is from 

the perception of a certain quality inherent in a certain 
subject, tested and confirmed by the perception of the con- 
trary quality in the contrary subject. 

(99.) 3. ércorynpys. Science does not admit of error; if error 

comes in, science ceases: therefore we cannot talk of any- 
thing as the correctness of that which is essentially right. 

There is no such notion as 6p6é7ns ép6drnros. 

(100.) 3. 50s. Opinion is liable to error, and therefore has 

an ép6orns; but this is dAndea, and therefore not e?Bovnia. 

Again, d0€a is the result of an intellectual process. When- 

ever dé£a has taken place the matter is settled, (Gua Sé kat 

&pwora: dn wav ob dSd€a eoriv). It is a decision more or less 

certain on some point, (7 ddfa ov gyrnows aGAdka dows tis 

#8n,) While edBovdia is evidently the seeking for a decision, 
(6 d5é Bovdevdpevos—(yrei 71); but then edBovdia is an intel- 

lectual process, (dAAd piv ovd€ dvev Aoyou 4 edBovdia,) and it 

must be either an dpO0rns émornpns, or SdEns, OF Scavoias: it 

is not of the two first, therefore it remains that it is of the 

last, i.e. of some intellectual operation or process, (Acimerat 
dpa dSiavoias,)—Aeimerar being constantly used to denote the con- 
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clusion of a disjunctive syllogism. It is hardly credible that 
for a long time this was, and perhaps is still, construed, “ J¢ 

is therefore inferior to the diavoa.”—dtavoias;: see the De 

Anima, iii. 4. 

(101.) 4. émwet dé «7A. There are different senses of dp0drns : 
as applied to evBovdia it means correct judgment towards a 
right end, and by right means. Thus the dxparns or daddos has 
an dpOdrns Bovdjs inasmuch as he takes right means towards 

his end, but his end being bad, he has not edSovdia, because his 

Bovdn 18 not dyabod reverixn. Again, a man may have a good 
end and attain it, but by means not good or proper: he has 

not edBovria any more than a man who arrives at a right con- 
clusion by a faulty syllogism is a logician. 

(102.) 5. dAN gore «z.rA. Some persons perplex themselves 

needlessly by trying to refer this to the moral syllogism 

which he speaks of in the seventh book as preceding moral 
choice or moral action, but it seems best to take it merely 
as an illustration drawn from logic. 

(103.) 6. odxodv. Where the process of deliberation is slow 
and tedious the power of «d8ovdia is not yet formed, though 
there is some progress made towards it. 

(104.) 7. 08 7 Ppovnaots addnOys bworAnWls €oriv. pornos 

is here viewed as perfect in its first stage or function of 

choosing the right end, to which edPovdia considers and 
chooses the means. 

CHAPTER X. 

(105.) The intellectual processes or habits necessary to an act of 
good mpoaipeots, viz. the choice of a good end and right _ 
means, being thus laid down, it remains to consider two 

other faculties or habits which are aids, or, as they are 

termed, handmaids, to moral wisdom. ‘The first of these is 

guveots, or apprehension, whereby, being unable to form for 
ourselves right moral principles, we are able to apprehend 

them, to go along with them (cvmévar) when stated by another 

person, (aAdAov Aéyovros,) and to decide upon their being right 

or wrong, («pirix,) so as to adopt the one and reject the other. 
' T a 
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Of course, now, when teaching is carried on by books, rather 

than orally, dou Aéyovros must have a wider sphere than in 
the time of Aristotle, (@Xov A€yovros } ypapovros). Things 

of dvaykn or réxyn are not taken cognizance of by ovveors, but 

whatever is matter of deliberation. It has therefore the — 
same subject-matter as gpévnois, from which it differs inas-— 

much as ¢pévyois has a directive function which ovveors has 
not. Nor, again, is cvvecis the possession or formation (¢xew 

i} NapBavew: see Anal. Post. ii. 15, p. 231.) of ppovnors, for 

the former is ¢pdvnois itself, the latter is a function of 
the moral vovs; but as in matters of science a person is said 
ovvievae When he goes along with his teacher, when he uses the 
science he has so as to apprehend a subject laid before him, 
so in morals, a person is said cvwévac when he uses his moral 
intellectual powers on contingent matter (ddéa) to judge in 

moral matters, whether what is advanced by another person 

(dAXov Aéyorros) is right or wrong, true or false,—so that we 
can apprehend and learn truth from the teaching or direction 

of another; and hence the name, for cvméva (to go along with 

what another person says) is often used for pavéavew. 

(107.) This cvveois is the ear of the mind,—“ he that hath ears 
to hear let him hear,”’—and depends on the moral state or ten- 

dencies of the individual. If a man’s moral state, as far as 

it may be developed, is good, he will apprehend and adopt 
truth, and if not, he will not be able to comprehend it; so in 
every subject he who is not memaSevpevos, pataiws dxovoerat. 

Cf. bk. i. ch. m1. 5. 

(108.) Many persons suppose cwveois to be an intellectual virtue, 

consisting in a habit of judging of a person’s character from 
what he says; whereas Aristotle throughout is talking of 
the powers of the mind which are concerned in producing 
right moral action ; not those whereby and wherein a person 

judges of another, but those whereby he guides himself. 

(109.) 2. éwerakrexn. Aristotle did not recognise the judicial 

function of conscience. 

(110.) 3. odre +6 €xerv. So in Anal. Post. i. 2. 9, p. 148, 

cidévar, the possession, is distinguished from évmeva, the 

comprehension, of knowledge. 

(111.) 38. ore AapBavecv. Soin Post. Anal. ii. 15. 4, p. 231, 
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AauBavew rather denotes the formation of principles for one- 
self; cuiveors is pavOdvew ppdynow rather than AapBdvew, 

(112.) 3. ddANov A€yovros. So Dem. 67. 14, ddrov Aéyovros 

Evveinre: Eth. x. 9.7, od yap dv dxovoee Adyou dmorpérovros 

ovd’ dv Evvein 6 kata rads (Ov: see ibid., sect. 20, 

(118.) 4. Aéyopev yap «rad. That cumévac is to judge of what 

another person puts before us, and to receive it from him, is 
clear from its being frequently used as synonymous with 
pavOavewy. 

CHAPTER XI. 

(114.) The next habit which is necessary to moral wisdom is, 
that we should be able to apply rightly to our own particular 

selves and circumstances those principles which by cuiveous we 
- have received from others. This power is yy pn, discretion, 

discernment ; a8 ovyyvopn is the fair and right application of 
general principles to the persons and cases of others, so drop- 
ping the ov», (which in this compound word gives the notion 
of others,) yvopn by itself is a right and sensible application 
of general principles to ourselves; and thus youn corrects 

possible errors into which we might be led by adopting ge- 
neral principles from others. 

(115.) 2. cioi Sé€ maaar ai Céers xd. These four habits, 

as we might expect from their nature (ciAdyes,) have a re- 
lation and bearing towards the same point, that is, any moral 
action. Their functions are as follows :— 

vods, perceiving the character and quality of any réhos which 
presents itself = gpdvnots rod rédous. See note 91. 

pdrvnors, choosing the right means towards such an end. 
avveois, Supplying us with principles by enabling us to 

judge of, and apprehend rightly from others, the principles 
of right and wrong. 

yvopn, enabling us to apply these principles rightly to our 
needs. 

On this we must observe :— 
1. That vods is substituted for that dpdvnois which is dAyéjs 

imddnWis tod rédovs, because dpdynots, being perfected in its 

first stage as the right choice of the end, becomes a rational 
instinct, or 8évapces, whereby, without any intellectual pro- 
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cess, the moral eye of the soul perceives right or wrong in 

particulars, just as ato@no1s perceives some visible, or vois 
some invisible, attribute of an object. In fact, this fune- 

tion of moral perception is exercised directly by ods morally 
instructed; it is a simple energy of the intellectual eye, 
operating instinctively and immediately. We now see the 

meaning and bearing of the passage (ch. vil. 9.) beginning 
“ dvrikertat TO vO.” 

2. edBovdiais omitted and dpdynors substituted for it, be- 
cause the first stage of @pdvnois being thus perfected, so that 

‘the slow deliberation of moral wisdom is supplied by the im- 

mediate energies of a moral intellectual perception (vois), the 

only intellectual process that remains—i. e. the proper fune- 
tion of ¢pdvnots as an intellectual process—is concerned with 
the means. It may be observed that this is the moral state 
of most, or rather of all, men. The choice of the end is very 

often matter of instinct, and immediate,—in fact, where a man 

is good at all, it must be so, more or less,—that of the means 

very seldom, if ever. It is almost impossible practically to 
conceive a man so good, so thoroughly exercised in virtue, 
that the means as well as the end should present themselves 
to the eye of his soul without any effort on his part. 

Practically, then, the good man does not arrive at a higher 

degree of moral perfection than an instinctive choice of an 
end and a slow, deliberative choice of means: and Aristotle, 

with his usual faithful portraiture of human nature as it is, 

assigns the several functions necessary to right moral actien, 

to the habits or powers which practically perform them. 

(116.) 2. Suvdpecrs. In proportion as they become matters of 

habit, and perform their functions invariably and rapidly, 
and truly, they become powers or faculties whereby we 

choose the end, or the means, or learn rightly the principle 

of others, or apply them to ourselves. 

(117.) 2. ra yap émrecky. Supply “is not confined to Sicaoy, 
a b (ov Tov Suxaiov povdy adda) Kowd k.T.r.’ 

(118.) 3. rév éoydrov. The rédos is termed écyaroyr as being . 

the extreme point of the whole moral action, where it stops; 

and it is also used to denote-r6 xa’ &kacrov, Or TO mpakrov, 

as being the réXos. 
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(119.) 3. kai } civeots «rr. Though civeors is the reception 

of general principles from others, yet it is of general prin- 
ciples with reference to particular actions, and hence it is rav 
eoxarev as well as dpdvnors. 

(120.) 4. This difficult passage may be mastered with a little at- 
tention. Nods has to do with extremes in both science and 
morals: in science it has to do with first principles, whence 
scientific reasoning starts, or to which it returns. These 
cannot be arrived at or proved by reasoning (Adyos), but are 
perceived by vots. But in morals, vots (=dpdrnats rod rédovs) 

is of the shifting particular rod éoydrov (é0yarov as being rédos) 

kal évdexopevov, because by it we perceive immediately the good 
or bad in what presents itself to us as an end, and pursue or 

avoid it accordingly; and also of the major premiss, (rijs érépas 

mpotagews,) Which is applied instinctively in that energy of 
the moral vods: for the sources of the ob évexa, that whereby 
anything becomes an od évexa, a final cause of action to us, 
are these: 1st. the principle or standard of pursuit and avoid- 
ance, (in which pursuit is predicated of certain qualities,) and 
2ndly. the perception of these qualities in some particular. 
It is from these two combined that anything becomes to us 
an object of pursuit or avoidance, (dpyai tod of évexa adrat,) 
thus :— ! 

may xadov Svoxrdy, general principle, laid down by the vois 

of ourselves or others. 

TovTd €or kaddv, perceived by vovs in its moral function. 
Touré éort Siwxrdv, that 1s, rodro becomes an od évexa to us. 

(121.) 4. érépas mpordcews. It is generally assumed that érépa 

mpotacis 18 the minor premiss. In Anal. Prior, i. 8.1, it is 
either one of the premisses. But the fact is, that it is the pre- 
miss which has not been spoken of before ; so that it 1s only 
the. minor when the major has been mentioned or implied:. 
here the Zryarov kai evdexdopevov, the shifting particular, clearly 

indicates a minor premiss; so érépa mporaors is the major. 

(122.) 4. €x« trav nal €xaora yap: 1. Anal. Post. i. 31.5. 

This yap refers to the érépa mpdrasis: vois 18 of the érépa mpd- 

raois as well as of the particular, because this érépa mpdracts is 
formed (éx tév Kad’ é&kaota) by that intellectual aicé@novs which 

is called vots,—airn 8 éati vods. 
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128.) 5. 865 kat duvorkd. As a proof of this, that these Ee 
powers of moral action do not spring from or belong to 
copia, but are of ra kal’ ekaora, we may remark that they — 
are conceived of as more or less natural gifts, which codia is 
not ; and a proof of their being natural gifts is found in the 

notion that they are held to be attached in different degrees 
to different natural states and ages of life, (onpeioy S€ bre Kat 

ais nAvkias oidueba akodovéeiy k.7.A.,) aS If nature was the au- 

thor of them. This passage is in a parenthesis. 

(124.) 5. 516 kal dpxn kat rédXos vods. This 0 refers to 

the passage preceding the parenthesis. | 
voos is the dpyn as forming the major premiss inductively 

from particulars. So Anal. Post. 11. 15.8, 9 péev dpx7 tijs apis 

dy etn. 

It is the réAos as applying deductively the principle so 
formed instinctively and almost unconsciously, so as to judge © 
at sight of the character, good or bad, desirable or unde- 

sirable, of an action. 

(125.) 6. éx rotra@v, 8c. ra Ka@ exagta.—ai amodei€ers, moral 

reasoning,—é€k tovta@yv, as data; wept tovtwy, as con- 

clusions. 

(126.) 6. Sore Sei «7A. Since moral reasoning is mostly about 
the particulars of moral action, the qualities, good or bad, of 

particular actions, men of experience, or age, or moral excel- 

lence, are enabled to judge, as it were by sight, of moral 

actions, and therefore their axioms and opinions, even though 
not supported by reasons, are to be followed as guides with 
as much confidence as the conclusions of the moral reason of 
ourselves or others who are not thus qualified. 

(127.) 6. éx rhs Epmetpias dppa: cf. St. Matt. vi. 22, 23; | 

Heb. v. 14. 

CHAPTER XII. 

(128.) The question now arises, what is the use or advantage of 
these intellectual perfections, scientific or moral? Wisdom, 
it is urged, has no practical value, for it leads to no action; 

while moral wisdom, allowing it to lead to action, is not ne- 
cessary to right action ; for, first, if moral wisdom consists in 

the knowledge of right and wrong in action, of what advan- 
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tage is this knowledge? for the virtues are habits, and when 
we have them we act from that habit, and not from the 

knowledge which may be implied therein: so in bodily health, 
we are not more healthy or strong for knowing medicine or 
gymuastics scientifically, (sect. 1). Or, secondly, suppose we 
allow that moral wisdom does not merely consist in the know- 
ledge of right and wrong, but also plays an important part in 
the formation of the habits, then it may be asked, of what use 
is it to those who have the habit ? and even those who have 
it not can form it under the direction of others, as in matters 

of health, (sect. 2). 

And again, it is absurd to suppose that moral wisdom, in- 
ferior as it is to intellectual perfection, is to govern it, as will 

be the case if we assign to moral wisdom the supreme direc- 

tion of our lives, (sect. 3). These points Aristotle answers. 

(129.) 1. rodro péy, se. yéveow civar mpdgewv. —Sdikar a, social 

good, (benevolence) ; cada, individual excellence, (piety) ; ayaa, 

(individual good), self-love—éaa py 1r& woveiv: whatever 

are matters of mpagis, and not of reyvy. 

(180.) 4. mpdrov pév ody. First, they are desirable ingredients 
of human happiness, as being human excellencies, and this 
even if they actually contributed nothing productively to that 
happiness; but, secondly, they do contribute something,— 
they are ingredients thereof, the essential causes: as health 

is the cause of being healthy, though it is not the productive 
cause of it as medicine is, so is intellectual perfection a cause 
of happiness, as existing and operating in it. 

(131.) 6. €re «7A. With regard to moral wisdom, it is actually 
one of the productive causes of moral excellence, for it is 
concerned in the development of the gpyov of man; for take 
that stage of moral deyelopment in which a right choice 
of the end is made instinctively, by the so far formed moral | 
habit, 70x dpern () péev yap dperi Tov okdmov move dpOdv,) then 

- moral wisdom, in its function of edSovdia, judges of, selects, 
and determines on the means, (% S€ dpdvnois ra mpds rovdrov,) 

and this is necessary to the whole moral action. 

(182.) 6. rod 8€ rerdprov «rAd. The dperai of the other three 

parts—the strictly scientific, the moral intellect, the zsthetic,— 

having been mentioned under the names of émoripn, Ppdvnors, 
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dpern (76x7), he is induced to mention parenthetically the 
fourth principle or part of humanity. The perfection of the 
esthetic part is here represented by dpern, because that stage 
of the moral character is here supposed to be formed, in which 

dpern operates instinctively, as a sort of aicéyous, in distin- 

guishing a good end from a bad one. : 

(133.) 7. wept Sé€ rod pydév «.r.r. He now turns to the other 

point put by the objectors, viz. that if @pdvnois is useful for 
the formation of 76:x) dpern, it is useless as soon as the habit 

is formed. He recapitulates (pixpov dvoblev dpxréov) what he 
has said as to virtue not only consisting in action, but in 
action deliberately chosen (6:4 mpoaipecw). Now supposing 
the moral character completely formed, there is an instinc- — 

tive, though rational, choice of the whole action, both end 

and means, by the operation of the moral habit, (riv pév ody — 

mpoaipecty opbiv moet 1 dpery). The whole action then 

being supposed to be the instinctive operation of the per- 
fectly formed character, the question now comes of what 
further use is ¢pdvnors? It must be remembered that this is — 
a supposed case. The moral character is rarely so perfectly 
formed as to choose both means and end instinctively: the 
usual stage is that which Aristotle recognises elsewhere, viz. 

where the end is chosen instinctively, and the means are still | 

matters of deliberation and doubt. In section 6 it is said — 

that, dpery mout tov ok db TOY dpbdv: see also ch. xii. sect.7: this 

instinctive choice of the end being the first stage of the moral 
character, which in the passage before us is viewed as in a 
further stage of perfection, the dpdvyois of the meaus being 

merged in the moral habit as well as that of the end. | 

(134.) 7. ppdvnowv tov Kkaddy kai Sixaioyv. Moral know- 

ledge, and moral sense of individual and social right; or the 

genitive may depend on 7 PAKTLK@TEpous.—O ca yvotav. where { 

dyvoa 1s the cause of the action. 

(185.) 8. ra S5€ 60a «rr. Supposing the whole action to be 

deliberately chosen by the instinctive moral habit, it yet re- 

mains to carry it out into act,—to contrive and execute © 

the means which we have selected. This is not within the 

province of dpern, even when most perfectly formed into a 

Sivas, (odk Zore THs aperns GAN érépas Suvduews). No moral ex- 4 

cellence can give a man this power, and therefore some fur- 
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ther consideration is necessary, (Aexréov 8’ éemornoac. (more 
carefully: see Lidd. and Scott ad v.) capéorepov mepi airav). 

(186.) 9. That @pdéynois which recognises and selects the right 
end and means, whether together or separately, springs 
from yvovs in its function of perceiving the moral qualities 
and uses and tendencies of things or acts; but there is 
another function of the intellect, or, it may be said, another 

function of vots, which has the distinct name of deuvdrns, 

which perceives (not the moral, but) the useful qualities of 
things; sees how these necessary means may be carried 
out and obtained, (dare ta mpds tov okomov ovrteivovta dv- 

vaoOa taira mpadarrety kal ruyxdaverv avrov: cf. Magn. 

Mor. i. 34, p. 48, rijs 5€ Sewdrntos oxéparbar ex twaev av 

éxacrov yévotta Tay TpakToy Kal tavra mparrecv;) and from 

this dvvayis of Seworns there springs a second sort of dpo- 
yyois, Which is able to devise, carry out, obtain the means 

predetermined upon towards a good end; for unless the end 

is good, the habitual and deliberate exercise of this con- 
triving faculty is not dpovyois, but mavovpyia. And it is very 

important to the understanding of this chapter, to keep in 
mind the different nature and functions of the dpdynais which 

springs from voids, and that which springs from Seydrns; that 
which chooses the means because they are good and right, 
and that which carries such good and right means out: hence 

it is seen how moral wisdom, or ¢pdvyois, is necessary even 

after the habit has been perfectly formed, see note 133,— 
as perfectly as it is possible to conceive it,—more perfectly 
than it practically can be,—certainly than it ever has been, 

except in the single case of Him Who had our nature with- 
out our imperfections. 

Sevvdrnys. Soph. Ant. 332, mora ra Serva xoddév dvOpdrov 

Secvdrepov méde. Our word cunning represents Sevdrns 

more fully than any other, but still it does not give the 
notion of fear which exists in des. Cunning is used 
in old authors both in a good and bad sense, though in later 
times it is mostly confined to the latter,—a tacit evidence 
of the way in which the faculty is generally used.— 7 ay 0d p- 
yous: so we call both ppdvpor and wayotpyo Servo. 

187.) 10. gore 8 9 ppdynoes K.rA. pdvqors, When thus ap- 
| U 
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plied to the carrying out our choice, is not the same as this 
faculty; for, first, it implies a greater degree of intellectual 
exertion, as dewérys is rather an instinctive power; and 
secondly, dpdvyois implies a good end, while Sewdrns is in- 
different to the character of the end: but still dSewdrns is an 

ingredient of active moral wisdom, for without it we should — 
choose, but not act; our moral character would remain un- | 

productive, from our inability to carry out our determinations. — 
Practically, we do meet such people not unfrequently, to — 
whom nature seems to have denied Seuvdrns, and hence, though — 
they have ¢péynois as moral knowledge and moral perception, — 
their light is hid under a bushel ; indeed, in this world, as it © 

is at present ordered, their very moral excellence often makes 
them shrink from doing what is necessary to secure their 
end. It must be remembered, that though the gpdvnois of — 
the end often becomes actually instinctive, and the dpévnais — 

(choice) of the means can be conceived of as instinctive, 
the ¢pdynors which consists in a rational and right use of © 

. dewédrns cannot, from its nature, ever become an instinct, and — 
therefore remains even when the moral character is looked — 
upon as perfectly formed; see note 133. | 

(188.) 10. 4 Sé €&es «7A. The habit of contriving and carrying 

out the means to a good end arises to this eye of the soul, — 
when to it is joined dpery; for the end must be good, or else 
it will be wavovpyia, and good ends do not present themselves — 
(as good) except to those who have dpery. | 

((189.) 10. Sppare ris puxijs may either be ‘dpdynots and tis | 

Sewvdrntos, OF Sewvdrns: in either case the meaning is the same, 

viz. that to the exercise of this practical faculty moral ex-— 
cellence is necessary. 

(140.) 10. of yap cvAXoyropot. Inacts of moral choice there 

is a reasoning process more or less distinct; a reference of — 
the particular to some principle, some standard of right, 
which may be syllogistically stated. This standard of right, _ 
this major premiss, by reference to which we draw our con- — 
clusion as to the pursuit or avoidance of the particular ob- — 
ject in question, is not known except to the good man. The 
man without dper has a bad standard by which he measures | 

acts in the moral syllogism, (see:bk. iii. 4. 4,'5,)-and there _ 
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fore his end is wrong, and his Sewdrns becomes savovpyla, 
and not dpdynois; therefore without dpery we cannot have the 
ppovnots amd tis Sewdrnros. 

(141.) 10. dcre adddvaroy «rr. This seems to be a mere 
repetition, for the greater part of the book has been occu- 
pied in shewing the way in which dpdvnors and dpern are con- 
nected: but he is speaking, not of the dpéynoi which works 
in BovAnors and Bovdcdors, but of the Ppdvynois ard ris Sewvdryros, 

and shews that to the development of Sewdrns into Ppdynors 
it is necessary that dpery should exist. qpdvyois amd vod re- 
quires Sewvdrns to carry it out, otherwise it would have eyes 

but not hands; but in the case supposed above, and con- 
sidered here, where the 76cxy dpern secures both the right 

end and right means, the @pdvnais dd ris Sewdrnros 1s the 

only definite energy of pdrnors, as the operation of the 

moral intellect, distinguished from moral sense. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

(142.) 1. § dper} rapatAncios %xeu KrA. Sewdrns stands 

in such a relation to the ¢pdvyois which belongs to it, that 
the latter is a development of the former by the addition 
of certain ingredients; so does dvoiky dpern Stand to xupia, or 

Oxi apern, a8 the latter is likewise developed from the former 

by the addition of certain ingredients. This Puovki dpern con- 
sists in certain instinctive impulses towards good, (éppat dvev 
Adyou: Magn. Mor. i. 34. 49, oiov dpyai twes ev éxdoT@ avev Adyou 

mpos Ta aySpeia k.t.A. :—the passage should be read, as it illus- . 

trates what is said here: see also Eth. x. 9. 8, dei 5) 16 HO0s 

mpovmapyxewy ws oikeloy THS apeTns OTE pyov TO Kady kal Svoyxe- 

paivov ro aicxypév,)— certain shadowy visions of xadéy and 

aicxpév, Which float indefinitely before the mind of every one 
who possesses human nature, unless, perhaps, we are to ex- 
cept those savage nations or individuals whose nature has by 
long corruption and degeneracy fallen below even the original 
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fall. The shadowy instincts, residing in the imagination 
rather than the reason, are the guide of the child while yet 
his reason is dormant: as his powers in course of nature 
unfold themselves, these shadowy instincts impregnate his 
reason, and become rational, (uerad Adyou odea,) until, as the 

child grows into the man, instinct is no longer his guide, but 
reason; he knows why he avoids the evil and seeks the 
good, and thus qvovxy dpern, which resides in the maéy (espe- 

cially in aids) by the admixture and impregnation of the 
reason, becomes 76:xn ; and this again, as has been before said, 

the nearer it approaches to perfection, becomes in its opera- 
tion more instinctive, more a divayis. 

(148.) 1. GAN d&vev vod KrA. vor dpern then is dpery minus 

vois.—otrw kal évtavda. These shadowy feelings some- 
times lead one wrong.—éav Sé€ AdBy vody. It is not by 
the addition of Sewérns that duo) dpern becomes kupia, but by 

the addition of that ¢pévnows which springs from voids. 

(144.) 2. 4 dé Ets S6poia odca. Both gvorky and xupia dpern 

consist in avoiding what is wrong and doing what is right; 
but the latter energizes thus upon rational grounds. 

(145.) 2. décre xaOdwep x«.r.r. As in the moral intellect there 

are the two powers of Seworns and gpovnos, which are so 

connected, (at least as far as ppovnois is considered as an 
habitual and rational exercise of the contriving and acting — 

power,) that Seworns becomes dpovnois by the addition of — 
dpern, SO In moral action these states @voiwy and rupia dpern — 

are similarly related, inasmuch as duct by the addition of — 
pévnois becomes xvpia. 

(146.) 2. dvev Ppovncews. Here dpdyyacs is that moral wisdom 

which arises from vois, (see above, éav dé NaBy voy): dpery 

non can exist without the dpovnors ard ris Sevdrnros, (see last — 

chapter, sect. 8,) though it cannot act. 

(147.) 8. S8comep «7A. From this admixture of the intellect 
in the moral habit some persons think that the virtues are | 

wholly intellectual. povyjaers, acts or energies of dpo- 

ynots.—nmagcas tas apetas, the whole of the several 

virtues. 

, | 
| 
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(148.) 4. onpetov dé. That he was partly wrong and partly 
right is proved by the way in which men speak of any virtue 
as £is kata Tov dpOdv Adyov, which shews on the one hand that 
6p6ss Aoyos is not the whole, and on the other that it is 
part of it. 

(149.) 4. pavreverOar, to feel. It is applied to those convic- 
tions or impressions which we have without being able to 
give any definite reason for them, which come over the mind 
as the supposed inspirations of the prophet. Rhet. i. 13, 
pavrevopeba yap maytes K.T.A. 

(150.) 5. weraBjvar, to change our ground.—oi yap povov 
k.7.X. dpery 18 not only the wdéy under the government of 
reason, as of some power external to them, (xara rév dpOdv 

Aoyov,) but it is a compound state of which dps Adyos is an 
essential ingredient, (uera tod dpOo0d Adyov). Itis not 
the moral governed by the intellectual, but it is the moral- 
intellectual. It may be said to be kara dAdyov with regard to 
the subordination of the passions to the reason, but pera 

dp$0v Noyod when viewed as an éé:s, or state of mind made up 
of certain emotions or energies. 

(151.) 5. 8p0ds 8é Adyos «xd. This marks the distinction 
between the two sorts of dpdévnots,—7 dad rod vod and 4 dd 

tis Sewdrnros. The latter would very inadequately express 
opOds Adyos mept mpakTav. 

(152.) 5. Ad yous, acts of reason; pera Adyou, in which reason is an 

ingredient ; émuatnpas, states of the pure intellect. 

(158.) 6. o8S5€ dpdvipov. From there being a sort of dpdvnats 
which arises from Sevérns, and which is not in its idea inse- 

parable from right action, it might be supposed that a man 
might be ¢pdvipos without being dyaGés, but from what has 
been said it is clear even this sort of ppévnois implies dpern. 

(154.) 6. Scare x Gein, argue. 

(155.) 6. edhuécraros. The doyor dpya, in which dvorky aperh 

mainly consists, are not all equally strong. In fact, the dif- 
ferent nature and strength of these makes different dis- 

positions.—dmés, strictly, properly. 

(156.) 6. Gua yap rH Ppovncesr. Until dpdvyors is formed, 

and is in active operation as the guide of every-day life, the 
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virtuous acts we may perform are only the energies of 
gvowky dpern more or less advanced towards dper) xupia. 
When ¢pdrnois is formed, it operates throughout the whole 
mdé6n, and moulds them into virtues by proper regulation. 
So St. James: “Jf a man offend in one point, he is guilty of 

all.” That is, disobedience to God in one point proves the 
want of that faith which conforms the whole man to obe- 
dience. The virtues may exist separately when they are 
only in posse, as the man is advancing towards moral ex- 
cellence; but they cannot when they are in esse, inasmuch 

as virtue does not consist in this or that action, but in a 

particular frame of mind exhibiting itself in action. pdvyais 
is a focus which collects the several scattered rays of light, 
and transmits them through itself the same, though changed. 

(157.) 7. He now sums up his answer to the difficulties started 
in the 12th chapter, by saying, that even were it true that 
gpdyvnots Was not concerned in moral action as a productive 
cause and necessary ingredient, yet, as being an excellence 

of part of man’s nature, it would be a part of ‘happiness: 
but it is a productive cause and necessary ingredient. Nor 
is any superiority or authority given to it over codia hereby, 
—for it is merely with relation to man that its functions are 
thus assigned it,—any more than medicine is superior to 
health because it exercises authority over it, but with a view 
to it,—any more than because we say modirixn is the highest 

science with regard to man, we mean that it is to direct the 
gods. 

(158.) 8. § 8é r& tpds 7d TéXos. pdunows is here considered — 
again (as in ch. xil. 6.) as it practically exists and operates 
in men; the moral character giving the end, the means being 

found by the slower intellectual process of dpduyats. 

vovus.—Ppovncts. 

As one of the difficulties in this book is the different senses 
in which the words ¢pévnovs and voids are used, it may be as — 

well to give them. Their being used sometimes as different, — 
sometimes as the same, arises from the functions of the one 

being in ¢ertain parts and stages of the moral character the 
same, (see ch. vill. 8,) in others different. 
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yous. 

1. Perception of the invisible physical qualities of things, 
whence and whereby the dpyai of scientific reasoning are 
perceived or formed; differing from aicéyo.s, which is the 
perception of the visible qualities of things. 

2. Perception of moral qualities of things, whence moral 
premisses or principles are inductively formed, (dpyy, ch. 
1, 6); | 

3. Perception of the moral quality of a particular:action, 
by an instinctive reference to, and application of, a moral 
principle; instinctive perception of the end, (rod rédous, ch. 
xi. 6,) followed by dpovnors in its shape of edBovdia, (ch. xi. 2,) 
which is also ascribed to dpery, (ch. xii. 6,) inasmuch as it is 

by the existence of dperj in the soul that this rational per- 
ception is able to operate as an instinct towards good, and in 
it the.dpery rod réAovus cowsists. 

a. Ppdovngts amo vod. 

1. The possession of moral principles. 
2. The application of these principles to a particular, 

called also vods, because the intellect sees instinctively the 
moral quality, as vots proper sees the physical quality, 
(ch. vii. 8). In this sense it is an ddnOns imddAnWis rod rédovs, 

(ch. ix. 7). Whenever the ¢pdvnois is thus worked into the 
7da0n, a moral sense is formed. 

3. The discovery of the right means by the perception of 
their moral qualities, as well as of fitness for the purpose 
in hand. This is the proper function of pévnois when, 
in its first function, it has become that moral intuition which 

is called analogously vots; and it is its usual function in 
most men, because it rarely happens that the perception of 
the means becomes intuitive; hence it is used for edBovdéa, 
(chs x1.'2). 

B. ppdvnaots dmb ts Setvornros. 

The perception of the way in which the means determined 
on are to be accomplished, and the end obtained, coming in 
after the mpoaipeois of the.end and means: this would remain 
a definite energy of the intellect in every action, even if the 
above mpoaipyois could become an instinctive energy of 76xy 
dpern, (ch, xii. 8). 
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Formation of the moral character. 

Antagonistic 

ertOupia — 7dovn 

and vm working 

in the man. 

790 dyannrdy. 

Actions of simple 

selfishness impreg- 

nating voids. 

Neutral vois, 

at first dormant, 

but daily de- 
veloping. 

principles. . 

Shadowy sense of 

kaddv and aicxpdr. 

gvoixy dpern, with 

an 700 of self-ap- 
probation attached. 

Instinct towards 

good ends; aicxpov 

pontév—kKadov aya- 

TNTOV. 

Actions of xaddv 

impregnating vois. 
becoming 

aio Onrikn emeornpn, kuplas émotnpn, OF ppo- 

vnots. (See bk. vii. 3. 13.) 

grav KaNov O.wkrov. 

mav 70U OLoKTOY, 

mav AuTNnpov PevkTor. 

dkoNagia, bad end, 

bad means, or only 

accidentally good. 

may aicxpov devkrov. 

“1. Choice of ends. — 
BotrAnors, directed by 
Ppdvyots. 

Sense of caddy and aic- 
xpov gradually superseded 
by a rational apprehension 
of them,—adéy submitting 
to it. 

pdvnots Tov Trédovs, LTAa- 

dually merged in md6n, 

choosing right ends in- 
stinctively, 76uxy dpery rod 

oxorov = Sivauis of moral 

vous. 

2. Choice of means.— 
Bovrevors, directed by ¢pé- 

ynows: if by practice merged 
in 400s, becoming also a 
mere dvvayis — character 

perfectly formed:  76uxy 
Gpetl) THY tMmpoatpeow Totet 

dpdvyncis Sevtépa. dpénv, (Supposed case). 

devdrns. 

TavVOvu pyia ° 
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The undeveloped nature of man seems to have been viewed 
by Aristotle as consisting,—1l. Of the tendencies of jdovj 

and dim, residing in and working by the several zd6y, more 
or less strongly in different individuals. 2. Of the antago- 
nistic instinct of puoi) dpery,—a shadowy sense of caddv and 
aicxpdv, chiefly the latter, residing in the imagination, and 
not in the reason, with the 75v of self-approbation attached 
to them asa motive. 3. The neutral power of vois, or intel- 

lect, as first dormant, but daily developing itself. 
From the first of these proceed the actions of simple self- 

ishness ; from the other the actions of xadév; and as voids is 

developed it is impregnated by one or the other of these, 
and whether it is by the one or the other settles in the main 
the question of the future character. If the passions have 
their way, and the voids is impregnated by them, its judgments 
and views are simply sensual, and it results in the aicdyruy 
éemiornpn, (the law of the members,) which holds may 780 dvoxrov 

—mav dAurnpov peverov. If, on the other hand, the shadowy sense 
of xadov and aicypor controls the passions, the vods is impreg- 
nated by it. These motives daily find their way more and more 
into the reason, and the reason apprehending and receiving 
them, the result is xupiws émorjpn,—a rational apprehension 

of the principles of cadév and aicxpor, as facts in morals and 
as motives of action. This shews itself first in BovAnors, 

which, under the direction of ¢pdvyois, makes a right choice 
of the end, judging rightly of the fitting objects of pursuit 
and avoidance, as well as of the nature of the objects pre- 

sented for its decision, (76: dpery kara Adyov); and when this 

has become habitual, it impresses itself in the émévpia, 
gives right notions of pleasure and pain, so that the true 
760 alone presents itself as 48, and the motive and cause of 
action in its shape of BovAnows becomes an instinct, with this 
difference, that it is now a rational instinct, (76K) dpern pera 

Adyov); not only the mere shadowy sense of xaddv and aicxpér, 
but an instinct founded on the views and judgments of 
reason. The first stage of the moral character (ppévyots rod 

téXous) is now formed, and this is the highest stage of per- 
fection to which men can ordinarily rise. The second function 
of ¢pdynors is that of choosing the right means, (@ov- 

Aevors,) and this also we may conceive of as being merged in 
the moral character, so as to act instinctively; but it is 

x 
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practically impossible, or at least nearly so, for mere men. 
Should it take place, then the second stage of the moral 
character is completed,—and 4 dper) rv mpoaipeocy (not 

only cxdmov) ép6yy rovet,—and the man has as perfect an és 
or 740s as we can conceive him to have: but men generally 
(may we not say of mere men universally ?) are incapable of 
this, and this function of ¢@pdvyois remains as a distinct in- 

tellectual operation, capable, of course, of various degrees of 
perfection, as the nature of things is better and more in- 
stinctively understood, and therefore the choice of the means 
carried on with greater readiness and truth. But there is 
yet another function of dpdvnors, arising from Sewdrns, which 

is necessary to the evépyea of the good man, and which is 

developed and formed coincident with the other two: for this 
see note 136. 

BOOK VII. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) In the theory of moral virtue, as laid down by Aristotle, the — 
intellect has only a limited authority over the passions. His — 
virtues are not merely acts or states of the intellect, but of © 
the passions and intellect combined, each contributing its — 
share to the action. Hence, as it practically happens that 
the proper relation between the intellect and passions is | 
seldom attained, it might be argued that the Platonic theory, — 

which assigns a more despotic authority to the intellect, would | 
remedy the contradictions which arise from the rebellion of the 
appetites against the reason, and that in the Aristotelic sys- | 
tem the intellect was not sufficiently developed, being liable | 
to be dragged about by the passions at their will. And that 
dpdvnows Which allows itself to be thus dragged about by the 
passions is not really knowledge, for it is impossible to act 
contrary to such knowledge. In answer to this, he shews | 
how it is that ¢pdvyos, from the inseparable conditions of — 

human action, fails always to obtain the proper degree of — 
mastery, and how it is that a man may act contrary to his 
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(2.) 

(3.) 

(4.) 

(5.) 

(6.) 

knowledge; and in explaining this he at the same time com- 
pletes his portraiture of our moral nature. 

1. GAAnv wotnoapéevovs apxny, taking a fresh starting- 

point. He has discussed the nature of moral virtue, its 

relation to the épyov of man, and its connection with his 
intellectual nature ; he now proceeds to fresh ground—to 
the examination of certain difficulties in his moral theory, 
and certain facts in our social position, with a view to illus- 
trate still further the relation between moral virtue and the 
destinies and happiness of man. 

1. There are three stages of moral evil,—vice, incontinence, 
brutality ; and it is the second of these whence the difficulties 

which present themselves in our moral theory arise. dxpacia 
is but vaguely rendered by incontinence, but for want of a 
better the term may be retained,—care being taken that it 
represent to our minds, not the notion which is conveyed by 
its ordinary English meaning, but the more technical one of 
its Greek original,—want of power over oneself. 

1. Onpedrns. In dpery the rational perception of xaddv 

agrees with the impressions of 750; in ¢yxpareca the im- 

pressions of 780 differ from, but succumb to, the percep- 
tion of caddy; in the rH Onprdder dvriOcpéevn cérs the 

whole being and nature is above the mere rational per- 

ception of caddy, and exempt from any impulse of 760; while 
in kaxia the rational perceptions of right and wrong are 
so distorted, that the aicypdv presents itself as 7d¥: in dx pa- 
aia the rational perceptions of caddy differ from, and are 
overcome by, the impulse of 760; in @npiorns all rational 
perceptions of right and wrong are lost, and the desires, in 
consequence of the obscuration of reason, are so utterly de- 
praved, that they belong to a nature lower than that of 
man. 

2. «i kabamwep haciv «tA. Mark the use of the indi- 

cative mood, not the conditional. It is not at all impossible 
but that this passage really represents Aristotle’s impression 
on the subject. 

2. kat yap domep otbeé Onpiov x.t.rA. The brute creation 

are, from their lack of reason, incapable of that choice of 
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good or evil which constitutes dperj or xaxia, while the gods 
are removed from that sphere of action in which alone these 
habits can exist. 

(7.) 3. érepdév re yévos kakias: not a different sort of kakia, 

but a sort different from xakia. 

(8.) 3. Seios: Lac. for Ccios. 

(9.) 8. év rots BapBdpors. In such people there is no culti- 
vation of the reason, and therefore the passions, left to them- 
selves, grow more and more degraded. 

(10.) 3. vécous kat mnpaoers. Where the reason is deranged 

or impaired, and the natural tastes and desires vitiated, either 
by the failure or loss of some faculty or instinct; as where 
Nebuchadnezzar, being deprived of his understanding, lived. 
and fed as the beasts of the field; or where mental or cor- 

poreal disease have so affected the organs or senses as to 
make things repugnant to human nature agreeable and 
natural. 

(11.) 4. depacias—padrakias—rpvdjs. The former is pro- 

perly the moral temper or state acted upon by 76% or Avm7- 
pdv.—pparaxkia is the disposition to avoid trouble, whereby 
Avmnpdév is more able to convey its impression.—r pv 7, the 

tendency to self-indulgence, a certain luxury-loving softness, 
whereby #50 operates more rapidly and sensibly; but it is 
here used in connection with the two last, rather as a natural 

tendency towards ordinary pleasure and aversion to pain, 
which exists in every one. All these vary according to 
the particular constitutions of men, and thus are different 
phases of moral weakness different in different people.— 
éykpareca is the general moral state opposite to dxpacia, 
(self-denial generally,) and also the particular temper which 
does not care much for things of sense.—xaprepia is a 
certain manliness of character which stands up against dv- 
mnpov, rather glorying in hardships than flying from them, 
resists the softer solicitations of the 7#8v. 

(12.) 4. os wept rSv aitrav €£ewv. The more natural con- 

struction would be, as ras airas e£ers, but epi «.7.A. depends 

directly on imoAnmréov: “We must not form a conception of these 
severally, as if the conception were about,” &c. 
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(18.) 5. éwi rdv addr: see bk. i. ch. 4. The whole of this 
passage is valuable, as giving a distinct statement of Aris- 
totle’s method of enquiry. There is not much trace here 

of his being the patron of a deductive as opposed to an in- 
ductive method. 

(14.) 6. Soxet «rd. The dogmas and difficulties which are 
started on the subject, and each of which resolves itself, 
more or less easily, into a question :— 

1, That éyxpdrea is good, dkpacia bad, which may be stated. 
as a question: ‘Is all éykpdreca good, all dxpacia bad P” 

2. Is adherence to reason always éyxpdreca, departure there- 
from always dxpacia? 

3. The dxparns acts contrary to what he knows to be right, 
under the influence of passion; the éyxparns, with the same 

knowledge, resists his desires, through reason. Have the 
dxparns and éyxparns knowledge ? 

4. The éykparjs or xaprepixds 18 held by some to be iden- 

tical with the cddpeov, and the dxparns with the dxddacros ; 

by others only partially so; while others say they are always 

different. 
5. Can dkpacia and dpévyots exist together? and if so, in 

what sense? 
6. To what objects may the term dxpacia be applied, and 

in what senses is it applied to such matters as anger, 
gain, &c,? 

CHAPTER II. 

(15.) 1. He here starts some difficulties which are suggested 
or implied in these several views of dxpacia.—ras imo- 
AapBavev épbés, i.e. with a right imddnY~is on moral 

subjects ; that is, with qdpdvnots. Some say that dpdvnors 

is incompatible with dxpacia. Others distinguish between 
dpdvnois and emornun, (emordpevoy pev ovv,) and say that 

such a habit of mind is incompatible with the degree of 
intellectual conviction expressed by émornyn; while So- 

crates denied the possibility of any one erring against his 

mental conviction, whether it were weak or strong; that is, 
he denied such a sort of action as dkxpacia at all, but said 
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that when any one did so err, it was not contrary to their 
better knowledge, but from lack of it, (8’ dyvo:ay). 

(16.) 2. This, like many of Socrates’ views, he rejects on the simple 
ground of its being contrary to emxperience.—éirt yap ovk 
oletai ye, SC. div mparrew: see ch. x. 3. 2, last line. 

(17.) 8. He next states the objections which attach themselves 
to the view which distinguishes between complete (émo7nyn) 
and incomplete knowledge (édéa). It must be borne in mind 

that he is stating not his own difficulties and arguments, 
(though he may agree with some of these,) but the opinions 
and arguments of others, which give him, as it were, the 

questions which he begins to consider in the next chapter. 
Almost all these opinions are open to objections, and this it 

is which makes an enquiry into dxpacia so complicated as 
well as so necessary, in order to form a clear conception of 
its nature. 

(18.) 4. The argument here is a destructive conditional syllo- 
gism. If it be a weak conviction, then there is cvyyoun, 
but the action of the dxparns is poyOnpév and wWexrdv, there- 
fore it is not a weak conviction. 

(19.) 5. @povncews «tA. dpa is emphatic then, marking a 

new supposition, and referring it to the former one. Sup- 
posing that dxpacia is the acting against ppdvyors, an objec- 
tion arises here too. 

(20.) 5. dromwov. This supposition is met on the other side 
by the elenchus, that the logical deduction of such an 
hypothesis (that the ¢pdvpos was dxpatns) would be contrary 
to mental phenomena: we may see that the gpdvpos can- 

not be dxparns: such a supposition would imply that the 
gpdévpos could knowingly act wickedly, which is contrary to 
the opinions of men, (ov® av gyoeé tus,) as well as to the 
practical character of the ¢pdvipos, (6re mpaxtixos 6 ppdvipos). 

(21.) 5. rév yap €cxdror ris, for he is one who has to do with 

the particulars, not the principles of action only. If he is 

pdévipos, his single actions must be good; which, if the above 
hypothesis be correct, they will not be. - 

(22.) 6. ru év pév «tA. These are the arguments and dif- 
ficulties connected with the fourth question in the preceding 
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chapter. It must be remembered that these are not stated 
as Aristotle’s own arguments, even though he may agree 

with the position advanced. The whole passage is a com- 

plicated argument, consisting of a syllogism in the second 
figure,—eyxparns being the minor, capper the major term,— 

the minor premiss being supported by a double conditional 
syllogism. 

(23.) 6. ore yap rd dyayv «rr. Excess does not belong to 
the cippev. The desires of the cdppev must be both modi- 
fied and purified. 

(24.) 6. dAXa pHvy Set ye, Se. that éykparns Should have desires 

both excessive and evil,—both icyvpai and daidda.—com- 
bined. 

(25.) 6. «i pév ydp «7A, Ifthe desires are xpyorai, then the 

declining them is bad.—ei 8 doeveis kat py Patras, 

ovdév cepvov. If they are weak and not bad, it is no 

such wonderful thing to control them; the negation of the 
consequent takes away the py from daira, therefore the 
desires are data: the emphasis of this part of the argument 
rests more on the pi gdadAa than on the dodeveis. 

(26.) 6. «i 8 hatrAae cat dobeveis (=p icxvpai). The ne- 

gation of the consequent takes away the py from icyupai, 
without touching upon ¢aiddAa at all,—the emphasis of this 

part of the argument rests wholly upon do@eveis; there- 
fore they are dada (proved before), and icyupai, proved by 
negation of dodeveis: without keeping this in mind, the 
conclusion of this hypothetical would be, the desires are 
py padvdra and pi dobeveis. 

(27.) 7. The real question is the kind and degree of intellectual 
firmness which constitutes é¢yxpareva. 

(28.) 8.6 cofiatikds Adyos PevdSdpevos. The sophistical 

trick of reasoning called mentiens, (see Aldrich, iii. 8. 12): 
either an illustration ; as in this fallacy of mentiens the mind 
feels itself logically bound to the conclusion which common 
sense rejects, 80 in dxpacia the mind feels the falsity of the 
moral fallacy from which it is unable practically to loose 
itself; or that the fallacy itself suggests a question on the 
nature of dxpacia, whether he who abides by such a concelu- 
sion ig éeykparns, and he who leaves it dxparjs; i.e. whether 
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these habits obtain in matters of pure intellect: in which 
case dkpacia would be good, éyxpareva bad. 

(29.) 8. 8a ydp «7A. See Soph. Elench. i. 6, sqq.—érav éme- 
Tuxe@acv, when they make a hit. 

(30.) 9. Ze revos Adyov, from a certain conceivable mode of 

stating it.—a@v twodhapBarvet, SC. deity mparrev. 

~(81.) 10. Sd€evev av, may be held to be. 

(32.) 10. pn éwémecoro. Most MSS. omit py: “If the dxparjs 

had done it from a (bad) conviction that he ought to do it, 
he would have had a chance of altermg when his con- 

viction is changed; but now with a different conviction, viz. 
that he ought not to do it, he does it.”” But py éwémecoro, which 

seems on the whole preferable, is supported by one or two 
MSS.: “Tf he had not had a right conviction,” (that he ought not 
to do it,) “he might have changed when he got that convic- 
tion, (veramevobeis); but now, though he has that conviction, 
he does it.’ In the reading without py, memcioba and éné- 

mwecoro mean the false conviction of the’ dkédacros, while 

meretopévos refers to the right conviction, implied in pera- 
meioOeis. If wy is read, wemeioba refers to the wrong convic- 
tion of the dxédaoros, and éréreoro and memetopevos to the right 

conviction of the dxparns. In either case it is awkward to 
construe the same word differently in the same passage, but 
it is less so to do this with wemcioGa and émémecoro than with 
erémetoro ANd memevopevos: if we take these two last to mean 

the same, then we must read pj. 

(33.) 11. The last words of the chapter are worth remark :—4 yap 
Avots THs dmopias evpecis eat. 

CHAPTER III. 

(34.) 2.76 wept a 4 +6 was, differ in their subject, or their 

method of handling the subject. 

(35.) 3. odk oterat, SC. dew mpdrrecv. 

(36.) 8. wept pév ody «rad.: cf. Plat. Rep. 479, E—arap 7», 

contrary to which. 
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(37.) 4. Snot 8 ‘Hpdkrerros. See Preller, page 21, Plato, 

Cratyl. 402, E. Heraclitus professed to have dd£a only ; 
yet his dé£a was practically as strong as Plato’s émorjpyy: it 
is merely a difference in words. 

(38.) 5. There are various ways of accounting for a man’s acting 
contrary to his knowledge, founded on the practical dif- 
ference between active (yp#pevos) and inactive (od xpa- 
pevos th emiatnpn) knowledge :— 

a. By the difference between the knowledge of the uni- 
versal principle, and the knowledge of the character of the 
particular thing which presents itself for the time to the 
will: a mistake in the latter does not prove the absence of 
the former. 

B. By the varieties of this knowledge of the universal and 
particular which are concerned in a simple action; the know- 
ledge of a general principle as regards such things gene- 

rally; the knowledge of a principle as regards men, or some 

class of men generally: and to each of these belongs a par- 
ticular ; so that frequently four varieties of knowledge are 
concerned in a single act, and the absence of any one of 
these may cause error, though the agent may be in conscious 

and active possession of the other three. What Butler, in 

Sermon X., calls self-partiality, continually operates to pre- 
vent men applying to themselves principles, which they 
believe abstractedly. 

y. By the various temperaments and states which are fa- 
vourable to the exercise of knowledge, or the contrary. Not 
only is there abstractedly a great difference between know- 
ledge when active and when dormant, but practically the 

knowledge is called into action, or suppressed, by different 
temperaments, or by those changes of temperament to which — 
human nature is liable; so sleep, anger, excitement, mental 

or bodily,.suspend the active operation of the knowledge of 
which, at other times, we may be in conscious possession ;— 

a veil is thrown over the intellect at such times by the gene- 
ral suspension of our faculties, as in sleep, or by the over- 
activity of one part of our nature: how this veil is removed, 

and activity restored to our knowledge, is a question for 
pathology. Such persons cannot be said to have knowledge, 

YX 
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and therefore to act contrary to it at the moment of action, 
though they have it at other times. 

(39.). 8. cupgpivar, to be worked into the nature. The whole 

phenomena of moral action depend on the degree in which 
knowledge of good and right is worked into the whole system, 
so as to become part of our self-consciousness, and to operate 
instinctively, or exists externally, as it were, to ourselves, 
and operates only with great effort. In dxpacia the Ppévnors 
may exist externally ; in éykpdre it is partially, in coppocivy 
it is wholly, worked into our being. See below, note 42. 

(40.) 9. pvoikds, psychologically ; according to its nature, and 

hence here psychologically. —&v aicOnars #5 Kvpia, 

which thenceforward depends on the senses.—i#5y: the function 

of 4 kaOdXov Sdéa has ceased. 

(41.) drav Sé pia x.z.d., when these agree. This syllogistic pro- 

cess of reasoning in moral action seems to be a true account 
of what goes on, though, as in scientific reasoning, the pro- 

cess is often instantaneous and imperceptible. 

He supposes two premisses or principles in the mind, 
arising, the one from the law of the mind, the other from 
the law of the members; the one may be represented by wav 
yAukd aiperov, the other by way aicypoy devkrév (j Kohvovoa 

yevéoOa). The mind assents, and the will follows which- 
ever of these is called most strongly and sensibly into being, 
by having its particular attached to it. Ifit is rotré éore 
ydvx«v, then the major premiss, rav yNukd aiperdop, 18 

aroused (atrn & évepyei), and the conclusion of the will follows, 

(rotdré éore aiperdéy): whereas, if the premiss rouv7é eaTe 

aicyxpo» had suggested itself with equal strength, the major 
premiss, rav aicxypov dhevxkrdy, would have presented itself 
in full force, and the conclusion of the will would have been 

rovrd €ate hevxtdv. Now where sensual desire or pro- | 
pension is present (rixy 8’ éxi6upia évodca), the sensual minor — 
premiss, rodrd éare yAvxv, presents itself with more readi- 
ness and force than the moral one, roiré €art aicypor. 

Jt is true that, except where the mind is quite depraved, the 
moral major premiss virtually forbids it (9 péev déeyer pevyew 

rodro); but the mind is carried away by the impulsive im- 
pression of desire (4 é¢mt6upia 8° dyer), so that the warning 
voice is disregarded: thus the man is overcome not wholly 
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contrary to knowledge, but yields to a sensual knowledge, 

and the syllogistic process arising from it, which represents 
the end as an object of rational desire. Hence it is of 
the greatest importance to right action that the tone of the 
mind, according to which we take a sensual or moral view of 
particulars, should be in a true and healthy state, so that the 

particular should strike us in its moral rather than its sen- 
sual view; hence the Apostle’s direction for holy living,— 
*““to have our loins girt about with truth,’ so that it may be 
always ready for use. 

(42.) Our actions in matters of sensual pleasure and pain de- 
pend really on the greater or less degree in which dpovnars is 

worked into our moral nature. 

In dkodhacia the ¢dpdvyors is totally absent, and a sen- 

sual wisdom (aicOnrix) émiorjyn) is substituted for it,—awav 
yAukd Se@xrdyv: sometimes, in cases of utter depravity, 

aicxpdv éort yduxd obtains. The principle which should coun- 
terbalance and restrain the passions (wav aioxpov pev«- 
rov) 18 lost (dpyi) SiapOciperar), and “he imagineth mischief to 

himself as a law.’ 

In dkpacia the moral principle and the moral view is so 
far worked into our nature, that though external objects strike 
us in the sensual view rather than the moral, and the sensual 

principle consequently acts more instinctively and forcibly, 
yet there is a slight reaction on the part of the latter, though 

not sufficient to prevent the wrong action. 
In éyxkpdreca the moral principle and moral view is 

more completely worked in, so that the reaction is sufficient 
to overpower the éemévpia, and the moral fallacy connected 
with it. 

In coppocirn the dpdynots is so wholly worked in, that 

the moral principle and moral view has become part of our 
very being, and takes the lead; and though there may be | 
some slight reaction on the part of the senses, yet it does not 
affect or hinder right action, or even produce wrong dépegis. 

(43.) 9. dua rotra, i.e. as soon as the ddovs has taken place. 

(44.) 10. drav ody «.r.r.: cf. Plato, Rep. 489.—7rvy 7 depends 
on dray, which is carried on by 8€.—é€xacroy, the passions 
and the reason.—ima6 Adyov, sc. the reasoning process, 
may yrukd 750, routt yAvKd, rourt 7dv.—d6éns, a result of a 

reasoning process; sc. rourt 750. 
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(45.) 10. ode évavrias k.1.d., SC. dpO6 Adyo. This dvéa is not 

essentially opposed to right reason, though it is so accidentally, 
in consequence of the érévpia making it a practical guide to 
an action which ép6és Adyos disapproves: there is no struggle 

between this 6éa and dpéds Adyos, but between the emOupia 

and the ép6ds dSpyos. From otk évavrias t0 Adyo is in a sort of 

parenthesis, so that the sentence beginning date kat d:a rodro 
belongs to the sentence immediately preceding otk évav- 
vidas K.T.A. 

(46.) 11. &B0re kai 8ca rodro x«rA. This is brought forward 

as a proof that dxpacia is founded on some sort of reasoning 
process, on some general principle which, true in itself, is 
kata oupBeEyxds, a right guide for practice under certaim cir- 

cumstances; it is not a mere impulse. Hence animals are 

not termed dxpareis because they are not capable of these 
general principles, but act on the impulse of the senses. 

(47.) 11. davracia, the impression received from external 
things, from ra davvdpeva. 

(48.) 12. rds 8 Aderast «rr. It being thus shewn how the 

principles of moral wisdom are lost sight of by the active 
influence of desire, it is no business of ours to enquire how 

and when they return in power to the mind: that is a ques- 
tion for pathology. 

(49.) 18. émet d3é 4 reXevraia xrA. It is the particular 

premiss of the moral syllogism, the judgment we form of the 
object before us (86 €a aiaOyrod), which mainly influences 
our action (kvpia rav mpdéeowv); and he who is under 

the influence of desire does not take the moral view of the 

particular object, but only a sensual view. The object sug- 
gests to him rovri yAvxi, which calls forth wav ydved 78d, and 

not rouri aicypov, which would call forth aay aicypdv deverov, 

and prevent the action. And it may be again said, that it ig 
of the utmost importance to right action that the tone of the 
mind should be right, that things should strike us in a moral, 
and not a sensual, point of view ;—this is the object of right 
education. 

(50.) 18. kat dea 7d «7A. Since a right judgment on par- 
ticulars is not necessarily implied in the knowledge of the 
general principle (S:a 76 py KaOddov Soxeiv civac), and, being of 

particulars, is not matter of émornpn (und’ éscornporixdy Spoias), 
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the want of right judgment on a particular does not imply 
the want of the general principle: if the particular were 
émrrnpovxoy dpolws, then a wrong view of the particular would 
imply the entire absence of the general principle. 

(51.) 14. 0d ydp «1A. Socrates appears to be right (ouce 5 e¢nree 

Swxpdrns cvp Baiverv), for dxpacia does not take place when 
émornpn, properly so called, (kupios éemorjyn, the law of the 

mind,) is present in power in the mind. This is hindered and 
obscured, though it exists passively. But there is a sort of 
émurrnun present, viz. 7 alcOnrixy, the law of the members, such 

as may yAved 75v; and this does exist when dxpacia takes place. 
dxpaoia is not a mere animal impulse, but, by the aid of a 

reasoning process, it operates in spite of our better know- 
ledge, which exists, though not actively, (évéor, not mapéort). 
The natural reference which a reasoning creature would make 
to reason to approve his actions is supplied by the operation 

of the sensual syllogism, and thus ¢pdvyots ig suspended as a 
principle of action. 

(52.) 14. ob8 adryn—nd6os is in a parenthesis, so that rijs 

aio@nrcixfjs is in the same construction as kupios émornyns, 
depending on mapovoys. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(53.) Having thus discussed the nature of dxpacia, he now goes 
on to the subject-matter. dxpacia, properly speaking, does not 
apply to all the particulars of moral action, but only to such 
bodily pleasures and pains as are necessarily part of our na- 
ture, (the dvayxaia 75a): when honour or wealth have be- 
come, as it were, dvayxaia, then the term is applied meta- 
phorically to the wrong pursuit of them, contrary to our 
better judgment. 

54.) 1. eyxparets kat kapreptxoi. See notes at the end 

of the book. 

—-(55.) 2. 2xovra time pBorny, liable to excess—amdGs, in its 

proper sense.—donep dvOponos. As we add an epithet 
or characteristic to the man who thus differs from other men; 

the common term “man” has a slight difference attached to 

’ 

| 
: 
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it to mark the individual: it is a slight difference; but never- 
theless, by it he differed from other men, dA spuds erepes 

jv. Another interpretation is, that a man named Anthropus 

won the Olympic prize, and that in order to prevent it 
being supposed, when the individual Anthropus was spoken 
of, that the class dv@pemos was meant, they attached to his 
name 6 ra ’Odvpmia vevixnkws ; SO that the xowds Adyos (dvOpamos) 

iSiov VAvOpwmos) pikpw Suepepev. 

a 2) 

(56.) 2. €xeiva, SC. 7O Ta "OAdpmia veriknkdtt.—kaTa TO pépos, 

AS dxpatys méTov, akparns OYrov x.7.A., Which are all varieties of 

dxpacia proper. The argument here is in the second figure. 

(57.) 8. r@ mpoatpeio baz, modal dative.—od cara mpdaGe- 

otv, not with an addition. 

(58.) 4. padaxoi. This term, which expresses one phase of 
dkpacia proper, is not (like dxparjs) used metaphorically, and 

is only applied to bodily pleasures: if dxparns were properly 
applied to all the above, then it would be applicable to them 
in all its shapes and phases; but it is not so. Another read- 
ing is dxéAaoros, taking the meaning to be, if dxéAacros cannot 

be properly applied to dpy7 tin, &e., so neither can ékpacia ; 

but the former is best.—aepi tavras, SC. mepi ds dxparis 

Aeyerae GTA@S.—Eketvay Lelers to wept Tdbe, dpyyv, tinny, Ke. 

The argument consists of an affirmative and a negative con- 
clusion in the third figure.—oix éxeivav oddéva is pa- 
renthetical, so that 6a 7é «.r.A. belongs to the preceding 
clause: the meaning is, we do not place dxparjs épyns, tynas 
x.r-A. in the same category with dxdéAacros, as we do the simple 

dxpatns.— py ewtOvpoav. The dxddracros is rather bent on 

indulgence from the tone of his mind and taste (7480v7), than 

hurried into it by vehement desire. Mark the distinction 
here drawn between émévpia and 7Sovn. 

(59.) 5. rd yéver, generically of the number of things fair and 
esteemed. The first sentence of the next chapter, however, 

suggests that 76 yéver may mean “to the species man.” 

(60.) 5. rév yap 7Sé@v «rr. This is a difficult passage, 
especially when compared with sect. 2; but it is solved by 
taking ra peraév to be the dvayxaia of sect. 2; standing, that is, 

between ra dice aiperd and ra dice deverd, being neither the 

one nor the other; not being aiperd, matter of choice at all, 
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but simply dvayxata, in which we have no choice. The 
division then stands thus :— 

1. hice aiperd—ripn—vixn KT.rA. ev bmepBory Weyerar ds 

cbeuxrd. 

2. pioer peverad — Onpidtns—dmhrOs weyerat. 

3. rad pera€d: pndé hice aiperd pyde everd, food and 

raiment, &c., ev dmepBodh Wéeyerar ds werd. 

No one would call the last cada kat orovdaia. 

(61.) 5. kaOdmwep Steidoper mpérepov; sect. 2, that is, as 

far as the dice: aiperd and the ra peraéd are concerned. 

r B a (62.) 5. ra rovcadra: ra pucet aiperd.—ov Te Tacxety, 

not by the simple affection. 

(63.) 5. dco4, all are blamed who —. Supply éyovra. We must 
distinguish between yéyerOa and Weerd: the latter has got 
a technical sense of things of bad desert, and thus is con- 
trasted to those things which, as we see below, are simply 

peveta. weyerOa simply means to be found fault with. An- 
other way of taking the sentence is to suppose that from 
“kal yap radra’”’ down to “popaivey” is in a parenthesis, to 
support the introduction of the new terms, ra mept réxva kal 
yoveis, and that the words after this parenthesis, “ poyAnpia 

pev ovv ovdepia mepl radra,”’ is an anacoluthon for poyAnpoi ov 

cioi; and on the whole this, perhaps, is the best.—r ad ra, se. 

Ta TEpl TEKVa Kal yovels. 

(64.) 5. kparodvrac refers rather to the mental state of such 
persons ; dvoxovox to the practical result thereof: he turns his 
attention only to one of the above divisions, the ra dice 
aiperd. 

(65.) 5. Sdrvpos 6 Stkomdrop. Satyrus having been aided 
by his father in obtaining an object of unlawful desire, loved 
him to such a degree, that on his father’s death he threw 
himself from a precipice.—mepi tadra, 8¢. ra pices Kada kal 
o7mrovoata. 

(66.) 6. GddAXa kai pexrdv. Mark the distinction between 
devkrdv, exrdv, pontév: the first to be avoided as excess in 
things kadd kat omovdaia; the second, objects of evil desert, 
as dxpacia; the third, objects of abhorrence, as Onpidrns. 

(67.) 6.8 0 épotdrnra «7A. Analogously, not strictly, the word 
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axpatijs 18 applied to these cases, as the word xaxés is to one 
who is unskilful or unlearned.—rept S€ Ovudy xrr. His 
endeavour to shew that dxpaoia is properly confined to #Sorq 
coparixy has reference to his opposition to Plato’s theory of — 
morals,—that dvuds, aud not 4Sov7, is the real motive cause 
of human action. 

CHAPTER V. 

(68.) In this chapter he shews that the gross violations of right 
and decency are not to be classed under dxpacia, or from 
acting contrary to knowledge, but proceed from a perverted 
nature, where there is a complete confusion, or rather ab- 
sence, of principles of right and wrong. 

(69.) 1. ra Sé odk eoriv, SC. ork cory dice HSéa,—are not ob- 

jects of desire by nature. 

(70.) 2. r_v &vOpeamov. Lamia, a lady of Pontus: Hor. Ars 

Poet. 340.—repi tov Wévrov: Arist. Pol. viii. 3, p. 260, 

and bk. iv. 18, p. 106.—ro wepi @ddapev Aeydpevor. 

Phalaris is said to have eaten his son. 

(71.) 5. otk f GaAH Gxpacia. Supply 4 éykpdrea.—m epi rods 

Ovpovs, angry passions. See Gr. Gr. 355, obs. 1.—rod wa- 
Oous SC. dkparn @vpod, NOt dkparn andes. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(72.) 1. Arrov aicxpa, less wrong, less a violation of duty. 
aicxpéyv gives the neuter notion of xaxia, as caddy Of dpern. 

(73.) 1. davracia, the faculty which receives impressions (dvev tis 
vAns) from external things and acts, following on aie@yo1s, so 

that below aicénors is used for it. v8pis, properly speaking, is 
not matter of aic@nors, but of davracia; it is not any thing 
or act actually seen, but it arises from some such thing or 
act. 

(74.) 1. 6 Adyos 4 7 atcOnous. The two channels whereby 
456 presents itself, the one of things absent, the other of 

things present, are here distinctly recognised. 

(75.) 2.4 & éwcOupia o¥. He is here speaking of right reason, | 
which puts forth its directions under the form of dci.as a 
matter of duty, which émévyia does not, as we have seen in 
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ch. iii., allow to operate. The sensual Adyos, ala Onrixi émiorhun, 
may have operated so far as to shew that this particular 
thing is dv, or that wav 750 dioxrdy, and go far it operates in 
dxpacia as to sanction the dpyy of éméupia, but it does not 
say Sei wav Hdv Sioxew: in Oupds, a sort of right reason, 

something which pretends to be so, lends its sanction to the 
action ; Set rovovr@ modepeiv. 

(76.) 2. kai ) xademdrns «rAd. Supply rod Ovpod eori huoiko- 

Tépa THs Tav emiOumar. 

(77.) 8. SokomAdxKov. The force of the quotation of course 
lies in the 8ddos of the compound. 

(78.) 3. dcr cimep «rr. The way to construe this is, “If 

dkpacia proper is more a violation of justice than that of 
anger, it is also (kai) worse (aicyiwy), and it is most properly 

termed dxpacia, and in a certain sense is vice.” 

(79.) 4. This sorites is somewhat difficult, from the short way in 
which the argument is stated, and from there being a change 
from the first middle term,—the greater cause for resentment in 

ércOupia, and consequently greater injustice—to that which 
implies this, but does not state it,—the less cause for resentment 

in dpy7n, and consequent less injustice: “and dxpacia di ém- 
évpiav is worse than that from anger, for it is a fitter object 
for resentment, (ddicrépa); for dpyn, being accompanied with 
Adm, can have no vBpis, and therefore is a less fit object for 

resentment, and therefore less unjust.” 
Or it may be stated in another way :— 
Whatever has pain has no pus : 
épyn has pain ; 
épyn has no vps. 
Whatever is a more fitting object of resentment than dpyj 

is ddikorépa tis opyis. 

dxpacia di émbupiay 18 more an object of resentment than 
épyh, (for épyn has no tBps). Rhet. ii. 2. 5. 

dxpacia 81 éribupiav is ddicwrépa. 

(80.) 4. kai 7 dkpacia k.r.d., SC. €arl adicorépa.—pe 8 dovijs: 

see Rhet. ii. 2. 5. 

(81.) 6. kar’ dpxds: the beginning of this part of his book. 
Cf. ch. i., dAAnv romnoapevous apxnv. 

Z 
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(82.) 6. rG yéver kal TS peyeber, in kind and degree; i. Ci 

both in their nature, and when they exceed proper bounds. 

(83.) 6. dAAad } kata peradhopay kai et rive K.t.r., except 

by a figure, and that when any kind of animal, &c. o¥8 yap €xeu | 

belongs to the sentence ending déyouev, being the reason why | 
those terms are not applied to animals except in a figure.— | 
adda €€é€arnKe, but nevertheless it has transgressed its nature 

by its excesses, and therefore in a figure we do apply these 

terms. 

(84.) 7. ZXarrov Kr.X., 8c. kakdv.—hoBeparepov, “more awful,” — 

sc. xaxdv. That Onpidrns is not doBeporepoy from the amount | 

of evil it might inflict, is clear from the words in the end of 

the chapter, which say that the evils it can inflict are less 
than what a man with vois can cause. goBepwrepor, there- 
fore, must mean in itself, in the impressions it creates. 
Thus a madman at large is more awful—creates stronger ~ 
impressions of fear for the time, though he is really less able © 

to do injury than a deliberate villain. (Cf. Plato, Republic, 
519.) In the next sentence the emphasis lies on d51é@0ap- | 
Tat, a8 opposed to ov exeu.—Onpidtyns, the state of beasts,— } 

whether it be in the brute creation, or in men who are “as } 

brute beasts.’’? The words od yap SépOaprar rb BeAriorov Somep 

év t6 dvOpdr@, mark, he considers such men merely brute 
beasts in human form. 

(85.) 7. dowveorépa, less harmful. See last note.—rod pq | 
€xovros adpxnv: that which has no principle or power of | 

action, no power of originating action, viz. vots—aapamX7-__ 
gtov ovv. This sentence is in a parenthesis, down to xdkioy, | 
so that puprtomrAdoava ydp x«.rA. refer to the clause ending © 
6 S€ vods dpyn, to shew that the qavddrys of the one which © 
has vods is more harmful than the other which is without it. | 

CHAPTER VII. 

(86.) The habits of mind on bodily pleasure and pain, mentioned 
in this chapter, exhibited in the characters corresponding 

thereto, are— 

1. deédXacros: seeks pleasure and avoids pain, (mpoapov= — 
pevos); this is the law of his life. 4v presents itself to him 
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as his sole dya0év, \umnpdv as his sole xaxdv,—dpx7 diapbeiperat, 

conscience reprobate. 
2. dkparys: indulges in evil pleasure contrary to his 

conscience and sense of right. The 740 presents itself as 
ayaov, but not as rayabdv. 

3. wadhakdés: shrinks from right pains. dAvaypdy presents 
. itself for the time as kakdv. 

4. kaptepixods: abides right pains for conscience’ sake. 

Aumnpdv presents itself as a xaxdy, but is counterbalanced by 
fear of aicypdv, or love of caddy, as the case may be. 

5. éyxparns: declines evil pleasures for conscience’ 
sake. 50 presents itself as a good, but is overpowered 
itself by fear of aicypdéy or love of xaddv. 

6. coppov: evil pleasures do not present themselves 
as 760, nor proper pains as Avmnpdv, but the caddy presents 
as 760, the aiaxpdv as Aumnpdv. 

(87.) 1. weraéds d5é «rr. Observe this expression of Aristotle’s 

view of human nature. 

(88.) 2. 6 pév ras dmepBodds Kr.dr.: excessive pleasures, out 
of the way, extraordinary indulgences,—such as are told of 
the old Roman epicures.—} xaé’ imepBodas, 8c. ndéa; 

carrying common pleasures to excess,—such as the drunkard 

or sensualist. The 7 before 6a mpoaipeow is evidently out 
of place, as the dkdédaoros always acts with mpoaipeois: it is 
found, however, in almost all the MSS. Nevertheless, the 

Paraphrast and some other commentators omit it. It cer- 

tainly creates hopeless confusion. Michelet suggests «i for 7, 
but it seems quite as simple an alteration to omit it: it may 

have crept in from the # xa@ imepBodds. 

(89.) 3. rév ph rpoatpovpéveay, sc. Aristotle here draws a 

distinction between the man whom an internal bias towards 
self-indulgences (#5077) leads to act against his conscience, 
and one who acts thus under the pressure of a strong de- 

Sire, an urgent external temptation, (émOvuia,) of which the 
former is the worse. This is the principle of the rhetorical 
way of putting a wrong act, (ra éAdyuora péyora,) the less 
the external temptation, the greater the natural tendency to 
wrong. 

(90.) 3. 816 «rAd. is nk eee earn abies as what may be 
called ‘a proof by instance.’ 
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(91.) 3. rdv 8H AexXOéevrar, SC. dydpevos 8 HSovnv, and pevyaov 

Tiv AUmnv Ti amd THs émOvuias: of these, the latter is a species 

of padaxia, the former approaches nearer (wa\Xov) to the dxd- 
Aacros, inasmuch as the motive cause of the evil act is his 

own evil tendencies. 

(92.) 5. rptddn: a species of padaxia, a certain indolent, self- 

indulging temperament, which, above all things, dislikes 
trouble.—r7jv Admnv: equivalent accusative to sovnoy.— 

kal pepovpevos «.7r.A. The man who does this affects 

the gait and indolent bearing of a sick person, but does not 
fancy that he is to be pitied for his affectation, though he is 
so as much as a sick man. 

(93.) 6. Kapkivov. I have so often heard a false quantity in this 
word that I think it as well to refer the student to Arist. 
Vesp.1508.—ev 74 ’AXOrn, a play of Carcinus.—K ep xKioav. 
In this play Cercyon killed himself on finding out his 
daughter’s disgrace.—Zevogdavre. A Xenophantus is men- 
tioned by Seneca as having been a minstrel at the court of 

Alexander ; and thus Aristotle became intimate with him.— 
SxvOas: see Hat. i. 105. 

(94.) 7. tardtmdys. He seems to seek 78 & imepBody from 

mpoaipeots, but he is really trying to escape from dAvmypdv.— 

aveocs, a cessation from toil. 

(95.) 8. cpodpdrnra, their vehemence. See ch. xiv. 6, for an 

account of this. 
In tpoméreca the kupios émornun has not time to make — 

itself heard. 
In the case of peXayyodrrkol, it speaks to ears closed 

by the dogged vehemence of the desire for some self-in- 

dulgence,—such as when a man tries to drown care by 
pleasure. 

In do@évera the xupios éemorppy is partially heard, but 

érOupia leads the mind to the wrong course of reasoning, 
and thus carries it off. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

(96.) 1. dcmep HropHoapev: see ch. il. 10.—AavOdves, it 

escapes the person’s notice. The dxddacros is so without being 
aware of his wretchedness. The dxparjs is reminded of it by 
the stings of conscience. 

(97.) 2. adrady dé rovray, sc. the different sorts of axpareis: there 

is a parenthesis down to drepo, and we might not unrea- 
sonably suspect it to be an interpolation—ékorarikoi, 
se. déeis: see last chapter.—) tr Gvrat, SC. of Tov Adyov ExovTes 

pa) €ppevorres Sé.—d poros yap refers to od AavOaver. 

(98.) 3. Here, instead of stating the similarity or dissimilarity 
between them separately, he states it together, and proves 
each separately, so that the clause rd pev yap mapa... éorw 
belongs to the former clause, 67: pev ody... havepdv, and the 

clause od pay... adicovor dé to ddda 7H ios, “ but perhaps in 

some respects they are the same.”—rt6 Anpoddékov. All that 
is known of Demodocus is that he was a native of a small 
island near Miletus, who made the Milesians butts for his 

wit.—a duxor otk eiot,—because the zpoaipecis is wanting. 

(99.) 4. év 8é rats mpdEece xrr.: See bk. i. ch. 4. The 

final cause is the starting-point in moral reasoning or actions, 

as in scientific reasoning we start from the hypothesis.—éx ei 

in mathematics: see bk. vi. 11.4; and ch. 2. 3.—6 Adyos, 
reasoning, a8 opposed to voids. 

(100.) 4. GAN dpery } Pvorky 7 NOcKyH rod dpbodo€civ 

wept tyv apxnv. We here gather that a dvéa of some 
sort is necessary to a moral action. After the émdupia has 
been roused, and the dpeéis moved, there is then a decision 

of the moral intellect (Sdéa) as to the fitness or unfitness of 

the end. We are guided aright in this decision by the gene- 
ral tone of our mind,—either by the shadowy instincts of right 

and wrong (vox) dpern) in the yet unformed character, or 

by the rational principles or instincts (7@«7) in the more 
developed mind. When this dv€a has pronounced the pro- 
posed od evexa to be right, BovAnows follows, and the od évexa 

becomes an actual end to us, (see bk. iti. note 40). The 
cdpper is of such a character that right always presents itself 
to him as right, and good, and pleasant; the dxédaoros views 
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pleasure as, good, and consequently very often the #0 as 

the good. He imagines it to himself as a law.—rod 6p 6o0- 
SoEetv depends on didackadcxy. 

(101.) 5. gore SE ris. He is setting forth the two characters 
already described, not introducing new ones.—dvédnv Set», 
‘that he ought unrestrainedly to follow evil pleasures.” The 

apxy, the sense of right and wrong, od diapOeiperar, while in 
the dxddacros it is destroyed. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(102.) The question started in ch. i. 7 divides itself into three :— 
1. Is éykpareva merely intellectual firmness ? 
2. Is it intellectual adherence to a right opinion ? 
3. Is intellectual rectitude the essence of it, intellectual 

firmness the accident ? 

(103.) 1. 7 6 ré Wevdei refers to the case supposed in ch. ii, 
such as that of Philoctetes :—is such a man to be considered 
akparns P 

(104.) 1. 4 kara cvpBeBynkds. A man to be éyxparns must 

have intellectual firmness; but this is not enough—it is ka& 

airé possessing and acting on right moral judgment and 
principles, to which the peculiar circumstances (kara ovpBe- 
Bnxés) of the case make intellectual firmness necessary. The 
essence of éyxparea is moral, the way in which it acci- 
dentally operates is intellectual; the intellectual is a 
means to the moral, therefore the latter is the essence, the 
former the accident, (ei ydp tus—r0 mpdrepor). 

(105.) 2. d0mep dooros x72, 1. e. it is an exaggeration of 
the right principle.—émel etmetoros: the eyxparys may 

change dia Adyov, though not 6a wados: the difference be- 
tween firmness and obstinacy.—é6 d¢ odx iad Adyou, SC. 
peraBddrdet._lapBavovert, receive from external things. 

(106.) 3.-307ep byndicpara. The Wydicpa does not carry with 

it any power of effecting what it decrees; as far as itself 
goes, it is Inoperative.—dare paddAov «zr.A.: because they 
are influenced, not by reason, but by pleasure and pain. 
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(107.) 4. GAXAd Kary, SC. did Kadjv HSornv. Remark the dis- 

tinction here drawn between the sorts of #Sov7, Kady, and 

aioypda. 

(108.) 5. He here shews that éyxpdreva is a mean, as well as those 
properly termed virtues.—j rovodros: that is, as far as 
this point in his character is concerned. This is supported 
by three MSS. 6 rovodros al. is a mere repetition of the 
first words of the clause: éori must be supplied, 6 rowiros 
ovK eupevar €ort TS Aéyo.—dia rd paAASy re: through his 

sense of pleasure being too strong; while the other does 
not allow himself the indulgences which reason allows, owing 
to his sense of pleasure being too weak, (Sua ro. rrdv re). 

(109.) 6. jKodovdnkev, is derived from tt in the way of analogy. 

CHAPTER X. 

(110.) 1. He now shews that wherever dxpacia takes place, perfect 
gpdmnors is wanting. It is not that dpdvyos is not a suf- 
ficient development of the intellect, but because it is not 

sufficiently worked into the waép. 

(111.) 2. rov Sé Servdv. As dewdrns does not involve any moral 
considerations, but is merely a power of carrying out the 
necessary means to a desired end, the Sewds may be dxparis, 

and vice versa, for the dxparns may shew great Sewérns in ar- 
riving at his end. 

(112.) 2. kara rov Adyov. Sewdrns and the ¢dpdvyois awd ris 

Sewdrnros are, as faras the intellect is concerned, 

an exertion of nearly the same faculty, but the latter has a 

right end in view, while the former may have either one or 
the other; or xara ro» Xéyov may be construed, “as to their 
definition,” for both might be defined to be ddtvayis rod mpdrrew 

Ta mpos Td TéAos, though in the case of dpdvyois it must be 
opOdv réXos. 

(118.) 8. émiBovndos, “with malice intent."—6 péev yap airay, 

SC. doOevns: does not abide by his intent. The peray xo- 
Aukéds is a person of morbid temperament, upon whom a 
temptation comes suddenly, and is embraced as a relief from 

the pain of existence. 

(114.) 4. rdv Bovreveapévay, 8c, the dodeveis. 

"I dain ». 
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CHAPTER XI. 

(115.) Having discussed and explained the nature of dxpacia and 
éykpdreca, he now proceeds to 7dovy and Avan as the motive 

causes of human action; while in the tenth book he rather 

considers them in their relation to, and connection with, 
the end, eddaipovia. 

(116.) The fact that Aristotle discusses the question again in 
bk. x., and goes over, in many points, the same ground as 
here, ae led some to suppose that these last chapters have 
found their way from the Eudemian Ethics (in which they 
occur verbatim) into this place; but the distinction given 
in the last note will point out a difference in his way of 
looking at pleasure and pain in this book and the tenth, 
while their close connection with dxpacia will suggest a suf- 
ficient reason why he should have introduced them here. 

(117.) 3. €veae peév efivar, 8. dyadal. 

(118.) 4. He gives the arguments by which these three opinions 
are supported.—_yéveauts, transition state—ocvyyevis, Co- 
existent with. While the yéveo.s (oikoddunois, for instance) is 

going on, the rédos thereof (ofxia) is not in existence ;. when 
the rédos (olkia) is in existence, the yéveors (olkoddpunois) has 

ceased: therefore, if 750m is a yéveous, it cannot ever be co- 

existent with the dya6év, for this is a réAos. 

CHAPTER XIT. 

(119.) Aristotle in this chapter is giving the arguments on the 
other side of the question. We must not suppose that these 
are held all by the same persons, but they probably were used 
by differing schools or individuals, so that we must not expect 
the same facts to be assumed or the same results deduced in 
the several positions : — 

1. That there is a difference between the dmos nov and 

the rivi 750, so that what may be true of the latter is not true 

necessarily of the former, (sect. 1). | 
2. That there is a difference between the évépyea of plea- 

sure and the éé:s of pleasure, (sect. 2). 
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8. That even those pleasures which seem to be yevéces 
are not so really, but rather évépyea, (sect. 3). 

Sects. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are evident. 

(120.) 1. mpa@rov pév «r.r. The argument here is, that the 
objections urged above may be true as against jdor7 run, but 
not 7dovn adds. 

(121.) 1. dkoAovOnacovory. As there is an dyabdy dmdds, and 

dyaéév ti, 80 there are duces and ees, which are dyaOal amas, 

and others only adya6ai rw; and further, there are some kuwhoes 
and yevéreis dyadai amas, and others only dyadai run,—as, for 

instance, the yéveous, or process of the act of sight, is dyad) 
amh@s, the yeveois, or process of recovery from sickness, is 
ayaén Ti. 

(122.) 1. gycae Sé oFSE TASe, SC. det OF Kal’ adras. 

The divisions of 7Sov7 in this respect are,— 

dya@ali amas. 

dya@ai rive adel. 

dya@ai rivi more. 

hatvopevar ndovai. 

(128.) 2. gre «7A. Further, we must distinguish between the 

admis 75v and the kara cupBeBnkos 760; for as not 

only an és, or completed state, is dya6dv, but also the évép- 
yewat Which precede and lead to that state, so also those évép- 
yeaa Which may be viewed as yevécers, carrying us onward 
and producing in us some state which is agreeable to nature, 
ai (évépyevat, SC.) kabioracat (pas) eis tHv huorkyy eéw: See Rhet. 

i. 10,) are pleasures, though only accidentally so, as being the 
évépyecat Which are working towards a yet imperfect and de- 
ficient state, (imodoimov eews, 80 below, sect. 3,) eis redeloow 

dyopévev ths pices, in order to get rid of the pain, évdea. 
They are not xa@ airds or amas Hdeiar, because they are only 
noetac when the é&is is tdAouros; while to those who have no 
such lack or deficiency they are not pleasant. But all jdov7 
is not such a yéveots, since (ée’) some exist without any pre- — 
ceding évdefa or émOupia, i.e. without any such trddouros Efis. 
Michelet reads imodvmou é€ews, 1. . connected with pain, that is, 

with an évdea; but the other reading has the same meaning. 
Aspasius interprets these words as above, —rijs Aourafoperns 
gioews kai ev évdeia ovons: the Paraphrast,—7 dé évepyea riyv 

€dXciroveay €éw avarAnpodv. Others interpret tmodoimov, the re- 

Aa 
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mains of our former nature; i.e. those appetites and 
wants which arise from the recollection of our former na- 
ture: but the former interpretation is the best, though the 
sense given to imédouros 1s unusual; but the words od« év- 
Seods ovons below point to this sense. Cardwell reads, 
with one MS., “ére ai évépyecracr” for “gor & 7 evépyea,” 

making this sentence the reason or explanation of the former 

one: but the reading in the text comes to much the same 
thing. The clause beginning ézei kai dvev Aims seems to 
belong to the one ending with 7decia, ciciv, so that éorm 8 7 

evépyeca—eéews 18 in a sort of parenthesis, and we must supply 
before good, &c. But all are not of this sort. 

(124.) 2. €re éwel wrA—€Evs. The connection of these words 
with what follows seems to be, that as the dya6év shews itself 
im an évépyea or an é&s, so the 7dv exists either as an évepyea 

or an é&s, though in the former it is only xara cvpBeByxds 750, 

as tending towards a desired éé:s. 

(125.) 2. ris hicews obk évde0ts ovons. This expression 

gives us the sense of the one opposed to it, Viz. émodoimov 
efews. 

(126.) 2. cnpetoy «.z.X., sc. that the pleasures belonging to the 
évépyera Of dvamAnpwors and those belonging to the state which 
is the result of that dvamAnpwors are different, so that what 

may be true of the one is not necessarily true of the other. 

(127.) 2. dvawXnpovpévns: in the process of dvazAnpeois.— 

kadeornkvias: ima state of xardoracis, or satisfaction ; 

a settled, quiescent state —ovvéornkerv, clash, differ. 

(128.) 8. 750v7 does not necessarily stand to dyaOdv as a yéveots 
to the rédos, which is the completion of it; for some sort of — 

pleasure is simply an évépyeua and a rédos in itself, without 
anything beyond it. 

(129.) 3. 0d8€ yevopévayv xr. Nor do such pleasures arise 
when we are in the transition state of yéveo.s, (ywopevor,) 
but when we are in the possession and enjoyment of them, 
(xpwpévor). 

(180.) 8. kat réXos «rr. The rédos of such pleasures (sight, 
for instance) is not distinct from the pleasure itself, but only — 

of those which conduce to the supplement of some natural 
want, (izodolmov ews, Sect. 1).—8e6 x.r.A.: see ch. xi. 4. 
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(181.) 3. evépyerav ris kara hiaouy c£ews, the operation or 

energy of a state consonant to nature. This is the definition of 
ams don: the others, as we have seen above, are only kara 

oupBeBynxds HSeia—alaOnriv yéveaty, a perceptible state of 

transition towards something. 

(182.) 3. doxet S€ «7.A. It may be said that the very notion 
of pleasure being a yéveors arises from its being in the most 
proper sense, (kupiws) dyadéy; for as that which is properly 
dyaOdy 18 an évépyea, and Hdovm being properly such an évépyea 

tod ayabod, people confound it with a yéveors, fancying that 
the two are identical. The way people got at the notion of 
its being a yeveous was—yjdovn must be an évépyera, because it 
is dyaOdv, and an évépyeca must be a yéveois. He brings for- 

ward the source of the error (that 7dSovn is a yéveots) which 
he has just been confuting, in proof of his position that 7dovn 
is in the proper sense an dyadov, (though not raya6év). 

(133.) 4. rd atdrd Kai, the same as if (you were to call) healthy 
things bad, because, &¢.—m pbs xpynpariapdyv, money-mak- 

ing, business.—r avryn. Viewed relatively, both jdca and iyeiva 

are sometimes bad; but this does not prove them abso- 
lutely bad. 

(184.) 6. odS€ yap GAAns «7A. An art is that which sets out 

and regulates the productive powers of a dvvaws: that which 
sets out and regulates the operation of an évépye is a law, 
not an art.—kairor: “and yet the objection does not seem 
to be founded in fact, for,”’ &c. 

(185.) 7. ro 8€ rov codpova hevyery, 8c. rHv Hdovnv.—t ov 

dAvmov Bioy, sc. ddvmia in preference to 7Sov7. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

(136.) lw 4 8€ ré TH CprossoreKH, ws an evil to particular 

persons, (opposed to amdds,) as being in some way an hindrance 
to them: al. mi 74, Opposing 77 to dmdas. 

(187.) l. os yap Smwetornmos «tA. The method devised to 

meet the foregoing argument (é€ evavrioy) was simply this: 
as the two extremes are not only opposed to the mean as 
good, but each to the other as an evil, so the opposition be- 
tween Aimy and #dovn may be of this latter kind, and both be 

evils. Aristotle answers—if both were evils, both would be 

alike avoided. Cf. bk. i. 12. 
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(188.) 2. rodro, sc. evépyera dveurddiotos.—ovdSepia yap x.td. 

The argument is, “ evépyeua rédeos is Sov, (as being dveurd- 

Sicros,) edSaovia implies évépyera réAevos, evdaypovia implies 
0.29 

7Sovn. 

(189.) 3. of Sé «7.A.: see bk. i. ch. x. The essence of the edda- 

povia would remain, though the adjuncts perished; the etda- 
povia would remain, though the man would not be evéaipov: 

see bk. i. note 175.—} éExdvres 4} &kovres, whether they 

really mean wt or not. 

(140.) 5. gyn & od «zr.rd., Hes. Opp. 762.—Aa oi, sc. pypigo- 

ow, Hesiod. 

(141.) 6. odx 9 adrn, Sc. maou. 

(142.) 6. dAXa tHv adrnyy. In reality, there is a divine instinct 
within men, which prompts them to desire and seek after 
true pleasure, though in their views and practices they re- 
cognise and seek only the lower sort, because these are 
commonly received as the only pleasures. Reasonable self- 
love is at bottom a motive cause to every one.—mapa- 

BadrAeuv is neuter.—rdavra yap «..r. These words give 

an important feature in Aristotle’s view of human nature. 

(143.) 7. 7 evépyeta, SC. tas Hdovas—éevdexeTat HY, SC. TOV 

evoaipova. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

(144) 2. od v, of then this is the case. 

(145.) 2. # otras. This is another opinion, which Aristotle, on 
the whole, adopts. He frequently introduces such opinions of 
his own by # ovras.—r 6 py Kaxkdy, Sc. the getting rid of the 

Avan ths emOvplas.—péexpt Tod adyaGat: that is, as long as 

they are within proper limits.—+ 6 5ca@xecv: modal dative. 

(146.) 2. otd€ ris FSovis, SC. imepBodry eort, 1.e. where the 

energy or state is such as not to admit of its being indulged 
in too much, (such as sight, or thought,) there is no possi- 
bility of the pleasure arising from it being desired too much. 
—rTas advaykaias, Sc. ndovds.—évavtias 8 ért NUTS. 

In the case of 780vm a man is bad, not for pursuing pleasure 
at all, but its excess; in the case of Avmn a man is bad, 
not from avoiding the excess of pain, but pain altogether.— 
6Aa@s, SC. 6 Haddos. 

(147.) 2. 08 ydp éorce. This is an answer to the second ques- 
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tion proposed above, (Sta ri odv «rdr.) “If some plea- 
sures are bad, why are the pains opposed to them bad like- 
wise ?” Having first answered the difficulty, “ how far bodily 
pleasures are good,” (i) ovrws dyaOai x.7.d.), he then introduces 
his answer to the other, as if it were a deduction from it. We 

must supply the sentence to which ydp refers: ‘So that it is 

not absurd for one who holds excess of pleasure to be an 
evil, to say that Avy is an evil also, for Avy is not in itself 

the opposite of the bad sort of pleasure, but only acciden- 
tally, in the case of him to whom this bad sort of pleasure is 
good,” (dN i TO Stdkovre rHv imepBoryv). In itself this bad 

pleasure is an evil, and therefore cannot be opposed to dunn, 
which is an evil also. 

(148.) 38. ro dca ri haiverat dry Gés is the nominative case 

to garz.—eret & ov. The apodosis begins in sect. 4, mparov 

pev ovv k.r.A.: When a reasonable cause can be given for the 
origin of an error, it confirms the truth. Cf. Hooker, Ecce. 
Pol. I. viii. 3. 

(149.) 4. os otons iarpetas, 8c. ris jdovis.—o podpai. These 

remedies against violent pain are in themselves violent, hence 
the two are placed in strong contrast.—8.6 cal SedKkovrat 

dca ro wapa ro évavriov (by the side of the contrary,) 

paivecOar, sc. 7dciax. These false pleasures appear to be 
pleasures from their contrast to the pain to which they are 
opposed.— 51a Sv0 radra may be either, the two reasons 
above do not prove these pleasures to be good, for the fol- 
lowing reasons; or dvo radra may refer to the following rea- 
sons themselves.—é ru ai pév «rd. He is giving one reason 
for the view which some men, looking only at bodily plea- 
sures, and these in excess, take of 75ovn as an evil. 

150.) 4. ai 8¢ iarpetae xr. This is another reason for the 
same. The full sentence is, ai dé iarpeiar (od omovdaia eiva do- 

ovat) bre evSeods (cial) Kal (Ore) exew (ri) BeAridv earn, 7 (rodro) 

yiverbat : “ But the pleasures which are of the nature of reme- 
dies are held to be bad, because they imply a deficiency, and 
because it is better to be in possession of any thing, than 
that this thing should be in course of production,” or éxew 
may be rendered ‘‘an és, and yevéoOa:’’ and yevéoOar towards 

that és. It is better to be well than to have recourse to 

remedies for getting well: an fazpeia implies an evil, rather 
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than is itself a good. Such pleasures seem to be of the na- 
ture of evil, because they are merely remedies for a defect. 

(151.) 4. ai S€ cupBaivovor rerercovpévorv: “And other 

pleasures accidentally arise while the defect is in course of 
being supplied,” (present participle, reXecovusevor,)—see below, 

sect. 7,—and therefore are only accidentally good, not in 
themselves, but in consequence of the previous defect. 

(152.) 5. re Sednovrac: this is another reason why these 
pleasures appear to be the best.—érav pév odv adBrda- 
Bets, SC. mapackevafoow.—t6 Se pndérepov, a passive, 

neutral state ; with neither pleasure nor pain. 

(158.) 6. oivdépevou Their desires are more active and in- 

satiable, as drunken men are more thirsty the more they 
drink. 

(154.) 7. ai & dvev Aume»y: such as the pleasures of thought, 
sight, &c.; and as these are never év wtmepBodq, they are 

gmovdaia.—rov UropéevovtTos x.t-A. Health is restored, 

not by the action of the medicine, but by the operation of 
the yet surviving principle of health. All that the antidote 
does is to check that which would prevent this principle 
working ; and therefore, though it is for the time an object of 
desire, it is only accidentally so, as hindering a greater evil.— 
d wovet wpaéeuv trys Toragde huceas, which performs 

the actions suitable to such nature. In the Rhetoric this would 
be stated—d move mpds.& dtdorowwtros, OF Ta KatagTdyta eis THY 

Umdapxovoay iow. 

(155.) 8. od« dei «rd. St. Jamesi. 8, “A double-minded man 

is unstable in all his ways.”’ In proportion as the parts of our 
nature are harmonized so as to work together, our pleasures 
will be consistent and enduring.—xca66 @Oapra,_as bemg 
destructible ; since we are destructible—érav 8 ica¢n, when 

these balance each other.—d.6 6 6e6s x.r.dA. Here isa distinct 

recognition of a God, and of the divine nature.—dAda kai 

dxuvnoias. Sleep, for instance, is an évépyeta dxwyoias. 

(156.) It may be useful to subjoin a general view of dxkpacia 
and éyxpdreta:— 

dxpacia is twofold: a. improper pursuit of pleasure. 
8. improper avoidance of pain. 

éykadrea is twofold: a. avoidance of wrong pleasure. 
8. endurance of right pain. 
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Tn both the will is supposed to be in a passive state, and 
two principles—one sensual, the other moral—existing pas- 
sively in the mind. If the former were wanting, it would be 
cwdpocrrn; if the latter, it would be dkoAagia. 

adxpagia, a. pursuit of improper pleasure; sensual per- 
ception of particulars,—‘ rourt yuki ;” emdupia, of the 
senses roused,—the sensual principle called out; may 
ydued 780: sensual syllogism: p@dacs representing it 
as an object of rational desire ; rouri 750—épefs, of the 
will consequent thereon, apparently sanctioned by rea- 
son: slight but intellectual reaction of moral principle, 
—i péev éyer hevyew rodro; emibvuia dyer, with the sanc- 

tion of the aicOnrixy éemeornun,—action as 70. 

éykpdareca, a, sensual perception of particular rouri yAukv* 

emtOvuia: effective reaction of moral perception, rovri 

aicypév: moral principle called into being, wav aicypdv 

gevkrdv,—h dows; rovti devkrdy, action declined, though 

neon. 
adkpacia, B, (wadakia), avoidance of pain, rouri Auvmnpdv 5 

sensual principle, mav Aumnpov hevkrdv; pb dats, routi pevk- 

7év: slight ineffective reaction of moral principle, mav 
kadov Svoxrov,—action declined as painful. 

éykpareva, B. (kaprepia), sensual perception, rovri dv- 

anpov ; reaction of moral perception, rouri xaddy; moral 

principle, may xaddv Swwoxrdv.—pdaous: rovtt Swwxrdv, 

action performed, though painful. 

pe) Boudevodpevor. 

adkpacia Sta d€vrnra: rovri ydvukv, hasty decision,— 

routl 75v, tourt dioxrév,—without giving time for the moral 
principle to make itself heard. 

akpacia Oia opodpdrnta (peAayxodtKol) : Tout yAuKU, TouTL di@K- 

rév, Violent impulse to escape pain,—obstinate émvpia,— 
moral principle not allowed to speak. 

dxkpagia 8ié’ doOéverav: Bovdrevoduevo, taking counsel 

- with right reason, but not having the moral principle 
in sufficient strength to be effectual ;—given above. 

dkpagia di’ €@:opno0d: where self-indulgence has given 
increase to the émdvpia, quickened sensual perception, 
and strengthened the sensual principle. 

For dxpacia dard ris éribupias, and dxpacia dd ris HdSovqs, See 

note 89. 
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BOOK VIII. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) Aristotle in this book discusses the social instincts of man 

(4.) 

apart from any notion of social or political obligation, which 
he has treated of in the fourth (ch. vi.) and the fifth 
book. While going through the principles and the phe- 
nomena of didia, he shews that 7c) dpern secures the most 

perfect and enduring exercise of the social instincts, as he 

has shewn in the fifth book that it secures the due per- 
formance of social obligation. 

The actual difficulties in this book are fewer than in any 
of the preceding, but it requires considerable attention and 
clearness to master and retain the details, and the relation 

in which the matters treated of stand to each other: such 
as the conditions of giA‘a in general, and of true ga in 
particular,—the points of identity and difference between 
this true sort and the spurious imitations of it; and the 
relation between the several spheres of the social instincts, 

—domestic, social, political. 

1. dpern res. For the proper development of one of the 
energies of the social instincts, the mean between xodaxeva 
and djdea, see bk. iv. 6. 4.—1rn pn Gein, Sc. edyrepia. 

2. €vy mevia te, al. dé, as an emphatic reference to what 
goes before.—B on 6ei, sc. 4 dirdia, al. Bonbeias, supported by 
a majority of MSS.: it must be taken as ace. plur. in ap- 
position to xarapvyjv. The plural is used in this way in 

(Keon. 1. 3.—cvv re 8’ épxyopévea: Il. x. 224. 

4. €orxe S€ ras wérers cuvexerv 4» hiria. In the 

fifth book xpefa is spoken of as the bond of society. Mankind 
there are viewed in their artificial, as here in their natural, 

state. The earliest bond of society is @idia, of which xpela 

supplies the lack or the deficiency. quA‘a is natural d:xa0- 
civn, Sikaocuvn is artificial diia: but where ¢iria exists 

there is no need of its artificial substitute; where d:xavocvvy 

supplies its place as the formal bond of union, there is still 
a necessity for dla in a greater or less degree,—at the very 
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(5.) 

least in its shape of spdvora.—é x Oparv, al. exOpdv.—rd pa- 
Atora pircKdy eivat Soxei, the highest sort of Bdikaov 

seems to be founded on dudia. 

6. SsapghioBnreirac xr.A. These views of the nature of 

giria differ as it is supposed to be founded on caddy, 784, 
or xpyotpov: if either of the two former, identity of 

feelings and interests is the principle of duAia, (6 woros mpos 
dpowov); if the latter, diversity, (xepayeds Kepapet). See ch. 

viii. 6. 

(6.) 6. dAcev roy Sporov: Od. xvil. 218.—kepapets: Hes. Opp. 

(7.) 

(8.) 

(9.) 

25, kal kepameds Kepapel Koréer Kal Téxrove TEKT@Y.— dV aT EPO, 

more deeply.—pvaotxatepov, on physical principles: Evbpi- 

midns: Frag. ddn\ov Spapdrov, iv.i— ro dvrigéovy, a surface 

with corresponding indentations.—'H pakXerros: ef. Plato, 

Symp. 187, A.—épev: Eth. Hud. vii. 1, ‘Hpdkdecros émeripa 
~ ” 5 9 T@ Troinoarte “ws ”Epis ék te Ocav ek Te dvOparev adoro. 

7. This is the same practical principle on which he acts in 
his investigation of dpern, where he says he does not dis-— 

CUSS Ti €oTW 4 dpeTn.—Kkal Ta Erepa: kai iS even.—dre 

émtdéxerase. The meaning of this argument is, that those 

things which admit of change of degree do not differ in kind. 
—¢yumpoabev. Michelet approves of Zellius’s reference to 
bk. ii. 8, where it is shewn that the extremes on either side 
of the mean do differ from the mean in kind, though they 
are also different degrees of the same md6os. 

CHAPTER II. 

The conditions of gitia are:—l. dirntrov. 2 Pidrnors. 
3. BovAnots dyadod or etvora 4. avripidrnors. 

5. py AavOdvovoa. GO. cuje. 

2. drrGs, mm the abstract. 

CHAPTER III. 

cod 10.) 2. ody 7 6 hirovpevds eaoriv, not in respect of that 

which the person beloved is in himself; al. puroripevos €orw, not, 

as in true friendship, where his mere existence, without 
Bb 
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further results, is the object of friendship. 7 eori, al. 7 gorw, 
as above: but éoriy is here evidently the copula.—éomep 

€oriv, Whatever he may be, (e.g. good, 7 dya@ds,) not for 
himself, but for what he is to them. 

(11.) 6. reXeta. gudjia is perfected by Onn dper).—ai adrat # 

Spocat, al. rovadra 7) duo, are of some particular sort, or 

like them; but the former reading is the better. 

(12.) 7. ratryn Sé¢ bwdpyxee Kd, herein exist all the above- 

mentioned requisites in the parties themselves,—essentially, and 

not accidentally._ratryn dpmora, 8c. ra €tdn rHs didias. The? 

other sorts of friendship are merely resemblances and sha- 
dows of this: al. ravrn yap éuora, in this they are similar, &c. 

(13.) 8. rods Neyopevovs dras. Michelet quotes Cic. de 

Amicitia, ec. 19, Verumque illud est quod dicitur multos modios 

salis simul dandos esse ut amicitie munere expletum sit. End. 

Vil. 2: eis mapoupiay eAnrvOev 6 pedipvos Tv Gor. 

(14.) 9. adrn, sc. pidia kar’ dperty.—katda roy x pdvoy, in regard © 

of duration.—r avr, al. ratra. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(15.) 2. pndérepov, he who is neither really good nor really bad 
(neither émveckns nor daddos) can be a friend to any sort of man. 

—oi yap caxoi x... Mark the analogy between guAia and 

¢udavria, which is more fully drawn out hereafter. 

(16.) 3. otdevi, 8c. diaBaddAovTt.— ev TOUTOLS, SC. Tois ayabois. 

(17.) 5. cvvadmrove., combine. 

(18.) 6. ravry, SC. TH Tay dyalav gidia: sporor being used as 

6polwpa, in sect. 1: or ravry in this respect, sc. xpeia or ndov7. 

CHAPTER V. 

(19.) 8. dwodexdpevor, taking to one another.—oi pakaptor. 

The word expresses here both virtue and prosperity. 

(20.) 5. 48e% The common reading is eide., but it seems 

difficult to make any sense of this word; and the reading in 
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the text (#S¢7) is not much better. Bovdjoeu is by some taken 
to mean 7@ dyaéé, in which case Sei would do very well; but 

this seems doing violence to the word Bovdynoe. I would 
suggest epye, which isnot a violent alteration. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(21.) A, padXov Zorke hidria «7A, that friendship is most 

like friendship. I should be inclined to read qguaA‘a. 

(22.) 6. €av pH kat rH dperh bmrepéxnrae Krr., unless he 

(6 imepéxov) be surpassed in virtue. If this be not the case, he 
does not, by being in his turn inferior, (imepexdpevos,) preserve an 

analogous equality. If the one who is superior in one point 

is inferior in another, there is, analogously, an equality be- 

tween them. 

(23.) 7. rovovro ty SC. UTEPEXOMEVOL. Those in power are not 

wont to look on themselves as tmepeyspevor rH dpet7.—at eipn- 

peévat, the three sorts of piriiau.—BovrAovrat, SC. ra ad’ra.— 

kat pévovgtr, SC. Kal Ore Arrov pévovow.—kakelyy, SC. TH 

kar’ aperny pidria. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(24.) He now examines the nature and operation of the social 
instincts, where the parties are not on absolute, but only on 
a relative, footing of equality ; where there is not an exact 
interchange of feelings, but such an interchange as answers 

to the relative position of the parties. 

(25.) 2. émveckis pidria, such as is seemly ; answering to émei- 
keca in justice, —not strictly gia, but such as suits the 

circumstances. 

(26.) 3. gore yap ey pév wrr. In giiia each does not con- 

sider the exact rights of himself and the other; he does 
not think how much he is bound to give, but how far his 

abilities go. In Sexacocdvvy the main question is that of 
rights: he does not think how much he has power to give, 
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but how much the other has a right to claim. If gAia and 
Sixacoavvn Were conceived to be at the opposite points of a line, 
then as dria degenerated into Scaootvn, the wécov would be 

exchanged for the déia; a8 Sicaootvn was replaced by ¢uXia, 
the déa would be lost sight of in the zécop. 

piria aégéia 

In proportion as the question of déia is forced upon us in 
the dudia év trepoyy, the character of dedia is lost. 

, , 

7OOOY dukatoouvry. 

(27.) 5. dhatpovpevoyv: many of the points of friendship 

being destroyed by inequality.—péve., sc. 6 pidos, or 7 didia. 
—yoptodévros, 8c. Tov didov: al. ywproOevres, m which 

case we must supply pévovar. 

(28.) 6. dv@pdae@ dvr, to him as a man. Whatever goods 

belong to humanity: hence not such as pertain to the gods. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(29.) 1. brepexdpevos, in an inferior condition.—rotrottos 

eivat, al, om. elvar. 

(80.) 4. évy ofs rotro ylverat kar aéiayv. He is speaking 

of the @udiat ev wrepoyy. 

(81.) 5. 6poudrns (se. orl) PurSrys—emirpemery: the com- 

mon reading has trnpereiy after émurpéwew, but the reading im 

the text is the better, supplying duapravew. 

(82.) 6. Purnrodvs Bvras. This accusative depends on 6c? in | 

G&wwréov = dei d&iodtv: Gr. Gr. 618, Obs. 5. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(33.) He now discusses the nature and operation of the social 
instincts in domestic and political life.—év dp yx, se. ch.1. 4. 

Some persons have argued from this expression, here and else- 
where, (bk. viii. and ix.,) that these chapters do not properly 

belong to the Nicomachean Ethics: but there is no reason 
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why év apy here may not mean “the beginning of this part 
of the subject ;’”’ and there are other passages in these books 
where the words ¢v dpx7, used somewhat differently, imply 

connection with the earlier parts of the Ethics.—@udria dé: 
d¢ is emphatic; Gr. Gr. 761, 2. 

(84.) 1. kad’ dcov Kr.A. As Sixaoy is the substitute for pirca, 

it follows, that wherever there is @iAia there might be di«aro- 

avvn; Wherever there is Skawootvn there might have been 
dria; so that either can be brought to prove the possible 
or actual existence of the other. Both depend on xoworia, 

wherefore, in whatever social relation there is dikaoyv, there 
must be a possibility of pudéa. 

(35.) 3. avéeoOart xrr. The nature of grla and dicaov is such 

that they vary in degree in a common ratio. Wherever the 
claims of ¢iAia are strongest, the claims of dicaov are so too. 
On the other hand, we must remember that where g.A/a 
ought most to be, there dicaov ought least to be: but still, 

looking at it practically, as @A‘a is so much set aside, the 
position in the text is perfectly true,—that where ¢.A/a has 
most right to look for mutual good offices, there Sikaoy lays 
down the claims of each most authoritatively. For the use 
and progress of Sikaoy from a state of puria, see bk. v. ch. 8, 
note. 

(36.) 3. macat, al. raov, wrongly.—rod cuugépovtros xapuv 

dSoxei. So in the fifth book he speaks of ypeud as the bond of 
social union. The social instincts which bind man to man 
do generally assume their lower form of @iria da xpjoipov, 

which differs but little from dccavootvvn, except that this latter 
is more definite. Ata proper is a higher bond of union in 
the abstract, but practically does not work when the society 
grows from a family to a state. In the early Church we 
have an instance of an attempt to frame a society on the 
purer principle of @uAia, individual rights being for a time 
forgotten in the common interest,—the d&ia merged in the. 

nécov; but individual rights soon made themselves heard, and 
complaints from individuals that their claims were neglected 
reintroduced 8ickaov into the Church: and surely, if there 

ever could: be a society in which qiAia might have held her 
(abstractedly) natural place in society, it was a body of 
Christians who had received the especial grace of God. Yet 
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human nature refused to obey, and fell back on the artificial 

system of dixawoivn. See note.—doxkei. Michelet observes 

truly, that Aristotle does not mean to give this bond of social 

union as the best and truest, but only as the practical and 

historical view of it. 

(37.) 5. O@volas re wotovvres at first sight seems to agree 

with the plural implied in qodurixy : but Michelet’s observa- 
tion is right, that wodere«y is an abstract noun, and therefore 

does not admit of this construction. See instances in Gr. Gr. 
379, b. He refers moodvres to puderar cal Syydrar, making 

from *Ev.ac down to Biov in a parenthesis, to mark that he is | 
passing from the cipdepoy to the 7dv, but that what he has 
advanced equally holds good. Grammatically speaking, 

rovovvtes might be viewed as the nominative to modutetov- 
Tat xdptv.—rod mapdvros x.r-A., implied mM q TodereKH 

édlerar,—see Gr. Gr. 708, 1; but Michelet’s way seems the 

best.—od yap rod mwapdvtos x«z.A.: politics does not 

merely provide for the points of common weal as they from 
time to time arise, but for every part of life; not only for the 

actual cipdepov, but for the 76v as far as it is otppepov: hence 
all these associations which have 75s in view come under 

politics, as well as those which look to cipdepov.—me pt 

TavuTas, SC. Ovoias.—svvddo0vs depends on moudvres, making 

assemblies for these, 1. e. for sacrifices. 

CHAPTER X. 

(38.) He now examines the social instincts as they are developed 
in the political or domestic life. The subject is discussed 

at length in the third and fourth books of the Politics.— 

moAtreias. A constitution may be defined as a system or 
arrangement (rdéis : see Pol. iii. 1.) which embodies the rights 

and duties arising from the relations in which the various 
parties in the state stand, or are viewed as standing, to each 
other; and as the principle (d&ia) on which these relations are 
estimated varies, the constitution varies likewise. It is to be 

distinguished from a government which takes care that these 
rights and duties are performed and exercised without let or 

hindrance. A good constitution is that which fitly embodies 
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the really existing relations. A constitution is bad when it 
embodies relations which do not exist, or does not embody 

relations which do exist. 

(39.) 2. 6 wy adrapKns, not independent.—ris ein Bacidreids, 

al. } BariAev’s. There is about equal authority for each. If 

4 is read, we must supply paAdAoy» before it: Gr. Gr. 579, 

Obs. 8. If 4 is omitted, then krypwrds BaowWev’s is the same 

notion as we find in Pol. i. 10, p. 102. 

(40.) 3. mept mAXciorov motovpevor TO TMAOvreiv. In oli- 

garchy wealth is looked upon as an instrument of unconstitu- 
tional power. In timocracy it is a test of the relations in 

which the individuals of the state stand to each other; either 

of the amount of interest or stake which each person has in 

the common weal, or as a presumptive test of education and 

ability. Observe Aristotle’s theory of revolutions.—£ o v- 
Aeraz, claims or pretends to be = is in theory. 

(Al.) 4. wmapadciypara, models.—arartpixy, patriarchal.— 

avrn, SC. 7 Seomorexy. It is right, because it truly embodies 
the relations which really exist between a master and a 

slave: the slave, viewed in the relation of a «riya, has no rights 

or duties properly so called. The patriarchal authority, as 
set forth in Asia, is wrong, because the supposed relation 
between father and son, on which it is founded, as if they 

stood in the relation of master and slave, is not the true or 

real one.—d:agopor: not merely different in species, but 

have a different character; are to be differently thought of ; 
as in the cases just quoted. 

(42.) 5. dvdpés k.r.d. Supply Kolweovia. 

CHAPTER XI. 

(43.) 1. ef’ doov Kai rd Sixacov: see note 34, 

(44.) 2. 7 martpexn, 8C. Piriia.—drtaphépet, SC. THs PBaowreias.— 

amovéperat, attributes. 

(45.) 6. ev ots pndév xovvdyv: where there is no common in- 
terest the slave has no interest in what his master does,—no 

mutual relations. 
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(46.) 6. od5€ yap Sixatov. The argument here is, “If there 
is @uiia there would be Sixaov; there is no Sixaov, therefore 

no d@iria.” The absence of Sikavoy 1s a token, not a cause, of 

the absence of gidia; the lack of didia, on the other hand, is 

a cause of the absence of Sikaov.—dagmeretrar péev yap 

k.7.d. There is an apédeca between the parties, but still no 

kody, therefore neither q@idta nor Sikawv.—pév yap: there 

is no Sikaov, ‘‘ for these indeed are benefited :” it is almost 

equivalent to “ for though.” 

(47.) 6. SotdAos. Aristotle seems never to have been able to 
get rid of the fact that every man had some claim upon his 
fellow-men, by virtue of his humanity: he was obliged to 

recall to his mind the artificial view of individuals as slaves, 

in order to justify what he says as to their position. 

(48.) 7. Soxet yap efvar «rr. This is the dmdés dixatoy of the 

fifth book. 

(49.) 7. kat hderias Sy. kai 8} (Piria) mpds wavra rov Suvdpevov 

kowavnoat pidrias :—unless the proper reading be kai gudia 87. 

Michelet suggests that ¢iiias depends on zi, supplied from 
tT. OikKatov. 

CHAPTER XII. 

(50.) 1. mica gidia. He is here speaking of wodsrixat @idiat, OF 
gudia kar’ déiav.— dgdopicere 0 av tes Kr.rA. One might 

perhaps eliminate or exclude from this definition the friend- 
ship of relationship and companionship, which might be 
viewed as arising from the qvovxy giAéa mentioned in chap. 
xiv. 4, from a similarity of feelings (éuoraecis), or of character 
(éuonbeas), rather than from any community of interest be- 

tween the parties. Hudem. vi. 10, Acyovra: dé gidiat, ovy- 

YEvikn, ETALPLKT), KOLY@VLKN, 7) AeyomEevn TodLTLKN. 

(51.) 2. éxeiva, al. éxeivav dé otSevi, sc. to none of these is 

the possessor an object of interest; but the new reading is by 
far the better. 

(52.) 8. ré €& adrav repuxevai. Cf. 1 Ep. St. John 5.—rad- 

tov aipa: Il. ¢. 211. pig¢av: Eur. Ion. ix. 76.—kai év 

Sunpnpévots, m the separate branches.—eici, SC. aipa kat 

pia. 
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(53. ) 4. FACE yap FrAcKa, SC. Tépre.—acuvotkeiwvrat, are 

q connected. 

(54.) 5. &s mpds Oeots. Observe his notion of the care of the 
Divine Being for man. 

(55.) 6. 9 rovcadrn Piria, sc. 9» ovyyeriky.—rdv d0velw», 

SC. tis piiias.—6 Bios k.t.d., their daily lives have more 

in common.—padrdov ev rots éemreckéeoe: that is, where 

there 18 dpery.—tamdpxovor orépyovres. Supply eisi 

before oikedrepor ; al. ixdpyovres orépyouct. 

(56.) 7. 6c mpérepov «rr. Inthe Politics he speaks of the 
médis AS mpdtepoy TH Hioer: in that passage he is speaking 
nature intendentis,—rédds, oikia, avOpwmos ; the aOpwros being 

formed with a view to the family, the family with a view to 
the state: in this passage he is speaking zature operantis, 
(avOperos, oixia, wédts,) aS in order of development the indi- 

viduals form themselves into families, and families become 

Sa 

te el 

H states. 

(87.) 7. § was Sleatoy, sc. cupSidva. The requirements of 
+ guAia are the same as those of dixaov, though on different 
3 principles: as the relations differ, so will the Sikaov; and 

hence also the p:Aia must be different.—r aidzov, 8c. dixaor. 

; 
é 

, CHAPTER XIII. 

58.) 2. dpvverats, al, dpeiBera. 

(59.) 6. cvvaddrdéEoor: neuter. See Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

-(60.) 6. durexyv dé rv dvaBornyv ~xet, but it admits of a 

Sriendly delay: durr.eév, Bekker ; but friendship admits of delays : 

ef. Plat. Legg. 915. But the former reading is the better, 

as the neuter adjective for the abstract noun requires the 
‘ article ré: see Gr. Gr. 436, y. 

(61.) 7. 6rtSnmore &AXo, for whatever other services he does to. 

the other, are as to a friend: al. ido, 8c. mapéyer. This is the 

: old reading, but do has MS. authority, and is better. 

(62.) 7. dwapevm. If he is able, he must repay the debt.—xat 

éExdvri, and with good-will.—d&kovra yap «72d. for we 

must not make a mana friend against his will, as we should 

be doing if we were to suppose that as friendship is not émi 
cc 
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pnrois, therefore we need not repay it,—that it was no debt. 
From copig¢ecdar down to evepyereiabar we have the 

expectation of the benefactor, that though it is not a matter 
of debt, yet he expects to receive something in return; so 
that Svvapéve x.r.r. refers to the clause 7 8 74x) od« emi py- 

rois,—he is not to make a return unless he is able; and at the 

same time to the expectation of the donor,—he is to make a 

return if he is able. d:ayaprévra may either refer to the act of 
repaying, (dzodoréov,) the case being changed after as, (see Gr. 
Gr. 703,) or may better depend on d:aduréov below, (Gr. Gr. 
618, obs. 5;) the clause od yap id pidov being evidently a 
parenthetical explanation of ed waOdvra if’ of ovk ee. In this 

interpretation éxévr. and dkovra refer to different persons, one 
the agent, the other the recipient of the apodosis; and kat 
éxévru has not the emphasis whieh it evidently is meant to have. 
lt is better to take both for the same person, making ékévz: to 
refer to the will of the recipient, as duvayéve does to the power 
of the agent, and making it depend on dodotva in drodoréov, 

(Gr. Gr. 613, 3,) and not on the passive verbal notion. “A 

return is to be made to him who did the benefit, if the person 
benefited is able to do it, and if he is willing to receive it; 
for one must not make a man a friend against his will,” which 
would be the case if you were to treat a man as if he had done 

you a service as a friend, while he declares he did not do it 
as your friend, that he has no such claim upon you: as where 
a person had accidentally benefited another, without the 
least notion of doing him a service, or done it from friend- 

ship to some one else. In such a case the person benefited 
ought not to have received the benefit, and all he has to do 

now is to allow the matter to be settled, (d:aduréov,) as if it had 
been éxi pyrois; in which case, as no mention of return was 

made beforehand, no return would be expected afterwards. 

This gives kal éxévre its emphatic force, and gives the two con- 
ditions of the dvramddocrs, viz. the ability of one party and the 
willingness of the other; and moreover describes a case which 

is perpetually happening in every-day life. A man refuses to 
accept a return for a benefit conferred, because such accept- 
ance would imply a friendship which does not exist, and was 

not implied in the original act. 

(63.) 9. bpodkoynoar &v; «7dr. As the words kai éxdvre are eX- 

plained by dkovra ydp x.7.A., 80 here we have an explanation of 
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the condition duvapévg :—“Any one would allow that he ought 
to repay it, if he is able; if not, no one would expect it ;’— 
al. duodoynoa, which is not right; al. apoArAdynoe & ap, 

which would favour the former of the two interpretations, by 
shewing that the émi pnrois refers to the dmdédoots to which he 

would have agreed beforehand, and not, as suggested 
in the second interpretation, to there being no bargain for 
an amddoais, and therefore no case for it. 

(64.) 11. émapkei, sc. repos. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

(65.) 3. eis ypnpara x.r.A., by him who is on the debtor side 

with respect to money or to excellence.—dvramrodtddévra 

depends on Sef in dvtarodoréoy — Sei adrév dmodoovat. 

(66.) 4. oddSeis yap «x.A. Olserve here again his notions of 
the gods.—é PeiNovra, same construction as dyramodoréoy 
above.—i repBdadXrovro s, SC vioi.—r@ Oé phevkrToy, SC. 

vid poxOnpe ovti..—ed maaxery, the father cannot hope for 

any benefit from a very bad son, and men do not usually 
benefit those for whom they cannot hope for some return. 

BOOK Ix. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) ARIsTorxE in this book considers certain questions connected 
with our social instincts, their development and operation.— 

kaOdnep elpnrac, xe. Vill. 14. 4. 

(2.) 2. 6 é€pdpevos, Sc. eyxadel.—émayyeAAdpevos, SC. 6 

€paotis. 

(3.) 3. 7 rav Oa», 8C. 7 7OcKn. 

(4.) 4. «1 0apo86, Plut. Fort. Alex. c.i. Dionysius is said to 
have answered a poet who claimed a promised reward, that 
he had repaid him by the pleasures of hope which his pro- 
mise had given him. 
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(9.) 5. ratdra, sc. d tye, al. radrd, se. of the same value.—é ke i- 

vov xapty, SC. dv Sdeduevos ruvyydver.—m podaBovros, se. he 

who was the first recipient, as mpoéxovra below.—Lperayépar : 

Plat., Prot..328, B. 

(6.) 6. picdds 8 avdpi dito eipnuévos &pxs éora, Hes. 
Opp. 3868. 

(7.) 7. d3¢ atrovs, those who benefit their friends for their own 

sake, i. e. 80 dpernv. 

(8.) 8. rov mpoéxovra, he who first received the benefit.—dvrt- 

AaBor, SC. 6 ETEpos. 

(9.) 8. €v trois dviots, in shops. The buyer fixes the price he 
will give according to the benefit or pleasure he thinks the 
article will give him, and will not give more; whereas the 

seller tries to get as much as he can. The need of the buyer 
gives the article its marketable value; and the person who 
has been benefited in the same way ought to fix the value, 
as it was his need which determined it. 

(10.) 9. €xovcgiav cvpBoraiar: see v. 2. 18. 

CHAPTER IT. 

(11.) He now considers some questions of casuistry. The logical 
description of casuistry would be, where the particular minor 
or fact being realized, a deliberation arises as to what major 
premiss or principle we should refer that known particular. 
Honest casuistry is where the doubt implied in such delibe- 
ration is real. Dishonest, or casuistry in its usual accepta- 

tion, is where the proper major is really known, but it is at- 
tempted to refer the minor to some more palatable principle, 

and thus escape from an inconvenient conclusion or dis- 

agreeable duty.—é pols, SC. mérepov. 

(12.) 5, €avrod, than himself. He ought rather to ransom his 

father, than procure his own liberty.—rjv tpotaapynp», 

al. erépov mpotmapxny, al. éraipov.— + 6 Sé€ refers to the same 

person as 6 pe, while the nominative to otera is supplied 
from onovSaiov.—otovtrar &é, but they suppose it so. 

(13.) 8. rpogdijs éwapKety. For gen. see Gr. Gr. 535. 
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CHAPTER ITI. 

(14.) 1. €v dpx7, ch. 1.4. These words seem frequently to have 
the sense of “before,” unless we choose to adopt the notion 
of their denoting that the Ethics are made up of a number of 

separate treatises, so that the beginning of each one may be 

referred to as the dpyy. 

(15.) 3. yévnrar dé poyOnpds kai Soxy, al. 4) Kat Soxj. — ov're Oe, 

om. al. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(16.) He here commences an analysis of our social nature, and 
its connection with self-love. 

(17.) 1. mpookexpovkdres, those who have met with some of- 
fence ;—they continue friends, even though they look for no 
return. 

(18.) 2. rovotron, sc. emekcis.—yérpov, the standard whereby 

the perfection or right operation in human affairs is esti- 
mated ; so that in the case of ¢idavria he is most perfectly 
gidtavros Who is omovdaidraros. 

(19.) 3. rod yap dyabod. It is the property of the good man, that 
he aims and works out his highest good, and for the sake of 
that which is most properly himself,—his reason: he aims at 

a rational existence ; and hence, as this is the highest good of 
man, he is most truly ¢idavtos who developes it.—7 dyad a 
kat ra hatvopeva: these coincide. The good presents 
itself as good to him. There is no double-mindedness in 
him, no difference between his abstract idea of good, and 

his practical appreciation of it.—rot yap dyaéoi, sc. 

avOpwrov. 

(20.) 8. rod Stavonrixod xdpev. The good man lives a life 

of reason, not of sense, according to the kupiws, not the aic4y- 

TiKn, emtotnun : even those parts of his sensual nature which ~ 

enter into his life are governed by, or rather leavened by, 
reason. Cf. ch. 8.6, sqq., whence it is clear that by Scavonrixod 

here he means the practical, not only the scientific, intellect. 

(21.) 4. gékaocros & é€avré Bovrecrat «rr. The point he 

wishes to prove is, that the good man, as most completely 
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realizing his nature, or personality (€xaorérys), 1. e. that which 

we properly call ourselves,—is most truly fond of himself, and 
most truly wishes good to himself, and hence is most truly 

didavtos. 

The good of every creature depends on its personality 
(éxaord7s), 1. €. must be suitable to, and be the development, 
or energy of, that living being which each man calls himself. 
He proves this— 

1. By the fact that when a living being, (man, for instance,) 
having a distinct personality and nature, by virtue of which 
he wishes himself a particular sort of good, partially throws 
off this personality, and assumes a fresh one, (yevdpevos GdXos,) 
as if he were to become an animal, as Circe’s swine, or to 

live a mere animal life, he would not be content that his new 

nature (ékeivo 76 yevduevov) should be his all in all, (aavr’ éyew) ; 

retaining an instinctive consciousness of his former nature 
and personality, he has desires suitable to it: so that hence 
we see that a man’s notion of his proper good, and his pos- 
session of it, depends on his proper personality. 

2. The Divine Being has some good; but even this is by 
virtue of some nature or personality unknown to us, (dy 6 re 

mor é€ort,) to which this good is suitable. 

So that, if in proportion as any one realizes and de- 
velopes his personality or true nature he wishes the truest 
good to himself, it follows that a good man, leading a life of 
reason, (which is the éxaorérys of man,) wishes most truly 

good to himself. 

- - T@ On TPOS EAVTOV—UTApKXety. atlve O roor: 22.) 5. ro by mpos E 5 y-—v Tap Dati f proof 

see Gr. Gr. 609, 5. 

(23.) 5. efvai re Soxei, seems to be something real: 1 is em- 
phatic. So Plato, Phedr. 242 H, ceuviverOa ds tu dvre. 

(24. 6. TAUTN, here.—r a eipnpmeéeva, the above-named condi- 

tions of friendship, viz. éavrois cuvdiayew BovdrAecOar; cuvadyeiv 

and cuvdecGar: or some take them to be those named in the 

beginning of the chapter, but not so well; others (and among 
them the author of the Eudemian Ethics, (vil. 6,) and the 
Paraphrast) interpret it, “‘ Friendship towards a man’s self 
can exist in the degree in which a man has in himself two 

parts or principles, viz. the ddoyov and Adyor éxov.” In the 

Magna Moralia, p. 18, we find both interpretations. 
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(25.) 8. érépov pév wkr.rd. émrtOvpotary (the sensual de- 

sire); dAXa Sé€ BovrAovrase (the rational desire); so that 

their senses and their reason differ.—So0xodvrorv. This 

word here implies dda, a definite act of the reason.—pe- 

govai re kai, al. pcodvra without re cai: both have about 

equal MSS. authority. The Paraphrast evidently read pu- 
govytat.— ox On piav may refer to what goes before, as in 
the text, or to what follows. 

(26.) 9. dtaawdvra agrees with 75 pév—rs 8é. 

(27.) 10. ei S€ py ofdv re «rAd. If the pleasure and pain 
cannot be coincident, at all events (ddd ye) pain follows very 
quickly on the pleasure.—oik« adv eBovheto—yéveg bat, 

and he would not wish that these pleasures should (again) be his. 

CHAPTER V. 

(28.) 1. mporepov, Vill. 2.—Sidracw, intentness, earnestness. 

(29.) 3. oddév parXov, not a whit the more for that reason.— 

GAN érav, except when.—oik ~orxev etvovs eivar. The 

object of evvyoa is another; when the ypijoiuor or 750 of one- 

self comes in, it is rather spurious ¢vAauria. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(30.) 1. d6povoca, harmony of feeling, sympathy. 

(81.) 2. mace Sony, when by common consent it is agreed. — 

dpxeuv Tirrakxoyv «7A. Pittacus, leader of the Mity- 

leneans, is related by Diogenes Laertius (i. 75) to have had 
this privilege granted him, and to have exercised it for ten 

years, on account of certain victories gained by him.—od 
yap é€otty Kr-A. 6pdvoca does not consist in identity of 

feeling, but identity of feeling for the same object, and in 

the same circumstances. 

(32.) 8. éwi rav aitay dvres, “being, so to say, in the same 

ship,’—bonep Etpiros. The tides of the Euripus, the 

marippobor Avddos rérou, are used as emblems of inconstancy 

both in Greek and Latin writers. 

(33.) 4. e€£er dager, “watches,” enquires into. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

(34.) lo of © edepyérar, This is an unusual introduction of 
an dropia by stating it as a fact.—There is a conjunction 
wanting here. yuvdpevoy is in apposition to the sentence: 
and this being so, &c. 

(35.) 1.’Ewixappos. These words may be an actual quotation 

of the end of an iambic from Epicharmus, or may only re- 

present his meaning.—é« rovnpod: either “from the bad 

part of human nature,” or from a bad point of view. 

(836.) 2. puotxwrepoy, to be more founded on the nature of 
the thing.—_@vorkartepdyv re, al. ro.—re pi, in the case of: 

—xdv pndev &c1—yévo.vto. The conjunctive points to | 
the present, the opt. to the future. (Cardwell.) 

(37.) 4. éopév & évepyeia. This observation is founded on 

a profound knowledge of the human mind. It is the prin- 
ciple which stirs men up to activity and toil where no de- 
finite advantage is to be gained by it. 

(38.) 4. évepyeta 5n—€oTt was, exists as it were in his energy. 
Michelet takes 76 ¢pyov as the nominative, and reads éori 

wos; and this interpretation is recognised by the Paraphrast. 
The argument is, that the act of benefiting another is an act 

of existence, is a realization to us of our existence, and there- 

fore pleasant; while the act of being benefited is something 
passive, and does not realize to us our existence, as we do 

not co-operate in it, but we are simply recipients of the act 
of the agent.—d yap éore Suvvdper: that which has a 

virtual, 2 posse (Svvdyer) existence, is set forth actually in 

esse (évepyeia) by its act or result. 

(39.) 5. xalpecv ev @ rotro, so that he to whom this per- 

tains feels pleasure. — otbév Kkadov ev th Spdoarte. 

The words «addy év ré Spdoavrs must be taken together: the 

feeling of kadé6v which exists in the agent. 

(40.) 6. dvdmwadev. In the benefactor the memory of the 
kahév 18 sweet, and he therefore dwells with pleasure on his 

act and its object. Im the person benefited the remem- 

brance of the ovpdepov is less vivid; and he rather looks for- 

ward to some new benefit, than backwards to what he has 

received. It is inthis sense that gratitude has been defined 
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as a lively sense of favours to come.—z 017 o 1, a productive 

act. rod mdoxetv, a passive act: the former produces 
feelings of orépyew dSomep rékva: evepyereiv gives a notion 

of imepoyn,—evepyereicba a notion of imepéxerOar; hence also 

the benefactor loves his act for the feeling of superiority 
which it gives him. 

(41.) 7. rév mapadraBévroy, than those who inherit it.—p ar- 

Aov icact, 1. e. more than the children know them as the 

authors of their being, or than the fathers know the children 

to be theirs. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

(42.) 1. adq@’ éavrod, losing sight of himself and his own in- 
terests. 

(43.) 2. ofs 6 hidos dpigerar, which are the characteristics 
of friendship. 

(44.) 4. mpoonyopia, “ appellation.” 

(45.) 5. crovdagoy, al. omovddger, which is quite as good. The 
indicative signifies the every-day fact of a good man’s zeal 
for right; the optative denotes that he may be viewed as 
ereedy of right action. 

(46.) 6. €avrod +r& Kvpt@rare, his most essential part. — 
a 6X 8, the state (=the citizens in their corporate, not their 

individual, capacity,) is the most essential, and most to be 
considered in the commonwealth, as every other compound 
body (may ddAo otvernua) is most to be considered when 
taken as a whole, and not in its several parts: so in human 
nature, the whole of the parts together is the most proper 
essence of man, and more to be considered than each or all 

of the parts separately. 

(47.) 6. rodro dyamGy, 8C. éavrod 7d Kuptdratoyv.—d péye a Oat, 

al. dpéyeoOar #. 

(48.) 7. dwodéxovrat, welcome.—_ndavrav § dpitkropevor. 

This brings to mind what Butler says of the tendencies of 
virtue, parti. ch. 3. The public as well as the individual 
good would be secured by true ¢uravria. 

(49.) 8. mas yap vots. The reason, when not perverted and 
pd 
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overwhelmed by the passions, as in the case of the dxdédacros 
or mennpwpevos, Chooses the highest good: perhaps even in 
these desperate cases the good is occasionally perceived by 
the reason, though not even in wish acted upon. 

(50.) 9. ddnOés B€ wept omovdaior, al. rd wept omovdaiov, 
what is said of the good man.—_i re pamoOvnaKkovat, those 
who die for their country or friends —éd’ 6 AnWovras See 
Grammar, 836, 5, c. 

CHAPTER IX. 

(51.) l. d60ev ro6 «.r.A.: Kur. Orest. 667. 

(52.) 2. edruvyodvrear ods, sc. Seouévor. ovs in attraction to 

ToLngovaw. 

(53.) 4. émetcakrod 7dov7qs, adventitious. 

(54.) 5. dre yiveras. If the word évépyea had not preceded, 

this passage might have been correctly translated, is an 

energy (yiverar), and not a state, (imdpxer): it is an active pro- 
cess, not a passive state, and therefore requires to be, as it 

were, in perpetual motion ; and this is attained, even though 
we are unable to energize continuously in ourselves, by the 
cognate energies of our friends, which are, as it were, our 
own feelings and actions reproduced in others.—éore dé 

70 oixetoy, and that which belongs to ourselves is classed among 

things pleasant.—éavrovws, ourselves: Gr. Gr. 654, 2, b. 

(55.) 5. dug, sc. ryv évépyecav, and ré oixeioy. 

(56.) 7. adoxnouts, discipline—Oéoyvis. "EoOhav pev yap am 

egOha diddkear, "Hy O€ kakotot cuppioyns dmodeis Kal Tov €ovra vdov. 

—®vorxwrepov: looking more into the principles and 

reason of the matter,—psychologically. 

(57.) The argument here used seems to be simply this :—To live 
is pleasant to the good man above all others. This life con- 

sists in the energies of Perception and Intellect, and the 
pleasure arises from the consciousness, whether perceptive 
or intellectual, of such energies: in proportion, then, as this 
consciousness is increased, the pleasure of the good man is 
increased likewise; and the good man so deeply sympathizes 
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with the energies of his friend’s life, his acts of perception 
and consciousness, that he feels his own life, as it were, in his ; 

and therefore, if he had no friends, he would be deprived of 
no small part of his pleasure in living. 

(58.) 7. ro Sé CHv Spigovrar. Life is defined (by calling it), 
in the case of animals, the power, &. épiferOar is to 

give its definition, i.e. to state the difference or essence. 

That the .acts of atc@nors and vdnois, not the mere power 
thereof, constitute human life, is proved in what follows. 

(59.) 7. 4 dé Stvapis—dvdyeracr. The power is referred to 
its operation, i.e. the power has no value or real existence 
except when viewed in its development; therefore the real 
value of the human dvvayis rijs aicOnoews and vonoews depends 

on the acts of perception and thought. A man is not man by 
virtue of possessing the power, but by having further the 
power and opportunity of exercising it.—r6 d¢ cipro, and 
essence of the human (wy is in the acts of aicOnors and vénows.— 

gouke kK.r.A. 7d Gv, then, seems to consist not merely in the 

power, but in the acts, of aic@nais and vénows,—the same con- 

clusion as before, but arrived at differently.—apicpéevorn 
yap, for there is something settled and defined in tt, which is of 

the nature (and therefore one of the tests) of good ; while that 

which is dépioros 18 made up of a variety of unsettled, shifting 
particulars,—kcat r@ éemvrerkei, SC. eoti dyabdy. 

(60.) 8. od 8’ €v Admacs, nor one overwhelmed with sorrow.—r a 

indpxovra, its circumstances and details. 

(61.) 9. ei 8’ aitré «rd. The apodosis is difficult to see. 

Some make xai 45d the apodosis, supplying éo7i; but that 
would be only a repetition of what is said above. Michelet 
better places it at ka@dmep ody», taking the clauses between 
as a series of parentheses; but this is a long way off: and it 
may be placed at 7d 8’ aicOdveoOar drt ¢j, Which would make 
very good sense, as this is a consequence from the «i 8 ai7é 

k.7.X., and dé is used to take up the sense interrupted by a 
parenthesis, (see Gr. Gr. 767, 4); and the words dice: yap dya- 

6sv (on is a repetition of the protasis, in consequence of the 
long parenthesis.— ios, life; ¢wn, existence. Mark the dif- 

ference between these two,—ios referring rather to external 
circumstances, (#7 to internal constitution and state.—yo o d- 
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pev Ore voodpev: Met. xi. 9, p. 255, vdnois eorw vonoews 

vonots: 1.e. thought consists in the intellectual perception of 
thought.—ro Sé étre aicOavopeba i) vootpev Ore oper. 

This perception, (ro 8) dru aicOavdueba 7) voovpev, is really a 

perception 6m éouév, and therefore every such consciousness 
is a consciousness of our being living beings, and therefore 
brings pleasure. 

(62.) 10. os dSé «rr. The rest of the argument is clear enough, 
that a man receives these impressions of his own existence 
from seeing them in his friends. 

CHAPTER X. 

63.) 1. pore modvéecvos: Hes. Op. et Dier. 718. P 

(64.) 8. odre ydp «rAd. This is a curious dogma, when illus- 
trated by modern history; but the real fact is, that except 

where the representative principle is admitted, which it was 
not in antiquity, it seems to be true.—ré d5¢€ récov. The 
exact quantity is not one point in all, but varies, according to 
circumstances, between two given points, which mark the too 
much or the too little. 

(65.) 5. cupmiarecy, happen coincidently. 

(66.) 6. év Suct Aéyovras: Pylades and Orestes, &c.—zr rv 

TmoduTLKa@s, except politically, i.e. as members of the same 
state, or belonging to the same party. 

CHAPTER XI. 

(67.) 2. rd AEX Oey, SC. KovPi€ovrar of AvTovpevor. 

(68.) 8. adré—ro épay, the very sight of one’s friends, &c. 

(69.) 4. cvArAXumet»y, al. cvdAdAuTEicba.—iTwepteivyn TH advTia. 

imepreivy depends on dvdpddys, implied in dydpedcis: Gr. Gr. 

390, 1, b. The meaning of this is, that if he is not excessively 
callous to painful impressions, he cannot bear the sight of his 
friends grieving for him. The Paraphrast and Thomas Aqui- 

nas give another interpretation: “ Unless the friend out- 
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weighs their grief by his own ddumia, they do not bear to com- 
municate their grief to him ;” but this is very forced. 

(70.) 5. ddus éyd Svorvyxdy. Cf. Eur. Orest. 239; Soph. GEd. 
Tyr. 1061. 

(71.) 6. rd py d€tdocavras. The common reading is rovs. ré 

here equals rodro, (Gr. Gr. 444. 5,) and refers to rb oveiv : 
**and those who do claim it.”—dééav dndias. We must 
take care, when we decline the sympathy of a friend from a 
reluctance to give him pain, that we do not give him an 
impression that we are acting from a dislike to his com- 
pany. 

CHAPTER XII. 

(72.) 1. dpa. He sums up what he has said :—Js not then, &c. ? 

(73.) 1. } atcOnous dru ory, the perception of existence. 

(74.) 2. rodrov kotvavodce Ktr., share (with them) these 

things whereby they think to live. 

(75.) 3. dwopdrrovra., they take impressions from one another. 
See Lidd. and Scott ad v. 

BOOK X. 

CHAPTER I. 

(1.) As Aristotle had, in the end of the seventh book, treated of 

pleasure and pain as the motive causes of human 
action, as the subject-matter, in the regulation of which 

consisted the several habits of Swppocvyn, Eyxpareta, 
’Akpagaia,—how far it was an admissible motive, how far to 

be suppressed and eradicated,—so here he considers pleasure 
in its immediate connection with the Good, or Happi- 
ness; how far it differs from, how far it agrees with it: 
and he shews that, while pleasure is an universal object to 
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man, the highest pleasure results from the best energies, 
and that, therefore, the highest pleasure generally attainable 

by the compound being man arises from the évépyeca Wuyijs kar’ 
dpernv : and hence pleasure itself, as a simple tendency of our 
nature, bears witness to the happiness of man, as man, being 
developed by 76:x7 dpern. 

(2.) 1. rpds rhv rod FOovs apxnv. Either the starting- 

point in the formation of the moral character, or the first 
step in moral action, viz. the choice of the particular act, of 
the 76 mpaxrév. It is equally true, whether it be taken of the 
one or the other. dperyyv is the common reading. 

(3.) 3. pn wore—A€yerar. See Grammar, 873,4; 814, a.— 

TotavTnyv ovcav dracayp: as if it were all aiperdv. 

(4.) 4. 826, because they are believed—rzovs cuvviévras, those 
who comprehend them. 

CHAPTER IT. 

(5.) 1. E’So€os represents the doctrines afterwards held by 
Epicurus. He lived about B.c. 366.—The arguments in 
favour of pleasure, as stated here, are— 

1. Its being the common desire and end of human nature. 
2. From contraries. 

8. From its being a final and complete end. 
4, From its increasing all other goods in degree, when 

added to them. 

(6.) 1. éwceckés: here simply good.—xai +6 padiorta, and 

that which is most so.—kpdartiorov, the best, or bravest, as 

our old authors use the word. 

(7.) 2. atv&earOat atti éavra, change of degree, not of kind. 

This is necessary to the argument. If it were a change in 

kind, it might be argued that the thing added to was good, 
while that which changed it was less so; but if the universal 
characteristic of pleasure is that it enhances every good, how- 
ever different in kind, it would seem to have the good in 

itself. 

(8.) 8. rév dyab dy, of the number of goods—IIkatev: in the 

Philebus, 20, E, sqq.—dvacpei, argues destructively.—ov- 
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devds mpooredéevros k.t.d., by no addition is good made 

better —8SjrXov S€ «7A. This is not Aristotle’s own argu- 

ment, but from Plato, Phileb. 20, E. Aristotle, in bk. i. 7, 8, 

contemplates the possibility of evdapovia being increased in 
degree. See also i. 11, 12. 

(9.) 4. ri odv eort rovtotrov. odv, as Michelet rightly ob- 

serves, has here an adversative sense, (Gr. Gr. 7387, 4,) 

marking an objection to Plato’s doctrine ; not, however, as 
he would have it, a direct objection to his idéa: it is rather, 
against his notion, that any good which is capable of in- 
crease in degree by the addition of other good things, cannot 
be the good. What is there such? It can only be an abstract 
idea, not anything of jpets covvwvotperv: and this is 

a further requisite (ém(nreirar) to what we are looking for, 
that, in addition to the other characteristics of good, it should 

be xryrov kat mpaxrév dvOpore.—éviatapevor, objecting ; by 

the logical form évoracis.—_p) AE yoouv. See Grammar, 873, 

4; 814, b. déyovcw, Michelet. 

(10.) 4. 8 yap maou Soxei trodr’ efvai gapev. Remark 

the epigrammatic brevity of this great principle of his philo- 
sophy.—ravriyyv riyv tiorey, SC. 0 maar Soxet k.r.A.—el yap: 

Michelet, 7 ydp.—dpéyero, al. dpeyerau.—tri pugrkdy aya- 

66»: the dictates and reproofs of conscience; the shadowy 
sense of xaddv, which is perhaps never wholly obliterated.— 
kpeitroy } Kad’ atta, above and better than their evil state. 

It may be said that the wholly bad desire 7v as 7dv, not 
as dyaédv. The answer is, that even these people have uncon- 

sciously instincts towards dya6év, which are really their 
motive causes, though apparently 750 alone animates them. 

See. vii. 18. 6. 

(11.) 5. od« Zouwe. See vii. 13. 2.—od yap hace», they deny.— 

dppo ro pnderépa, both these two evils are opposed to that 

which is neither, i.e. to the pécov. The argument here, as in 
bk. vii., is, that as each of the extremes is opposed, not only’ 
to the mean, but to the other extreme, it cannot be argued 

e& évavriov, that if one thing is evil, that which is opposed to 

it is good, for it may be the other opposed extreme, which 

is evil. There are two sorts of opposition,—good and evil, and 
evil and evil,—and the opposition between pleasure and pain 
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may be of the better sort. Aristotle answers this by saying, 
if both were evil, both would be geverd. 

(12.) 5. pndSerépawr S€, 8c. dvrav Kaxkdv.—pndérepoyv, SC. etvat 

evkrov,—i) spoias ; or, at all events, whether they were avoided | 

or not, both must be either avoided or pursued alike. 

CHAPTER III. 

(18.) 1. A sodrns is that whereby a thing can be defined, its 

nature and essence set forth, (Cat. vi., ra yap Sedeypeva avras 

moia éyerar kar’ avras: cf. Met. v. 2, p. 112); and the notion 
advanced in the major premiss is, that every thing which is 
a good defines and sets forth the nature and essence of that 
to which it is attached; while, to say that a thing is plea- 
sant, or the contrary, defines nothing of its real nature, for 

it may be applied indifferently to various things differing in 
nature. The major premiss is clearly a dogmatic assumption, 
which Aristotle quickly destroys by giving instances to the 
contrary, as a being or thing would be not defined by saying 
its operations were right, or that it was happy; and yet both 
these are confessedly goods. 

(14.) 1. The arguments against 750vn being an dyafdy, are :— 

All dyaéév is rowdrns : 

700vn 18 not a zoudrns : 

70ovn 18 Not an ayabdv. 

To the major premiss of which Aristotle brings an évoracts, 
using dperjs évépyerar and evdSawovia as the middle terms. 

(15.) 2. Nothing which admits of degrees is a good, for the 
dyaééy is something definite and fixed, (picpevoy); while 
every thing which admits of degrees is indefinite and shifting, 
(ddpicrov). 

76ovn admits of degrees : 
700vn 18 not a good. 

(16.) 2. dya@ov SpicGar. The moral fact that good, viewed 
absolutely, does not really admit of degrees, is curiously em- 
bodied in the grammatical fact, that the comparative of good, 
in most, if not in all languages, is irregular. A thing, to be 

good, must be perfect. ‘“ Why callest thou Me good? there 
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is none good but one, that is, G'od.”’ (St. Matt. xix. 17.) When 

we speak of things being more or less good, we mean that 
they approach more or less nearly to the absolute standard. 

(17.).2. #8ea06ax, middle verb: the (being in a) state of 
pleasure; pleasure in the concrete, viewed as residing in a 
subject. 

(18.) 2. kal wept ryy Sexacocdynv «rr. If pleasure is 

viewed in the concrete, so that it may properly be said that 
a man is more or less pleased, it may so be said of justice and 
the other virtues, that a man is more or less just, &c.; and 
yet this does not exclude justice, &c. from the category of 
Good.—karda tas dperds, in respect of the several virtues. 

(19.) 2. ei 8’ ev rais ASovais, if (they judge this indefiniteness to 
exist) in pleasures in the abstract: it is true that they, too, in a 
certain fashion and in a certain sense, admit of degrees, even 
as health does. Pleasure, viewed by itself, and not in com- 
bination with any object in which it might reside and work, 
(dyryns,) may be something absolute and definite, not ad- 
mitting of degrees; so that any degree short of this abstract 
point is not pleasure, but only an approach to it; though, at 
the same time, when residing in a subject and combined with 
other elements, (ycxrai,) it may, in regard of the state of that 
subject, be said to be a greater or less degree of pleasure: so 
that, being in its own nature a single definite point, it is in 
this way capable of degrees ; just as health, being in itself an 
absolute and perfect freedom from disease, and the perfect 
well-being of the body, yet is said to exist more or less in 
individuals,—individuals are said to be in a greater or less 
state of health. So likewise, though pleasure in the concrete 
does admit of degrees, pleasure in the abstract, the simple 
idea of pleasure, does not; and therefore the argument, what- 

ever be its value, is answered. 

(20.) 38. &S&ptopéevn otca: being a fixed absolute point, not 
admitting of degrees—oupperpia, the same common mea- 
sure; the same degree in all the subjects in which it may 
reside.—dAN dviepevy x.rr., but falling short of its abstract 
perfection, it still exists up to a certain point,—differing in dif- 

ferent subjects. A man may not be in absolutely perfect 
health, and yet one would say he was in good health.—é1a- 

He 
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pépet TS pGdrov kai Frrov. The measure of health 

differs in coming more or less near to the abstractedly per- 
fect health.—r6 mepi dovnv, the case with pleasure. 

(21.) 4. réNetov re KrX. 

dyaOdy 18 réNecov : 

ndSovn 18 not réedecov, for it 1s a Kivyows OF yéveats : 

7Sovn 18 not ayabéy. 

rédevoy, pertect in itselficdreAets, not ending in towels 

—ndaon yadp x.r.A. Every xivnots has rayos or Bpadurns: 

75ovn has not: 

nOovn 18 NOt Kivyots. 

mpos &dXo: if not absolutely, at least relatively. 

(22.) 4. jo Ojvac, passive: to be put into a state of pleasure, 

(weraBddrA« eis thv Sovnv taxyéws Kat Bpadcws).—i deo Oat, 

middle: to be in a state of pleasure, (évepyciv Kar avrny). 

A person may receive impressions of pleasure more or 
less rapidly, but the pleasure itself has no notion of quick- 
ness or slowness. 

(23.) 5. yéveocs, a@ transition state—Soxei ydp xtr. This is 
one of the formal, abstract arguments of the schools, or 

rather porticos, of Athens, which Plato delighted to use, and 
which carried great weight in the philosophy of the. day, 
though to us it may seem to be scarcely worthy of the notice 
of such a mind as Aristotle’s. The argument, however, such 
as it is, stands thus :—Any yéveous, which we may take, does 

not arise from any chance subject-matter, (ov« ék Tod ruxdvTos 
ro tTuyov yevéo Gar), but that from whence it rises is the 
same as that into which it is resolved when it ceases, (€& o@ 

yiverat eis rovro SuadvecOar,) so that if Adovm 1S a yeveors, 

there would be 484, (€& od yivera,) 7do0vnN, (yéeveors,) 7 dv 

again, (eis 6 Sduadverar); whereas the real order is—7 dv, 

iSovn, Aumnpov, AUTH, (od yeveats 7 HSN TodvTOU HF UTA 

pOopa). 

(24.) 6. vSerav rot card hicry, the lack or want of that 

which nature requires, and pleasure the supplying thereof: 
so that S04, if thus viewed, is a yéveots.—od Soxei: the 

mind, and not the body, is the seat of pleasure; bodily 
pleasures are mental sensations arising from the body.— 

~ Gra yevopéevyns «tr The dvamrAnpoors is the yeveors of 
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which dorm is the coincident result.—7 d5€ Sd£a «.7.r. From 
the accidental connection of Sor and dvamAnpwors in bodily 

pleasures, they argue their identity ; whereas there are many 
pleasures, not bodily, which are in no ways connected with 
> , 

avarAnpwcts. 

(25.) 10. § ré cider, or, admitting that the above-mentioned 
really are 7jdovai, must we divide jdovai into right and wrong, 

and denying good of the latter, assert it of the former ? 

(26.) 11. § Siaddpovs eider, se. ras HSovds. 

(27.) 12. o&ddSeis «rd. There is a manifest difference be- 
tween the pleasure of the child and of the man.—oidé yai- 
pecv, the pleasure arising from bad sources is evidently not 
aiperdv, but the contrary.—pndémore péeXAd@ov AvTyOHRVAL, 

though he were never likely to smart for it. See Bishop 
Butler, Tendencies of Virtue. 

(28.) 12. mepi modda «.r.A. In some things pleasure is the 
final cause, while in others it is not; as the pleasure of see- 
ing, &c.: hence, too, pleasures differ from each other. 

CHAPTER IV. 

(29.) 1. dw dpxijs advadaBodcr: having considered the com- 
mon opinions on the subject, and their difficulties and solu- 
tions, retracing our steps, and beginning the subject afresh. He 

shews— 

1. What tt is not :—it is not a kivyots. 

2. What it is. 

(30.) 1. redXela efvar. Take any point in any prolonged 
energy of sight, the act of sight so taken is perfect in itself, 

though no other act of sight had preceded it, and none were 
to follow.—érov ru, indivisible. 

(31.) 2. év xpdvm yap wmaca Kivnots. Akivgois 1S & Pro- 

gression from one state to another,—from that which is & 

Stvaper to that which is in évredéxera, (See Phys. ili. 1;) and 

therefore involves not merely a point of time, but a space of 

time: when that space of time is ended the kivyows ceases, 

the réXos towards which it was a xivnots being arrived at: 

wherefore ev ypdvm maca kivyats. 
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(82.) 2.) €v dmavtie te xpdvm  év rovro. This is the 

major premiss of a disjunctive syllogism, one alternative of 
which has to be supplied. If a kivnovs is redeia, it is so either 
ev dmavtt xpove i) ev rovr, or not at all, The first step is to give 

the characteristics of xuwjces ev pépecr, Viz. that they are érepa 
r@ cider and dredeis. This latter disposes of the claim of the 
kunoes ev pépect to be rédevar, and he then goes on to enlarge 

upon the point of their specific difference, with a view to 
prove that the whole xivnovs thus made of specifically different 
portions is not redefa2. You must view xivyous either in its 

totality, extending from the Svvayis to the évredéyera,—and 
then it is év dravtt ré xpdvq in its whole duration,—or in any of 
the various parts of the whole, and then it will be év rotro in 
that particular space of its duration. Michelet reads 7 év dmavte 

5) 7 xpdv@ Tovr@, confining the view of xivnois to its whole 

duration; but this destroys the argument given above. 

(83.) 2. kai érepat t@ cider x.z-A. As the several cnoes differ 

from one another, and from the whole which they together 

constitute, it is clear that they are several independent xunoes 
rather than one whole: though they result in one end, yet 

they are not continuations of one another, but are érepa ro 
eidec; and therefore the whole ximnois cannot be viewed as 

veheia, for each of the independent parts has passed away 
before the whole is complete. That this is what he has in 
view in shewing the several kwnces to be érepa ra cides, is 

clear from the end of section 3. 

(84.) 2. baBSaacas, fluting: Lidd. and Scott.—x pymidos, base- 

ment.—rt ptydvpov, a three- grooved tablet, placed at equal 
distances along the frieze. Id. 

(85.) 2. kal otk orev «tr. If a xivnors be taken at any 

point of its duration, it is imperfect, inasmuch as it has re- 

lation to what has preceded and what is to follow, and with- 

out these it has no real existence: if perfection can be pre- 

dicated at all of a kivnows (GAN elep Tedeiay Sei Aéeyew), 16 must 

be viewed in its whole duration, from the moment when it 

begins to the moment when it ceases (év 76 dmav7t, SC. xpdve). 

This is another way of stating the disjunctive premiss above, 
(note 32,) one of the alternatives (the év rovr@ xpdve xuwnoes) 

having been eliminated.—x ai ravrys: particular kivyoes are 
also specifically different. 
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(36.) 3. od pdvoyv ydp «rd. The act is not merely a motion 
across a point, but across a point with the accident of locality 
attached to it, which is sufficient to make one such act differ 

from the other, (év érepa, sc. rémm atirn éxelvns).—di’ ak pu- 

Betas: Phys. ui. 1. 

(37.) 3. €v dmavre xpdvq, in tts whole duration. A xivnors is 
not really perfect and complete in its whole duration, for the 
very same moment that it is completed it ceases to exist as a 
kivnors : When viewed as a whole it is merely a succession, or 
series of imperfect xwiaes, specifically differmg from each 
other, (dAX’ ai woAdali Kai Siapépovoa re cide,) Inasmuch as 

each starts from a specific point, and tends to a specific and 
special end, (cirep 1d mdOev roi cidorody). We must supply 

the conclusion of the naa syllogism: “therefore a 

kivnots is not redela.”’ 

(38.) 4. ris ySovgis & ev drwody réXetoy rd efdos. Kach 

sort of pleasure, and each several one of a succession of 
pleasurable emotions, (i.e. of a state of pleasure,) is perfect 
and complete in itself; each several emotion is not a step in 
an imperfect process, as in the case of xivyous, but in itself, 
and by itself, realizes a definite notion: so that if there was 
nothing either before or after, yet its notion and definition 

(ciSos) would be complete.—rdv édov kal rereioy, be- 

longs to the indivisible and perfect. 

(39.) 4. ro yap €v tO viv 6rXov re. A xKiynors does not 

exist merely in present time; it has a before and an after, 
without which it has no meaning; whereas an emotion of 
pleasure implies no notion of time, except just so much as 
is implied in present existence: and that which can exist 
perfectly in the minutest portion of time, to the notion and 
perfection of which time is not necessary, is of the nature of 
things whole and indivisible. 

(40.) 4. rév peperordy: such things as are made up of parts 
imperfect in themselves, none of which has separately an 
existence independent of the whole of which it is a part. It 
is true that a state of pleasure may be divided into its suc- 
cessive pleasing emotions, but each of these is in itself a 
whole, and capable of existing independently of the whole 
state of pleasure, just as the portions of a divided crystal are 
in themselves perfect crystals. 
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(41.) 4. oS yap d6pdcews Kr.dr. pagis 18 ddov te; for if a 

being were only to enjoy his sight for a single moment of time, 
the act of sight would for that moment be as perfect an act of 
vision as if it were continued for an hundred years: it cannot 

be divided into energies so minute, but that each is in itself 
perfect and complete. 

(42.) 5. atc Onoews «7A. Having now shewn what 7Sorn is 
not, he now proceeds to say what it is. To every act of the 
senses, or of the active or contemplative intellect, there is an 
7ovn attached, (kara macav yap aicOnciv éorw HdSovn7—spolws S€ 

kat didvoay kal Oewpiav,) arising from and upon the realiza- 

tion and attainment of the object of sense or intellect ; 

i.e. pleasure follows on the sensual reception of the ob- 
ject of sight, or on the intellectual conception of whatever 
object in the world of thought the intellect is for the time 
employed. The higher and more perfect the being, and the 
object on which it is employed, the higher and more per- 
fect will the energy be, and the higher and better the plea- 
sure; and therefore the highest pleasure will result co- 
incidently on the realization and completion of the highest 
energy of the highest being. See Butler, Sermon on “ Love 

of our Neighbour.” 

(43.) 5. alc Onoews S€ waons K.T.A. livery sense is directed 

towards some object as its end, in which it rests; and every 
act of sense is an energy towards such an object. The most 
perfect energy is that of the most perfect sense, or of the 
sense in the most perfect state, working towards the best 

object which falls under its powers. 

(44.) 5. adray 6é «7A. The psychological question whether 
the sense itself works and energizes towards its object, or the 
being in whom the sense resides, is foreign to the present 

question. 

(45.) 5. atrn & ay ein «rd. He here anticipates a conclusion 

which properly can only be drawn after the next clause, (xara 
macav aicénolv éorw % HdSovn,) and lays it down that that 

energy which is most perfect would also bring with it the 
highest pleasure, as every act of sense or intellect has its 

pleasure ; and that pleasure will be the highest which results 
from the highest and most perfect energy, as before defined ; 
i. e. the energy which works towards its highest and best 

object. 
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(46.) 6. redNevot Sé evépyerav x.r.d. Pleasure crowns and 

perfects the energy, not as a producing or instrumental 
cause, but as a result; as health is the perfection of, or per- 

fects, the body, but not in the same way in which the in- 
strumental causes, such as the physician or medicine, perfect 
it. The ato @nrov is an ingredient in the completion of 
the energy, as being the object on which it works; the 
aicOnovs perfects it as being its instrument; the dorm per- 
fects it as being its result,—just as beauty is the perfection 
of the prime of youth, without being necessary to its ex- 
istence, or in any way producing it. 

(A7.) 7. rovovrwy S€ dvroy xrr. Ifthe aicdnors and aicby- 

rov are good of their sort (rovovrwr), #Sovn will always follow, as 
being the result of the realized correspondence between the 
aicOnors and the aicOnrov: if the energy is incomplete, so that 
the aicénors fails to realize the object, jSo0vn will not follow; 

but when they are adapted one to the other, and the aitcdnats 
works towards the aic@y7dv on the one hand, and the aicénrdy 

satisfies the atc@nors on the other, then pleasure is the result. 
—aicOavdpever is here “ that which is to receive the impression, = 

/ ~ aia Onots. =, 

(48.) 7. tmdpxovrds ye tod motnoovtros kat Tod met 

copévov. The generic sense of roeiy and mécyew when thus 
opposed, is of things or persons standing in the relation of 

agent and patient, subject and object, active and passive: 
their specific or particular signification varies according to 
the subject-matter of the context. Thus in the fifth book 
the former signifies the producer, the latter the consumer, (see 

bk. v. note 61;) and in this passage, as the context relates to 
the mental energies or acts, these words would relate—the 

one, to some active energy of the mind, the other, some passive 

impression. Hence the sense seems to be, “It naturally is a 
condition of pleasure arising from the correspondence be- 

tween the ato@jo1s and the aicOyrév, that there should be. 

some being who has a capability of the active energies of 
aicOnous, (rod mojorovros = péddovros Toveiv,) and a capacity for 

receiving the passive impressions of sense, (rod mewropevov = 
” The aicnrdv might clearly exist without 

producing any pleasure, if the active aicéyois were wanting, 
and the aic@jo1s would produce no pleasure if the aicé@nrdv 

peeANovTos mabeiy) ‘ 
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were lacking ; but even where they both exist, that in which 

they exist must be in such a state, both actively and pas- 

sively, as to allow of their being called into being. Thus the 

aic@no.s exists in sleep, and the aicéyrdv likewise; but as the 

capacity of active energies of aicOno1s, and the passive im- 
pressions receivable from aicéyrév are suspended, no pleasure 
is produced. 

49.) 8. ody @s €&ts K.r.d., not as an ingredient, but as a result x Uf 
and crown. This is the practical difference between Eudoxus 
and Aristotle. The former would say happiness is a result 
of the highest pleasure; pleasure is an essential ingredient of 
happiness: Aristotle, that pleasure was the result of happi- 
ness ; happiness could exist without it. 

(50.) 8. 6polov yap dvrwyv. Being similar, and there being 

the same correspondence and adaptation (mpds adAnAa Tov 

avtoy tpdmov éxdvtwv) between the active energies, (the xpivoy or 

Oeopodv,) rod mountixov and the qualities of the object thereof, 

(the vonrév or aioOyrdév), rod maOntixov, the same result, viz., 

70m, follows, as in the case of the simple aic@yous, (cadre 

mépuke yevérOat) : rd kpivoy is here the active energy, which has 
vonrév for its subject-matter ; and aic@nrév is here the subject- 
matter of @ewpia, which is a highly intellectual atcénou,—the 
perception of things, their qualities, laws, &c. It is possible 

that somrixod may mean the aigénréy which produces (moter) 

the impression, and wa$yrixod the faculty which receives it, 
(mdoyer) ; but on the whole it seems better to adopt. the sense 
given above.—6.a ravrdé, for the same reason, sc. because we 

are weary of it.—d.a tadra, al. for these reasons, sc. which 

have just been mentioned.—rapakéx«An rat, is excited. 

(51.) 9. 4 «dpver. Michelet follows the old interpretation, by 
taking this as an answer to the preceding question, as 
otv x.tXr., is it that he is weary of it ? 

(52.) 10. rehevot is the réXos of—the perfection—erown ; it is a 

necessary result.—rod ¢vepyeiv, in which life consists ; 

and therefore of life itself. 
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CHAPTER V. 

(58.) 1. 60ev, sc. from its connection with evepyea: as the evép- 
yea are different, so must the pleasures which result from 
and crown them be different. The contradictory opinions 
about pleasure being or not being a good, arise from there 
being different sorts of pleasure, and one party looking 
at one sort, the other at another sort. And again, if there 

are different sorts of pleasure, true pleasure may arise from 
the pure intellect, and the moral nature, and even from the 

mere senses; each being a true pleasure in its kind and 
degree. 

(54,) 2. émcdcSdacry, gain ground and are improved. This is 
one of the final causes of pleasure. 

(55.) 5. €€axpuB oi, perfects. 

(56.) 6. kat yap ai éwtOvpias, the desires which arise from 

definite feelings and passions, and whence spring definite 

emotions of desire, (dpefs;) while 7507 is the more general, 

indefinite love of enjoyment,—the general tone of mind, 
_ which, up to a certain point, regulates and directs the ém- 

Oupiar.—7 Sovai, the emotions of pleasure which are the re- 
sult of the evépyesa, of sense or reason. We must distinguish 
between 7S50vn as a motive cause preceding, and as a result 

following on, the action.—) yap kard x.1.X., 8C. cori oikeia. 

(57.) 6. ai péev yap Stwptopevar k.t.r. The dpeés may pre- 

cede the évépyera by a long time. It differs from it in its 
nature as much as the act in posse differs from the act in esse, 

while the pleasure arising from any energy is so closely con- 
nected with it as to be almost identical—ouivveyyus, co- 
incident. 

(58.) 8. 9 yap kard kr.X., SC. €or oikela. 

(59.) 10. civac 76 qhawdpevov, 8c. rd awépevoy TH arovdaio eivac _ 

kuplos d0v.—ei Sé rodro cadds Aéyeras, If pleasures 

then differ in excellence according to the évépyecas whence they 
arise, and the good man is the true standard, then the 

nOovn Of dpern is the highest #dovy of man.—é dyabds 7 

Tovtovros, 1.e. in respect of his dpern, as far as he has dper7 
he is the standard of excellence. 

Ff 
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- (60.) 11. dAXa TovTOLS, except to individuals..—eir ody pla 

x.7.A, the energy or energies of the man who has arrived at 
the highest happiness, the greatest perfection of which he 
is capable, have the highest and most perfect pleasures 
attached to them. 

CHAPTER VI. 

(61.) He now proceeds to sum up his book by stating that to- 
wards which he has been throughout working,—the nature of 
human happiness ;—and first, happiness being an energy and 
tay Ka’ avira aiperov, What energies Appa of this class 
are nevertheless not eddapovia. 

(62.) 2. otk éoriv gts: bk. i. 7.—dvaykatas, necessary as 
means.—atrapkns, self-contained. It needs not pleasure 

nor anything else to complete or perfect it. It would be 
what it is if nothing were to be joined with it. Of course, 
if other good things are added to it, it is increased in degree, 
just as youth is rendered more desirable by the beauty which 
accompanies it; but it is youth still, even though there be 

no beauty superadded. So pleasure is not essential to it, 
though necessarily joined to it as a coincident result. It is 
in its essence always aiperwrérny, compared with everything 

else; but if it has other goods, as accidents and results, it is — 

aiperorépa airy éautjs. See bk. i. ch. vil. note 112. 

(63.) 8. eddSacpovelopéevar, of those who are thought happy. 

(G4.) 7. #5, ipso facto. 

(65.) 8. ei wi Kat Biov, external life; social life:—they have 

of, but not Bios. The slave has no existence of his own: his 

daily life, and all in which it consists, is his master’s. 

CHAPTER VII. 

(66.) In this chapter he lays down the conclusion of his whole 

treatise, that cdSaovia is the energy of the highest excellence 

of man; that in itself the évepyea and dper) kara vovv is the 
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highest energy, looking upon man merely in respect of his 
intellect as an intellectual being; but looking upon man as 
a compound being, his highest good, being what he is— 
a moral being,—is a life according to moral virtue. 

(67.) 1. kard riy oikeiav dperny, according to its proper per- 
Section. 

(68.) 2. kal yap 6 vods (kpdrioros) ray ev jyiv, Kal TOY yvo- 

ora&v (dpiorra) wept & 6 vois. Of subjects of knowledge, the 

subjects of vods are the best. 

(69.) 3. e¥Aoyor S€ trois ciddau «rr. It is reasonable that 

life should be more agreeable to those who are in possession 
of knowledge than to those who are only seeking after it. It 
is assumed that all men are either searching after knowledge 
or in possession of it. 

(70.) 6. rap’ avro rd mortredvecOar, besides and beyond the 

_ mere energies of political life. 

(71.) 7. 4 redXeia 8) evdSacpovia. In itself, and looked upon 
as the highest energy which the nature of man admits of, 
the energy of the pure intellect is eddaipovia,—of which it in 
every respect realizes the idea, and fulfils the condition ; but 
as man is a compound being, such an energy would not be 
the energy of man, but as partaker of a nature above hu- 

manity. It is a perfection which every one ought to aim at and 
realize as far as possible, but it is the perfection of a@dvaros 
rather than the évnrés. 

(72.) 8. kara ray adAny dpernyv, moral virtue; évépyea (rod 

Ociov Siahéper) evepyeias Tis K.T-A.—kKaTa TOUS Tapatvodr- 

tas, according to moralists. Hither Theognis, or Solon, or 
Epicharmus. Cf. Rhet. ii. 21. 

(73.) 9. Sééeve «7A. The essence of the life of the rational 

creature, man, is reason, wherefore it is but reasonable that 

he should try to develope and realize this wherein his life 
essentially consists. . 

(74.) 9. 76 NexOev Tpdrepoy, sc. about dpern and Adorn. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

(75.) 1. 8evrépws. Secondarily, and viewed as the proper energy 

of the compound being, man, evSapovia consists In 74KH dpery. 

(76.) 3. eimep ai péev ris Ppovngews apxat. 7OKH dpern, 

supposing it to be formed, roy oxdmov épOdv moet, (See bk. vi. 

12), and thus supplies the dpyai of action to dpdvnois as the 

deliberative faculty in moral action. See bk. vi. note 133.— 
ro S€ dpOdyv, and the direction of moral actions is the function 

of ppdvyors. 

(77.) 3. rots maOeou wept rd cvvberoy, with the passions 

wm the compound being.—ai S¢€ rod cuvOerod aperai dv- 

O@pemctkai «rr. He thus reconciles the Platonic theory, 
which is founded on the abstract excellence of Ocwpia, with 
his own, which is founded on the actual practical nature and 

position of man.—} d¢ rod vod Kexopiopérvn, sc. from 

the passions. 

(78.) 4. é€ovclas, liberty, opportunity. 

(79.) 7. dv@pamevecOar, to play his part as a man.—rodvs 

6covs. This is not the language of a man who disbelieved 
in a Divine Being.—ai 8¢ cadpoves, sc. mpdkes. ci dé ca- 

dpoves, al. ; 

80.) 8. ov kara cupBeBnkés, not in rts accidental results. 

81.) 9. Senoer «7A. A bemg such as man requires external 
goods for perfect happiness, for even @cwpia looks for some of 
these as conditions and pre-requisitesi—od pv x.t.A. Here 

is the same distinction drawn between paxdprov and eddaovia 

as in bk.ii_od yap é€v rq bwmepBodrH. He here passes 

away almost insensibly from the abstract happiness of éeapia 

to the political happiness of wpaéis.—r6 atvtapkKes, the 

sort and degree of external goods necessary to Ocapia.—y 

apa@é&us, the action of moral virtue which requires external 
things as its subject-matter. Hence the real meaning of the _ 
passage, “‘ Neither Oewpia nor 76cxi) dpery require an excessive 

amount of external goods.” 

(82.) 12. riorcv pév ody x«r.r. Observe the practical cha- 
racter of Aristotle’s mind. 

(88.) 18. ef ydp tues éwepéedrXeta wrA. Here again is a dis- 

tinct recognition of Divine Providence. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

(84.) l. od« orev ev rots mpaxrois. Here he is speaking 

of the result of the whole of the preceding treatise, as rd 
Oewpioa kai ywava. He has been giving, not merely practical 
directions for virtue, but laying down and proving a theory 
of virtue and happiness; not an abstract theory with no 
further result, (ov Oewpias évexa, bk. ii. 2,) but a practical 

theory, with a view to right action, and to the system of 

politics which has human good for its end. His theory of 
virtue so far agrees with Plato’s, that he holds intellectual 

energies to be in themselves the highest excellence of a 
being possessing intellect; but he has proved that the épyov, 

and hence the excellence of man as a compound being, is 
realized by 76:xi) dperh. Though his Ethics necessarily have 

a practical bearing, yet their object is mainly yvéors ris 
dpetns Kal tod dyafod; but the rédos of this yvdous 18 mpakis. 

See bk. 1., note 46. 

(85.) 3. O€oyviv. Theognis, 5382.—morqoae dv, might or would 

make. Gr. Gr. 429, 1.—katrokmxtpov ex Tips aperis, 

possessed, occupied by; al. xataxoyipos. Il. B. 669, epirndev &x 

Alos. 

(86.) 5. karecAnppéva, possessed by; much the same as xara- 

koxtpos above. 

(87.) 6. pn mor otk ioxdn: Gr. Gr. 814.—mpodtetpyda ar, 

to be cultwated beforehand. 

(88.) 7. cuvein, take it in. 

(89.) 8. corépyov 76 caddy krAr. This is huory dpern. 

(90.) 9. émiurndeverv adra, SC. Tpodyy kal emipéderay dpOnv. 

(91.) 9. Adyos Sy «rr. Observe this definition of law.—dx 6 
rivos dpovnaeas, proceeding from a particular sort of 

ppsvnors; that which takes cognizance of human good in . 
general: bk. vi. 5. 5, 8. 1. 

(92.) 18. per’ édAiyowv, with a few others. See 1. 13. 3.—Kv- 
krkomexos: Od. ix. 114. | 

(98.) 17. dvruva yap ody; quemvis ; any one.—mporebevra, COM~ 

mitted to one’s care. Some refer it to ydpor.. 
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(94.) 18. rapa rdv worerexdv; i.e. “Is it a matter of &- 

daxy ?”? —Svvdpewyv: properly, organic sciences or art; 

here, opposed to émorjpa, arts: see bk. i. note 22.—o2d ro- 

Autixods metoinkdres: see Plat. Protag. 166, sqq. 

(95.) 19. od pay pixpdv ye «rAd. This formula, od pay ye, 

refers to the question stated above,—“ Is it matter of dSayy?” 
(3) mapa Tév woduTixdy ;) and when this has been discussed by 
stating and examining the opposite question, (i ody époop k.rA. 
—irrdros,) he resumes the subject by od py ye: “ But truly, 
at all events, (yé, however this may be,) experience seems to 
contribute not a little, otherwise (od yap dy x.r-A.) men would 
not have become politicians from political practice.” 

(96.) 20. ray» adrny rH “Pyropexy: see Rhet. i. 2.—S07e€p 

obS€ Krt.A. domep = Soxodvres: Gr. Gr. 708. 

(97.) 21. iadeiev, sc. exacrou.—ékdorous. éxkdorov, Michelet ; 

SC. Oeparrevpara. 

(98.) 22. rapadkerévrorv. This is interpreted to mean that no 
one had treated of it with sufficient accuracy.—airovs, our- 
selves. 

(99.) 28. mpdrov pev «rr. Michelet observes that zpéropy 

pev refers to the Politics 1.11; ¢ira, to il.—vil.; Oc apn Oév- 

tov, to Vil., Vill. 

(100.) 28. dpédpevor: having made this dpyy or introduction. 
The true view of the Ethics is, that it is the introduction or 

grammar of the Politics. 



INDEX TO MATTERS CONTAINED IN 

THE NOTES. 

A. 

ABSTRACT and practical sciences, differ- 
ence between the acquisition of, vi. 87. 

ayads, force of, ii. 58. 

&yvowa tay Kal Exacta, iii, 19. 

 KaOdAou, ili. 19, 23. 

: év Ti mpoatpecet, ibid. 

ayvodv, actions of, iii. 18. 

ayxlvoi, meaning of, vi. 98. 

&5€xaoro., meaning of, ii. 107. 

adixia 7 ev meéper, how far an bmepBodn 

and €AAews, v. 74. 

aidws, function of, iv. 123. 

alco Onois, apxal, arrived at by, 1.136. 

importance of in Aristotle’s sys- 

tem, ii. 111. 

in moral action, ili. 40. 

aic@nots vonTiKh, vi. 93. 

aigOytiKh émiotHmn, Vil. 511—75. 

aisxpév, meaning of, ii. 36; ili. 6; vil. 

72. 

&koAacla, meaning and nature of, iii. 147, 
168; vii. 42, 86, 100. 

axdAaortos, Aristotle’s dislike to, iii. 167. 

a&kovctos, looser use of, v. 109. 

axpacia, general view of, vil. 156: mean- 

ing of, vii. 3: founded on quasi rea- 

soning, vii. 75. 

phenomena of, explained, vii. 

38, 41. 

nature of, vii. 11—86. 

subject-matter of, vii. 53. 

why shewn to be zrep) 75o0vds, Vii. 

67. 
axpatns may be Sevds, vii. 111. 

axpérns, how virtue is, ii. 71. 

dAas Tous Acyouevous, Vili. 13. 

Alcibiades, illustration of weyaddWuxos, 

iv. 33, 34, 

&Anbeia Tod vov, how it secures right 

action, vi. 10. 

avayrn, meaning of, vi. 29; iii. 55; di- 

visions of, iil. 54. 

dvaipe?, meaning of, x. 8. 

Analogy, modes of refuting argument 

from, ii. 43. 

avatAnpwots, pleasure resulting from, 

vii. 123, 126. 

avdpeta and swppootvn, why particular- 

ized together, ii, 22; iii. 100. 

virtue of the @uuoerdés, iii. 100. 

progress of an action of, iii. 109. 

conditions of, iii. 108. 
h woAutiky, meaning of, iii. 122. 

spurious sorts of, iii. 121. 

why treated of before cwppootvn, 

iii. 100. 

&vSpeios, sphere of, iii. 106. 

Anger, mean of, why avavupos, iv. 85. 

how far a plea of involuntariness, 

v. 104. 

avrikerrat, meaning of, vi. 90. 

évrimemovOds, how far a true principle of 

exchange, v. 05. 

atla, principle of in dixaoodvn, vill. 26. 

amdGew Kar jpeula, how far a true de- 

scription of virtue, ii, 34. 

am@A@s, sense of, i. 42. 

Sixatov, v.77. 

amddezis, meaning and nature of, vi. 33. 

amodékerat, meaning of, iv. 95. 

amoorhuact, meaning of, i. 179. 

aperh, excellence, not necessarily moral 

virtue, 1. 128. 
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dpeth, how a mecdrys, ii. 66. 

-— how an axpédrns, ii. 71. 

how ep 7dovas Kal Admas, ii. 27. 

function of in choice of good end, 

vii. 100. 

tedela, how far indestructible, i. 

175. 

—— why the perfection of aic@nrix7 is 

so called, vi. 132. 

effect and test of, ii. 57. 

Aristotle’s moral system, key-stone of, 

iii. 85: his data, i. 58, 140. 

his philosophy inductive, vii. 13. 

does not dogmatize, iii. 10. 

his mode of searching after hap- 

piness, i. 13, 104. 

practical wisdom of 11.105. 

rejects views which are contrary 

to experience, vii. 16. 

his ways of searching after truth, 

i. 138. 

way of treating responsibility, 

mG 

and Eudoxus, different views of, 

on pleasure and happiness, x. 49. 

Art and chance, connection between, vi. 

46. 

&pxn, meaning of, i. 59; iii. 67. 

apxai, ways of arriving at, i. 136. 

&px} Tov HOous, x. 2. 

Asceticism unknown to Aristotle, i. 63. 

aobévera, cause of dxpacta, vii. 95. 

Goretol, Meaning of, iv. 50. 

&ovumeTpos, meaning of, iii. 51. 

acwtia, nature of, iv. 22. 

&owros, derivation of, iv. 14, 

&rexvia, nature of, vi. 47. 

avTa Ov adtar, v. 52. 

B. 

Barbarians, why degraded, vii. 9. 

BeAtiorn mwodrreia, where existing, v. 92. 

Benefactor, why his feelings are strong- 

est, ix. 40. 

Benefits conferred on others are pleasant, 
ix. 38, 39. 

Bios, external life, i. 190, 193. 

a balance of 7d0vh and Avz7, ii. 81. 

INDEX. 

Bios and wn, difference between, ix. 61. 

TéXelos, Meaning of, i. 175. 

Bodily appetites, final causes of, iii. 165. 

Bodily pleasures, how realized, x. 24; 

cause of, vii. 123. 

BovAera, meaning of, iii. 22. 

BovaAevois, nature of, iii. 40. 

BovAnots, nature of, iii. 40. 

Butler’s practical argument on necessity, 

how far used by Aristotle, iii. 86. 

Buyer fixes the value, ix. 9. 

C. 

Casuistry, nature of, ix. 11. 

Catallactic justice: OSixaov and oor, 

v. 36. 

interchange in, v. 58. 

Causation in Physics, Aristotle’s views 

on, iil. 54. 

Chance and art, connection between, vi. 

46. 

Change of heazt recognised by Aristotle, 

we EE. 

Channels whereby 750 reaches us, Vi. 

213° vit. 74. 

Circumstances of parties, how far con- 

sidered in diorthotic justice, v. 47. 

Concupiscible and irascible einotions, 

1219 oo DD: 

Conscienee, objective, iil. 21. 

Constitution, definition of, viii. 38. 

Contrary opinions, what to be deduced 

from, i. 146. 

Contrivance (téxvm), Vi. 36. 

i. 

Death, events after—how far they affect 
happiness, i. 174. 

in what sense termed 7épas, iii. 

104. 

decAia, nature of, iii. 117. 

dewds may be axpar7s, vii. 111. 

decvoTys, nature and function of, vi. 133, 

sqq.- 

and opévnots, differences between, 

Wi. love 

Deliberation, what, iii. 69. - 
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Descendants, how far their fortunes in- 

fluence happiness, i. 198. 

Seamorindy Sixaor, v. 86. 

devrepos Avs, meaning of, ii. 104. 

5? &yvoiay, actions, iii. 19. 

Siaiperds, meaning of, ii. 61. 
Sikaov, how péoov, v. 42: divisions of, 

v. 77: origin of, v. 79; confined to 

man, v. 122. 

Siucacoodvn, notion of, why arrived at from 
adixfa, v. 3. 

and 70:k} aperh, identity and dif- 

ference of, v. 22. 

——— proof of 74K) aperh being the 

épyov, v. 1. 18. 

and giAla, what is considered in 

each, viii. 26. 

substitute for piAla, villi. 36, 4. 

how far a proof of @:Aia, viii. 34, 
46. 

dicatootyy, 7 ev wéper, twofold nature of, 

v.15. 

relation of, to dAn Six. and 70iKy 

apern, ib. 

not wep) jdovds Kal 

Avmas, v. 72. 

how different from other vir- 

tues, v. 72. 

how év péper dperas, v. 23. 

Diorthotic justice, how applied, v. 50. 

Distributive justice, Sicaov and uécor, 

v. 36. 

5déa, in moral action, ili. 40. 

nature of, vi. 27. 
Dreams, Aristotle’s notions on, i. 216. 

duvduer, meaning of, iv. 105. 

duvduers, how far habits become, vi. 116. 

dvvamus, meanings of, i. 22, 205. 

E. 

eyxparera, nature of, vii. 11, 86; vii. 

156. 

- how far intellectual firmness, 

vii. 104, 

eO:ouds, source of apxal, i. 136. 

exaoTdrns, ix. 21. 

exmeceiv ad’tovs, meaning of, iii. 26. 

G 
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év &pxf, meaning of, viii. 33. 

év Blip rerely, i. 131, 175. 

év méper dperis Sixacoovvn, meaning of, 

v. 23, 

év TH Suvduer, meaning of, iv. 105. 

Enquiry, Aristotle’s method of, vii. 13, 

33. 

€fis, meaning of, ii. 55; vi. 40. 

e& broécews, meaning of, v. 70. 

éfwrepixol Adyo., what, i. 213. 

eraywyh, source of dpyal, i. 136. 

éraiverév and KaAddv, difference between, 

ii. 102. 

éraivos, how the standard of virtue, i. 

223. 

eel, used independently, iv. 20. 
émd:Sdacw, meaning of, x. 54. 

ér{Soo.s, meaning of, ii. 100. 

émeixera, nature of, iii. 102; v. 123. 

émtOuula, iii. 40. 

influence of in a&kpacta, vii. 41. 

and 7dovh, how different, iii. 40, 

154; vii. 58—89, 91; x. 56. 
S228 érloTrarat, meaning of, vi. 34. 
> U 

éerioTnun, nature of, ii. 63; vi. 28, 30. 

Kata cuuBeBynkds, vi. 35. 

ETLOTHUMY, Vi. 80. 

Equality, how far necessary in daily 

life, v. 61. 

éopev éevepyeig, meaning of, ix. 37. 

éxxarov, meaning of, vi. 118; kal év- 

dexduevoy, meaning of, vi. 120. 

étépa mpdtacis, what, vi. 121. 

Ethics, in what sense a practical treatise, 
1.46; ii. 13. 

a scientific treatise, ii. 13; x. 84: 

introduction to Politics, x. 100. 

Etymology, arguments from, ii. 2. 

evdaimovia, meaning of, i. 51; energy of 

highest excellence, x. 66. 

evdatmoviouds and pakapiopds, i. 169, 

Eudoxus, x. 5; i. 206. ; 

and Aristotle, different views of, 

on pleasure and happiness, x. 49. 

ed CHy, vi. 49. 

evOvs, meaning of, vi. 58. 

evoroxia, vi. 97. 

epamrerat, meaning of, ili. 142. 

gxew Adyov, meaning of, i. 221. 

oe 
5 
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Exchange, in catallactic justice, v. 36. 

External goods, how far necessary to 

happiness, i. 175; x. 81. 

Extremes and mean, how opposed, iv. 

83. 

how one, more opposed to the 

mean than the other, ii. 96; iv. 1. 

H. 

nSéa, divisions of, explained, vii. 60. 

H5eo0at, meaning of, x. 17, 22. 

H5n, meaning of, x. 64. 

ndovat, divisions of, iii. 149; vii. 122. 

ydovn, twofold sense of, ii. 27; na- 

ture of, vil. 131; x.42; arguments 

against its being aya@dv, x. 14; nota 

yeveots, Vil. 123; x. 23; why thought 

to be such, vii. 152. 

and dvamAnpwots, not identical, x. 

24. 

and Avmy, how they enter into all 

the virtues, ii. 65; ili. 99: iv. 1; how 

they act in formation of character, ii. 

27 : arising from kaAdy and aicxpoy, il. 

27; iii. 11, 15: how considered in 

Books vii. and x., vii. 115; x. 1. 

and émiéuuia, difference between, 

iii. 40, 154; vii. 58, 89, 91; x. 56. 

of &perH highest, x. 59. 

dv and Kaddv, views of, different in dif- 

ferent moral states, vii. 4. 

78v, difference between amA@s and til, 

vil. 119; and ovuBeBnkéds, vii. 123. 

NOiKH apeTH, how wept HOovas Kal Aras» 

ill. 99. 

how said to secure a right 

end, vi. 131, 

—————- a _ right 

mpoaipecis, Vi. 133. 

and d:kaocvvn, identity and 

difference of, v. 22. 

}} oUrTws, meaning of, vii. 145. 

neOjvat and HSecGu, difference between, 

x, 22. 

INDEX. 

F. 

Fear, when right, iii. 101. 

Final cause, why called apxf, vii. 99. 

Final causes of action, ii. 35. 

Forms of opposition, compressed, to be 

worked out, i. 185. 

Fortitude and temperance, of what the 

regulation, iv. 1. ; 

Friends, actions of, why pleasant, ix. 54, 

57. 

LBS 

yéveois, nature of, x. 23. 

yvépn, nature and functions of, vi. 114. 

and cvyyvapn, difference between, 

vi. 114. 

yva@ois, how far the object of Ethics, i. 

46; 11.13; x. 84. 

God recognised by Aristotle, vii. 155; 

vill. 54; ix. 21; x. 79, 83. 

Good, an absolute point, x. 16: no re- 

gular comparative of, ibid. 

highest, chosen by reason, ix. 49, 

how far recognised by bad men, 

ix. 49; x. 10. : 

the, admits of degrees, x. 19. 

depends on personality, ix. 21. 

man, his life one of reason, ix. 19. 

Government, function of, viii. 38. 

EX. 

Habit, how far expressive of the word 

efis, vi. 40. 

Habits cannot have opposite results, 

v. 3. 

- of mind on pleasures and pains, 

vii. 86. 

how discernible from actions, v. 3. 

Happiness, essence and adjuncts of, i. 

175, 194. 

how to be attained, i. 160. 

—— whether attainable during life, i, 

174. 

why shewn to be tiusoy, and not 

ewaiveTov, i. 204. 
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Happiness, highest, of man, x. 66. 

—— complete in itself, x. 62: how in- 

creased by additions, ibid. 

Human nature, Aristotle’s view of, ii. 81; 

vi. 158. 

I. 

Ignorance, when an excuse, iii. 19. 
Illiberality, nature of, iv. 19. 

Incontinence, inadequate translation of 

a&kpacla, vil. 3. 

Individual, how prior to state, viii. 56. 
Induction, recognised by Aristotle, vi. 31. 

Innate principles, i. 136. 
Instincts of human nature, iv. |. 

Intellect and passions, both necessary to 

moral action, vi. 17, sqq. 

channel of impressions on 7d6n, 

vi. 21: not a motive cause, vi. 20: 

how it &pyxec Tis wointinjs, ib. 

Intellectual development in virtue, vii. 1. 

energy, in what sense the 

highest, x. 66, 71. 

firmness, how far the same 

as éyxpareia, vii. 104. 

process, how concerned in 

action, vi. 115. 

Irascible and concupiscible emotions, 

i, 219; ii. 22. 

Zoov, how péoor, v. 36. 

K, 

cadeornkvias, meaning of, vii. 127. 

aia TOV ToAEuou, ill. 127. 

«addy, meaning of, i. 192; iii. 3. 

final cause of avdpeia, ili. 114; 
of virtue, ili. 113. 

«addy and éraverdy, li. 102. 

~aiaxpév, shadowy visions of, 

vi. 138, 142. 
KapTepia, vii. 86, 

«ard, meaning of, ii. 14. 

xara Siduetpov ovCeviis, v. 58. 

Kata Tov devTEpoy Addy, ii. 104, 

Adyov, vii. 112. 
“xaToKexiuos, meaning of, x. 85. 
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Keva TOU TWod€uou, iii, 127. 

xépdos, meaning of in diorthotie justice, 
v. 47, 49. 

Kepadrdy exovaa, vi. 68. 

klynois not TeAcla, x. 31: parts of, not 

TéAciat, X. 32, 

Knowledge, actions contrary to, ex- 

plained, vii. 38. 

of general and particular, vi. 

74, sqq. 

kvp.os, meaning of, i. 175, 184; ii, 14 

kup(ws, meaning of, i. 122. 

éemioTnun, Vii. 1. 

kupi@repov, meaning of, i. 126. 

x. 

xavvos, nature of, iv. 51. 

A. 

AauBavew ppdvynow, vi. 111. 

Law, definition of, x. 91. 

A€yeoOat, meaning of, i. 126. 

Aclwerau, li. 55. 

AcoBia arodoula, v. 129. 

Liberality, nature of, iv. 19. 

Living, pleasure in, ix. 57. 

M. 

’ 

sabnrév, whether happiness is, i. 161. 
bakdpioy, meaning of, i. 191, 194. 

Maxapiouds and eddatmorouds, i. 169. 

padrakia, vii. 11, 80. 

Man, a compound being, iii. 35; x. 77. 

avrevecOa, meaning of, i. 136; vi. 149. 

Mean and extremes, how opposed, iv. 83. 

Meyadompenns, character of, iv. 34, 41. 

peyaddWuxos, character of, iv. 75. 

Medical illustrations, Aristotle’s fondness 

for, ii. 17. 
MeAayxoAikol, why a&kpare’s, vii. 95, 113, 

Mental process, vi. 27. 
Mentiens, fallacy of, vii. 28. 

Mepiotd, nature of, x, 40. 
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geodtns how dpery is, ii. 66: not capable 

of degrees, ii. 78, 

fueTa Opfod Adyou, meaning of, vi. 150. 

fuktal mpdéers, iii. 6. 

pusntév, meaning of, iii. 161; vii. 66. 

Money, use of, v. 64. 

Moral action, course of, iii. 40: how far 

instructive, ili. 40. 

Moral actions, mental habits concerned 

in, vi. 115. 

and states, how they de- 

pend on gpdvnots being worked into 

our nature, vil. 39, 42. 

energies, in what sense the best, 

XG; 7 Lp de. 

character, how formed, vi. 91, 

and page 152. 

evil, sorts of, vii. 3. 

tone and view of great import- 

ance in Ethics, vii. 41. 

and physical beauty, connection 

between, ili. 101; v. 57. 

and political virtue, how not 

identical, v. 33. 

Moral wisdom, see dpovnats. 

Morals, shifting, ii. 16. 

Mutual wants, bond of commerce, v. 67. 

N. 

Nature, self-moving, vi. 45. 

of man, how viewed by Aristotle, 

page 153. 

Necessity, pleas of, answered by Aris- 

totle, ili. 78. 

voulKoy Sikatov, V. 77- 

véuos, origin of, v. 81; voice of Sixaioy, 

iene 
voovmer OTL voouper, ix. 61. 

vows, meaning of, vi. 63: functions of, 

page 1o1: in science and morals, vi. 

120: why termed atc@nois, vi. 63, 

93: why substituted for ppdvyots, vi. 
89, sqq., 115: why not tay mpds 7d 

TéAos, Vi. 63: Gpx} Kal TéAos, in 

morals, vi. 120, 124: and dpegs, how 

they imply each other, vi. 10. 

Number of citizens in a state, ix. 64. 

INDEX. 

O, Qs 

Obligations, how and when to be re- 

turned, viii. 62. 

opyn, distinguished from @uuds, ii. 9. 

dpextikdy, meaning of, i. 220. 

dpedis, nature and sorts of, iii. 40. 

and BovAnors, why interchanged, — 

ibid. 

how different from évépyeia, x. 57. 

as &vOpwros, meaning of, iii. 109. 

UG 

mapayyeAlav, meaning of, ii, 18. 

mapaméTacua, iv. 48. 

Twapaceicavtt, meaning of, iv. 57. 

Particular virtues, Aristotle’s object in 

treating of, iii. 98. 

Particulars, view of important, vii. 49. 

knowledge of, not implied 

in é€miothpn, Vii. 50. 

Parties concerned, when considered in 

catallactic justice, v. 59. 

Passion and reason, struggle between, 

ii. 174. 

Passions, a part of man’s nature, iii. 35. 

Passive impressions and active habits, 

ii. 23. y 

maocxov and ro.ody, meaning of, v. 61; 

x. AG. 

Patriarchal authority in Asia, why wrong, 

viii. 41. 

matpixov Sixaov, v. 86. 

Physical and moral beauty, connection 
between, iii. 101. 

nature, why superior to huma- 

nity, vi. 68. 

Plato, how Aristotle reconciles his no- 

tions with, x. 77, 84. 

notion of our moral perfection, ii. 
38. 

Pleasure, nature of, x. 42, sqq.; result of 

highest évépyeia, ibid.; sorts of,x. 53; 

arguments in favour of, x. 5; how it 

completes the évépyema, x. 46; differ- 

ent views on, how caused, vii. 149; x. 
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49; how it admits of degrees, x. 53; 

abstract and concrete, x. 19; TeAela, 

as a whole, and in its parts, x. 32; 

how treated in Books vii. and x., vii. 1; 

* 1 

Pleasure, remedy against pain, viii. 150, 

154, 

and pain, Eudoxus’ argument 

from contraries, x. 111. 

when both evils, vii. 

147. 

Pleasures, false, why held to be plea- 

sures, vii. 149: why held to be bad, 

- vii. 149, 150. 

mwAnumeAes, meaning of, i. 165. 

mwAiv boa uh, meaning of, iv. 67. 

_ modrns, meaning of, x. 13. 

aéAts how mpdrepov pce, viii. 56. 
modiTiKh requires ppdvyais, Vi. 76; divi- 

sions of, vi. 81. 

moAtikoy Sixaov, why alone binding on 

man, v. 79. 

aécov, how principle of g:Ala, viii. 26. 
Powers of moral action, how far natural 

gifts, vi. 123. 
value of, consists in develop- 

ment, ix. 59. 

mpaynareta, meaning of, ii. 13. 

Tpiauuxh tis TUX, effect of on happiness, 

i, 17s 
mpoatpeois, nature of, iii. 36, 39, 40, 41, 

76; vi. 16, 17; motive cause of ac- 

tion, vi. 16. 

and BovAevots, why inter- 

changed, iii. 79. 
mporrérera, cause of &xpacta, vii. 95. 
Proportion in catallactic justice, v. 40. 

Propriety of speech, nature of, iv. 97. 

mpos &AAov Fi, iv. 68. 

mpovmdpxew, meaning of, i. 199. 

Prudence, see pdvnots. 

Punishment, object of, ii. 30. 

2. 

gavtacia, meaning of, iii. 91; vii. 47— 

73; sorts of, vi. 21. 

geunrdy, distinguished from exrdy and 

pucnrdy, vil. 66. 
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pbelpera, meaning of, ii. 8. 
piAla, conditions of, viii. 8; how far a 

proof of dicasoodvn, viii. 34, 46. 

— and dixaocdvn, relations between, 

vili. 4, 26: bond of society, viii. 4. 

cause of different views on, viii. 5. 

piAotimla, nature of, iv. 82. 

~éBos and @dppos, means and extremes 

of, ii, 82. 

gpévnots, function of, vi. 115: subject- 

matter of, vi. 53: divisions of, vi. 48, 

76; connection with vods—why called 
vous, Vi. 89, sqq. 

two sorts of, vi. 136: amd vod, 

page 151: amd rijs BSewdrnros, ibid. : 

requires apetH, vi. 141: connection 

with moAutixh, vi. 76, 84: viewed in 

its first stage, vi. 104: rod réAous, 
vi. 48: Tod eoxdorov, vi. 93; why 

equivalent to evBovAia, vi. 115: why 

spoken of as of the means, vi. 158: 
always implies dper, vi. 153: all the 
virtues, vi. 156: not merely intellec- 

tual, vi. 62, perfect, wanting in daxpa- 

gia, vii. 110: how preserved by 

cwppoctvn, vi. 57; how far worked 

into our natures in different stages of 

character, vii. 42; why no dperf of, 

vi. 60: how applied to animals, vi. 70: 
questions as to use of, vi. 128; objec- 

tions that it is not a sufficient intellec- 

tual development, vii. 1: and devdrns, 

differences between, vi. 147. 

ppdvimos, why called BovAecutikds, vi. 51. 
guoixh aperh, nature of, vi. 142; how 

formed into kupia, vi. 142. 

different in different individuals, 

vi. 150. 

gvoudy moditixdy, nature and divisions 

of, v. ¢7, 89. 

gvoixas, meaning of, vil. 40. 

gvois, senses of, ii. 60; iil. 54; vi. 29, 

¥. 

Wextdv, meaning of, iii. 162; distin- 

guished from puontéy and pevkrdr, 

vii. 66. 
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R. 

Rational sense, result of first stage of 

moral character, vi. 91. 

Reason and passion, struggle between, 

iii. 174. 

Reasoning process on acts of moral choice, 

vi. 140. 

Right reason, how far violated in axpacta, 

vii. 41, 45, 51. 

S. 

Sailors, why not avdpezor, iii. 106. 

Science and moral wisdom, how useful, 

vi. 128. 

and moral habits, not equally of 

opposites, V. 3. 

Self, absence of, an ingredient in virtue, 

iv. 11. 

how far a man may injure himself, 
w. 140, 132. 

Self-love, ix. 16, sqq. 

Self-partiality, cause of axpacia, vii. 38. 

Semina virtutum, ii. 4. 

Sense, variable nature of objects of, 

recognised by Aristotle, ii. 110. 

Seventh Book, whether interpolated, vii. 

116. 

Slave, has no Bios, x. 65; position of, 

vill. 41. 

Slavery, Aristotle’s views on, vill. 47. 

Sociable instincts, virtues of, iv. 92. 

Social relations necessary to OSiasoy, v. 

79. 
Society, progress of, v. 81. 

Solon’s opinion examined, i. 173, 176. 
Soul, states of, ii. 49. 

codia, nature of, vi. 67. 

coés, who is so, vi. 66. 

Spartan costume, iv. 110. 

Stages of moral evil, vii. 3. 

Standard of virtue, i. 223. 

State, of more importance than citizens, 

ix. 46. 

motive powers of, v. 34; on what it 

is said to depend, v. 56. 

Struggle between passion and reason, iii. 

174. 

INDEX. 

ovgevtis kata Siduerpov, v. 58, 

Suicide, how unjust, v. 131: why not 

avSpeios, iii. 120. 

ouvdudter, meaning of, v. 41. 

ovveots, meaning and function of, vi. 105. 

ouvexns, meaning of, ii. 61. 

ournyopica, meaning of, i, 207. 

gvvievai, Meaning of, vi. 105. 

Syllogism, not the only channel of truth, 
vi. 32. 

opodpdrns, how cause of axpacta, vii. 95. 

cwppootvn, nature of, iii. 144: process 
of action of, iii. 146. 

and aydpela, why particular- 
ized together, ii. 22; iii, 145: how 

different from other virtues, iii. 145. 

oéppwv, charaeter of, iv. 49; vii. 42, 86 

Ate 

TO TOAITIKA—=Ol ToAtrau, iii. 130. 

TeAcloTaTn Gpeth, middle term of the 

treatise, i. 129. 

TéAos, why called cyaroy, vi. 118. 

Temperance, of what the regulation, iv. 1. 

Téxvn, nature of, vi. 36, 42: process cf, 

vi. 43: what excluded from, vi. 36. 

Téxvn, ancient and modern notions about 

different, vi. 36. 

ti éott, meaning of, ii. 70. 
tiwsov, characteristic of happiness, mean- 

ing of, i. 204. 

Td civat, meaning of, v. 22. 

Td Ti Hv eivat, Meaning of, ii. 70. 

Tots ev apXH, Meaning of, i. 167. 

True—in what sense things are said to 

be true, vi. 25. 

Tpuph; nature of, vii. 11, 92. 

TUXN, Meaning of, iii. 55; vi. 29. 

tuxdvTwy, ordinary men, i. 217. 
TQ Ady@, nominally, i. 214. 

1 
= 

©. 

O@npiorns, whence arising, vil. 10: how 

poBepataroy, vii. 84. 

@uuds, nature of, iii, 132: distinguished 
from opy7, li. 9. 
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. 

bwdAouros €fis, meaning of, vii, 123. 

¥: 

Virtue, enquiry into nature of, proposed 

by Aristotle, ii. 48. 

—— standard of, i. 223: practical direc- 

tions for, ii. 93. 

Virtues, in Bk, iv., of what the regula- 

tion, iv. 1, 

W. 

Wants, mutual, bond of commerce, v. 67. 

Wealth, how viewed in different consti- 

tutions, viii. 40. 

Weights and measures, how different in 

different places, v. 96. 

Will, weakness of, for good, v, 120. 
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ERRATA. 

Page 25 , for note 138 read 183. is A rs 

— ay, note 49, for tpid read tpia. 

— 55, note 45, for Bovanals read neeaeh: 

— 56, note 55, for &opictos read &dptoTos. 

— 68, for note 112 read 121. 

‘a — 100, for note 55 read 43. 
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